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Dear Reader, 

This is number 24/25 of UNIDO's state-of-the-art series in the field of 
materials entitled ADVANC~ IN PIATERIALS TECllMOLOGY: fllONITOR. This issue 
is devoted to the subject of SURFACE ENGIHFJlllfC - A CONSULTANCY REPORT. 

This Monitor intends to present a survey of the present status of 
scientific widerstanding and practical application. It thus provides an 
international forum for the exchange of information on new technologies on 
surface treatment. The main article for this Monitor has been written for •1s 
by Dr. Venkateswaran Sankaran, India. 

We invite readers to share with us their experience related to any aspect 
of production and utilization of materials. Due to paucity of space and other 
reasons, we reserve the right to abridge the presentation or not publish them 
at all. We also would be happy to publish your forthcoming meetings, which 
have to reach us at least six months prior t~ the meeting. 

Due to financial constraints we cannot accept new subscribers for the 
time being and also ask for your understanding that we cannot send all the 
requested copies of back issues as many of the past Monitors are currently out 
of print. 

For ti: interest of those readers who may not know, UNIDO has inaugurated 
the PIARINE IlfDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY PIONITOR. The Microelectronics Monitor and 
the Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology Monitor are also being published. 
For more information please write to the Editor of the respective Monitor. 

Industrial Technology Development Division 
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1. SURFACE ENGINEERING 

A Consultancy Report 
by Or. Venkateswaran Sankaran 

Surface engineering is a rapidly developing 
di<;r:ipline which makes possible the desion and 
manufacture of composites (not only metailic but 
also ceramic and polymeric based). wit!- a 
•:ombination of bulk and surface properties 
1111nbtainable in either the base or the surface 
material. 

The principal reason for the growing 
importance of this technology is that the 
destructive forces in most technological 
applications concentrate on the exterior of a 
component, thereby r equi ring surf ace properties 
that are intentionally different from the core. 
This applies to a wide range of engineering 
applications ... he it the tip of a cutting tool, 
the combustion chamber of a jet engine, the valve 
in a chemical plant, an internal engine c<1111ponent 
and so on. 

In this article, an attempt is made to review 
(a) the state-of-the-art in this field, (b) recent 
developtnents and industrial applications and 
(c) the future trends in this area. 

Surface engi1.eering has been practised, 
allh!>ugh in crude forms, for thousands of years. 
Indeed one can find evidence of quench hardening 
of weapons as early as 880 BL in Homer's Odyssey. 
wherein he compares the hissing of the snake in 
the eyes of Cyclops to the hissing of an 
armourer's sword during tempering. 

The writings of the German monk Theophilus 
refer to carburizing case hardening in the 
eleventh century and the Chinese archaeologists 
have unearthed evidences to show that early 
fhinese used decomposing soya bean to enrich red 
hot swords with nitrogen and carbon, to improve 
their strength and toughness. 

Hevertheless, it was not until the end of the 
nineteenth century - beginning of the twentieth 
century. that new surface engineering techniques 
rnuld be envio;aged due to dramat ir: improvelll"'nts in 
electrical terhnoloqies. 

Surfare engineering techniques gained further 
impetu<; rf11r f o the growing comm1>rr.i a 1 mat.uri ty of 
a wirfe ranqe of elertrically based surface 
terhnolooie" like laser anrf elertron beam 
pror:po;si•HI. pl.t<;ma lhermod1emical techniques and 
pl.to;m.t enh.tncPrf ~oatinq techniques. 

Today. juo;t I ike qasol ine is eo;sential to 
rwploit the potentials of a motor car. surface 
enqineerinq io; essential in the application and 
rwploi tat ion nf hiqh performance enqineering 
m.1trriah. Thi-; io; ro;ppr.ially true duf' to bot.h 
thr eo;cal.1!.in~ ro•.to; nf high pl'rformancf' structural 
n1.ttrrial•. and the inrreasingly high life-ryr.lf' 
r·equi ren1ento; of hiqh performance systems. 

Surface engineering techniques generally 
consist of surface treatments, where the 
composition or the rnechanical property of the 
existing surface is altered, or a different 
material is deposited, as thin fil~s or coatings, 
to create a new surface. 

Surface treatments thus include, on the one 
hand, rnechanicals processes, such as shot-peening, 
which work-harden the surface; thermal treatments, 
like laser or electron bea~ heating. which harden 
the surface by quenching constituents in solid 
soluti~n; diffusion treatments, like carburizing 
and nitriding, which modify the surface 
COlllflOSition; chemical treatrnents. such as etching 
and oxidation, which either remove 111aterial or 
change the COlllposition by chemical reactions; and 
ion implantation, where the surface composition is 
modified by accelerating ions to hi9h energies and 
implanting them into the near-surface layers. 

Deposition tech~iques, on the other hand, 
include traditional electrodeposition and chemical 
conversion coating methods, as well as newer 
techniques such as thermal spraying, where a 
plasma or electric arc is used to melt a powder or 
wire source, and droplets of ~olten material are 
sprayed onto the surface to prGduce a coating; 
ph!'sical vapour deposition, in which a vapour flux 
is created by a physical process such as 
evaporation sputtering, or laser ablation; and 
chemical vapour deposition, where a reaction of 
the vapour pltase species with the sample surface 
produces a coating. 

The new surface engineering treat~ent 
techniques together with the traditional surface 
treatmerts have a profound influence on a number 
of engineering properties, as can be seen in 
figure 1 (!>ee page 18). 

The thickness of the engineered surface can 
vary from several millimetres for weld overlays lo 
a few micrOt11etres for physical vapour deposited 
and chemical vapour deposited coatings, while the 
depth of s•rrface modification induced by ion 
implantation is less than or equal to 
0.1 micrometres. In all, the surfac~ treatment 
techniques cover five orders of magnitude in 
thickness, as shown in figure 2 (see page 18). 
Similarly, the coating hardnesses span a wide 
range ... 250-300 HV for some spray coat;ngs, 
1,000 HV for nitrided steels, 1,100-1,600 HV for 
detonation gun (0-qun) carbide in metal cermet 
coatings. 3,500 HV for titanium nitride PVO 
coatings and up to even 10 ,000 llV for diamond 
coatings. 

Each surface enginef'rinq technique has 
advantages and limitations, which must be 
evaluated f~r a specific application. The r.hoice 
~f material and treatment is dictated hy the three 
1ones of the component or tool: thP suhstrate. 
the interface and the surface, as indicated in 



figure~ (o;ee page 19). For instance. the 
substrate may need to combine strength and 
lightness. while the coating may need to be hard 
6nd chemically inert. and at the interface a 
strong bond will be essential. 

When a s'.ngle engineering property is 
required. the designer and the materials engineer 
have a relatively easy task. However, situations 
often arise that require a combination of two or 
more properties. It is in such situations that 
duplex or multiple surface treatments are becoming 
increasingly popular. In figure 4 (see page 19) 
is shown some of the typical duplex surface 
treatments that are currently being employed in 
the design of components that operate und~r 
complex conditions. There can be no doubt that 
the scope for duplex or multiple surface 
treatments to provide an array of surf ace 
engineered products is virtually unlimited. 

let us now take a look at sOllle of the latest 
developments and applications in this field. 

B. Recen~_lf_fvelopments and industrial 
~l ications 

Shot peening is a well established method of 
surface treatment which, when carried out in a 
controlled manner and to a selected specification, 
can markedly increase a component's life by 
changing the undesirable stress patterns that may 
have b~en introduced during machining or forming 
operations. Recent developments in duplex peening 
and often triple peening is now used to form 
rnmplex NC-machined parts to shape. 

Finishing operations like grinding often 
leave the component in tension or compression, 
which results in considerable variations in 
fatigue strength. In such cases, shot peening of 
(Omponents after finishing introduces compressive 
stresses which greatly improves fatigue 
properties. The increase in fatigue strength of 
steel after shot peening is illustrated in 
figure 5 (see page 19). It can be seen that in a 
~tPel of 50 HRC, peening increases the fatigue 
~trength to ;ilmost twicp that of smooth unpeened 
m;iterial, ;ind almost four times that of notched 
unpeened material. In coinponents such as gears or 
ilProspilce pc1rt ~ made from higher hardne"s 
millerials. notch sensitivity is even more 
~ionilicilnt. Similarly, if a part in the hardened 
st;ite is knocked or scratched during subwequent 
milnufacture or on assembly, a notch could be 
rreated that might significantly affect the 
fatigue strenqth. In such cases, shot peeninq is 
hPnPficiill. a~ it has ii hiqh deqree of damaqe 
toli-r;inrP. 

fhf' MhiPveml'nt of optimum rP~ult.'; u~inn ~hnl 

P"""ing r1>'1uireo; ;in under~t;inding of the suh-;trati
~trps~ profile ;ind how it i~ ;iffected hy thP 
rliflprPnl ~hnt peeninq pilrameters. The effects or 
varying the shot hardness are shown in figure h 
f •,pp p;iqe 20). Shot peening with shot harder than 
the compon!nt material gives a high level of 
surface compr,~s<>ive stress, usually 60 per cent of 
thP UTS or more. If the o;hot. is soft.er than the 
workpiere, compressive stre<>se'i are still induced, 
hut Ciln he ii'; low ;is one third of the UTS. In 
ilppl irat ions surh a<> high grade gear-;, where 
~·1rf;ire fi11io;h is important for reduction of noiv 
and prevention of pitting or spalling, the use of 
~hot softer t.han the p.trt gives the required 
inrrPao;e in latig11e Strength without the exceHive 
rfio;lurh;,nre oh•ilined with I.he hard shot. 
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Reduction of shot size hos the effect of 
moving the maximum subsurface compressive stress 
closer to the surface (see figure 7 on page 20), 
which increases the surf<ce stress, but result~ in 
a shallower compressive surface layer. In order 
to obtain maxilllUlll surface compressive stress, 
duplex shot peening is used, in which the first 
peening is carried out with large shot, to obtain 
the depth of the residual compressive stress, 
followed by similar coverage using small shot. to 
produce high residual surface stress and a 
consequent increase in fatigue properties. Hany 
times, duplex shot peening is the only way to 
impart fatigue strength in a critical component, 
without involving expensive redesign. 

Another area where shot peening is being 
increasingly applied is in the production of 
aircraft wings, fuselage and door panels using 
shot peen forming. 

2. li!.l.eL~rface treatments 

Light amplification by stimulated emission of 
radiation (LASER), owes its origin to the early 
work of Albert Einstein, on stimulated emission 
(which was essential to the development of la~er 
technology), who postulated it in 1917, as a novel 
type of radiation. However, it was not until lg6o 
that the first working laser was produced by 
Haiman. Since then, devices for laser have become 
a huge technical and commercial success story. 

The laser is an optical oscillator/amplifier 
w~.ich produces an optical beam which is nearly 
parallel. The power of the beam required for 
material processing is co11111only between 
100-10,000 W. Currently, only carbon dioxide 
laser, yttrium aluminium garnet (YAG) or neodymium 
glass solid state laser are usually used for 
industrial purposes, though powerful argon. ruby 
and Excimer lasers have also been developed. 

The impact of laser in surface treatment can 
be judged from the current list of surface 
treatments for which laser is used: 

T~ansformation hardening 
Surface melting 
Surfac~ alloying 
Surface cladding 
Particle injection 
Laser chemical vapour deposition 
laser physical vapour deposition 
Enhanced plating 
Shock hardeninq 
Pulsed laser deposition. 

These processes differ only with respect to 
the power density, interaction time and ~hether 
m;iterial is added to the interact.ion zone. ao; 
iJJ.,;tratPrl in fig11rP f\ fseP p;ige ill. ':iome of 
tfu> fP;iture~ of lao;Pr s11rfi1CP treatment•., lio;tprl 
at>ove. will now he dio;ruo;serl. 

la) laser transformation hardening 

The first use of laser in transformation 
hardening was in 1966, and today there are several 
hundred lasers in practical use. Transformation 
hardening is achieved hy passing a laser beam over 
the surf ace of a hardenahl e materi a 1 • 11s11a 11 y a 
ferritic steel. A thin layer is therehy rapidly 
heated to ;.hove I.he austenizing t.flmperilturf' in the 
o;hort timf' that thf' heam is incident. Onre the 
beam ha'i passed, thi~ surface layer is quenched hy 
the conduction of heat into the still cold hulk 
material of the component. The quench rate is 
usually fao;t enough to give hardening by th,. 



formation of martensite, without the need for an 
outside coolant. The surface is usually treated 
to reduce the reflectivity (using matt paint/ 
grapt.ite/HoS., or graphite-sodiUlll silicate or 
shot blasting, shrouding with a reflective dome 
etc.). 

This process is confined to those materials 
which ~xhibit snlid phase transformations and 
whose transformed structures quench to harder 
structures. 

The advantages of laser heat treatments are: 

The treatment can be localized to a 
required area or pattern. 

The heat input is low and confined to a 
thin surface layer, giving minimal 
distortion and a reduction in the maximU111 
forces in the component. 

There is no surface disruption, except for 
a slight volume increase due to phase 
change. 

- No quenchant is required, expect on very 
small parts. 

The treatment can be carried out on the 
finished part, as distortion is nil a11d 
coolant contamination is not there. 

Accurate control of the treated depth is 
possible. 

The hardness depth profile can be shaped 
by controlling the power density 
distribution. 

The process can be easily automated. 

Process speeds are relatively high, 
leading to high productivity. 

Rapid quench leads to fine-grained 
structure. 

The current uses of laser transformation 
hardening include: 

ln(reasing strength and hardness. 

Improving lubrication. 

Reducing wear. 

Reharclening martensitic stainless steel. 

In(reasing fatig~e life. 

remperinq metal~. 

Creating carbide surfaces. 

(:-.. at inq 11niq11P qeometric: patterns. 

Jn tahle I (see page ]5) are listed some of 
thP rurrent. ,1pplicat.ions of lilser transformation 
hi!rclPning. 

lb' Laser surface melting (LSM) 

rhe experimental setup for laser surface 
meltino is similar to that for transformation 
harrlenirHJ, P•rPpt that in this r.ase a near fo(u<;Pcl 
I .1SPr heam is user!. The surf are to he mf> lt.ed is 
shrnurlerl in .1n inPrt. .1t.mnsphPrp. The m;iin 
rharartrristir~ nf this tPrhnique .1re as follow•: 
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Hnderate to rapid solidification rates. 
producing fine near homogenous structures. 

Little thennal penetration. This results 
in little distortion and the possibility 
of operating near thennally sensitive 
materials. 

Surface finish of abo1t 25.;<m is rather 
fairly easily obtained. 

Process flexibilities possible. 

Process variations cen~re around controlling 
the reflectivity, shaping the beam and shrouding 
the melt pool. The reflectivity is difficult to 
control due to melting process. However, the 
initial reflectivity is controlled in the same 
manner as for transfonnation hardening. The 
optical arrangements vary according to the method 
used to produce the required spot size or beam 
shape, which may be required to control the flow 
in the melt pool, as well as for the method used 
to protect the optics frOlll spatter and fume. 
Ho l ybdenum re fl eel ive optics are consequent! y 
being used, as they are relatively easier to clean. 

Three areas of ;:urrent interest, wherein LSH 
is being used, are in cast irons, tool steels and 
certain eutectics which can font metallic glasses 
at high quench rates. They are all essentially 
non-homogenous materials which can be homogenized 
by LSM. Cementite/ledeburite structures are 
formed in cast irons. The hardening effects come 
from austenite-to-«1artensite and graphite-to
cementite changes. Similarly, martensite/austenite 
fine structures are formed in stainless steels, 
forming residual compression ;n martensitic steels 
and residual tension in austenitic steels. The 
tension affects the corrosion properties. In 
titanium, highly dislocated fine structures are 
formed. F~rther, very hard, fine carbide 
dispersions with high hot hardness are produced in 
tool and special steels, using this technique. In 
case the hardness is very high, there is a 
tendency to cracking, which is usually offset by 
pre-heating. 

The fact that laser surface 3lloying is 
almost the same process. and offers the 
possibility of vastly i~proved hardness, wear, or 
corrosion properties, and the fact that LSH 
treated cast irons and tool st~els require 
machining or finishing, may explain the reason why 
LSH is not being currently used in production. 

(cl Laser sll.!:fli.e_tll2.Y.i!.lg 

This is similar to laser surface melting. 
except that in this case another matorial is added 
to the melt pool. 

The main (haracteristics of this proce<.s are 
the fol lowing: 

Host material~ c:an he alloyed into 
different substrates. The high quench 
rate ensures that segregation is minimal. 

The thickness of the treated layer can be 
from 1-200 microns. Using Q-switched 
lasers, very thin, very fast quenched 
alloy regions can be o~tained. 

loss of some very volatile components can 
he expected. 

Other rharacteristics are similar to laser 
melt inq. 



The process variations are simil3r to that 
encountered in surface melting except that an 
alloy ingredient has to be added. The alloy can 
be placed in the melt zone by: 

Electroplating. 

- Vacuum evaporation. 

Pre-placed powder coating. 

Thin foil application. 

Ion implantation. 

- Diffusion, e.g., boronizing. 

Powder blowing. 

- Wire feed. 

Reactive gas shroud. e.g .• C2H2 in Ar 
or just N2. 

Usin~ this method, a wide variety of surface 
alloys can be prepared. The high solidification 
rate even allows some metastable alloys to be 
formed in the surface. All this can be done by 
non-conhct method and hence is easy to automate. 
Some of the systems that have been examined so 
far, using this technique, are shown in table 2 
(see page 35) . 

(dl !,_a~-~!l'"face cladding 

The objective in laser cladding is to fuse an 
alloy onto the surface of a substrate with the 
minimum of dilution by the substrate. Entire 
areas are clad by overlapping single clad tracks, 
as shown in figure 9 (see page 21). 

The process can be carried out by either 
preplacing a powder on the substrate, or by 
blowing the powder into the melt pool generated by 
the 1 aser. (see figure 10 on page 21). It can 
also be effected by applying the clad material as 
a wire, sheet. plasma spray coat or electroplate 
coat. 

The advantage~ of the blown powder laser clad 
process are; 

Controlled levels of dilution. 

Localized heating which reduces thermal 
di storli on. 

Controlled shape of clad within certain 
1 imi ts. 

Thicl<ness hetween 0.]-l 11111 in one pa-;-;. 

Smooth surface finish (25 microns). 

Good fusion bonding. 

Fine-quench mirrostructures. 

Omni-directional. 

Non-contact method of application. 

Ea~ily automated. 

fhe process variations are: 

- Hixed powder fepd - hy which alloys r.an he 
formed in-situ or as non-homogenous 
deposits. 
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- Optical feed-back systems - which increase 
efficiency of utilization of the beam 
power by almost 40 per cent. 

- Vibro laser cladding - in which the 
substrate is vibrated ultrasonically while 
the cladding proceeds. This method results 
in considerably less cracking and porosity. 

Some of the claser cladding application 
efforts at production stage are listed in table 3 
(see page 35). 

(e) Particle injection 

This process is similar to laser cladding by 
the blown powder route, except that the particles 
blown or propelled into the laser pool do not 
melt. The main advantages of this process are 
improved hardness and wear with reduced friction 
coefficients in s<1111e systems. Process variations 
centre around the particle delivery system, 
delivery pressure (vacuUlll or atmospheric), and gas 
shrouding systems. 

In order to achieve a good surface layer. the 
hard embedded particles must be wetted by the 
metal matrix and they must be strongly bonded to 
it. It is also desirable that the particles do 
not suffer too much dissolution while lying in the 
melt pool. These requirements mean that the 
particles and the surface must be clean and the 
level of super heat must be kept as low as 
possible, compatible with the wettin~ condition. 

This process shows considerable promise in 
the hardening of aluminium and its alloys by the 
injection of TiC, WC, SiC, or Al 2o3 particles. 
It has also been applied to stainless steel. 

(f) Laser chemical vapour deposition CLCVO) 

This area of surface treatment covers two 
distinct processes; Thermally sensitive chemicals 
may be blown into a laser generated hot spot where 
they undergo pyrolysis, or, alternatively, the 
chemical vapour is decomposed by photolysis with 
laser radiation of a particular frequency. 

This method has attracted considerable 
interest in those working in the areas of 
electronic circuits and thin wear-resistant films, 
like TiC. The early limitation of this pror.es~ 
was the thermal spread in the suhslri>te. However, 
the use of short pulsed lasers or higher powers 
nas greatly offset this problen:. As chemical rate 
control conditions dictate the formation of 
deposits, the deposition ra~es are low. If the 
temperature or the concentration in the vapour 
rises too far. then mass transfer rate control 
take-; over and either a powdery or a rough deposit 
i~ fnrmPd. Thu-;, depo<.ition r;ite<. arp of the 
nrder of a few microns/minute. Adhesion of these 
depoo;it<. h;i5 usually bePn founrf to be very good. 
Thio; io; probably due to t.he fact that the lasPr 
continues to heat, and therefore allows diffu<;ion, 
even after the deposit ha-; first formed. 

(g) La~er ph.nic;.~.L v~pp.1.1r ~eJ>.osition (LPVDI 

The laser can be used as the heater i11 a 
sputtering apparatus or as a surfar.e heater to 
control the location of physical vapour 
r.ondpnsation. 

The irradiation hy a :aser beam of a 
substrate used as a cathode during electrolysis 



causes a drastic modification of the deposition 
process in the irradiated reQion. The interestinQ 
aspects of this proress are: - -

The possibility of rapid maskless 
patterning. 

Possibility of enhancing the plating rate 
in selected areas. and 

Possibility of modifying the structure of 
electrodeposited coatings. 

The rad:ation must be able to penetrate the 
electrolyte and has therefore to have a shorter 
wavelength loan the 10.6 micron radiation of a 
COz laser. The lasers used usually are argon 
ion or Nd YAG lasers. The process can also be 
operated on eleclroless depo~ition processes. 

When a short pulse of high power strikes a 
surface, it sends a shock wave through the 
surfare. The wave is reflected within the 
substrate, generating a very high pressure similar 
to shot peening. However. with laser shock 
hardening there is very little discernible surface 
disruption. This process requires rather exotic 
ultra-short pulse high powered lasers. 

(j) P_ul_sed la~er d_ltlJOs_i_t,_\.Qfl 

In addition to the above technique•, mention 
must he made of the use of pulsed laser to "flash 
evaporate" romplex materials and deposit a thin 
film. for example, new high temperature ceramic 
superconductors. An excimer laser pulse quickly 
vaporizes material constituents having widely 
varyinq vapour pressures and complex crystal 
structures. so the bulk composition is retained in 
the deposited film. This process has produced 
some of the highest quality films currently 
available today. The powe' and flexibility of 
pulsed laser techniques are expected to play a 
wide role in surface treatment applications in the 
rnmi nq decades. 

Althouqh pulsed laser evaporation technique 
has been known for almost two decades, it has only 
re1.ently gained prominence in the deposition of 
hi(jh-criti~al temperature superconductors. In 
this te1.hnique. a puhed !;iser beam is directed 
nnfo a bulk target havino a composition similar to 
th;it of the de~ired thin film. and the material 
thus "vaoorated is deposited onto a substrate 
plMed about 1-7 rm from the taroet. This 
terhniriu" provides a nearly perfect evaporation 
;ind deposition stoirhiometry over ;i large area. 
and prorf11res art iv;ited and innized speriec; which 
-;1r11n11lv lai:ili!iltP the ~ynthesi<: of film-: ;it lo-. 
t ''ntpf'r.dorl'":.. 

U-;inQ la~ers to deposit YBazlu1D7_~ 
ti Im\ hy 1>v<1porat ion/ablation from sinlPrf'd b11H 
·11rwrr.ond11i:! inQ t..trqet-; hd'• berome vPry popul.u
"'"' \U• 1.P""ful for pr·odurinq hiQh-qual ity 
<;11pe1·ronrf11.-! irHJ thin Ii Imo;. ThP simplp-;t hardware 
"mployed by di ff Prf'nt qroups involve:; a l;ispr 
~y-;tern, .tn crltr;i-~iqh-vacuu~ deposition chamber 
•·ri11ippP1f with ii rot;itablr t;irget hf'atPr, anrl a 
-;ub~tr;itr hr;itinq o;ystrm, ;is shown c;chematically 
in f i qurr 11 (<;PP p;iqe 22). The I aser is di r<>dl'd 
r111to " huH t . .tr~et and thp P.v..tporated/abl;ited 
nhltnri.tl ic; depo-;itf'd on a sub<:trale placed 
p.ir·-illrl lo ll1f tar9et. OuP. to the int.l'raclion of 
t hr 1r1r irfpnt LisPr he;im with the evaporated 
m.t!Prial. a hiqh-temper.tturr pl;ic;m;i i-; formed 
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which may e~tend from the target to the substrate. 
This laser-induced plasma is responsible for a 
number of unique characteristics observed in such 
PLE films. The thickness of the film is 
controlled by the irradiated spot size, pulse 
energy density and the number of laser pulses. 
The optimization of the laser parameters (e.g .. 
pulse energy density, wavelength and pulse 
duration) and ether processing variables 
(s~bstrate-target distance, oxygen partial 
pressure, substrate temperature, etc.) is required 
to deposit good quality superconducting thin fiims. 

Several types of lasers have been employed in 
the deposition of thin films, including excimer 
(pulse duration = 15-50 ns, wavelength = 
193-308 nm), Nd-YAG (pulse duration= 5-15 ns. 
wavelength= 1.064 nm) and COz {pulse duration= 
25 ns. to continuous ~ave, \."avelenglh = 10.6,)-""m) 
lasers. The films fabricated with long pulse 
duration and long wavelength lasers are plagued by 
several problems, like non-stoichiometric 
composition and a high density of particles, 
resulting, therefore in poor superconducting 
properties. Short wavelength excimer laser 
pulses. in contrast, have been particularly 
successful in fabricating films with excellent 
superconducting properties. The excimer laser 
beam is not only absorbed in the near surface 
layers, but also produces a greater degree of 
ionization in the laser-induced plasma as a result 
of photoionization and other related processes. 
This uniq~e laser-solid-plasma interaction gives 
rise to stoichiometric evaporation and deposition 
of multi-component SOJperconducting films. Unde1· 
optimized conditions, the stoichiometric 
evaporation results from rapid localized surface 
heating aod evaporation of the near surface 
layers. while the stoictriometric trar:sport of 
vapour results from the very high forward directed 
velocities of different plasma species. 

The deposition characteristics of this PLE 
technique are different from conventional thermal 
evaporation pr&cesses. The PLE films are 
characterized by the forward directed nature of 
the deposit with spatial thickness variations in 
the order of (cos JI), where JT is the angle between 
the radial vector and the t;irget normal, whereas 
conventional thermal evaporation processes are of 
a cos jl' spatial film thickness. Furt.her, the 
ablated species in the laser generated plasma are 
ch;iracterized with kinetic energies in the range 
of 20-40 eV, which are two to three orders of 
maqnitude greater than the thermal energies. 
These unique features of the PLE technique have 
been attributed to the complex nature of 
interaction of the incident laser beam with thf' 
target and evaporated/ablated material. 

In figure 12 (sef' page LZ\ i<; shown a 
c;rh.,milt ir diagram of the Ja;f'r-tarqet-pl.1-;ma 
in!Pr.u:t ion orr11rring dur;, J PLE. Bi<SPd on the 
nat11rf' of the Jac-,pr-sol id plasma interactions. 
thrpf' different regimes have hf'en postulated. 
fhpy are the evaporation regime. in whith the 
lac;er beam interacts with the tarQet material, 
rec;11ltinq in 1'11aporation of the ti\rqf't: thP 
isothermal regime, in "hir.h the laser e:ier9y is 
absorbed by the evaporating material. leading to 
thf' formation and initial i~othermal l'xpansion of 
the partially ionized plasma: and the adiabatic 
reqime, in which isoentropic exp~nsinn of thf' 
plasma takes place, resulting in 'ilm deposition. 
Thi' first two regimes begin and continue durinq 
the duration of the laser pulse, while tne 
adiabatic regime begins after termination of thf' 
lasn pulse. 



Figure 11 (see page 22) shows a schematic 
diaQram of the interaction of a laser beam with a 
solid target. A part of the beam is reflected, 
while the remainder is absorbed over a 
characteristic absorption depth, given by''-1• 
where d is the absorption coefficient. This value 
strongly depends on the wavelength of the incident 
laser beam and the band structure of the tarqet 
material. The bulk YBazCu307_.{ have a -
carrie~ density of approximateTy 4 x 1021 
per cm·. which means that the laser radiation 
will be strongly absorbed in the near-surface 
layers. The photon energy from the laser is 
trans{~red into the lattice in a very short time 
(<10- L secor.ds). In nanosecond time scales. 
the heat diffusion distance in that target is in 
the submicron range (50-500 nm). Thus, only the 
near-surface layers of the target are rapidly 
heated and evaporated, which leads to 
stoichiometric evaporation of the material from 
the target. 

The most significant advance in 
superconductor thin-film processing, especially 
using the PLE technique, is the development of 
in situ growth process i.e., a method which 
produces the superconducting phase during 
deposition, thereby eliminating the need for 
post-deposition annealing at high temperatures. 
There are several advantages of low-temperature 
in-situ films are more homogeneous and have a 
smoother surface, as well as a higher degree of 
crystallinity and much better superconducting 
properties. These films also show very 
reproducible superconducting characteristics and 
are less sensitive to phase segregation of 
;mpurities. 

The inherent simplicity and the versatility 
of the PLE technique also allows easy fabrication 
of superlattice structures. By sequential 
irradiation of two separate targets, even single 
unit cell layers of YBazCuz07- and 
PrBa2cu1o7 have been grown by the PLE 
technique. 

Excellent quality superconducting thin films 
c;rn be grown on semi conductor substrates by 
depositir.g a buffer layer prior to the 
superconductinn thin-film deposition. Using such 
methods. epitaxial superconducting films have been 
fabricated on yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZI 
buffer layers epitaxially grown on silicon 
sui>trates. The PLE technique has also been 
s11c(essfully used to deposit exp1taxial buffer 
layers of MqO, CeOz and Pro2 . 

1. El_ect_ron::-~e_a_m_ iUdi>te. .tr.ti!~t 

Elertron beams can be used as the high energy 
sourre for \urfare tn•atment of materials, as an 
aJt .. rnalivp t.o lasprs. The first rt>corded 
demonstration that electron beam could melt metals 
qoes bark t.o IR11, when Sir William Crookes fused 
a platin1Jm anode in a cathode ray tube. However, 
it was Thompson who. twenty years later, showed 
that these cathode rays were in fMt heams of 
electrons. It was only in lq07 that Von Pirani 
made the first serious attempt to use this 
terhnique i15 a tool for melting. The application 
of this terhnique for surface treatments i5 of 
rer.ent origin. 

An elertron beam require' a vacuum system and 
cannot bp u'ed 'or gas alloying with nitrogen. 
Alloyinq elements have to he pre-placed on the 
~urfar.e by sprayinq, platinq or painting prinr to 
mrltinq. FlPctron hPam, on the other hand, 
pPnPtriltl'~ de1>pl'r into the metallic surfar.e, i' 
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more energy efficient, and is not greatly 
reflected from inclined surfaces. Thij means that 
it can be used to treat complex components that 
could not be laser surface alloy~d as the laser 
beam would be reflected rather than absorbed at 
the surf ace. 

One such electron beam alloying process is 
the EBX method and the results of Amsler wear 
tests on such a coating are compared with laser 
nitriding in figure 14 (~ee page 23). Even at 
stresses up to 750 MNnwn- , the wear rate is seen 
to be very low, compared to that of steel tested 
against the same counterface. 

The modification of surface properties of 
steel by addiny carbon and hardening i$ a process 
that dates back to blacksmithing. While the basic 
principles remain the same, there has been 
continual research to streamline traditional 
processes and to develop new processes to achieve 
b~cter quality control, better prediction of 
results, and more consistent results. The 
development of new equipment desirns and processes 
for case carburization also is driven by the need 
to increase productivity, treat a wider variety of 
parts at variable cycles, lower stockpiles and 
inventories to reduce costs, establish 
just-in-time manuracturing concepts, and to 
produce higher quality parts. Developments 1n 
this area of surface •reatment include 
high-temperature carburizing, plasma (ion) 
carburizing, vacuum carbur;zing and makir.g 
continuous furnaces more flexible. 

Regardless of the technique used. the 
principles of t~e carburizing process are the 
same. Carburizing is a diffusion limiting 
process, i.e., the time required to reach the 
desired carbon profile in the workpiece is 
governed by the rate of carbon diffusion into the 
part. Diffusivity increases exponentially as a 
function of absolute temperature; therefore, 
higher productivity is obtained by increasing the 
carburizing temperature. For example, increasing 
the carburizing temperature from 900°C to 955°( 
cuts the carburizing time by half, and going from 
955°( to 1010°(, cuts the time by nearly half 
again, as illustrated in figure 15 (see page 21). 
Unfortun~tely, there are negative effects that 
accompany high-temperature carburizing: shorter 
furnace-hardware life and the possibility of a 
reduction in the mer.hanir.al properties of treated 
parts due to grain growth. 

To overcome some of these problems, Surface 
Com~ustion Inc., together with Ga' Researr.h 
Institute, developed a new integral-quenrh 
f11rnace. known as the lll tra-c;ise furnace. For 
e•ample. in a conventional furnace, lwarth
Sllppnrts normally fail due to creep al hiqhPr 
temperatures. The new furnace (spe fiqure lb on 
page 211). incorporates a special arrangement that 
lifts the work off the hearth durinq the 
carhurizing cyclP. which reduces the stre\s on the 
hedrth, thus keepinq hi~h-temperature creep within 
acceptable limits for satisfactory furnacP 
operation. Improved heat-re'i'tant alloys arr 
used for the radiant tubes, whirh along with the 
high-efficiency regenerative burnprs, permit the 
u5P of higher operating t.empPratures ilt inrrea~er! 
heating rates without experiencing 1Jf1~ati~lar.tory 
t11be 1 i fe. This combination resul t.s in equivcllent 
furnace load ratings at CJ10" and 1o~s·c. By 
comparison, the conventional furnace ha~ t.o he 
derated by about one third whpn qoing to thp 
highPr t1>mperatur1>,, makinq it more P•pPn5ivP to 



carburize at hiqher temperatures. The use or 
increased radia~t-tube surface area arso 
contributes to a faster heating rate, resulting in 
siqnificant savings when processing larger 
workloads at higher temperatures. 

Plasma (ion) carburizing offers several 
advantaqes over conventional gas carburizing 
indudirig: 

Qeduced cycle times. 

Ability to use higher temperature cycles 
without affecting furnace life. 

Consistent prod·1ction of •Jniform case 
depth. 

Elimination of fi1al machining by 
producing oxidation-free surface layers. 

Reduced part distortion. 

Uniform heat distr·ibution i~. the hot zone. 

Ability to carburize steels with high 
chromimum content that are difficult to 
treat using an atmospheric process. 

Plasma carburization is done in a special 
f ;,rnare using nall•ra 1 gas at sub-atmospheric 
?ressure as the c~~bon source, which eliminates 
thP need for generated gas. The carbon source is 
'onized and accelerated to the workpiece by means 
of an electric potential between the workpiece and 
the surroundings, producing a uniform glow 
discharge around the workpiece. This creates a 
very uniform carbon profile over the entire 
surface of the part being treated. Unlike gas 
rarhurizing, which uses an endothermic gas 
containing carbon dioxide and water vapour, there 
is nn oxida1t present in plasma carburizing, which 
almost rompletely eliminates intergranular 
oxidation at the surface of the workpiece. 

Higher temperatures are used in plasma 
carburizing than in atmosphere carburizing. In 
addition. the glow discharge is very effective in 
s11pplying carbon. so the surface of the workpiece 
i~ saturated with carbon for a longer p0rtion of 
the tctal carburizinq time. The combination of 
elferlive rarbon sup~ly at a higher carhurizinq 
tPmperat11re p1>rmits a shorter cycle hmi> withnut 
impairinq product quality, resulting in a cleaner 
wnrkpii>ce having less distortion compared with a 
rnnventionally carburized part. 

The effiriency of carburizing depends on the 
amount of carbon at the part surface and the 
t,.mperatun• and time. In atmosphere <.arh11ri1ir1<J. 
!111• flowinq qas suppl ie<. rarhon lo the surla1.<>. a 
mP1 h;inism havinq l imi!Ptl plf iciPncy when 
r,ir·h11r·i1inq parts rontilininq hole-; or d"'PP 
r"res~es, such ;is nn gears. fly rompari~on, thP 
pl;i"ma rilrb111·i1ing i" r;ip;ihlP of penetratinq 't"h 
>nr·t.ire irrPq11l;iriliP' n111rh h<>tler, rP,1iltinrr in a 
mnrP 11nilorm r,1,r. 

PotPntidl i!ppl icdtions for plasma carburizing 
inrlude very high-quillity. prPcisely controlled 
p.irls surh as QPars, stPering romponents, fuel 
inject inq componPnts, and other small pi!rlc; th;it 
l"P'Jlli rf' a rplat ivel y c;hal low case (< 1.2!) mm). 

The pl.1sm.:1 r;irh11ri1inq f1rr-nare ic; 1Viu11l ly 
~imila1· In ii t.wo-rhamher v;iruum furnace, 
rnn~i ~t inq of a lo;idinq rhambPr with an int1>qral 
rJ11Pnrh rh;1mhPr separalPrl frnm the hir:Jh-!Pmper;ilure 
p1·nrf'~".inq rh,1mhrr by ii vM1111m tiqht ~r.il inq door. 
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Vaccum carburizing is another process which 
is capable of producing parts having improved 
mechanical properties at reduced heat-treatment 
cycle times. Thi~ is a non equilibrium, 
hoost/diffu;e-type carburizing process in which 
the steel being processed is austenitized in a 
rouqh vacuum, carbl•rized under a partial pressure 
of hydrocarbon gas, diffused in a rough vacuum, 
and oil or gas quenched. 

Furnaces u~ed for vacuum carburizing can be 
made of ei t:1er craphi te or ceramic. Vacuum 
carburizing typically is either a four- or 
five-step process consisting of: 

Heati1g to the carburizing temperat~re 
(840-1040°() and soaking only long enough 
to ensure part-temperature uniformity. 
During this step, any oxides on the part 
surface must be reduced either in a rough 
vacuum (graphite f rnace) or under a 
partial pressure of hydrogen (ceramic 
furnace). 

A boost step in which the vacuum chamber 
is back-filled with either pure 
hydrocarbon gas or a mixture of 
hydrocarbon gases, which dissociates on 
the part surface, providing saturated 
carbon to its solubility in austenite at 
the proces~ operating temperature. 

A diffuse step under a rough vacuum to 
achieve the required carbon profile. 

Cooling to the hardening temperature and 
quenching in oil. 

An alternative ~tep (for g·ain refinement) 
of gas quenching to an intermedial~ 
temperature, n~heating to an austenitizing 
temperature, and oil quenching. 

One of the early problems encountered in 
vacuum carburizing was the nEed to use high 
carbu1 izing-gas oartial pressures and 
gas-circulating fans to achieve case depth 
uniformity in large, dense loads. This led to 
furnace maintenance requirements which added to 
unit-processing costs, making the process 
uncompetitive in many carburizirg applications. 
Recently, Hayes has enhanced the process by using 
a pulsed/pump technique for gas rirculatino. 
Controlled amounts of carburizing gas are pulsed 
under pressure into the heating chamber at 
variable rates to create a high kinetic energy 
flow. Pulsing is ~1ilnwed by either total or 
partial evacuation nf the spePt gas. This method 
allows processing moderate to heavy workloads, 
providing a uniform case depth, and also reduces 
Qil<. r.onsumpt ion and furnace maintenal"'r.e. 

~- Plasma nitriding 

The potenti;il of nitriding in ionised qas was 
reroqni 1ed a. early os the 1'l20s hy flason, but. ; t 
i~ the work of Rerghaus that was, perhaps. 
instrumental in establishing this technique. 

Plasma nitriding (also referred to as glow 
discharge nitriding or ionitriding) was usPd only 
to a limited scale up to the mid-1960s, when 
improvements in control systems al lowed the 
discharge stahi lity to he enhanced. 

A typical sc~ematic sketch of a plasma 
processinq unit is shown in fiqure 17 (see 
p;ige 24). Most of t.he control funrt ions are no" 
microprocessor ha">ed. In common wit.h other 
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nitriding techniques, nitrogen is introducej into 
low alloy or tool steels which contain nitride 
fonning elements such as cnromium, aluminium and 
molybdenum. Nitrogen combines with these elements 
producing a fine dispersion of alloy nitrides 
within the case. The strength of the surface 
region can be significantly increased by this 
process. Typical hardness profiles are presented 
in figure 16 (see page 25) on a range of materials. 
Plasma nitrided tit1nium alloys have been rep~rted 
to show excellent perfonnance in adhesive wear 
situations under low-to-medium load conditi~ns. 

The advantages cited for plasma nitriding 
over conventional gas nitriding are: 

ReducPd treatment times (generally for 
materials with passive oxide films, e.g., 
austenitic stainless steel). 

Red~ced gas and energy consumption 
(usually only when the loading densities 
are 1 ight). 

Metallurgically superior structures 
(provided there is a close control over 
the discharge parameters, atmosphere 
composition and temperature). 

Ease of jigging and masking under nonnal 
conditions. 

Non-hazardous processing. 

The combined application of PVD and plasma 
nitriding is a typical example of a systems 
approach to surface engineering, where the surface 
and substrate properties are optimized for maximum 
performance. A typical example is the improvement 
in the wear resistance, produced by coating TiN by 
PVO onto pre-p 1 asma ni tri ded 1 ow a 11 oy stee 1 s. 

6. Ni tr_o~rb_\!.r1-zil!9 

Gaseous nitriding is usually carried out at 
about 570°( for about 2-3 hours lo produce an 
adherent surface compound layer with good 
antiscuffing properties. 6eneath the surface 
layer the·.e is a diffusion zone up to l mm thick. 
On quenching, most of the nitrogen in the 
diffusion zone is retained thereby increasing the 
hardness and fatigue strength of the material. 
Post-nitriding oxidation treatments are usually 
carried out to increase the aesthetic properties 
or gaseous nitrocarburized components for the 
hydraulic industry. Black nitrocarburizing 
treatments, including the Nitrotec process, have 
heen used to enhance the fatigue, wear, and 
co1 rosion resistance of mild steel type of 
materials. The Nitroter process is fundamentally 
a derivative of the earlier qaseous 
nitrO(arh111"izi•1g terhniq11Ps, with t.he important 
ilddition of .1 pre-q11pnch o~irlation SPQll<>nce. 

A typical schematic diagram of the modified 
sealed quench Nitroter furnace is shown in 
fiq11r" 19 (see page 25). The time, temperaturP. 
-inrl nitroqP.n potential in the Nitrotec process are 
manupulated to produce a compound with substantial 
poro•ity in the outermost layP.r. This porosity 
improves thP response to the s1Jbsequent control lP.d 
oxidation and also provides a carrier for an 
organic sealant whirh Further improves the 
cn~rosion rPsistancp. Ty~ical applicJtions or 
this process include automobilP. windscreen wiper 
l:nkag~s. h11mppr armatur•s (in Austin Rover AO), 
~Pat sliders (Renault 25), and in the 
cost-effective viscous slip differential units 
(ford SiP.rra/8MW). 

In plasma n;trocarburizing. unl;ke in plasma 
nitriding, the treatments are performed in 
nitrocarburizing atnospheres consisting of 
nitrogen/hydrogen/methane or nitrogen/hydrogen/ 
carbon dioxide. The aim is to enhance the 
corrosion and wear resistance of plain or low 
alloy steels through the production of an 
e-carbonitride laysr on the surface of the 
component. 

7. Induction hard.f.!!ing 

The use of induction heating in metals 
processing is well known. Induction heating is 
equally applicable to surface and through
hardening. When the frequency of the alternating 
current to the inductor is high, the induced 
currents will flow close to the workpiece surface, 
and the heating effect will be concentrated there, 
as is appropriate for surface hardening. At lower 
freque' cies the penetration depth will be high, 
and t~e whole workpiece will be rapidly heated. 

Solid stat~ invertors based on thyristor· has 
had a significant effect on the way freque~cies 
above mains (SO Hz) are generated for induction 
equipment. When first available, they operated at 
low frequencies, and hence were readily adopted 
for billet heating and other through heating 
applications. Today, the frequency range extends 
to 25 kHz and even more, enabling their role to be 
extended to surface hardening and similar duties. 
In addition, solid state frequency generators 
based on transistors have been recently developed, 
rated from G.5 kW to 12 kW in the range 
60-200 kHz. Built-in microprocessors, providing 
control of the generator and heating process, can 
be integrated with associated computer controlled 
process equipment, making the entire induction 
heating system more efficient, reliable and 
flexible. 

Recent developments include dual-pulse 
induction hardening (DPIH), which is expected to 
be cornnercialized within two years. In this 
single-shot method, parts such as gears, pistons, 
camshafts etc., can be conto1•r hardened in less 
than a minute using a single workstation and power 
supply. 

Surface hardening of components produc~d from 
medium carbon steels remains the most popular 
application of induction hardening. There are two 
notably different ways by which induction 
hardening is used. Long runs of similar 
components are Favoured in automotive engineering, 
as it is rapid and economical, and perniits a high 
dPgree of automatic handling. Even for larger 
workpieces, thE trend is for the whole area to be 
heated simultaneously (single-shot hardening) 
rather than traversinq in indurtor proqressively 
alon9 or around the workpipre. 

In contrast, much shorter runs of components 
are favoured by cnnlratlors specialized i11 this 
~ind of work. In figure 20 !see paqe 26) is shown 
one su~h typical example. While the setting-up 
time and hence labour content is hiqh, indu(lion 
heating proves cost-effective due to its inherent 
benefits i.e., sP.lective hardeninq, low distortion 
and ahi lily to develop deep casps in a short timP.. 

8. Ion jmp)~nt~Jioo 

The modification of thP near-surface rpgion 
of materials by usP of energetic ion hpams has 
bf.oen investigatPd extensively in rpr. ·nt years. 
The original application of such techniques was to 
control the composition of semiconducting 



materials. The nature of the process allows ar.y 
element to be introduced into the near-surface 
region of a solid in a controlled and reproduciblo 
manner that is independent of most equilibrium 
c.onstraints. Due to the non-equilibrium nature of 
this process, composition and structures 
unattainable through conventional methods may be 
produced. 

fn ion implanta~ion, the dooant or alloying 
element is the ion beam, which after an 
acceleration of tens to hundreds of kilo
electronvolts impinges upon the surface of the 
target. The energetic ion comes to rest by 
displacing atoms from their normal lattice sites 
by ionizing target atoms, thus producing a large 
number of point defects. Most defects are 
annihilated by recombinations short1y after the 
passage or the bombarding ion, but some survive. 
The resultant structure consists of the host 
(ta~get) material with an impurity (alloying) 
addition and a defect structure characteristic of 
radiation damage. 

Ion implantation has the following features: 

- Allows precise control of the total number 
of injecled ions: 

Permits independent control of the depth 
of penetration; 

Allows the use of all combinations of ions 
and target materials; 

Can achieve concentrations aoove the 
equilibrium solid solubility limit: 

- Can be carried out at low or elevated 
temperatures. 

Ion implantation received much publicity as a 
technique for improving wear resistance and for 
decreasing friction, and initially there was a 
flurry cf experiments on ion implantation into a 
variety of materials that gave mixed results when 
tested. Subsequently, it was realized that a 
knowle~ge of the metallurgical system (substrate 
and implant species) being studied must be used in 
designing both the implantation procedure and the 
test procedure. 

Wear is a ccmplex interplay between 
mechanical and che~1ical processes at solid 
interfaces. An additional complication arises 
whenever a third component (e.g., a lubricant) is 
presPnt between the two opposed surfaces. 

Wear pro~esses can he divided into four main 
types: adhesive wear, abrasive wear, corrosion or 
oxidative wear and surface fracture. [n many real 
~ystemc; t.wo or morP of t.hesP mer.h.:ini•ms may ou11r 
< imul t.aneous 1 y. 

Implantation can affect I.he deformation mtJdP 
of wear by modifying th"-' composit.ion i.lnrf micro
strur.t.11rt> of t.ht near-surface layer. The flow 
strength (hardnes-;) of the surfac"' can he 
inrre~sed by -;ol id c;olution st.rengthening or 
precipitate formation. The work hardening 
bPhaviour can be altered, as can be I.he defect 
c;t.ructure produced. Implantation can reduce t.he 
deformation wear rate indirectly by reducing "he 
r.ot>fficienl of friction. Lowering the coefficient 
of friction reduces the intensity of the stresses 
transmitted to the surface. It can relocate the 
ma~imum c;hear stress frtJm the uppermost l<1yer to a 
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depth well below the surface (10-20 per cent of 
the contact diameter). 

Implantation of nitrogen into pure iron or 
steels (low to medium carbon, low alloy) causes a 
decrease in the wear rate, as measured by simple 
abrasive and sliding tests. The amount of 
decrease in the wear rate varies from "slight" to 
factors of 10-15, depending upon the test 
conditions. In most cases, no significant change 
in the coefficient of friction is observed. 

Ne~t in importance to nitrogen, is the 
implantation of titanium or titanium plus carbon, 
on ferrous materials. The general indication is 
that the coefficient of friction is reduced bv 
35-90 per cent and wear is reduced by up to · 
90 per cent in both abrasive and sliding wear 
tests on austenitic and martensitic steels. 
Implantations of C, P, Cr, Mo, or Ta h<1ve been 
reported to have no signific<1nt wear of 
3135 steels, whilr. tantalum implantation has been 
reported to cause an improvement in 9130 steel. 

Nitrogen implantation in titanium and its 
a11oys (which have very poor resistanre to sliding 
wear) h<1s shown to increase the hardness by a 
factor of 2, especially in the case of 
commercially rureo<-titanium and ino<t"alloy 
Ti-6Al-4V. Several other metals and alloys have 
also been stu~ied; among them <1re ion implantation 
of boron, nitrogen or tin in aluminium and boron 
implanted in beryllium, just to mention a few. 
The la:-ge number of parameters in...-olved in the 
implantation process and the mechanical testing 
for wear m<1kes the task of noting general trends 
and principles very Jifficult. In general, 
improvements by factors of 2-3 in adhesive wear, 
and by a factor of 10 in abrasive wear due to 
increases in implantation-induced hardness have 
been observed. The greatest opportunity for 
reducing wear occurs for the oxidative mech<1nism; 
reductions by facto~s of 100-1,000 may be possible. 

Ion implantation is also being used to 
improve fatigue strengths. It is generally 
believed that cracks initiate at or near the 
specimen surface, and that crack propagation is 
governed by the properties of the bulk material; 
hence ion implantation might be expected to 
influence the crack nucleation stage, but not the 
propagation stage. 

Studies on the potential of using ion 
implantation to protect metals from oxidation at 
elevated temperatures have moved from the "sc<1tter 
gun" implantation of as many different elements as 
possible to experiments based on an understanding 
of the oxidation mechanisms. Some sur.cess has 
been reported ii metalc; that oxidize by anion 
migr<1tion to tile oxide/metal interfar:e, by 
al~ering the solubility of o•ygen. and by hlor.~ing 
thP ~hort-tircuit diffusion paths in cation 
r.ontrolled systems. It i-; difficult to say 
e~actly hew useful this process may be in 
improvinq the oxidation resist<1nce, due to lhe 
complex mechanisms involved. 

In the field of corrosion science, ion 
implantation has been used for several reasons. 
By doping metallic surfaces, the rate of anodic 
and/or cathodic reactions may b~ altered, often in 
such a manner as to lower corrosion rates 
considerably. Alloying for corrosion protection 
often requires expensive or scarce elements: 
hence, a surface treatment which places the 
alloying ~lement where it is effective is very 



de<;irable. The metastable compositions and 
structures often produced by ion implantation 
ntfer new opportunities for applications. 

lhe usuai approach to the desi 1n of 
corrosion-resistant alloys is to pr~mote passivity 
by adding elements wh:ch lower the passivati~n 
potential and critical current density. This is 
the reason for addition of Cr, Mo and Ni to iron. 
In somP casPs an inPrt species ir addPd to a 
reactive metal to rrovide passivity by stimulating 
cathodic kinetics, e.Q .. addition or Pt to Ti. 
The pas~ivated alloy results from the formatio11 of 
a galva11iL couple that has a corrosion potential 
more regative than the passivation potential of 
titanium. 

Implantation of ions in ceramics is much more 
romplex and less studied. There are at least two 
<;uhlattices whose atoms have different masses and 
dispiacem~nt Pnergies. This situation affects the 
number and types of defects produced in the 
displacement cascade. The types of defects that 
can be produced are also strongly influenced by 
thP reqt•irements for loi:al charge neutrality. 
local stoichiometry. ~nd the nature of the 
chemical bonding or the particular lattice. 
Ionizing effects in ceramics may contribute 
significantly to the production of lattice 
defects. in contrast with metals where ionization 
effects arP generally unimportant. 

Metal-ion implantation has not evolved into a 
conmercial industrial process for general 
application mainly because it was developed 
primarily for applications in the semiconductor 
industry. and the sophisticated equipment is too 
complex and costly for most basic-manufacturing 
companies. Recently. a joint venture by ISM 
Technoloqies Inc., ard Nippon Steel Corp., Japan, 
that was aimed at overcominq this dilenma, 
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resulted in thP development of a low-cost, simple, 
and reliable metal-ion implantation based on the 
Mevva ion source, developed at Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory. The Mevva lV is considered to be a 
major breakthrough in providing cost-effective 
metal-in~ implantation. The Mevva lV multi-cathode 
mpf.al-iun implantation system. illustrated in 
figure 21 (see page 26). is fully computer 
controlled with cathode changing (ion implant 
spelies), instrumented beam stop. and infrared 
pyrometer to monitor workpiece temperature. It 
o~Prates at voltaQes up to 100 kV, and has 
generated time-average currents up to 
~O milliamperes. Th~ ion source is shown mountpd 
nn top of a 107 rm diameter, 11~ r.m lnnQ stainless 
<;teel rryogenir.ally pumpPd var.1J1Jm d1amher. MPvva 
is very pffir.iPnl in producinq ion beams of 
rPfractory, noble and rare earth metals. 

'l. llectrodepo$ited composite coating te~hniques 

tnmpn<;itP '.o.it.inq hasPrl nn t>lpr tropl"t inq 
prnrP<;<;e~ provides an alternative to flame sprav"d 
'""' 111q<; fnr P11qineerinri a rilnqe pf prnpert iP<; 
lih• 111hririty, we;tr ;ind rnrrn<;inn re<;i<;tanre inrn 
ii ;11rfare. 

I lertrndPpo;ited coating; are rJprivPd from 
two different. platinq prnre;;p<;, eledrnlytic ,ind 
PlPr.trolPs'i pl;it iny, which can he applied to any 
rondurlivP material. Coatinqs consi~ting of a 
co-dPpo;it of inprt material uniformly di>pPr~ed 
in a platpd met~l heq.in tn q.iir wide<;prearl 
arreptanrP, outsirlP aero;pare appliu1t.ions, sinr:e 
the early l'IRO;. 

fnnventinnal Plrrtrolytir platinq, in which 
thP roniponent i; w;<'d a; thr cathode, ha; thp 

advantage that coatings of any thickness can be 
deposited. and they can be applied to selected 
areas of the component by using masking 
techniques. The coatinQs have excellent adhesion. 
forming a strong bond at the interface between the 
deposited and base metals. As the process is 
carried ~ut at low temperatures, the added 
advantage is that there is no risk ~f deformation 
of the component. The drawbacks of the 
electroplating process are that some base 
materials require low temperature (150-400°C) 
de-embrittlement, and that deep holes, recesses 
Jnd similar shapes are more difficult to plate and 
may require specially shaped anodes. 

Electrodeposited composite coatings <ECC} 
maintain all the features descrited above. 
although a minimum coating thickness is required 
to trap the particles of the co-deposited 
materials. Sucressful ECCs formed by electrolytic 
methods require clean particles, typically 2~,f<l'I 
in size, to be dispersed uniformly thro~ghout the 
electrolyte during the plating cycle. The 
particles must be processed so that they wet out 
and remain suspended in the solution. and it is 
also important to maintain the purity of the 
electrolyte. 

Particles that have been successfully used in 
conmercial ECCs to date include chromium ca~bide, 
silicon carbide and PTFE. The matrices used are 
restricted to those efficient in plating terms, 
i.e., nickel and cobalt. 

Elnisil, a nickel/SiC ECC system, developed 
by Poeton, is ~~rrently being applied to air 
cooled aluminium cylinders in high performance 
motorcycle engines, chain saws and stationary 
engines. Porsche, Mercedes and BMW use Ni/SiC 
ECC. Other applications include extrusion screws 
for plastic injection machinery, high pressure 
valves, paper conversion equipment, water pumps, 
sand casting moulds, textile drawing machinery and 
die jaws used in the blowing of plastic films. 

The incorporation of PTFE in an electroplated 
nickel results in exceptional wear resistance. 
Typical applications include pneumatic valves and 
cylinders, water pump shafts and bearings. hinges. 
machine tool slideways, and electroforming tools. 

Electroless p!ating involves deposition of 
coatings from non-electrolytic solution of 
metallic salts and reducing agents by the action 
of heat. The process overcomes the disadvantages 
of electrolytic plating in that a coating or 
uni form thicknPss ran he deposi •ed on all 
surfaces, even narrow blind bores. foatino 
thickness is, however, limited to 60 '411, using 
normal techniques. One of the di~advantage; in 
11;ina Pli>ctrole>ss prou•ssl's to rre.itP composit.F 
rn.itino<; is the tend~nry to platP any lorPign hndy 
irrtrndured int.o the plating tank, i.e .• instead of 
the partir.lps heinq introduced into the coating, 
thPy them-;elves become l'.oati>d. This problem hils 
heen nverromP in thp Niflor proress, in whirh 
-;uhmirron PTff particli>s arP introduced directly 
into an elertrole';S nickel matrix. 

M11lt i -st.age procPS<;e-; arp also hri ng u-;ed to 
ovprcome the problems in creating compo';itP. 
coatings in electrol~ss processes. T~e Nedox 
(Poetonl process. for example, involves the 
to-depo-;ition of a coating of nickel onto the 
component's surfacP. !he coating contains 
n11mProur, linkt>d mir.ropores, whir.hare enlargP.d hy 
means of -;pecial trPdtments. These coating~ are 
partir.ufarly u"eful for appl irations in t.he food 
inrlu-;t.ry, printing rolh, pla-;t.ic or rulll1er 



moulds. and for seawater corrosion resistance and 
in other marine and aerospace applications. 

10. Thermal spraying 

Thermal spray processes have been used hy 
manufacturers and repairshops for the past 
70 years to deposit protective 111etals coatings on 
various substrates. Flame spraying. using an 
oxyfuel fla111e to melt a wire or powder feed 
material. was the first thennal spray process to 
gain wide acceptance. Specialized oxyfuei systems 
that deliver a high-velocity (up to hypersonic 
~evels) spray stream are becoming popular. 

Electric arc spraying and plasma spraying. 
which use electrical Pnergy to melt the coating 
material. are c011111only used today in an increasing 
nU111ber of applications. 

All thermal spray processes require coating 
materials to be fed into a spray gun. where the 
material is either totally or partially melted and 
propelled as droplets towards the workpiece being 
coated. The droplets strike the workpiece, 
solidify, and build up a coating layer by layer, 
~imilar to spray paintinq. 

Hajor developments in the combustion and 
arc-spray techniques have been the introduction of 
high velocity oxyfuel (HVOF) and inert gas wire 
spray systems. respectively. 

The high velocity oxyfuel (HVOf) thermal 
spraying process uses an internal combustion 
(rocket) jet to generate hypersonic gas velocities 
of 1.830 m/sec. Combustion fuels used include 
propylpne, acetylPne. propane. hydrogen, etc., for 
spraying carbide and noncarbide coating 
materials. When burned with pure oxygen, these 
fuels produce gas temperatures greater than 
2. 160°c. 

Combustion ignitior. gas control. and powder 
feed are basically simple in rNOF systems. A 
pilot flame, typically operating on hydrogen and 
oxygen, is ignited manually, and flow rates of two 
main-jet gases are controlled by a flow meter. 
Electrically operated solPnoids activate the main 
combustion jet. Power flow is also electrically 
controlled and feed rates are monitored 
automatically. 

Powder is fed ioto the high-velocity gas jet 
in the coating-gun nozzlP. Powders deposited 
indude pure metals. carbides. alloys. and certain 
r.pramics and plastics. Two typical HVOf thermal 
spray quns are shown in fiqure 22 (see page 27). 

Advantage~ of HVOF over plasma sprayinq are 
hiqher roatinq bond strPnqth. lower o•idP r.ontPnt 
and improvPd wear rP~i<;•anrp (hiqher hardne~~). 
firrthPr, it ha<; a hiqhpr d1>po<;it 1>ffiripnry 
(7'i ppr rpnt) r.ompilrPd to pl..i<;ma spr..iying 
(~~per r.Pnt). An aoded advantage i~ that HVOF 
<;y<;tPms have about •,Q pPr cent. le~<; •.prayino 
parameter<; to rontrol 1ompdred with plil~mil 

~prayinq. 

In table 4 ('ee pagP ]6). <;ume typical 
advantaqes of the coatinq propPrliP<; or HVOf over 
plasma arP listed. A comparative study betwPPn 
INOr and other ~pray 5y<;tpm<;, with reqard to WC-Co 
r.Oati"Q~. i<; ~hown in t,1hle ')(~Pe paqp 16). 
Simi far rompari,ons bPtwPPn pla5ma and HVOF with 
rPqard to (11-~li-fn roat in'J5 (typirally ilppliPrl to 
thP rnot of g.is-turbine hladP~) is ~nown in 
t;ihlp (, (5PP p;igp .Hil. ftV0F-5prayed 
..il1Jmini11m-polyslPr (flt-PF) ro.tl i11gs. h.ivP heen 
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reported to show higher bond strength, hardness, 
coating density and improved resistance to hot gas 
erosion. CCJlllPared to plasma sprayed coatings. The 
disadvantaqes of HVOF thermal spray process is 
that it requires 1110re expensive wear-resistant 
tool:ng and special cooling techniques. 

In the electric arc spraying process. two 
consutnable wire electrodes (one positive and the 
other negative) advance si111Ultaneously t~rough 
insulated conduits into the arc-spray gun, where 
the wire tips approach each other at an acute 
angle. The wire paths intersect at a position in 
the centre of the ata-izing gas stream, and an 
electric potential is appl•ed across the wires to 
fon11 an arc at the point of intersection. 

rhe arc partially ionizes the gas and 111elts 
the wire, fonaing droplets that are at0111ized into 
smaller droplets and propelled towards the 
workpiece. 

The coating consists cf the sprayed metal 
plus nonmetallic inclusions formed by gas-metal 
reactions occuring both in the arc and in flight. 

Gas-metal reactions and rnetal vaporization 
also can cause partial loss of alloying eleoents 
present in the feed wire. In addition, the hot, 
coated surface can be partially oxidized by the 
ambient air betweer spraying passes and 
illWediately after spraying. 

A typical electric-arc spray systein is shown 
in figure 23 (see page 27). The arc spray process 
is much more energy efficient than flame-spray or 
plasma-spray p;·ocesses. further, H.e absence of 
flame eliminates dilll!age that a flame can cause ~o 
plastics or other heat-sensitive substrate 
materials. Any metal wire can be sprayed over a 
wide range of spray rates, and at much higher 
spray rates compared to plasma or flame-spraying 
processes. 

Despite these advantages, arc-spray process 
has not reached its full c0111111ercial potential as 
it is often not able to produce a dense, adherent 
coating having the required chemical compvsition. 
When air is used as the atomizing gas, a 
considerable amount of the sprayed metal is 
oxidized. further. oxides deposited on the 
substrate as loose particles reduce the 
coating/substrate bond strength and the layer-to
layer adhesion. Oxide forming inclusio11s within 
the coating are often porous as are the 
metal/oxide interface. All these contribute to 
premature coating failure in corrosive servite. 
In addition. the hard oxide inclusions can also 
~1use reduced coating machinability. 

The usP of inert gas atomization (e.q .. 
aronn/nitrnqen) in the arr-<;prayed proces~. nn the 
nthPr hand, reduces the dPtr1mental ef ferts of 
m1>ti1l oxidation. Thi5 is bec;iuse a large 
proportion of the oxidation in air spraying occurs 
in and near the arc zone. where atomizing air 
P•it<; from the qun. while inert atomization 
largely removes oxygen from this critical area. 

Aluminium and aluminized (hot dipped) steels 
are used extensively for corrosion resistance in 
outdoor and indu,trial environments. ln many 
in<;t;ince>, thermally sprayed aluminium coatings 
are more practical and cost efficient. 
Unfortunately, as much as 45 per cent of th~ 
aluminium wire at.omi7Pd in air arc-sprayPd g111.s is 
lost due to oxidation ~nd/or vaporization in the 
arc or in flight, and blows away as fume ;.nd 
dust. Inert-gas alomi1ation significantly 



;!llproves deposit effic;ency of aium1n1Ul9 on 
low-carbon steels. While the exact reasons are 
not known, ;t ;s presumt>d to be due to a reduction 
in the oxygen part;al pressure in the arc and 
spray strea111, which li111its oxidati~n; a reduction 
in the arc temperature an~ due lo the creation of 
a thinner oxide shell on large droplets increases 
the potential for their deposition and adherence 
to the workpiece. 

Plasma spraying can be used to process 
virtually any material or materials cOlllbination. 
However the process has li111itations, and many of 
~he developments that have occured recently, as 
well as those that will emerqe in tne future, are 
a result of overc0111ino these-limitations. The 
plasina spraying technique is CCJlllPlex and hundreds 
of factors influence the process. There are al 
least 12 independent para-eters that have the 
strongest influence on coating properties and 
survivability. HiJny of the develop11ents that have 
occurred in the industry in the past few years 
address the para-elers via control, empirical or 
real-feedback looping, redesign o~ fundamental 
co111ponents, rE~hinking power supply design, and, 
to sOllle Legree, redesign of feed stock powders 
(e.g .• chemistry, size distribution. and shape). 

Hass flow control and melerino have replaced 
traditional analogue gauges for kandling gas used 
in plasma spray process, which enables digital 
outputs with feedback potentials. Si111ilar control 
is being used for powder feed, which is capable of 
'roviding the operator with instantaneous 
powder-feed rate. The development of 
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fluidized-bed powder feeders permits s1110oth flow 
with less pulsing of a wider range of powder types. 

In the area of power systems, controlled-DC 
equipment with heat exchangers, designed 
specifically for plasma g~ns, have now bec11111e the 
rule. 

On the manufacturing side, Sulzers 
plasma-technique has d~veloped a plasma-~~ntrol 
system in which all relevant parameters are 
displayed on a CRT. The system incorporates 
operator-friendly controls which is an indication 
of the future in this industrr. 

Development of the plasma gun has also 
progressed. for example, Perkin Elmer Hetco 
introduced the APG (advanced plasma gun). which is 
r.apable of i:ontinuO•Js automatir. control of 
cathode-anode spacing. thus enabling a c"rette 
voltage control without using a secondary gas. 
Similarly, Browning Enoineering and flame Spray 
Industries have independently developed plasma 
wirP guns which promise to provide relief from the 
problems assor.iated with traditional powder 
f PPdinq. 

ThP qrnwth of this tt>rhnnlogy has 1Prl tn 
hr.mr.hino in new direr.tiono;. For example, thi> 
plasma transferred arr. (PTA} process, largely 
viewed as a welding tool has attracted re~ewed 
allenl ion. Also or further inter,.st is the u~e of 
radio frPquenr.y (Rf) plasma of a relatively large 
size usinq re;ictive gases; very large particles 
(>100/"-m) r.;in be sprayed using Rf plasma leading 
to rost bpnpfits. A limitation is t~at the 
depo'iit-substrate system mu•t. be heated to affect 
ro;itinq rlPnsification thro"gh sinterinq. 

Pla~ma spraying in a reduced press"re chamber 
(with no oxygen present) allows thP coating/ 
substr;ite system to hP m;iintained at a high 
trmperature during prO(PSsing. Hiqh temperature 

11etal alloys can ~ added to refractory oxides to 
produce a CCJlllPOSite coating having unique high 
temperature wear properties. further extension of 
chamber spraying makes it possible to plasma-spray 
coat the interior of a large che91ical handling 
pipe or tank, using the pipe or tank itself as a 
chamber from which air is excluded during 
spraying. Another aspect of chamber spraying is 
reverse-arc sputtering in which a highly efficient 
sputter cleaning process is obtained leading to a 
very good coa~inglsubstrate bond. 

The melting and spraying of ceramics still 
re91ain largely in the realm of plasma spraying 
technology. Applications of ceramic coating 
include: insulation of electronic CCJlllPonents, 
wear resistance of prosthetics, foraation of high 
temperature superconductors, formation or hard 
diamond fil111s. and foraation of bulk ceramic 
CCJlllPOSites. 

P!!"fders used in theraal spraying have a 
significant influence on the coating properties. 
Powders from different ~uppliers vary due to the 
different powder-manufacturing 11ethods used. 
Thus, even though different starting powders 
appear equivalent with respect to che91ical 
CCJlllPOSition and particle size distribution, they 
miay exhibit significant differences in the coating 
properties. Characteristics of "good" powders 
include: constituent purity, small particle 
sizes, c011m1ersurate particle-size distribution of 
tile constituents, unifo,. constituent blending, 
and rel'able feeding (good flowability). The end 
user 11Ust, therefore, have a good unJerstanding of 
all powder characteristics to be capable or 
matching powder type, coating rate, deposition 
efficiency and price to achieve optilllUlll coating 
peformance. 

11. ?VD-processes 

The physical var~ur deposition (PVD) process 
has been known as early as lg38, but it has bec0111e 
widely available only in the last 15 years. 

The PVD technique can be classified either as 
evaporation deposition using resistance induction, 
arc, plasma, electron beam or thermionic elect~on 
beam evaporation sources, or as sputter deposition 
using diode, triode or inagnetron (planar, 
cylindrical or post cath9del sputter sources, or 
as a c0111bination of these two processes. 

The PVD process has received the greatest 
interest among coating processes due to its 
flexibility in tenns of depositing any material 
(whether single element or alloy), adhesion, 
throwing power (i.e., ability to coat c0111plex 
parts), cost and environmental considerations. 

rommPr(i;il elertron bPam-PVO (fB-PV~) 

ro.:i~ing~ ar1> 2rodurerl in a var.u11m environment, 
10- -10-4 Nm-, with deposition rated often 
exceeding 25,,......m/min. Components are generally 
prP-heated in vacuum to between 800-1,lOO"C. and 
are rotated within the evapcrant cloud during the 
evaporation process, to ensure uniform coverage. 
as the process is usually "line of sight" at these 
pressures. Problems such as columnar grains with 
unhanded interfaces, known as "1.-aders" due to 
shadowing effects, can occur as the coating 
grows. High deposition temperatures result in 
increased surface diffusivity which reducPs the 
density of these leaders. It also permits some 
minimal interdiffusion between the coating and 
substrate during the coating process cycle, 
ensuring good adhesion. Hence, coating 



spallati1n. a problem vi th inany processing routes. 
is net a problem. provided the substrates are 
pr~perly cieaned prior to coating. 
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The hi¢' rate of depositio11 makes it possible 
to coat as many as SOC stanc.fard sized parts in an 
eioht-hour shift. Post coating processing 
includes glass bead peening and heat treatllf'nt. 
vhich results in COlllJllete closure of any remaining 
IPader ... 

In the sputtering process. positive gas ions 
(usually argon) produced in a giov discharge or 
plasina. bombard a target of coating material. 
discharging groups of at11111s. These then enter the 
vapour phase and are deposited onto substrates to 
be coated. Deposition rates are lllUCh slover than 
the EB evaporation route. generally 10-20 •· mihour 
for a diode system or up to 50~/hour for a 
pl;inar inaonetron system. Hagnetror• syst-s which 
have magnetic plasma confinetnent adjacent to the 
target usually result in more uniform deposition 
and can virtually eliminate subst1ate heating 
during the deposition process. 

Workiqg pressures are of the order of 
1-10-~ fkl-~. depending on whether a DC glov 
discharoe or Rf rlasma is used to aenerate ion 
b11111bard..itent. This offers excellent throwing ?Ower 
and good overall coverage of the c11111ponents tc be 
(oated. Because of the 'ow process tP111perature, 
thP coatinqs are usually heat treated to produce 
thP dPsired pro,erties. 

Both EB evaporation and sputtering can be 
~ombined vith ion piating. Ion plating is 
essentially a ~VD p~ocess in a soft vacuum in the 
order of 1-10- Ntr , vith evaporant 
depositing onto substrates held at a high negative 
potential. During i~n plating, the tOlllponents to 
be coated are initially bombarded with positive 
ions vhich are formed in the discharge. This 
rPtnovPs oxides and other contaminants frOlll the 
surface. 

When the "urfaces are sufficiently clean, the 
vapour source is en1>rgized and metal evilporant 
enters the discharge and is deposited onto the 
sample. With EB evaporation and ion plating 
deposition rates are typically 10-20 m/min. 

It is estimated that over 300 PVD plants 
ewist the world over. and the use of the process 
for coat inn of tooling is already extensive. 
especially for Qear manufacture. 

The use of PVO for depo.,itino Ti" and related 
rnmpnunrlr, i-; of grpat rommercial importanr.e, and 
snme of thr attributes nf PVO-TiN coating is 
lio;ted in table 1 (<,pp pagp 17). Ti" roating hy 
pl.-io;m;i assistrrl PVC1 (PllPVOI i-; thP most dominant 
nl llH•se rommerri.-il 1iro1r.-.o;'?.-,. l'V"l i.-. .ilo;o b<'irirJ 
irH re.i.-.in<1ly u-;ert for t'.Pntented t11m1.-.ton rarhirle 
hPcause ii prpservPs sharp edqes, whereas thp 
tr,1tfi!inna1Jy llSP<f ('J0 lrPatm;nt. OJll'rat.inq ill 
m11rh hiolu•r t .. mper;ilure.-.. tpnds to round rnrnPro; 
off. 

011i1J inn hPilm a<:sislttlf lfttpOSi t ion ttochniquP 
(!Rl\0). ii tPmperaturp-rontrolled, high-v;ir1111m 
pror-eo;s, that rnmhinPs JIVO via eJpr.tron-bttam 
rvaporation. with -;imult.-ineous ion-hpam 
hombarlf:nl'nt. h.is q,1inPd r.ommerc ial maturity in 
rPrPnt yPar.-.. Thr r.omhinPrl reat.ures or IBAO ;irp 
li~trrt in tahlP R f-;ee p;igr 11). 

The •onrurrrnt ion 'ti,rhing lfensifies thP 
synthe;irerl film and improves the adherenrr 
hPtween .1lmnst ;iny fi Im ;inrt suhstratr. throuqh th" 

development of a grad~ interface. Excellent 
adhesion is obtained on 111Ptals, polymers, and 
cer.llllics. vithout the need for excessively hi¢' 
temperatures. C0111pounds such as zirconium o•ide 
and diamo~d-like carbon (DLC) can be grown by 
introducing reactive-gas ion beams concurrently 
with the evaporat~ species. 

In figure 24 (see page 28). is shown a 
schematic representation of a dual IBAD system, 
and in table g (see page 38), is listed the 
salient features of this technique. When 
producing high-ductility, high-temperature 
tribological coatings, like alumina, zirconia, 
silicon nitride and boron nitride. the use of 
dual-IBAD also substantially reduces i111purity 
content. by eliminating the porous, columnar 
microstructure c011mOnly seen in low-temperature 
dl'positions. 

Some of the successful dual-IBAO coating 
rec011mendations are list~ in table 10 (see 
page 38). Two typical exC1111Ples of the il!proved 
vear resistance i111parted by such dual-IBAO 
coatings, are illustrated in figure 25 (see 
page 28). 

To engi1eer high-quality dual-IBAO surfaces. 
several key components are requir~ for in-process 
control, such as in situ thickness, evaporation 
rate, ion energy/current, and residual gas 
analyser (RGA) 1110nitoring systems. The advantages 
are that there is a higher probability of 
achieving the precise stoichi0111Ptry in the first 
run, eliminating c3stly trial and error. 

ChP111ical vapour deposition ((VO) is a proces: 
whereby a so I id mater i a I is depos i ted f ram the 
vapour by a chP111ical reaction occuring on or in 
the vicinity of a nonnally heated substrate 
surface. Historically, it antedates the vacuUlll 
evaporation-condensation aspect of PVD, to which 
it. is closely related. The CVD technique combinPs 
a high throwinq pover of the process vith a large, 
controllable variation in the properties of the 
materials produced. to provide the possibility to 
coat even COlllplex shaped substrates with materials 
having a unique c0111bination of properties. 

CVO is employed to prepare wear and c~rrosion 
resistant coatings. semicon~ucting materials, 
optical f ibrP~. fibres for COlllposites, coatings 
for optical and solar energy applications, etc. 
further, it can be also used to prepare single 
crystals, powders with well-defined particle 
sizes, high-temperature composite materials and 
ovprlay coatings on small particles. 

The prinriple of CVO is the reartion nf 
rPilr tant gas mi~ture pror.eeding on or in the 
virinity of ii normally he.ited sut-~trate surface, 
as i I lustrated in f iqure 26 (see paqe 29). 
~aseous reartants re~ct to form solid materi;ils 
and oasPous products. The solilf matPrial is 
obtained as ii powder. a coatinq J;iyer or ii sinqle 
rrystal. 

The type and qPometry of the CVO reartnrs 
usPd drpend on the pror.ess S!lected anrt thtt size. 
shapP anrt number of "uhstratPs. In qpnpr;il, two 
main types can be di.,tinguished, i.e .• hot wall 
and cold wall reactors. 

In the hot wall reactor. the rear.tor tube is 
surrounded hy a tube furnace. This means that thP 
suhstr;itp and thp wall of the reactor will havP 
the same temperature. In this type many 



substrates can be co>ted in the same run. 
Ho .. evt>r. du,. to the hi oh .. all te-pt>ra'.ure, the 
deposition occurs not only on the substrate. but 
also on the reactor walls. This aay result in a 
riepletion o~ the vapour with respect to tht' 
reactants. Tl>ere is aho a risk of introduci119 
conta.inants in tht> system. frOlll chemical 
reartions between the reactor wall 3nd the vapour, 
and also from particles loosened from the reactor 
walls. A typical vertical hot wali reactor is 
s~own in fi~ure 27 (see page 29). 

In the cold wall reactors. the substrates 
have a higher te_,>erature than the reactor wall. 
which 19l'ans that the deposition occurs only on the 
t;ubstrate<;. While thP risk of contamination and 
vapour depletion with re<;pect to the reactants is 
very auch reduced, severe natural convections can 
arise due to the steep temperature gradients 
.uounlf the <:ubstrate. A typical RF-cold wall 
reactor is shown in figure 28 (see page 29}. 

In a CVD process va1·ious S!!quent ial react ion 
ste~s occur (~ee figure 29 on pa9e 30). Each of 
these steps may be rate limiting in the absence of 
then110dvnamic limitations. Plausible 
r.1te-li .. iting steps in a CVD process are Hsted 
bPlr)w: 

lal Tr.1nsport of the oaseous reactants to 
the boundary layer ~urrounding the substrate {free 
and torced convection). 

(b! Transport of the gaseous reactants 
across th~ boundry layer to the surface of the 
substrate tdiflusion and conve~tion flows). 

1 .-) llomoqPnous reactions in the vapour 
durinq the transport to the substrate surface. 

(d) Adsorption of the reactants on the 
surface of the substrate. 
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(el (hP111ical reactions (surface reactions} 
between adsorbed reactants and reactants in the 
v.:ipour. 

I f l Plur. I eat ion. 

(~) Desorption of some reaction products 
from the sub">trate surface. 

th) Tran<;purt of the reaction products 
;irrrys<; !hp boundary layPr to the gas phase. 

( i) Transport of the reaction product away 
from the boundary layer. 

Steps f al. (f,;, lh) and ( i), concern the 
01aterial transport in thp vapour. Proce-;ses whosf' 
ralP<; arP limi!rrl hy anv ryf lhP<P four <IPp< arr 
lfr<rrihrrl a-; hoino rnntrnllr!I hv ma<'> tran<;pnrl. 
<;tPp'; (r) In (<J) prnrrorl nn !hP ;uh<tr;ito 
·.urtar.r. Prnr.r-;<;r<; who<r ratP< ;trr dPtPrminrrl hv 
nnP of the<r <!Pp< aro dP<;rriberl a< rhPmirally. 
~inrtirally nr <11d.ir.r rontrnllPrl. Th" ~lnwp-;I 

''PP amonQ lhPm 01ay rlPtPrminP ttw ovPral l ratr· rf 
tlir dPpO< It ion pror.p-;-;. 

f.vpn though sPveral rat.e-limitino stPps r.an 
hr idPntif ird in a LVO pro(ess only four main 
ratPqnriP< of rontrol arp normally diHuHPd. 

(I) Th~rmodynamir. control: HPrP !hp 
lfppodtion ralP i< P"111al to ma-;-; input rate into 
!hf' rPartnr. Int.hi< rasp a nPar P"111ilihrium 
<t~tr Pxi-;t-; .tnd !hf' thrrmo!lvoamir rontrol i< 
val irl. fhp d01po<it io11 ratP ,;,i 11 inrrPa<P with 
inlrra<inq q~< vPlority due to lhP incrr~<;r in thr 

mass input of the reactants. The deposition rate 
will ~ave a temperature dependence which can be 
predicted by thel"llOdynaiaics. 

(2) S2.rft.~E.r:!f\ics contrctl: If the 
de?osition rate is lower than the aass input rate 
into the rea<tor as well as the llilSS transport 
rate in the vapour to the substrate the process is 
said to be surface controlled or nucleation 
controlled. The surface control kinetics are 
favourable for obtaining coating of uniform 
thickness on 110re COlllfllicated substrate shapes. 

01 ~-llin}p~\g1J: A process may 
also be controlled b) the mass transport in the 
vapour in the reactor to or fro- the ~ubstrate 
surface. This occurs frequently at high pressures 
and high tempe1·atures and when very instable 
compounds are used as reactants. 

(~) ~cleation ~~ntrol: At low super 
saturation the deposition rate in.?y be controlled 
by nucleation. 

In addition to the above four types of 
control. h011109enous reactions in the vapour also 
play an important role in CVO as they may control 
the dPposition rate. Thus, h01110genous reaction 
controls should al<o be introduced. 

CVD is today being used for a number of 
cQINllercial coatings as i~ is suitable for 
hi9h-volune production at low cost, after process 
conditions arP. detennined. High temperature and 
coating adhesion are cOllBOn concerns. 

Oiainond-like fil•s produced by !uch processes 
as CVD are bec0tnin9 increasingly popular because 
of their superior hardness, excellent lubricity 
and strong bonding capacity. 

For centuries dia1110nds have been appreciated 
for their extraordinary hardness and beauty and 
have been used to create jewellery of highest 
value. Today due to its nU111erous outstanding 
properties, unique in the world of mater;als, 
diamond is also regarded as a first-rate tool. 

Its properties range frOlll extretnes in 
hardness and brilliance to extreir.es in heat 
conduct~vity. melting point and cnetnical inertness, 
to name only a few. Until now diamond was known 
and available exclusively as 1110re or less bulky 
crystals. With the advent of low-pressure dia1110nd 
synthesis, it can be prepared in shapes that have 
pr~viously been inacessable to man. namely as thin 
fil~s. coatings or even as free-standing thin 
sheets or ribbons. 

rigures 10-12 (see pages 10-12) and table II 
f<:PP paoe l9) qive a <hnrt <urvev of the different 
mothnrl< of low prp<;•,ure diamond r!PpO<ition. The 
prinripal aim of thp new hi<Jh growth rate mpthods 
i-; tn prorlurP thP larqPs! pO<;<ihlp ronr.ent.ration 
in a large volume, or locally at vPry high qrowth 
r.t!f'<. At. IP<t<;t ~np of the<;P two r.ri IPria mu<:t bp 
f11l f i I IE'd in order to -:r.ale-up the rpactor< for 
indu5trial produr.tion. An outstanding interesting 
new mel~od is the oxygen/aretylene flame. 
Surprisingly simple, it works at atmospherir. 
pres-:ure and gives high qrowth rates. However 
more work still need'> to be done to judge its 
actual ecooomica: and technical value. 

Appliration for non-perfect polycrystalline 
di.-.mond~ inr.ludP: 

SupPrhard wear-resi-;tant pro!e(li~P 
coatings for cutting tools and wear parts. 



Abrasive powders. 

Decorat;ve, scratch- or corrosion
resistant surfaces to be used for inedical. 
optical. chemical or other applications. 

- Heat sinks for "chips", ut~lizing 
diamond's outstanding heat conductivity. 

Components for loudspeakers, utili<ina 
diainond's extraordinary sound transrission 
capabilities. 

Hechanical supports for crucibles and 
tubes where chewiical inertness, rigidity 
and a high inelting point are neces>ary. 

A few selected tools which utilize diillllOnd's 
o;uperhard property are shown in figure :n (see 
page 33). Another example of CVD-diC11110nd coating 
application is for micro-drills, shown in 
figure 34 {see page 33). 

An interestina alternative approach try 
CVO-coated diamond-cutting inserts is the use of 
!ree-standina dialllQnd films. In this new 
terhnique. diamond film is bonded to the surfac€ 
nl the tool after it has been shaped to ~ts fin; 
ge011tetry and tolerances. Figure 35 (see page 141 
illustrates the principle involved aud in 
figure 36 (see page 34) i~ shown in typical 
free-standing diamond sheet. 

Applications that require perfect a~d sinale 
crystalline diamonds include gemstones, op' ;r,.; 
lenses. hiah-power lasers. and sewiiconductor 
applications. A whole generation of high
p~rformance, hiah-temperature semiconductors. 
•mthinkable until recently, which could in certain 
applications outperform such well-established 
lllilterials like gallium arsenide, is ~ithin reach. 

Alumina is one of the widely used CVD 
coatinas on cemented carbides and i; almost always 
used in combination with titanium r:arbide. The 
Ti( coating is deposited first on the cemented 
larbide substrate due to its excellent adherence. 
followed by the Al 2o3 coating. Often a TiN 
layer is deposited on top of the Al203. partly 
to give the tool an attractive appearance. The 
total coating thickness is normally in the range 
~-1~,iUJI' and the increased wear-resistance will 
often inrreao;e the effertive operating lifetime hy 
1-R times. Hore than 50 per r:ent of cemented 
r.1rhide tool-; used in metal cutting applicationc; 
tnday are r.nated. 

r Future trends 

Surfa~e enqinperina has qrown dramatically in 
r"'"nt year<o, rl11e t_o th" deveiopment of new 
prnre5<oP<o. widpc;prearl applir.;it inn~ and Prnnomi• al 
advantage~. l0nt1nuen dPvelopmentc; are e•rertpd 
in ~11rfarp trPilf.mPn! nf metal<, tri impr·nvP wear. 
rnrro<oion and hPal rp~i<otanre, a<o well il<o in 
rrntertive ~y<otemc; fnr rnmpnc;itP miltPrial; and 
rnn~pli;rnt. r_oating<o for rPr;imir;. In the arPil nf 
thermal t.rPilling. there i~ continuing progrec;~ in 
varuum hP.1t treat.ina of ml't.;ils anrl reramir5, ion 
nitridinq of alumin;um, indurtion heating of 
5leel, as wel 1 as extender! 11SI' of (Onvent ional HIP 
pror.ec;c; ror o;ome unique ;ippl icat ions. 

Thprmal c;pray ter.hnology i~ growing rapidly 
anrl ic; experted to have greater impart in gac; 
!11;·hirP applirali'ln5 ;ic; dl'c;iqnen make uc;e nf 
111Vi11ill ron1hinat_ion<o of roatirHJ<o and has!' m!'tal'.;. 
It i~ prerfir:terf, for in;tanr.P, hy Turhinl' Mr•;il 
TP1hnoloqy. an induc;trial and aernc;par.P r.o;iting 
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fintt, that thermal sp-ay coatings will be ~sed as 
intennediate layers for further surface 
modification by different 111ethods. and that 
free-standing parts will be made by what is now 
only a coating process. State University of 
New York (SUNYI also predicts that spray tanning 
of near-net shapes of difficult-to-process 
materials can be done using the variPty of thermal 
spraying materials. For example, inter metallic 
compounds can be vacuUtn plasma sprayed to achieve 
dense, high-performance, free-standing fonns. 
likewise, thermal sprayed composites such as 
altM1ina or dye boride-reinforced disi 1 icides or 
al11111inites, can be considered in several 
app 1i cations. 

Tafa Inc. recently has introduced several 
innovations for iinproved thermal-spray processing, 
including the new Arc Jet electric-gun syst~. 
which produces a concentrated spray stream having 
49 per cent higher velocity than standard 
arc-spray guns, a unique pencil-shape contour, and 
very tight focus. Also introduced is their new 
95 MXC micro matrix-composite, hi<Jh chr0111iU111 alloy 
arc-spray wire, wh:ch produces corrosion and 
a~rasion resistant coatings having hardness 
~proaching WC that can operate in service 
environments up to 930°C. 

Tafa Inc. and its parent fintt Hobart also 
offer a robotic therwial spray cell that provides 
simpler control, enhanced coating quality. 
consistency, and productivity, and lower cost 
operation of plasma. wire-arc, HVOF, or combustion 
spray processes. 

Improvements are also being made in 111askin9 
materials, with special emphasis on masking tapes 
for HVOF processing. The challenge is to design 
and produce masking tapes that will resist 
particles impacting at pressures over 31 HPa an~ 
teoperatures up to 2,760°C and replace the costly 
metal mask and elastomer moulds now in use. 

Databases now are being applied in the 
engineering of thennal spray coatings. A new 
comprehensive interactive and menu-driven PC-based 
program is now capable of leading a user from an 
application problem to standard and recommended 
process and materials, and e·1en to the name of the 
material supplier. 

Advanced ceramic coatings are also heing used 
t'I fight wear. Ceramic coatings are capable of 
drawing up water. Nippon Steel, Akiyama Printing 
Corp .. and Tokyo Keseihin Company Limited. all of 
Japan, have jointly developed a ceramic roller in 
a cuntinuous water-dampening system used in offset 
printing machines that lowers printing costs. The 
roller. whicl1 replaces a ch1omium plated model is 
pl~c;m~ sprayed with a highly hydrophilir: ceramic 
matr·rial. fol lowed by a sper.ial surf are 
trratmen•. The r:oatinq ensure~ that the water 
<1rlh"r"c; uniformly to I.he roller <;urfarf'. thu<; 
;illnwim1 it. to c;upply a uniform film of water to 
!hi' print inq plate. 

Thermal-barrif'r rPramic r.oating~ have heen 
introduced recently i~ the hot sections of <oomP 
new gas turhine engine~. The ahradahle ceramic 
coatings producP. significantly higher performancf' 
~y minimizinq bypass flows in that section of the 
enqines. 

Improvemf'nts are also continuinc; in man_y 
othPr typPs nf coaling-; he-;irfe-; thermal sprayinq. 
For f'Xilmple, Thprmoclad Company ha-; dpveloped 
Ouravin [S SPries of PV( formulation<: <:per.ifir.;illy 
d1>c;i9npd for eler:trostatic c;pray coating of <:urh 



parts as welded-wire fencing, e•panded inetal, 
springs, castings. and stampings. Previoljsly 
available vinyl powders were suitable oniy for 
fluidized-bed coatings. and electrostatic sp1ay;ng 
of thin films had largely been dominated by epoxy 
and polyester products. 

Hetal platina has taken a new twi$t with the 
introduction of a·fonnulation that provides low 
friction tc.gether with high corrosion resistance 
on a wioe range of ferrous and nonferrous 
substrates. Nimet Industries has developed 
Ti(olef coating, which consists of a uniform 
dispersion of sub-micron-size >a~ticles of PTFE 
throughout an autocatalytically applied 111.1trix of 
a Hi-P alloy. The nonelectrolytic process ensures 
uniform coating of internal surfaces and complex 
parts that would be difficult to protect and 
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1 ubri cate. whi 1 e the unif onn dispersion or Tef I 011 

in the coating ensures that lubricity is 
maintained throughout the life of the coating. 

Oia~ono-like films produce~ by such processes 
as CVO ~ill become increasingly popular due to 
their superior ha~dness, excellent lubricity, and 
strong bondinq capacity. Unlike other DLC, 
Implant Science Corp's. Black OiillllOnd is produced 
by a combination of ion implantation and plasma 
CVD. This results in a carbon coating and an 
intermixe~ near-surface region where carbon atoms 
become embedded in the atomic structure of the 
substrate, creating an extra-strong bond. 

The various fonns of vapour deposition are 
expected to expand their capabilities. For 
example, ion vapour deposition (IV0 1 of pure 
aluminium on high-strength alumuniU111-alloy parts 
is replacing anodizing, hard anodizing, and 
conversion coating treatments of such parts, which 
can be adversely affected by some of the alloying 
elements. Scientists at the Naval Research 
Laboratory report success in depositing high 
quality coatings and thin films using two of the 
newer techniques - IBAD and PLO. Typical examples 
are improved hardne~s and wear resistance of 
titanium nitride films grown by IBAD and 
diamond-like films and films of metals and 
dielectrics deposited by PLO. Further, 
supercondur::tor films deposited by PLO have been 
reported to show cor.sistently superior tran$port 
proper ti es compared to those produced by other 
techniques. Exi~ting ion plating systems for 
producinq hard-surface wear films on parts such as 
rutting iools and gas-turbine blades can now be 
upqraded hy the addition of a steered-arc source 
from Vacuum Inc. Typical deposition ra~es for 
steered-arc cathodes are significantly higher than 
for planar magnetron cathodes. 

SurfMP t.reating uc;ing whit.e light from a 
hiqh power arr lamp offer~ c;everal advantaqec; ovPr 
thP traditional methodc; and el .. rtron hpam 
tPlhniquec;. For example. thP Vnrtek arr lamp 
Ctanada), using only an arc lamp and reflector. 
can reach an input power as high as 300 kW uc;ing 
an ;ire length of only JOO mm. An arc current up 
to 1.2 kA is achieved at the applied Dt-voltaqe. 
Uc;inq this arr lamp, a consistent surface lay~r 
hardness or 900 HV has been reported to have been 
Mhipvpd in 10 mm t.hir.k 90 Mn 5V tool steel to a 
depth of 2 ""'using a feed rate or o.~~ m/min. 
While arr.- lamp treilt.mentc; ovprr::ome some of the 
shn~tcomingc; of alternate methodc;, it does not 
romlline all the benefits of the oth1>r t1>r.hniquec;. 
rt is experted I.hat t.hi-; technique r.an he i!ppl ied 
in situation<; where lhP alternate methods cannot 
he used due t.o I.er.Imo 1 oqi r.a 1 or eronomi r.il 1 reason-;. 

Established but st\11--growing markets for HIP 
{~at-isostatic pressing) ir.clud~ densifyin9 ~f 
invest~ent-cast parts for aircraft gas-turbine 
engines, and consolidation powder metallurgy t~ol 
steels for rerolling into various cutting-tool 
fonns. New applications reported for HIPed 
silicon nitride include ball bearings, textile 
industry thread guides and diesel engine parts. 
HIP-bonding and densifying of clad composites is 
.:-nother relatively new growth market. 

Sunlight has been studied for many years as a 
relatively low cost, clean energy source for bulk 
processing of materials. Today, however, it is 
believed that the greatest potential for solar 
energy in materials processing may lie in surface 
1110dific~tion, via use of a concentrated 
(1 HW/m ). directed energy beam. This budding 
solar-furnace technology, called solar-induced 
surface transfonnation of materials (SISTH), would 
compete with other directed-energy methods such as 
ion, laser and electron-beaM processing. 
Potential applications include transfonnation 
hardening of steel, cladding/coating, 
self-propagati~g high-temperature synthes1>, 
thin-film deposition, and electronic-material 
processing. 

Duplex- or multiple-surface treatments are 
also becoming popular in recent years. The scope 
for duplex- or multiple-surface treatments, to 
provide an array of novel surface engineered 
products is virtually unlimited, and there can be 
no doubt that they will play a predominant role in 
the next decade. 

D. Conclusion 

We have but taken a glimpse into this 
fascinating area of surface engineering. As far 
as possible, the newer and more important 
techniques in surface engineering have been 
covered. It is well-nigh impossible to cover the 
entire spectrum of surface engineering in so few 
pages or words. Nevertheless, an attempt has been 
made, and it is hoped this article provides an 
impetus for further studies in this field. The 
combinations of surface treatments that are today 
available to the designer are unlimited and their 
application is limited only by one's imagination. 
The next decades will witness further growth in 
this important area of engineering. 
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Fig. 1: Properties influenced by surface engineering. 
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Fig. 3: The pLoperties required in the three effective zones of the 

tool or component that dictate the choice of materials and 

treatments. 
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Fig. 4: Typical duplex surface engineering design. 
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Table l: Current applications of laser transformation hardening. 

SUBSTRATE 

T1 
To alloys 

Cast irons 

Steel 

s~~mless 

J!ttl 

Al 

SURF"CE 
ALLOYING 
INGREDIENT 

N 
c 

Cr.S1.C 

Cr 
Ho 
B 
N1 

c 

So.C.Fe 

Cr 

DELIVERY 
SYSTEM 

~ 
P~nt 

Paint 
Blown powder 

Electroplate 
Paint 
01ffus1on 
Plating 

Blown. painted 

Paint 

Plated 

Table 2: A select ion ot material systems for whict1 LSA hac; b.?en 

investigated. 

COMPANY 

Rolls Royce 

Pnu a Wh1cney 

GE 

Qwmum I.Mer Corp 

COMftONENT 

T urb1ne blade 
shroud interlock 

T urb1ne blade 

Proproetory 

co""ENT 

T r1b•lloy "'moo1c 
powder feed 

PWA 694 n1mon1c 
prcpl~ccd chops 
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Table 5· Spra1 system / ~C-Co characteristics. 

Lap-shear bond strength, 
psi 

Tensile bonJ sttt'll)'.th. 

psi 

Microstruct1!rc 
Oxide content, •'o 

Porosity,% 

Hardness 
Macro HR 15l 
Macro DP! !JOLI 

Deposit cfficirncy, ,,,. 

uvor 

7,JOC 

- ., "'\ ... 
.-., .. l \.' 

12 

l'. 200 

' ''' ·t , . ' ~ .. 

2J 
./. :: 
............ ...J 

Table 6: cu-Ni-In coating/spray-sy~tem chara~reri~t1r~. 
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Excellent adhMion due to the high arrival energy of the coating material and the 
ability to clean the surface prior to coating '~ry thoroughly by o sputtering stage in the 
cycle 

Uniform thickness due to gos scattering and the ability to rotate the component 

Surface finish that in the better systems equals that of the substrate, eliminatillQ finish 
machining 

No effluents or pollutants as a result of the process 

No hydrogen embrittlement 

Dense structures 

Controllable and repeatable stoichiometry and crystallographic structure 

Wide ronge of coatings and substrate materials, including metals, olloys and 
ceramics 

Muhiple coating con be used 

Low temperature (less thon 500") 

Greater pradudivity and major cost savings 

Table 7: Attributes of PVD titanium nitride coatings. 

Features combined by dual IBAD process 

Thickness 
Concentration 
Cost 

Adhesion 
Density 
Stress 
Control 
Reproducibility 
Substrate Temp 

<Iµm 
40 at.% 

High 

Excellent 
High (bulk> 

Controllable 
Excellent 
Excellent 

Low 

Several µm 
0-100 at.% 

Low 

Poor 
Low (below bulk) 

High 
Fair 
Fair 

High (for best film 
properties) 

Table 2: Comh1n~d fn~tur~s of duAl-IBAD pre~~~~ 
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Bene{ its of I BAD 

• CoJating> can be ''i<:rown" froJm within the >Ub>tr.1tl', 
imparting e11treme .idht'S"lfl .ind elimin•tini<: d1scret .. 
interf.aces 

• NoJt oJnly low ·lt>mj)l'raturt> pni<ess. but tPmpt>r.1turt• 
con troll.able 

• r n~rget..: !On be.ims will ensure h1i<:h-dens1ty. prn-hult"-
1ree films, yet v.aryini<: 1un energy .anJ spt•ut>s .:.an prudu.: .. 
.a porous, le• turt>d surf.i<t> 

• Unusu.al met.ils .inJ rnmpuunJs c.an be .ippl1t>J .. ,.,. 
num1C.ally 

• IBAD 1s .a Jry CoJdting prli<t'>S. t'n>unng <'nv1ronmt>nt.al 
s.aft>ty with nu chemll.il rt's1dut'> 

• Pr0<·t'ss 1s t'lltrt'mely rehablt> due to .i high dt>i<:rt>t> llf'" '''" 
control .assou.ated with ion energy. dept1>1tll•n r.itt>, 
thickness . .and ,-ompos1trun 

• Qu.ality .and rept>.atab1l1ty 1s ensured by bu1lt-rn sen
sor'/ mrc ruprllCessors 

• Virtu•lly .any substr.ite m.ilt>n.il <.an be co.ited .1od1ur 
tt'xtured 

• Suph1st..:.ated fntunng allows p.irh h• be .irtrcul.itt'd with 
sevt'r.al degrees of f reedum 

• H1gh-1nroughput, luw...:ust pruductmn ".itt.irn.ibl .. with 
luger du.ii IBAD systt>ms 

Table 9: Benefits of dual-IB~D-

Function 

Mechaninl 
Wear 

Solid lubrication 

Release 

Diffusion barrier 

O•'k.a 
CCIMiilon.·-

~··~klc_l:.. di .. ··~·:i::··:· 
J!IJli •.. ~·- >,· ...... 

Electrical 

Ou.lll IBAD rKommend.lltions 

Hud cO.lltings (TiN, TiC. CrN, 
Cr101 i-BNl 

Ag, Pb. MoS1. WSi 

PTFE. Ag. MoSi 

Ali01. Pd, Pt, Rh, TiN 

Conductive co.1tings Indium-tin-oxide (visible). VOi (IRJ. 
Ag. Au, Cu. Al 

Magnetic films Recording mrd1.1, Prrm.1Uoy, 
Frrrom.1gnetics. Rare euth 

m.1gnets 

lnsul.lltin11 films DLC. S10i, TiOi, S11N •. AliOi. 
ZrO:. BN 
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Gr-owth r-ates 

Methode [um/h) 

~ ~ -~C:n:VATION __ ~'L_HIGH __ TEMERATUR ES_ (T~:(VD) : 

~~o __ Lf.U al!' en t[!?u~ f ~.:;_es~ 
Methane/Hz 

Acetone/H2 

~ _H()t_ chemi_c::<! l_g~~---n am~ 

ioxygen/acetylene) 

0.3-1 

10 

')') 

200-250 

100-200 

H_,_AC'I'.IVATIO?l_ BY_ELECTR IC_ OR _ELE('.TROMAGNETIC_GAS __ DISC:_l{ARqE 

jPA:(VD) :_ 

•_Micr-owaye CH, /H2 

CH, /02 

• _RF~C'J'Q CH, /H2 

• DC:glo~dischar-ge_P~asma 

CH. /H2 

III ._COHBINED_ACTIVAT!ON: 

~_Jon~Bearn-sputter-ing 

Hot filament + BIAS (EA-CVD) 

+ Micr-owave 

+ DC discharge 

IV. JET METHODS 

• Plasma jets: - RF 

- Microwave 

- Arc-Plas::'.a 

0.25-1.o 

2-8 

0.6-12 

20 

0.3-0.4 

3-5 

10 

60 

30 

180 
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2. NEV 11ETHOOS AtE APPLICATIONS 

Diamondizing aptly describes a coating 
technique tnat imparts an extr;?tnely durable, 
abrasion-resis!ant, and clear s~rface to plastics 
and metal substrates. In terms of composition and 
molecular structure, that surface is indeed close 
lo real diamond. f.011111ercialization to date has 
been limited to such small-area parts as wdtch 
crystals and optical lenses. But the future is 
somelhin9 else again. 

The first large-area plastics applications 
are anticipated within a year or so, and are 
expected eventually to include such huge potential 
uses as giving glasslike abrdsion resistance to 
clear plastics like polycarbonate, acrylic, and 
polyarylate. It could open up automotive and 
other glazing markets to these and other polymers. 

Another revolutionary potential is 
application of thin diamond coatings to the 
surfaces of injection and other tooling, thereby 
creating the super tool: one with greatly 
enhanced resistance to abrasion and chemical 
attack, and improved release characteristics. 
These are not idle dreams. Diamonex Inc., 
Allentown, Pennsylvania, USA, a pioneer in 
diamondizing technology, has formed a partnership 
with Monsanto Chemical Co.'s Advanced Performance 
Materials Group, St. Louis, Missouri, USA, to 
invesligate new co11111ercial uses for diamor·d 
coating. Until recently, both companies had been 
working independently on the production of thin 
(submicron to five micron) films capable of 
dramat i ca 11 y up9radi ng the surface performance of 
plastics, steel, and other tooling. In 1990 
Monsanto became a shareholder in Oiamonex, 
signalling the start of a joint marketing effort. 

Diamondizing resists abrasion and wear 

A thin diamond coating applied to a polymer 
substrate provides it with greater scratch and 
wear resistance than any other known coating. 

In addition to abrasion resistance, the clear 
roating also is resistant to chemical attack and 
yields a non-stick surface with a coefficient of 
friction similar to that of polytetrafluoro
ethylene. 

Some idea of the hardness of these synthetic 
diamond coatings is indicated by Vickers hardness 
ratings. Silicon carbide, one of the hardest 2f 
all materials after diamond, rates 2,355 kg/11111 
on the Vickers scale; quartz registers 1,096 on 
the same scale. Amorrhous diamond is in the 1,000 
to 'i.000 r;inge. 

fl.s a t.hin film on a comparatively soft 
material like polycarbonate, diamondizing affords 
almost as effective a level of abrasion resistance 
;is glass; on a relatively hard material such as 
steel, it upgrades abrasion strength better than 
fivefold. 

The coating itself consists of carbon atoms 
honderl in a dense chemical structure -;imilar t.o 
diamond. Diamone>1 produces its coatings using 
internally developed technology and ion beam 
technology licensed from the National Aeronautic & 
Spare Admi n is t rat.ion <NASA}. Mon<;anto take<; a 
proprietary approach based on radio-frequency 
plasma technology. A substrate is placed in a 

vacuum chamber and plasma is generated close to 
it. Hydrocarbon gases are then introduced and 
high-energy fragments cf the hydrocarbons are 
deposited. 

Oiamondizing had its beginnings in early work 
primarily by scientists in the USSR. Then a 
related technology emerged in the US. 
Or. Sol Aisenberg of Whittaker Corp. developed 
ion-beillll-plasma chemistry for producing a variety 
of malerials, including amorphous diamond. 
Aisenberg constructed a sacrificial cathode ion 
source that enitted a beam of carbon and argon 
ions. By controlling ion flux and energy, he was 
able to produce very thin carbon layers with many 
of the properties of real diamond. These coatings 
were extremely hard, electric2lly insulating, and 
transparent to visi~le light. The technology was 
refined both in Europe and the US, where 
concentrated work was carried out at the NASA 
Lewis Research Center in Cleveland, Ohio. USA. A 
NASA research group developing ion thrusters for 
space propulsion discovered that the same 
technology could be used to generate an ion beam 
for depositing amorphous diamond coatings. 

Further research resulted in a new process in 
1984, employing two ion beams and yielding films 
that were closer to true ~iamond than those made 
by the original Aisenberg process. Oiamonex 
acquired exclusive licences to both AisEnberg's 
direct-ion-beam process and the dual-ion-beam NASA 
technique. In the first - which deposits coatings 
at room temperature under high vacuum - the energy 
for coating nucleation and growth is derived from 
the kinetic energy of an accelerated beam of 
carbon atoms. In the dual-ion process, two ion 
sources are focused on the part to be coated. The 
first produces carbon atoms; the second produces a 
sputtering beam of argon ions that etches away 
non-diamond carbon forms. 

A breakthrough occurred in improved coatings 
adhesion, which un:il then had been only 
marginally acceptable. Diamonex says it is now 
able to achieve adhesion values to 62 MPa on glass 
and metal, and in excess of the polymer -;trength 
on plastics. 

Neit~er Diamonex nor Monsanto are quite there 
with large-area coating yet. Ongoing development 
work includes scale-up of the technology for 
large-volume, large-area coating as well as 
reduction of the slight yellowish tint of current 
diamond coatings. (Source: MQd.er_n Pl_itStic;s 
l!lJj!rn~.tiQD9], June 1991) 

A diamond coating process developed at the 
Westinghouse Science and Technology Center, 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA, makes it possible 
to protect the soft windows of infrared sensors in 
high-speed aircraft from erosion by rain, dust, ryr 
sand. 

The soft window materials, zinc sulphide and 
zinc selenide, are used because they are 
transparent to the infrared wavelengths mo<;t 
effective in tracking hot engine exhaust~ or 
aircraft -;urfaces. Standard, hard optiral 
materials such as glass are not useful because 
they block these wav~lengths. 



So far, Westinghouse has produced s111all 
dia1110nd-coated windows only about an inch and a 
half in diameter. but work on larger windows is 
under way. field tests 111ay be possible next year. 

A technique called optical brazing overcOlllt's 
the problem of severe chemical and inechanized 
incompatibility of diamond on zinc cmnpounds and 
reduces i111age distortion created by the uneven 
growth surface. The diamond coating is 
predeposited on a silicon wafer, then the dia1110nd 
side of the wafer is 1110ored to a glass bonding 
layer, and ~his sandwich is fixed to the 7.inc 
compound window. finally, the silicon outer layer 
is removed, exposir.; the highly transmitting, 
optical-quality diamond nucleation surface. The 
bonding medium is a chalcogenide glass, selected 
for its excellent inechanical and optical 
compatibility with the two materials. The dia1110nd 
layer is produced by microwave plas111a-P~hanced 
chemical vapour deposition. 

I11111ediate application calls for protection of 
infrared optics, important for military and 
col'lllercial aircraft, the space progranne, and even 
drug interdiction. Future uses could include 
visible-spectrum windows in advanced missiles and 
spacecraft, protection of photovoltaic cells in 
space. and more down-to-earth applications like 
shatter-proof plastic eyeglasses, watch crystals, 
or scratch-free mirrors. Presently, however, the 
visual range has a slight residual fuzziness 
caused by scattering, which will require further 
research. (Source: HRS Bulletin, June 1991) 

t>tamll!!d coatings technologies 

Monsanto and Oiamonex (Allent~wn, 
Pennsylvania, USA) are cooperating in the 
development of their diamond coatings 
technologies, which rival glass for abrasion and 
scratch resistance. The processes create diamond 
layer~ from a carbon-rich gas in a high-energy 
environment. Monsanto's plasma-based process has 
a faster build rate but is limited to simple 
shapes and generates more heat, while Oiamonex's 
ion beam-based process is crmpatible with contours 
and is more accurate. The processes are suitable 
on metal, glass and plastics. The technique 
already protects polycarbonate lenses of premium 
sunglasses. and automotive and aerospace 
applications are being explored. (Source: 
Plji_i_ti..u.. Worl_Q, February 1991) . . . . . 

Even coating specialists and surface 
scipntists have trouble identifying certain 
acronyms. "PE-CVO" stands for "Plasma-Enhanc1>d 
Chemical Vapour Deposition" processing methods. 
based on a new "Elongated Microwave Plasma" (EMP) 
sO•Jrce employing the electron cyclotron resonance 
(ECRI effer.t. 

In contra~t to conventional vacuum coating 
methods, the materials deposited in PE-CVD 
processes are introduced not in solid form, but in 
the gas phase. Processin~ is straightforward and 
reliable. Trans~arent, corrosion-resistant. 
protective coatings can be deposited at high 
deposition rates. for plastic components, coating 
deposition can immediately follow vacuum 
metallization. The coatings deposited pass, for 
example, environmental tests, the automotive 
industry's corrosion-resistance, aging, 
abra~ion-re~istance, and wash test. 
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Coating deposited using PE-CVO methods can be 
used as substitutes for traditional lacquers and 
other types of protective coatings and in inany 
cases, with 11ajor reductions in environmental impact. 

PE-CVO methods can be us~d to apply barrier 
layers, as well as to improve the adhesions of 
metal films to the surfaces uf plastic components. 
(Source: Popular Plastics, February 1991) 

Novel low-tenperature CYD process for TiN co~ 

Injection 1110ulding dies for plastics are one 
of the major industrial applications of a novel 
patented process for the low tl!lllPerature chemical 
vapour deposition (LTCVO) of titanium nitride 
(TiN) coatings developed by the Canadian c0tnpany, 
Liburdi Engineering. The lubricity of the Ti~ 
coating i111proves plastic flow and reduces sticking 
during the injection 1110ulding process. An 
important advantage of this process is the ability 
to infiltrate and evenly coat complex shapes, deep 
crevices, and runner passages in the dies. An 
advantage of the low coating tetnperature 
(500°C-650°C) is that tool hardness is 111aintained 
(no postcoating heat treatinent is needed) and tool 
distortion, which can occur with conventional CVO 
at l,000°C, is minimized. 

The low coating temperature is achieved by 
using a subchloride of titanium, TiCl3, to 
produce the TiN. The TiC1 3 is generated in the 
reaction chamber by chlorination of Ti pellets in 
a reducing atmosphere. In the first step, HCl is 
introduced into a chlorinator containing pellets 
of Ti under teinperature and pressure conditions 
selected to ensure TiCl 3 as the main reaction 
product along with H2. The gaseous TiC1 3 is 
then conveyed to the coating chamber where NH3 
is introduced. By carefully controlling the 
coating parameters, good quality, oxygen-free, 
films, 1.Jllll to 10,..um thick, can be deposite~ at 
temperatures as low as 450°(. The coatings can be 
made more adherent as well as more corrosion or 
wear resistant to suit the application by 
controlling the gas flow rates, the total 
pressure, the reactant concentration, and the 
chlorinator and coating temperatures. Typically, 
coating temperatures range from 450°C to 600°( and 
pressures from 2 to 15 torr. 

Other applications for these adherent and 
wear resistant coatings are carbide inserts, 
stainless steel turbine compressor blades, and 
dies used in metal forming operations. The 
sliding wear test indicates that the coeffir.ient 
of friction of TiN coated steel is reduced by more 
than half compared with uncoated steel. A 
systematic investigation aimed at establishing 
correlations between coating parameters, 
r.omposition. structure, and properties is now 
ongoing with the objective of improving the 
tailorability of the coatings for specific 
applications. The company is interested in 
providing coating services to the plastic mouldinq 
and metal forming industries, as well as in joint 
development of new applications for these TiN 
coatings. [for more information on the 
technology: Alina Ag~ero, Ph.O., Research 
Scientist, liburdi Engineering Limited, 
400 Highway 6 North, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada 
L9J 1E7. Tel.: (416) 689-0734; fax: (416) 
689-0739. for the coating services: 
Hr. J. Todd Williams, Marketing Representative, 
Liburdi Engineering Limited, 23565 Outwood Drive, 
Southfield, Hichigan 48034, USA. Tel. and rax: 
(313) 353-1188.] (Source: ~111.r.iJll_iru!_ 
~.2.Cessing RepQJ:t, April 1991) 



tVtl S_iC tor opJ_i_i;jJ_app_li_ilti_o_I).$ 

Relently there has been growing interest in 
producing buH silicon carbide by chemical vapour 
deposition (CVCl). This technology allows for the 
production of material which is theoretically 
d1>n<;e. posor;eor;ses superior mechanical and thermal 
properties. and has high polishability. (VO SiC's 
high stiffness-to-weight ratio. strength, thermal 
conductivity. hi!rdne'is, and low th1>rmal expan'iion 
coefficient make it an excellent material for 
optical substrates. After more than two years of 
work in this area, Horton International Advanced 
Materials {Woburn, Massachusetts) has developed a 
scalable. low-pressure CVO process to produ~e 
large monolithic pieces of polycrystallinep-SiC 
for optical applications. The process allows for 
the production of up to 500 mm diameter, up to 
8 11111 thick mon~lith blanks; larger and thicker 
blanks are pos'iible in the near future. The 
material's propPrties make it a candidate for 
optical components for LIOAR mirrors. solar 
collectors and concentrator'>, and astronomical 
telescopes. [Horton International Advanced 
Materials. HIS New Boston Street. Woburn, 
Hassachu-;etts 01801 USA.} {Source: Cer~mi_c 
Bullet in, Vol. 70. Ne. 4, 1991 I 

tlew !'-'nv i ronment;i 11 y-_s_o_!!n_d _p_rQ~'ss_ fJ>r!I~ 1!'i i '!_~!Id 
t~ick films 

A new, nonpolluting process for depositing a 
wide variety of coatings. from 0.1..)1111 to several 
microns in thickness {depending on the coating 
time). has been invented at the University of 
Colorado. The patented process. called 
supercritical fluid transport-chemical deposition, 
can coat large and COfllplex-shaped parts and uses 
environmentally safe coating materials. 
Supercritical fluids, which are intermediate 
between gases and liquids, are better solvents 
than ordinary liquids at relatively low 
temperatures, thus can much more readily dissolve 
polymers and other high molecular weight 
compounds. The resulting solutions have low 
vi ';(O~it iP<;. 

As 'ihown schematically in the figure below, a 
solution of one or more precursor compounds 
di'>solved in a supercritical fluid, such as 
carbon dioYide IC02 ) at a pressure of 118 HPa 
(~.OttO p'>• I. is sprayed onto the surface to be 
ro;itert. A (hemi(al r·eact ion then occurs near or 
;it thi<; o;urf;ire forminq thp dpsi rPd roat ing. 
AntiripatPrl applications for this novPl roating 
prorPS'i include thin films of PlPctronic 
materials. protective coatings. barrier layers on 
polymPrs. ;ind ref lectivp coatings. Although thi<; 
pror.e\5 rPsembles met;il organic vapour deposition 
IM<KVDl in some respetts, unlike HOCVD it can use 
slartinQ miltPrial<; that ;irp not vola~ilp anrt that 
.. ,-p thP;.ni.tl ly unstable. 

In a typic~l coating proce'>s, a metal 
prPr.11rsor <:ompound, <;urh as copper (I I) 
dipivaloylmPthanatP, io; dis<;olved i~ C02 at 
I ll3 MPa and 110°(. Whpn this supprr.ritir.al fluid 
;nlut inn i<; sprilyPrt on .i -;ub'itrat.P, su(h ii'> a 
~inqlP rrystill of <;iliron hPatPd ;it ~00"(, a thin 
film of copper Ir. depor,itPd rapirtly. If nitrouo; 
n•ide !NzOI i'> u<;Pd ao; the <;nlvent fnr the same 
prl'<.<11·sor rompo1Jnd, dnd the solutio11 sprayed into 
.t 1-.1rtin lri>Quenry pla-;n1;i, a r.opper l)•ide film can 
hP lnrmP1f without hP;itino t.hP su<;tratP. A~ 
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dis'iolving a mixture of the copper compound with 
corresponding compounds in which yttriUlll and 
bariUlll replace the copper {tnetal organic c0111pounds 
known as chelates) in the hydrocarbon, n-pentane 
{Cs''l()· in the ratio 3:1:2. a thin fih1 of 
the high-temperature superconductor. 
YBa2cu3o7, is formed after oxidation. 
Because all of the precursors are weighed in the 
same reservoir before being dissolved, their 
'itoichi0111etry can be precisely controlled. 

Coatings of a variety of metals including 
aluwiiniUlll, chr0111ium, indiUlll, nickel, palladi11111, 
and zirconi11111 can be deposited on all sorts of 
unusual shapes. For example, a fused silica fibre 
can be completely coated using a single nozzle. 
The coating process is usually carried out at 
at110spheric pressure. A vacu11111 is required only 
when plasmas are used to facilitate chemical 
deposition. 

Because the rapid expansion of supercritical 
fluid solutions facilitates the vaporization oi 
the dissolved precursors, this process differs 
from spray pyrolysis of ordinary solutions. The 
aerosol particles that fonn when supercritical 
fluids expand are much sinaller (usually <l..)1111) 
than the droplets fonned by the at0111ization of 
ordinary liquids. 

The University of Colorado researchers 
suggest that an added environmental benefit of 
using C02 as a solvent instead of volatile 
oraanics would be the reduction of emissions from 
painting and other coating processes that 
adversely affect the ozone layer. Polymeric 
coatings can be formed by sprayittg supercritical 
fluid mixtures of low molecular weight polymer or 
monOlller organic precursors dissolved in co~ onto 
surfaces where the resins react to produceLthe 
coatings. [Department of Chemistry and 
Biochemistry, University of Colorado, Campus 
Box 215, Boulder. Colorado, USA, 80309. 
Tel.: {3031 492-7943. Fax: (103) 392-1149.J 
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Schematic diaqram of the supercritical lluid 
transport-chemical deposition process for applying 
thin films and coatings. Carbon dioxide or 
nitrous oxide is compressed to form a super
critical fluid, in which the coating precursors in 
the reservoir are dissolved. The <;Olution i~ 
tran<;ported to the coating chamber where it passes 
through a restrictor nozzle and is decompressed. 
The resulting vapour contacts the heated surface 
of the ~bject to be coated. A chemical reaction 
occurs at or near this surface, forming the 
coating. (Source: Materials and Processing 
Peport. Hay 1991) 



The integrity chemical vapour deposition 
((VO) systein is an integrated system that pennits 
the si11Ultaneous deposition, flow and anneal of 
fil111s in a s'ngle chamber. Each of the variables 
governing the quality of the deposition is 
optimized through the hardware design. The 
integrity platfor. addresses a variety of CVO 
films with products tailored for each film type. 
The Integrity/BPSG (borophosphosilicate glass} 
system pennits the si111ultaneous deposition. flow 
and anneal of thermal CVO BPSG fil111s. This 
process. len11ed "flow as you go". eliminates voids 
which can be created when the sidewall deposition 
encloses the top of the trench before deposition 
in the centre can be cOtnpleted. The process 
ensures void free trenches and planar topography 
on lines as s111all as 0.3.)Jlll. Fil111 unifor.ity is 
routinely !:2 per cent at 1 sigma, with defect 
densities on a 150 nn wafer of <0.1/c..Z. 0.3 jlffl 
in size. Operating parameters such as flux, 
temperature, qas concentration and pressure are 
all hardware controlled. High throughput rates 
enable processing of up to 48. 150 llll! wafers/hr. 
In situ cleaning factors further enhance 
productivity. [Lam Research Corp .• Fret110nl. 
California. USA.] (Source: Semiconductor 
International, January 1991) 

SYp~onduclinq wire by (VO 

Using a new chemical vapour deposition (CVO) 
process to coal flexible fibres within a thin film 
of high-temperature superconducting material. 
researchers at the Georgia Institute of Technology 
have increased deposition rates considerably while 
achieving promising critical temperatures and 
-aximum current capacity. Existing CVD technology 
for thin-film superconductors yields a coating 
just one or two microns thick during a one-hour 
deposition run. The new process yields 
50 to 200 microns per hour. depending on 
production conditions. 

In the past. carrier gas has been used to 
tran>port metal sources into a CVD reactor. Since 
the flow rate. temperature and pressure must be 
controlled for each vaporizer the process has 
often been delicate and time-consuming. To make 
matters even more difficult, reagent sources for 
thP rommonly-used 1-2-3 superconductor (yttrium, 
barium and copper) provide low vapour pressure. 
Tf heat levels are increased to speed 
vaporization. these metal source~ undergo chemical 
reactions and form unwanted compounds. 

To improve this situation. the vaporizers 
were replaced with a powder feeder. A combination 
ol finply-grounrl yttrium. barium anrl rnpper 
mptal-~rganic powrlers ~r" mi~Pri with aronn oa~ 
b1>for1' flowing into thp horizontal reartor. t.h1J~ 
Pliminating the ni>Prl for romplPx controh. 011rinq 
a ~-10 minute period, the team fed bPtween two anrl 
10 grams of powrler into thp reartnr. 

Thus far. the tPchniq11e h~s mostly been 
rlPmonstr;ited us111g rectangular. single-crystal 
magnesium-oYide suhstratP<,, but sevP.ral types of 
flexible, thin fibres also have been coated. 
Ultimately, the team plans to coat ceramic or 
mPtal fibres, poHibly made of aluminium o-ide 
and/or silicon dioxide. OthPr possible substrate 
materi~ls inclurll' silicon carbidP anrl carbon 
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coated with a layer of an oxidation-protective 
material. A coating barrier between the libre and 
the superconductor should eliminate any 
und~sirable chemical reactions. ISource: 
(l~ctronics World & Wireless~r_l.!!. March IQ901 

!_-ray window first~at!Qnd p~ 

windows for the X-ray detectors used in 
spectroscopes and other analytical instr•1111ents are 
now being made from CVO polycrystalline diall!Ond by 
Crystallume, Henlo Park, California. This is 
believed to be the first diamond-coated industrial 
product lllilde using plas11a-enhanced CVO. 

Unlike conventional herylliUlll windows, t~e 
diamond devices also trans•it low-energy X-rays 
from liaht elements su~h as carbon. boron, and 
oxygen.- A typical window consists of a 
grid-supported, free-standing diainond film 
measuring less than 0.5.)1111 thick. It supports a 
pressure higher than 100 kPa (1 atm,, and has been 
tested to 400 kPa (4 atm) without failure. It 
also is leak-tight to helium. 

From an optical-transmissivity standpoint. 
diamond is the -aterial of choice for low-energy 
X-ray applications. Natural diainond is not 
suitable because it reportedly cannot be 111ade thin 
enough to be tr3nsmissive in the energy range of 
interest. (Source: Advanced Materials & 
!'.r.ou.Ui.l"!a. Harch 1990) 

fili d thenna 1 (VO 

The Jetlight 200 systetn allows the 
devploponent of new processes based on the 
combination of low pressure chemical vapour 
deposition and rapid ther.al processing. An 8 in. 
water coooled stainless steel procesring chamber 
and customized gas and vacuum configuration enable 
selective processing through full control of the 
process parameters (temperature, pressure, 
gas flow). Thennal budget of the wafer is 
drastically reduced due to rapid heating and 
cooling of the substrate. Wafer temperature 
(monitored by an infrared pyrometer) is hot only 
during deposition. The system also offers: a 
high flow primary pumping unit and a high vacuum 
turbomolecular pumping unit with rPactivP gas 
processing capability for rapid thermal epitaky 
(RTE) processes. Development of selPctivp silicon 
epitaxy, SiGe epitaxy. and dielertrir: deposition 
processes are possible. [Jipelec. Grenoble, 
Franr:e. J (Source: Set11tcondvctor Intern;1t i ona 1, 
June 1991) 

BattPllp has devPloped a tPrhni~~P for 
rlPpo~itino what i .. known a5 rliamonrl-likp (arhon 
matings (a-r:H). Thp<;p mating-; are prorlOJrPd hy 
a pla<;ma-assisted CVD process, prarti(ally at room 
temperature. They are closely related to rliamond 
coatings anrl are rep~rted lo consist or pure, 
low-hydrogen carbon. part of which is available in 
diamond modification. The coatings are very hard 
(more than 4,000 kg/mm?) and are characterizerl 
by vP.ry low friction and extrPmely Qood chemical 
resistancP. Typical coating thickne~<;e<; ranqe 



frOlll fractions of •icrometres to SOlllt' 
10 •icr0111etres. This property profile •akes 
diamond-like carbon very useful for wear and 
corrosion protection and for all applications 
requiring low friction without abrasion. Examples 
include bearings, guides, cutting tools and other 
mechanical engineering CCJlllPOnents that are subject 
to wear. [Doris Jessen. B~ttelle Europe. 
,... ROinerhof 35. D-6000 Frankfurt 90, Genaany. 
Tel.: 6917908-2214.J (Source: "'"~-~terials 
Worl~. February 1990) 

LT0-410 is a non-pyrophoric, high purity 
liquid source material that offers significant 
itnprovetnent over silane for Si02 CVO 
applir.ations between 340°( and 480°(. The liquid 
pro~ides low Iii• stress, coating conformality and 
safer handling. [SchUlllclcher. Carlsbad. 
California. USA.) (Source: Se91iconduct!l!" 
Intern~_!. ion~!, June 1990) 

Carbide indexable inserts are being coated 
with titani1.1111 carbide, titani1111 nitride. and 
a111111ini11111 oxide by plasma chemical-vapour 
deposition (CVO) at Krupp Widia GlnbH, Essen, 
Germany. 

CVO can coat parts of C0'.11plex shape on all 
sides with layers of uniform thickness. The 
(Onventi~nal process. however, is perfonaed at 
about l,000°C (1,830°F). a temperature that can 
reduce the toughness of the carbide substrate and 
lead to shortened tool life in high-i111pact steel
machining operations such as •illing and turning 
with interrupted cuts. Plasma CVD. on the other 
hand. is performed al just 450 to 650°( 
(R40 to l,ZOO"F), a temperature ran~ that has no 
adverse elf ec t on touqhness. C0111pared with 
r.onventionally coated-inserts, Plasma-CVD tools 
reportedly last longer at the same speeds and 
feeds, or r.an be used at speeds as much as 
50 per (ent higher with no decrease in ~ife. 

Krupp Widia's plasma-(VO facility operates at 
a pressure of about 100 Pa 10.01 psi). Coating 
gases are converted into a plasma at the lower 
temperaturP. under high de current. Capacity of 
the computer-controlled, tandem-furnace system is 
similar to that of a conventional CVD operation. 
(Source: Mv_an_~f_il _H_jJtri..i.1_$_ &J_r9~iRS, 
July 19%1 

Plao;ma-eahancP.d chMnical-vapour deposition 
!(VDI i<: a proceo;o; co11111only used to depoo;it 
'iili(on and o;ilicon-dioxide filmo; in the 
manufacture ot advanced semir.onductor devir.es and 
optir.al fibres. llowever, according to a research 
sr.ientist in I.he fler.tromagnetir.<; laboratory at 
Georqia Institute of Te(hnology !Gelrgia Tech). 
Atlanta. thP me•hani<:ms of o;ilir.on and 
o;ilir.r.n-dioxide o~rn.:ition are not well undero;tood 
at the atomir. and moler.ular S(aleo;. deo;pite the 
r.011111err:ial importance of the process. Instead, 
reo;earchero; in these fieldo; currently rely on an 
empirir.al approac~ to study plasma-enhanr.ed CVO. 
The approach involves trying to relate different 
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fl~ rates of the chemicals used and •icrowave 
field-power levels to the end result of the 
deposition process. even though the detailed 
chemical reactions occuring are not understood. 
The capability to observe silicon atoms and 
silicon 11e>noxide in the plasmas and flames used to 
manufacture semiconductors and optital fibres 
could lead to a better understanding of the 
CQlllPlex chemical reactions involved, and thus lead 
to improvements in manufacturin~ techniques. For 
exiill!lple, if the reactions can be determined and 
the process 110delled, process temperatures 
possibly could be lowered. 

Existing methods for studying such reactions 
involve sampling steps that can disturb the 
ongoing reaction. Use of laser-induced 
fluorescence (LIF). however, can produce accurate 
measurements without disturbing the reaction. 
LIF uses tunable (adjustable wavelength) lasers to 
direct light energy at gases having unknown 
chemical CCJllPOsition. At certain wavelengths, the 
individual components absorb light energy and then 
radiate it back - a process called fluorescence. 
Because every material fluoresces at a specific 
>tavelength, the technique can be used to dearly 
identif) the gaseous constitutents and their 
concentrations. (Observation of the laser 
excitation spectr11111 also allows the determination 
of the fla..e temperature.) 

While LIF is widely used to identify trace 
eiements and to study both at1110spheric and 
cOlllbustion chemistry, its use in analysing 
chemicals is li•ited to those that absorb light at 
the wavelength of the particular dye laser. 
Silicon atoms absorb light at about 
250 nanOlllt'ters, and s i Ii con 1110nox i de absorbs 1 i ght 
at abo~t 230 nanOlllt'ters. 

Until recently, however, it was difficult to 
produce wavelengths shorter than 260 nanometers. 
To overcOllle this proble91, the LIF operating range 
is expanded using a technique called frequency 
doubling, in which the laser beams are passed 
through certain crystals that double their 
frequency. By passing the laser beam through a 
beta bariU111-borate crystal (available only in the 
Peopie's Republic of China), it is now possible to 
produce wavelengths shorter than 205 nanometers; 
this allows the use of LIF to analyse a wider 
range of 111aterials, including silicon and silicon 
monoxide. 

Researchers at Georgia Tech have successfully 
used such a LIF technique to detect and measure 
both silicon and silicon :nonoxide gas-phase 
species. Ln....s.i.t.u laser diagnostics of this type, 
which allow the direct study of the chemical 
reactions occuring in a reactor to obtain 
information such as chemical species involved, 
their concentrations, and where the reaction is 
or.curing physically, should not only lead to a 
better understanding of plas111a-enhi\nced CVD, but 
of similar gas-phase processes. (Sourr.e: 
Adya_n_te.d_~~erial _&_ Proi;e.sses. November 19901 

Low-temperature CVO - chemical vapour 
deposition at l25-525°C - is an effective ~ears of 
applying erosion-1esistant tungsten-~arbide 
coatings to AH-150 stainless steel and Ti-6Al-4V 
titaniUlll alloy. The pror.ess r.omhines the 
advantages of physir.al vapour deposition (PVDI and 
conventioni\1, or high-temperature, (VD. 



As with PVO. the low deposition temperatures 
reduce deqradation of mechanical properties. [n 
many cases. the temperature is sufficiently low so 
that fully heat-treated parts can be coated 
~ithout loss of properties. On the other hand. 
hecause (VO is not a line-of-sight process, like 
PVO. complex parts can be readily coated without 
sophisticated part--anipulation equipment. 

Typical reaction conditions for this low-temp 
cvo process are a temperature of less than 500•(. 
40 to 100 Torr pressure, and the iollowino 
gas-flow rates: about JOO sec• tstandard-
cn-c• per •inute) tungsten hexafluoride (Wf6), 
about 3,000 sec• hydrogen, 40-90 sec• diaet~yl 
ether. and 300-2.000 sec• diluent argon. 

The coatings. which were applied to 
nickel-plated samples of the stainless steel and 
titaniU111 alloy to protect thewi fro- attack by the 
hot corrosive gases, are a •ixture of tungsten and 
tungsten-carbide phases. the latter WzC. W3C 
or W2C and w3c. depending on the partial 
pressure of the dimethyl ether. 

They are very dense coatings, free of voids, 
with good adherence. and comprise two distinct 
layers: colU11Wtar tungsten on the inside and a 
fine-grain, non-col11111nar. lamiellar top face of 
tungsten and the various tungsten-carbid~ phases. 
The top face is quite s110oth, ranges in hardness 
frOlll Hv 2,400-3,000, and resists erosion under 
both •ild !low-i11pinget11ent angle) and harsh (high
i•pinqeinent angle) conditions. 

Others also have reported on tungsten-carbide 
roatings applied at 325-525°(. the researchers 
noted. However. although these coatings are also 
quite hard !Hv 2,000-2.500) and provide good 
general wear resistance. th~y are rather poor in 
terms of resistance to erosion. 

Erosion resistance was determined using a 
•iniature sandblast unit, i11pingeinent angles of 
22.s• and 90°, and two media: angular silica 
(crushed glass) and alu-ina. Use of silica, 
prPvalent in topsoil, simulated a real Prosive 
environment. whereas alumina provided a harsher 
and accelerated test environment. 

llot only were the coated samples far morP 
erosion resistant than the uncoated ones - by 
fac~ors ~r five to over 100 - but also than 
samples coated with titanium nitride deposited by 
cathodic-ar( discharge PVD. (Extracted from 
American Hach in i st. tlovember 1990) 

Surfai:e treiJtment wiJ!l_ laser_s 

Inductohe;it is a sm;ill independent UK company 
whirh specializes in induction heat treatment 
~prvir.Ps. One technique, induction hardening. is 
u'>Ptl to improve surface hardness whilst leavin9 
thp 1.ore material unchanged. thus giving maxim•Jm 
toughness. It became clear to the company that 
laser beam heating could offer more finesse anti 
vPrsatility in this process than induction and so 
a flPxihlP laser proressinq facility was 
in'it.ll letl. The equipment had to ;ii low for a witlP 
r;inqP of operations anti production volume-; to hP 
r;ip;iblp of development. pilot hatch and full-s(alP 
produrt_ ion on ii subcont r.1rt has is. 

ThP system uH•<> a rontrol lilsf'r - the 2.!"> kw 
(Ql J;tSPr - whirh io; static ilnrl mounted t.o On(' 
~i~P of ;in pnclosed wor~inQ area. Thp beam io; 
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targeted through a mirror assembly which also 
al i90s the- bear. to the major axis of the CH( 
W\lrkhandling device which c~n handle workpieces up 
to 2.1 X 3.5 X 1 m. 

For hardening applications a special optiral 
device is used to produce an enlarged beam which 
allows tracks up to 15 sm wide to be produced. 
Both the amplitude and frequency or the spot 
1110veinent can be chan9ed in both directions which 
y;1es flexibility in use. 

For steel CCJlllPonents, the intense heat of the 
laser beam focussed on the surface transforms this 
layer to austenite in a fraction of a second. 
Quenching is noraally by self cooling with beilill 
size. power. surface absorption and interaction 
tilllt' as the controllino factors for hardness 
pattern and case depth: Haxiauin hardness is 
achieved at relatively high scan rates. As 
heating times are short only short-range carbon 
diffusio~ occurs so that coarse orained or cast 
structures can give a sluggish response. 

The use of increased surface temperatures inay 
help here and with high alloy steels. Apart from 
this all aedillll! carbon and alloy steels, 
martensitic stainless, tool steels and pearlitic 
iron CdStings are readily hardenable. lower 
carbon steels can be treated to i11prove wear 
resistance because of •icroscopic variations in 
carbon content. fully ferritic ductile SG iron 
castings can be melt hardened to give a surface 
layer of fine white iron. 

Because cold steel is over 90 per ~ent 
reflective to the COz laser beam a coating which 
absorbs the wavelength of light is nonnally 
applied to the surface before hardening. This ~Y 
be paint, graphite. or a phosphate or llll!!'tal oxide 
coating. 

The laser's clearest role is in achievino 
results where other methods ~rove difficult o~ 
iwipossible. With a ldrge cir'ular or non-uniform 
component, inducUon heati. ... cannot be applied to 
the required area in one pass, or easily scanned 
around or zlonq it. [n other cases ;ntluction is 
unable to concentrate power into the s111.1ll or 
inaccessible area requiring heating. The 
controlled heat of the laser beam can gain 
line-of-sight access to produce hardened surface 
laprs up to I ""' deep without the risk or 
distortion or cracking. 

Components can range from a few grams of 
several tons in weight, typical areas of 
application for high volUll'le production being in 
the automotive, consumer of related indu<>tries. 
Thp first industri~l applicatioh of laser 
hardening was at General Motors. Saginaw Steerinq 
Gear Division, Michigan. in IQ71 where five wPar 
track~ were fonned on the internal bore of a power 
stf'f'ring casting. This could not be carried out 
by conventional means because of induced 
di :;tort ion. 

An examplr: of the t_ype of subcontract work 
i:arried out by lnductoheat is the handle casting 
u~ed in a compact valvP sy'>tem for hydraulic r~or 
supports manufactured hy Dowty Mining Equipment 
Ltd. The case dPpth is thickened nvpr thf' peak of 
Parh cam profilP lo ;idvantagP. To produce a 
uni form pattern ovpr a progr"SS i ve curvp one 
handle is hpld at such an anglf' that statir dwPll 
at the lip produces an initial heat line which i<> 
thpn progreso;ed through the profile hy sc;inning. 
Ao; the handlf' must hP failsafe in operation the 



pattern 11Ust be controlled and kept away frOlll 
pivot luos etc. For the second handle. both sides 
of the lever end 5 11111 thick are tr~ated in turn 
without back temper or risk of embrittle!!!ent. 

The coinpany has shown that laser hardening at 
the 2.5 kW levPl can compete with inductiun for 
treatino snail areas. complex oeometries and 
pieces liable to cracking or distortion. It 
cannot yet compete directly on larger areas. but 
higher power lasers may CQlllPete in terms of cycle 
tiine although high capital and running costs may 
make this difficult in dedicated applications. 
However. in terms of flexibility, a clear benefit 
may ~e seen. (Source: I'"!.tfTnatiJl!la)..1.i_c~i.119. 
.... 19911 

~f1-e~r~~ on the laser optochemiical process in 
r~a~c.1 i O'"!.$ 

Advanced future industries such as 
electronics. chemicai. llll'Oicai tnerapy, aircraft 
and space developnent require the development of 
advanced materials to create new substances based 
nn new bonding concepts and for the develop!lleftt of 
advanced technology to control the CQlllPOSitions 
and structures of new substances on the at0111ic and 
lll')lecular levels. 

The objective of this research project is to 
use lasers with high quality and energy for 
substance transformation and to cOlllbine special 
reaction environinents such as magnetic fields. 
tryPgenic tet11peratures and surface adsorption 
phen0111ena to develop at0111 and 110lecule 
91anipulation technologies based on advanced 
chemical reaction control to create new substances 
and materials with c0111plex functions. 

Laser chemical reaction allows new kinds of 
reactions for forming highly reactive activated 
molecul~s and reactions at high-energy states, 
which are impossible with conventional 111ethods. 

The aim of this research project is to search 
for these laser che111ical reactions and to pr01110te 
s~er.ial reaction environments by combining 
111a9netic fields, cryogenic te111perat11res and 
surfacP adsorption phenomena to control highly 
reactive artivaterl molet:ulP.s most effectively and 
to advance these new types of reactions, to 
d~velop processes for the creation of new 
hioh-lunction substanrec; and materials. 

In fiscal year IQ90. the following research 
projPcts were c;cheduled: 

r I) Oesiqn and c;ynthesis of reactive raw 
materials by the multiphoton process 
rPlying 6n light intensity of lasers and 
other ronditions; 

12) Generation of magnetic fields with 
m11lt.i-layer winding <.oils and thP. design 
and mdnufacture of magnetic field effect 
r.nemic~l reaction r.ontainers; 

(1) Oec;ign and synthesis of laser-reactive 
raw materials at r.ryoqenic temperatures 
or on the surfaces of solids. 
( Sourre: JETRO. May 1991) 
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~~ll.LiYtli«..hardening of AlSI 01 tool stttLi!!.lf 
its microstructuLJ 

The 110st widely used 111ethods of increasing 
surface hardness. wear resistance, fatigue 
resistance. and, in some cases, corrosion 
resistance of ferrous engineering components 
through heat treatments fall ir.to two categories: 

(i) Thennochemical processes, in vhich 
elements such as carbon and/or nitrogen 
are i"troduced into the surface al 
elevated te111peratures. such as 
carburizing, carbonitriding, and 
nitriding; and 

(ii) Thennal processes in whicn heat alone is 
applied selectively to austenitize the 
surface, followed by quenching to 
produce a martensitic case. Induction 
or flame hardening are typical exatnples 
of these processes. Lasers are also 
being used increasingly as a finely 
controllable heat source for surface 
hardening of steels. 

Laser surface hardening has been used in 
diesel engine parts and components made of cast 
iron. such as cylinder liners, ring grooves on 
pistons, aut01110bile ca.shafts, and gear teeth, to 
iinprcve their vear resistance and fatigue 
properties. Investigation of cylindrical 
specimens of 111edi1111 carbon steels with 
1 vt-per cent Cr has shovn that the nUlllber of 
loading cycles vas increased 10-20 ti111es by laser 
111elting of the surface. Laser hardening has also 
been used to increase the wear resistance of the 
cutting edges of tools, such as milling cutters, 
drills, and reC1111ers, made of low alloy tool steels 
and higf: speed steels, by factors of 1.5-4. 

The main advantages of using lasers for 
surface hardening applications are as follows: 

(i) Very little or no uistortion of the 
vorkpiece occurs; 

(ii) Rapid production rates are possible and 
the process is s1'1 table for automation; 

(iii) Usually no external quenchant is 
required t~ fonn martensite: 

(iv) Selectiv~ surfar.e treatment on a complex 
shape is also possible; 

(v) Residual compressive stresses are 
induced at the surface. 

The beam from a carbon dioxide laser, having 
a 10.6 )"" wavelength, falls within the infrared 
spectrum and as such can be considered as pure 
heat energy. If the beam used has sufficient 
intensity, the surface of a ferrous material can 
achieve austenitizing temper~tures after a very 
short interaction time (a fraction of a second), 
while the bulk remains unaffected. Thu~. a very 
steep temperature gradient is created between the 
surface and the bulk of the material. 
Consequently, when the heat source is removed, 
there is no requirement for an external quenr.hant 
to bring about the martensitic transformation of 
the surface. because the bulk of the material 
provides an adequate heat sink. 

For transformation hardening applications. 
high power lasers usually are used. A high power 
laser allows the beam to be defocused to a larger 
spot to cover a larger area in a ~ingle pass. On 



the other hand. it a lower power laser is used to 
obtain a hioh power densitv. the spot size will be 
(omparativeiv small. However. the incident power 
d,.n,.ity i:i usual!~ kppt lpss than about 
100 W 11111-~ for surface harrlenino applications. 
GPnerallv. hioher power densities are used in 
combination with ~ioher traversino speeds. and 
lower power densi~ies with lower t~aversing 
speeds. Hi9her power densities with higher scan 
rates tend to pri;mote smaller case depths. and 
l ow(,r power densities in combination with 1 ower 
speeds produce greater case depths. 

For an effective couplino of the laser eneroy 
to the workpiece. an absorbent coating usually is 
required. because at room temperature polished 
steel surfaces are about 85-QO per cent reflective 
to carbon dioxide lasers. The three most ronnonly 
used roatino<: to improve couplino are manaanese or 
zinc phosph~te, powdered oraphite suspension, and 
"pray paint (flat blackl. Of these. phosphates 
are the best absorbers. but are also the most 
rostlv and time consumin9 to apply. Graphite 
suspension is the poorest absorber and is more 
ditticult to apply ~han spray paint. In the 
.1•1lh'lrs' t>xperience. flat hlack paint provides 
ad.,ri11at.e absnr·ptive char·acteristics. i<; easy to 
applv. and. furthermore. th!' laser hardening 
re<;pnnse of steel coated in this way has been 
found to hP rPlatively insensitive to the paint 
thid.np<;-;. 

The aim of this study was to investigate the 
eftect of the laser process parameters and the 
initial microstructure on the microstructure and 
hardness of AlSI 01 tool steel. In particular. a 
detailed microstructural investigation of the 
laser hardened layer was carried out to elucidate 
the hardening mechanisms. 

The chemical composition of the AISI 01 tool 
sti>el used in this study is (in wt-per cent): 
0.1 per cerit C. 1.0-1.2 per cent Mn, 
0.5 per cent Cr. 0.5 per cent W, 0.3 per cent Si. 
fp lbal.l. Table 1 aives the heat treatment 
conditions. the hard~ess ~alues. and the 
microstrurture of the steel before laser 
trP.ltment. Treatment HTl refers to the as 
r!'reived matPrial in the sphProidized (Ondition 
anrl HTl. HTl and HTd conditions refer to specimens 
that were hardened and tempered at 621°(. 'i37"C. 
anrl ~26"(. respertiv~ly. The samples were 
hardpned and tempered at different temperatures to 
determine the effects of the initial 
mi(rostrurture on the laser hardening response. 
lhe heat treated specimens were then ground flat 
lo 600 orit and painted black to improve the laser 
absorpt;nn characteristics. 

All laser treatments were applied using~ 
hOO W (nomin~l) rarbon dioxide laser. A sperial 
he.it treatment lens (7n Se), with a fora! length 
nf .ihnut Iii mm, was used. With this lens. t.he 
la,er bPam is focused in the form of a rectangle 
about. 1 )( 7 mm rather t.h.111 a circular spot. 

for the laser treatment the specimen was 
ll'l)unted :rn a romputer ront.rolled X-Y table • .lnd a 
sinol"' laser pa~s with a normal beam impinqement 
.lnfliP ('}(I'") was used. The laser power, inrident 
pnw<>r dpnsity, and traversing sp1>eds 11sed arP 
riiven in 1.lhle '· After laser treatments, all 
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speci!nens were sectioned. polislied. and etched for 
metallooraphic examination. Heasurell'ents of 
microhardness across the laser hardened track were 
taken usinq a microhardness tester with a ~00 a 
load. Thpse diamond pyramid hardness values wPre 
then convprted to Rockwell C hardness values 11sino 
a conventional conversion table. 

Hicrostructural characterization was carried 
out using X-ray diffractometry IXRO• and 
anal1tical transmission electron microscop~ 
(ATEHI. The XRO of both the laser hardened 
surface and the bulk material was carried out on a 
Philips diffractometer usino Cu 11.t. radiation. 
Thin foils were obtained by.diamond cutting 0.4 mm 
thick discs from 1 11111 diameter machined bars ot 
both laser treated and untreated material. The 
discs were oround on 600 orit silicon carbide 
paper to a thickness of ....0.2 mm and then polished 
electrochemically using a Tenupo1 jet poiishino 
unit. flectropolish;ng was performe~ at ·15 V with 
a current densitv of about 25 mA mm-L in an 
electrolyte of 94 per cent acetic acid and 
6 per cent perchloric acid. All foils were 
e•amined at 120 kV on a JEOL lOOCX TEH. with a 
double tilt staoe for imaqino and diffrartio~ er 
an analytical single tilt.carbo~ staoe for 
energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry (fOS) 
microanalysis. Some observations were carried out 
in a JfOL 840 scanning electron microscope 1SEM). 
also equipped with an EDS system. 

The following conclusions can be drawn from 
the results of this investioation. 

1. AISI 01 tool steel can be laser surface 
hardened with an effective case depth of 
0.1-0.6 11111 using a 600 W (nominal) carbon dioxide 
laser. The maximum hardneo;s values obtained ;n 
the laser hardened zone were in the rarge 
62-68 HRC. 

2. Prior microstructure did not have a 
sionificant influence on the hardened depth. but 
it-had a pronounced effect on the microstruc~ure 
of the 1 aser hardened zone. The quenched and 
tempered microstructure (liner) produced. in 
general, a more homogeneous laser hardened zone 
than the as received spheroidized mirrostructure. 

l. The micro-;tructure of the laser harden"d zone 
consists primarily of lath marten~ite, somP 
carbides. and some retained austenite. A derrease 
in the amount of retained austenite, together with 
an increase in the amount of undissolved carbide• 
and a change in the morphology of m.lrtensite from 
plate to lath and to tempered martensite. is 
observed from the hardened surfa~e onwards. The 
torma'ion of plate and lath martensite and the 
dissolution of carbides rontribute primarily to 
surfare hardening throuoh transfonMtion hardeninq 
and substitutional strengthenino mer:h.lni<;m-;, 
respectively. · 

~- An increase in the lattice par.imeter of the 
otiron (marten<;it.e) nr:cur; in the han1ened layer 
through the supersaturation ot martensite with 
carbon. This inr~ease in the l.1tticP parameter. 
toqet.her with the volume increase dssnciated witt• 
the m.lrtensite reaction, is suqqesterl to learl to 
the development Of rompre<;sivP re<;it1ual o;tri>~<;PS 
iro the lasE>r-hardenet1 ~urfilrP<;. 



Table 1. 

Heat 
treat
ment 

HTl 
HT2 
HT1 
HT•I 

Heat treatments carried out before laser 
treat i•!Y AISJ.Ol_illl_~t_tt] _______ _ 

Tempering· Rockwe1l 
temperature, hardness 
~c HRC 

As received 
621 
537 
,t26 

16-20 
28-30 
38-40 
48-50 

Hicrostructure 
obtained 

Spheroi~ized 
Tempered martensite 
Tempered martensite 
Tempered martensite 

Heat treated initially at 787°C, cil 
quenched. and tempered at three different 
te111peratures. 

Tahle Z. Typical laser parameters and results 
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________ obtained _______________ _ 

Heat 
treat
ment 

HTI 
HT2 
HT1 
HM 

Power 
Power, density 
W W mm-2 

500 
500 
500 
500 

71.42 
71.42 
71.42 
71.42 

Traver-
si~Y 

111111 

2.1 
2.1 
2.1 
2.1 

Effective Case 
case hard-
de!Jlh, ness 
111111 HRC 

0.40 
0.5 
0.5 
0.6 

65 
65 
65 
65 

(Extracted from ~terj_il.l~i~.!ll&.iml_T~rj:ingJ.29.Y, 
Hay 1991, Vol. 7. Article written by H. Bande, 
G. L.'Esperance, H.U. Islam, and A. K. Koul. At 
the lime the work was carried out Dr. Bande and 
Professor L'Esperance were at the Centre for 
(haracterization and Microscopy of Materials, 
Ecole pol)technique, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. 
Hr. Islam was at the Manufacturing Technology 
r.entre, Division of Mechanical Engineering, 
National Research Count:il, Ottawa, Ontario, 
Canada. ar.d Dr. Koul was at the National 
Aeronautical Establishment, National Research 
Council. Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. Or. Bande has 
now returned to the Harbin Institute of 
Technclogy. Harbin, The People's Republic of 
China, from which he was on leave.) 

S_urf il~Lh.arde~i!19..2.f ....iU5J01..Ja_i rradi at ion with a 
K r:F ~:><.!; i 111~r: . !.ill r._i!L.i!.!4...9llJmb i en t 

Surface modifications of mechanical and 
chemical properties of metals such as hardness, 
wear. friction, and corrosion have been widely 
investigated. since diversified materials with 
Pxcellent properties are required in mechanical 
manufacturing. These studies have shown that 
although met~l alloying. oxidation, or nitridation 
hy ion implantation has merit, ion implantation 
with a doc;P hiqh enouqh to mortify the surface 
rrpatpc; many problems, such as sputtering, 
dPfects, and rontamination by oxygen and carbon. 
ll:i alternative met.hod, UV pulc;ed excimer laserc;, 
has 5pver~l advantagec;. Neither sputtering nor 
def Pct.c; have been observed [uc;ing high-resolution 
cross-section transmission electron mii:roscopy 
(ltRXTEM)J, and contamination is reduced. In 
addition, c;elective surface modification can be 
-.rh i eved by 1 imi ti nq the area of the I as er beam 
irradiation hy using a mac;k or a scanning focused 
bPam. HowPver, knowledgP is limited as to the 
mprhanical propPrtie~ of the metal surface treated 

by laser processing. Deposited metal thin films 
for laser alloying and liquid phase dopant sources 
for laser oxidation and nitridation are primarily 
discussed in the literature, but gas phase dopant 
sources are also attractive in order to provide a 
wide variety of laser modifications of the 111etal 
surfaces. 

In the present study. surface hardening of 
SUSJ04 by irradiation with a Krr excimer laser in 
SiH4 gas ambient is described, with SiH4 gas 
used as a dopant source. In this case. most of 
the laser energy is deposited at the sample 
surface and is innediately transfonned into heat, 
since the absorption depth of lN lioht into metals 
is of the order of 10 nm. In addition, the SiH4 
oas has no optical absorption and the optical 
transmission of the window inade of synthetic 
quartz is 93 per cent at the wavelength of 
Krr excimer 1 aser. By 1 as er heating, the ~urf ace 
might be 111elted and simultaneo~sly the absorbed 
gas molecules on the sample surface subjected to 
thermal dissociation. The dissociated Si atoms 
distribute rapidly in the molten region by liquid 
phase diffusion, and then solidification occurs 
from the liquid-solid interface. Such a rapid 
thennal reaction including the melting process has 
been thoroughly discussed in the studies of pulsed 
laser doping of Si and GaAs. In this r'se, 
deposition of Si films was observed urder the 
limited laser irradiation conditions 
simultaneously with the incorporation of Si. The 
depnc;ited Si film might have a very high adhesion 
strength, since the Si atoms distribute 
continuously from the metal substrate to the 
films. The specific process is refered to as LID 
(laser implant-deposition). 

Observation of surface 111orphology and the 
measurement of depth profiles of Si distributed by 
LID for the various laser irradiation conditions 
are carried out in the present work. The 
dependence of the surfar" hardness on tf.e laser 
fluence and the number of laser pulses is also 
discussed. 

~imf..!!1al procedure 

A. Sample preparation 

A sample was transferred i~to the small gas 
cell after cleaning with organic solvents. The 
cell was then filled with 10 per cent SiH4 gas 
diluted in 100 torr of He after evacuation down i~ 
3 X lo-3 torr. A Krr excimer laser beam with 
248 nm wavelength and 23 ns pulse width was 
directed nearly perpendicular~y to the sample 
surface. The l~ser fluence at the sample surface 
and the number 05 laser pulses were varied from 
1JO to 450 mJ/cm and from 5 to 100, 
respectively. The repetition rate of the laser 
pulses was chosen to be l Hz in order to avoid 
heat accumulation by preceding iaser pulses. The 
optical tran~mission of the window made of 
synthetic quartz is 93 per cent for the wavelength 
of Krr excimer laser. The energy loss of 
7 per cent is mostly due to the surface 
reflection, and the optical absorption is less 
than l per cent. Therefore, damages of the quartz 
window by la~er irradiation did not oct:ur in the 
present experimental conditions. Beam-forming 
optics combinin;i a cylindrical lens and a 
pyramidal optical device were used. Thus a 
nonuniform intensity of less than 70 per cent and 
rectangular laser beam profile were converted to a 
square beam pattern with a spatial uniformity of 
better than 96 per cent. 



B. E11aluaticns 

Observation o: surface morphology by a 
scannino electron microscope !SEM) and the 
analysi~ of surface composition hy X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS! were carried 
out. Oepo~ited materials on the sample surface 
werP also analy~ed by XPS and depth profiles of Si 
were measured by secondary ion mass spectroscopy 
(SIMS!. Variation of the surface hardness of 
samples prepared with various la5er irradiation 
conditions was evaluated using a Shimadzu 
ultramicrohardness tester lUtliTI. The UtfiT 
r.onsists of four main components: an optical 
microscope used to adjust a suitable test area on 
the sample, a diamond indenter and load 
application mechanism, a displacement transducer 
and amplifier, and a progra1m1able control 
console. The progranwne determined the rate of 
appliration of thP load and the maximum load. 
Sample hardness was evaluated from the depth to 
which the triangular pyramidal diamond indenter 
penetrates into the sample under a predetermined 
load condition. During a hardness test. the load 
is prooressively increased at some predefined rate 
up to a ma•imum value. The corresponding 
indentation depth is measured by a displacement 
transducer: a curve of the penetration depth 
versus the load is then recorded on a chart 
r·ecorder. The harder surface decreases the 
penetration depth of the indenter, under the same 
loading condition. 

Surface hardening of SUS304 by irradiation 
with a Krf excimer laser beam in SiH4 gas 
ambient has been demonstrated. The doping and 
deposition of Si occurred simultaneously. 
Complete coverage with Si thin film has been 
obtained ~n the case of a laser f luence of 
'150 mJ/ cm"". 100 pulses, and iro tor" pressure of 
10 per cent SiH4 gas. The deposited films have 
sho"n oood adhesion to the substrates, and it was 
demonstrated that the surface hardness is an 
increasino function of both the number of laser 
pulse~ and laser f luence. (Extracted from Journal 
()f_ Materi~J1_~'.)eag_b, Vol. 5, No. 2, 
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February 19q0. Article written by: Koji Sugioka. 
Hideo Tashiro, and Koichi Toyoda, Riken, the 
Institute of Physical and Chemical Research, Wako. 
Saitama, 151-01, Japan; Eiichi Tamura and Keigo 
~aoasaka. Department of Physics. Science University 
nf Tokyn, Kaouraza~a. Shinjuku. Tokyo. 16Z, Japan.) 

Laser rladdiny_Res~arch Cent__re 

Imperial follege of Srienc~. Prince Consort 
Road. London SW7 ZBP. has a Laser (ladding 
Re5earch Centre. La5er is being used for.surface 
heal lrPatmnnt, (ladding, welding. mP.lt.ing, and 
alloyino with titanium. lPchnical ceramics and 
composite~. laser cladding techniques as thermal 
carriPr coating on gas turbine enginP~ ~olves a 
numher nf I.he traditional problems, stJch as 
corrosion from fuel contaminants, and yields films 
nParly !wire as hard as plasm~ spray roating. A 
rnnt inuous w;ive C02 l;iser lays down 0.1 mm to 
l.'i mm thirk coatings or yttri;i-part.ially 
;tahili1ed zirronia on mi lrl steel undpr an argon 
-;hroud. llse of shroud rerluces I.he curvaturp and 
(ra\king of the coarsely spaced ripple<; created 
rlo1rin9 r!Pposil ion, and bo:ist·, h;irdne;-; tn 1r,oo ltv, 
r rnm the ROO-ltv plasma-spr;iy level. 

Lasi;>r__}1ff ~il__g: _t__i:fil!.!!!fl'!!.L!!1.r ~i!!g_s.or:n>ii!!I'! 
~~sistance of a carbon stet] 

The effect of laser treatment and laser 
all~ying on corrosion resistance of 1045 steel has 
been studied. Various ways ~f surface alloying 
have been investigated by using continuous 
C02 laser beam: (i) irradiation of chromi11111 
painted surfaces; 1ii) irradiation of Ni and 
Cr-electroplated surfaces; (iii) direct inje(tion 
of Ni and Cr powders into the melt pool. A high 
and uniform level of alloying in the surface layer 
can be achieved in the cases ot electroplated 
surf aces and direct powder injection. It 
requires, however, an appropriate choice of 
irradiation conditions (such as beam power, beam 
traverse speed, beam defocusing and degree of 
overlapping) that provide remelted layer of a 
limited and fairly uniform thickness. It has been 
found that in order to achieve corrosion behaviour 
of laser treated surfaces similar to that of 
austenite type 304 stainless steel chromium and 
nickel contents in the alloyed layer are to be 
higher than those of 304 steel. (Abstracted from 
f'la~er:i~.LJ._f'lal'!!l!.~~ll!:lng __ Pr2~e2~e~. 5('11. 1990. 
Article was written by: M. Riabkina-Fis!tman and 
J. Zahavi, Israel Institute of Metals, Technion -
Israel Institute cf Technology, Haifa, 32000 
Israel.) 

CVD system for coating ceramics 

A chemical vapour deposition system that can 
be used to deposit coatings of titanium carbide, 
titanium oxycarbide, titanium nitride, titanium 
carbonitride and titanium oxycarbonitride has been 
introduced by Lindberg. 

The Lindberg/Tungaloy CVD system consists of 
a vertical batch type electric reaction furnace 
which uses a variety of atmospheres and a maximum 
operating temperature of 1, 100°( to deposit single 
and multilayered titanium based coatings of 
uniform thickness. The coatings can be used to 
inr.rease the service life of moulds, dies, jigs, 
fixtures and cutting tools. 

A progranwnable controller for automatic 
operation is standard. Specific time/temperature 
profiles are preprogra1m1ed into the system 
computer and are recalled by recipes. (Lindberg, 
A Unit of General Signal, 304 Hart Street, 
Watertown, Wisconsin 53094, USA. 
Tel.: (414) 261 7000. fax: (41'1) 261 0925). 
(Source: ~~--!'1~t~riill.~r:Jd. August 1990) 

* • * • * 

Compositl'. ceramir,; cQ.atjn_gs 

Plasmadize, a new group of composite coatings 
from General Magnaplate Corp., Linden, New Jersey, 
can be applied to virtually any type of metal 
including aluminium, and is recommended for use on 
OfM parts, as well as for repair ilnd/or 
restoration of old parts. The coating is composed 
of layers of ultrafine particles of ceramic StJch 
as tungsten carbide, alumina, and chromium oxide 
infused with polymers to enhance structural 
integrity of the coating and impart nonstick 
properties. !Source: A~va~ced Materials lnd 
Processes, December 1989) . . 



Protective ceramic coatings 

Dylon Ceramic Technologies, Berea, Ohio, has 
developed an easy-to-use ceramic barrier coating. 
Dylon B-1302 wi~l reduce the degradation of 
refractory surfaces at elevated temperatures up to 
3,000°f. B-1302 is a high quality, single 
application. zircon based liquid suspension. It 
has been designed as a viscous cOlllpound that 
creates a ceramic facing when applied to a 
refractory surface. When thoroughly dry, the 
facing is impervious to thermal shock while 
resisting hostile environments. 

Dylon B-1302 is best applied with air 
atomized spraying systems and in many cases the 
operation can be automated. The coating can be 
applied to refractory surfaces at a temperature 
range from ambient to 600°f. It is recommended 
for use on coke-oven door plugs and refractory 
runner covers. A typical coke-oven door plug 
application shows outstanding performance, after 
88 days of service. 
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This protective ceramic coating is con
veniently packaged in 65 lb pails and 750 lb drums. 
(Source: Iron and Steel Engineer, October 1990) 

* * * * * 

Fi ri_tig__1:_onvert~!tl:t_mer into ceramic "whiskers" 

Scientists at Southwest Research Institute 
!SwRIJ, San Antonio, Texas, reportedly have 
developed silicon-based polf111er binders that can 
be used to make tough, heat-resistant ceramics. 
The organometallil polysilazanes have a complex, 
three-dimensional (3-D) jtructure consisting of an 
inorganic backbone with organic appendages. When 
a ceramic containing a new binder is fired, the 
polymer decomposes to form silicon-nitride 
(Si3N4) "whiskers", which toughen the overall 
structure. The US Air force Office of Scientific 
Research currently is funding a programme to study 
the relationship between the preceramic polymer's 
~-D strur.ture an~ that of the derived ceramic. 

Other so-call~d preceramic polymers are 
commercially available, but, says SwRI, they yield 
only a small amount of r.eramic: typically less 
than 50 wt per cent. The new polysilazanes, 
however, have a conversion rate greater than 
90 per cent. These high yields mean that the 
firing operation has little effect on the part's 
shape and size. As a result. complex-shape parts 
such as t ·rbine blades become candidates for 
injection molding. The polymers also can be 
µroduced as low-visccsity liquids, which can he 
used to ma,:e f i bre-rei nf orced ceramics and r.erami c 
r.oatings. (Source: ~~vani;ed Materials_~ 
Proj:~ie~. August 199 l ) 

Little more than a laboratory curio<;ity sincP 
thE'i r discovery in tlte Par I y 1980s by Israeli 
sr.ienti-;t. 0. ShPchtman while conrJur.ting res~arch 
at the National In•titute for Standards and 
TPrhnoloqy, riuasiuystal-; may have founn their 
fir-;t 1.ommPrr.ial applir.at.ion: as non-<;tirk, 
abrasion-resistant coatings on r.ookware. A low 
roeffir.iPnl of friction plus ot.her attrar.tive 
µrope.-1.ies of thermal-sprayed quasicryst.all inf! 
r.oat ings make them g~on r.andidates for use in 
triholoqir.al applir.ations. They provide imrrrived 

performance for parts made of bulk materials that 
do not have good wear and abras;on res; stance. 
This prov;ded the motivat;on to apply quasicrystal 
coat;ngs to cooking utensils, which require 
frequent cleaning. 

The applicati~n of aluminiu111--alloy 
quasicrystals to cookware is patent~d by 
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, 
Nancy, france. The patented process steinned from 
research at Laboratoire de Science et Gen;e des 
Hateriaux Hetalliques, Ecole des Hines, in Nancy. 
Scientists led by Jean-Harie Dubois, along with 
conducting fundamental studies of quasicrystals, 
focused their attention on potential applications 
of two quasicrystalline intermetallic compounds 
having the nom; na 1 compositions, in at. per cent, 
of A165Cu20re 15 (designated alloy A) and 
Al64Cu19Fe5Cr5 (designated alloy B). 
Powders were prepared by mechanically grinding 
in~ots to a mesh size ranging from 20 to 75.)Jf" 
(0.0008 to 0.003 in.), and were thermally sprayed 
onto "soft" aluminium-alloy, pure-copper, and 
low-carbon steel substrates using flame, 
supersonic, and plasma-arc spraying. The 
deposited materials consist of a mixture of 
quasicrystals and cryst~lline phases. Alloy A 
contains about 70 per cent icosahedral phase, 
while alloy B contains about 70 per cent 
quasicrystalline (icosahedral + decagonal) 
phases. (An icosahedron is a polygon having 
20 faces and a decagon is a polygon hav;ng ten 
angles and ten faces.) Phase contents vary 
depending on the solidification rate achieved 
during coating deposition. 

While bulk quasicrystalline alloys appe~r t~ 
have little usefulness, coatings prove to be very 
useful. The deposited materials are hard, 
thermally stable, and corrosion and oxidation 
resistant. Coating hardness is equal to that of 
hardened alloy steel (between 500 and 800 HV), and 
can be increased by heat treatment. In addition, 
no microstructural changes occur at temperatures 
to 700°( (1,290°f) - a significant achievement For 
aluminium alloys - and there is no grain growth up 
to about 450°C (840°f). 

fhe friction coefficients of the composite 
systems (substrate + coating) were determined via 
a co11111ercial scratch-testing device equipped with 
both acoustic-emission and friction-force sensors 
for on-line measurement. friction coefficients 
for alloys A and Bare similar, around 0.2 and 0.3 
for a Rockwell C diamond indenter and an AISI 
52100 Brine!! ball. respectively. 

Under progressively higher loading, the 
crit'cal load necessary to cause coating 
perforation varies linearly with coating 
thir.kness. By comparison, under constant loading 
fnr the same coating thickness and a given type of 
'<1h~tr<1tP. t.he rlynamfr hardness of the r.Om'.'Osit.e 
~y~!Pm is dependent on lhP amount of porosity in 
t.he r.oat.ino. On the other hand, crack density (as 
det•r~ined hy counting the number of cracks/unit 
lenoth at the bottom of the scratch track) is not 
depende11t on the amount of r.oating ~orosity. 
[Quasitrystall ine powder pronuction and 
therma I-spray coating is com111erci a 11 y hand 1 ed by 
Sodete Nouvelle de Metallisation Industries 
(SNMI); SNHI, B.P. 966 F-~4093 Avignon, Fr;ince; 
Tel.: (33) 'J0-85-85-00; Fax: (3) 90-82-94-52.J 
(Source: !l_dyan~~d J1i!.ter.ii.IJ s_ ~-- ~r_qc;_t>.~s_es, 
.June 1991) 



Coating a metal with an ultrathin layer of 
another metal creates properties not found in 
either metal. 

Materials researchers are investigating the 
improved mechanical properties of bimetallic 
lan1inates, called comoosition motfulated films, 
havin9 interlayers only a few nanometers thick. 
Also, attractive properties have been found for 
similar systems, called nanometer materials, in 
which the two metals are dispersed in the form of 
small particles having dimensions in the nanometer 
range. These e~amples of the use of ultrathin 
overlavers have two aspect in common: the 
microscopic details of the way the bimetallic 
configuration imparts unique properties is not 
unrlpr<;tonrl. and these properties involve film 
thicknesses in the nanometer range. 

Qy~rl~ain affects propertie~ 

Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, 
New Mexico, is investigating these materials via a 
systematic approach that combines both 
experimental measurements ar.d state-of--the art 
theoretical calculations correlating behaviour of 
the structural, electronic, and vibrational 
properties of ultrathin films as a function of 
film thickness. The studies also include work on 
a variety of bimetallic combinations with 
contrasting elemental bulk properties. The goal 
is to understand the fundamental nature of the 
transition region and how it changes with the 
varying character of the bimetallic constituents. 

The system of copper deposited on the 
close-packed surface of ruthenium illustrates some 
typical system behaviour. Examination using 
low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) shows that 
the interfacial-bonding interaction between copper 
and ruthenium is stronger than that of the atoms 
in bulk copper - so strong that the first several 
aromic monolayers of copper take up the exact 
structure of the substrate surface. This is 
called a pseudo-morphic structure. Because the 
copper atom is smaller than the ruthenium atom, 
the first subregion of copper monolayers is under 
a coherent, or uniform, tensile strain of almost 
6 per cent with respect to its own close-packed 
structure. Thus, it is a strained-metal 
<;uhregic:>n. This strain is one of the principal 
reasons that the copper overlayer has properties 
so different from that of bulk copper. 

In the second subregion of the overlayer, 
however, the interaction at the interface between 
the first and second subregions is no longer 
•trong enough to support this level of strain. As 
a re~ult, the qrowinq film mitigates the strain by 
prorluring a structure that is periodically 
<;trained and has a superlattice of defects. The 
overall pffect of this type of growth is a 
rerlurt inn nf t.hi> average -;eparat.ion of t.he copper 
.itnms ;mrl, thus, an increase in their mutual 
hnn~inq interaction. Additional monolayers in 
•.hio; o;u•1rPqinn -;how a gradual "healing" of the 
o;trnrturP 11ri!il eventually 1.hP film takes on the 
o;trnr:ture of b11lk copper. 

fhe cohP.ri>nt.ly ~I.rained <;ubregion, together 
with the •train-relief suhregion, complete the 
trilnsition between the structure• of the two hulk 
met.;ilo;. lh11 exar.t. atomir. ilrrangenient throughout 
thP hi>al inq transition region has not yet been 
an~l yo;<>rl in rlet;ii l, hut the <>ff Pct. io; to produce a 
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film whose properties are different from those of 
the bulk overlay metal. Copper requires 
approximately 12 monolayers (only O.J nm thick) on 
ruthenium to change to the bulk copper structure. 

C~pper films one or two monolayers thick are 
stable during thermal treatment, while thicker 
films are metastable. That is, they are stable 
only up to some temperature, above which they 
coalesce into small three-dimensional islands 
attached to the two stable monolayers. for 
example, a five-monolayer copper film is stable 
only to a temperature of about 600°( (l,110°f). 
The thicknesses of the coherently strained and 
transition regions for other bimetallic 
combinations are different than those for 
copper/ruthenium system, and they show different 
degrees of metastability. 

Overlay-property stud~ 

An atomic-level mechanical parameter (the 
thermal mean-square vibrational amplitude for the 
atoms of the films) for the metal overlayer films 
also was investigated. This parameter is related 
to the stiffness of the film's atomic lattice -
the more resistant the overlay material is to 
distortion, the lower will be the amplitude of 
vibration of its atoms. Two goals of these 
measurements are to determine if the strong 
bonding interaction of the metal overlayers has 
the effect of stiffening the overlayer, and to 
in~estigate the way that this stiffening changes 
through the transition region. 

Rut~enium has a very stiff lattice; 
t~~refore, its measured vibrational ~~~litude is 
low compared "'ith copper, which is considerably 
softer. This trend can be observed by measuring 
the amplitude at zero film thickness, i.e., clean 
ruthenium, and the value approached for thick 
copper films. 

For overlayer materials with coherently 
strained subregions, the healing effect extends 
over quite a few monolayers, the number depending 
upon the level of strain in the first monolayer. 
In contrast, overlayer materials that show no 
coherently strained subregion (e.g., the 
silver/ruthenium system) heal much more rapidly. 

Electronic properties of bimetallic overlayer 
systems are determined using angle-resolved 
ultraviolet photoemission spectr~scopy (ARUPS), 
which measures the energy distribution of the 
electrons responsible for the bonding 
characteristics of solids, and provides a 
distinctive characteristic, or fingerprint, of the 
material. 

Copper deposited on the close-packed surface 
of tungsten was studied because, in contrast to 
the Cu/Ru system, the tungsten surface is 
unsymmetrical. In addition. while copper again 
grows pseudomorphica:ly, it is strained by almost 
25 pPr cent along one axis of the surfacP, but is 
essentially unstrained along the other. 

Energy-dist.ributio~ curves for the various 
monolayers of the copper film show that the first 
monolayer is different than the additional layers: 
the features of this curve appear as if they 
originated at. the copper/tungsten interface and 
are simply attenJated by additional copp2~ 
layers. Advanced thPoretical calculations support 
this observation and show that the electrons 
occupying lhPSP Plertron-enprgy statps arp 



~patially lo(alized or. the first copper 1110nolayer 
and the outermost tungsten 1 ayer of the 
substrate. Thus, these electron-energy states are 
unique; they do not exist in either bulk copper or 
tunQsten, hut exist at the interface because of 
the-abrupt change in properties found there. A 
roppf'r film on ruthenium also shows these singular 
electron-erergy-state fingerprints. These 
experiments on the Cu/Ru and Cu/W systems are the 
first positive identification of such altered 
electron states in a metal-overlayer systetn. 

The interface energy states arise because of 
the strong bonding interaction between the 
substrate and the first monolayer of CQpper. 
Subsequent monolayers produce a pr0111inent, narrow 
feature in the energy-distribution curve that 
shifts between about -2.5 and -2.0 eV. This 
feature appears only after the deposition of the 
first monolayer and is due to the weaker 
copper/copper interaction. H~wever, the distinct 
electronic fingerprint for bulk copper is not 
approached until 111any copper monolayers have been 
deposited. Sp~ctra similar to that for bulk 
(Opper are not obtained until approximately 
12 monolayers are grown. 

As with the structural properties, the 
electronic behaviour of bimetallic overlayer 
systems also varies considerably from system to 
system. However, the electronic fingerprints 
consistently return to those of the bulk overlay 
metal at about the same thickness as in the 
structural studies of the same bimEtallic 
combination. Thu~. the exceptional electronic 
properties found in the first at0111ic monolayer 
must result from the strong electronic interaction 
with the substrate, while those for subsequent 
monolayers are driven by their characteristic 
geometric structures. 

The work continues 

future work will include the study of new 
himetal~ic constituents to examine an expanded 
range of interracial strains and substrate 
surface-geometric structures, and an examination 
of a hroader contrast in the individual bulk 
electronic structures. In addition, a more 
detailed analysis of th~ film structures in the 
~train-relieving subregion is under way. 
Reyond the~e experimental and theoretical 
rharar.terization studies, the bimetallic-film 
mechanical properties wil I be measured for 
thicknesses in and beyond the tronsition region. 
These studies will include measurements of the 
r·esidual stress in '.he films, their elastic 
properties, and the character and behaviour of 
defects under thermal and mechanical stress. The 
goal is to further develop the fundamental 
understanding of the physics of ultrathin 
metal-on-metal overlay systems. This will enable 
prediction of their properties and, eventually. 
the design of new surfaces with tailored 
characteristir.s. [Surface, Interface, and 
Ion Beam Research Dept.; or Peter feibelman, 
Condensed Matter Research Dept., Sandia National 
Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA 87185, 
Tel.: (50~) 88~-89)9 and 884-6706.)] 
(Source: Advanced Materials & Processes, 
March 1991i . . . 

ltow L[EO works 

While the low-energy electron diffraction 
(IF:ED) !.ech11ique is used to investigate thr 
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crystallography of surfaces and overlayers 
absorbed on them, the L[[D vacuum cha111ber used 
by Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, 
New Hexico, USA, also is capable of angle-resolved 
ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (ARUPSJ and 
other surface-sensitive analysis techniques on the 
samples. In additian, this versatile equipment is 
used to clean the SillllPles by bOlllbarding thetn with 
a krypton-ion bea111 and to lay down the ultrathin 
f i 1111s. 

In the LEED technique, an electron gun 
projects a narrow bea111 of 1110noenergetic (between 
20 and 500 eV) electrons thraugh a small hole in a 
spherical, convex glass shell. A fluorescent 
coating on the shell glows when b0111barded by 
electrons. The sample to be studied is 1110unted 
beyond the spherical shell at its centre, and when 
the electron beam hits the surface of the sa111ple. 
the electrons reflect to the coated shell and show 
up as a pattern of bright spots i- the photo. T~e 
reflected electrons are diffracted into an array 
of individual bea111s that ccrrespond to the 
constructive interference of electron scattering 
from the atomic structure or the sample's 
surface. The nature of this at0111ic structure can 
be inferred hy analysing the s~try and 
dimensions of the LEED pattern for various 
input-electron energies. 

Hore advanced applications of the LEED 
technique yield at0111ic-structure infor111ation 
beyond the two-dimensional surface arran9etnent. 
for exa111Ple, the spacing between atomic layers and 
the registry between them can be determir.ed by 
measuring the variation in intensity of th~ 
diffracted bea111s as the electron energy changes. 
In addition, the average ainplit,de of the surface 
atoms' thermal vibrations and, therefore. the 
stiffness of the atomic lattice can be obtained by 
measuring the variation in the intensity of the 
spots with changing sample temperature. 

In the ARUPS technique, photons from an 
ultraviolet light-beam source strike the sa111ple 
and lose their energy to its valence electrons. 
When these excited electrons break free from the 
surface of the sample, their energy and direction 
of travel are deter111ined by an angle-resolved 
electron-energy analyser. Information is then 
obtained concerning the chemical essence of the 
surface material by analysing the energy 
distributions of these excited electrons at 
various angl~s of emission. 

With the facility's hard X-ray source. the 
binding energies of core electrons of near-surface 
atoms are probed using X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy and Auger electron spectroscopy. 
These techniques are used to determine the makeup 
of the surface of elements and to obtain 
information on their chemical properties. With 
its low-energy (0.5 to 40 eV) electron-beam gun, 
the vibrational energies of surface atoms and 
absorbed molecules are measured using low-energy 
electron-loss spectroscopy. (Source: ~~a~e..d 
Hile..r_~ls_Llr~~.Ulli. March 1991) 

New.dfpositio~.proc'~~-(or c9rro1i9n a~d oxidati9n 
res i s.U~t tl)ilt i ngs 

ERA is launching a proj!ct to dev~lop a new 
process for coating metal components with 
protective material' ahle to withstand 
high-tem~erature oxidation, attack by corrosive 
diemicals and erosion from fluids. 



lxi~ting surface treatlllf'nt lllt'thods can only 
be used to provide qeneral envirorunental 
protection (as in the case cf paints and polymer 
coatinos> or resistance to abrasion and wear (as 
with titanitim nitride). These coatinqs do not 
afford sufficient protection against -
hi oh-temperature oxidation or corrosion. 
pa~ticularly when erosio. has occurred - caused. 
perhaps. by the flow of a hot corrosive fluid 
through a pipe. 

In order to prevent corrosion and oxidation, 
it is necessary to form a coating that is 
refractory and chetnically inert, which ineans using 
materials such as silica and al1111ina which cannot 
be applied satisfactorily by existing methods. 
(It is normally difficult to form these materials 
into thin layers.) The crystal structure of the 
protective coating must be dense and impervious 
with no pin holes or grain boundaries which could 
provide sites for corrosive attack. The ideal 
structure for this purpose is glassy and the 
coating process should be simple; avoiding the 
need for harsh surface pre-treatment, providing 
cover for uneven surfaces and, ideally, producing 
a layer so thin that it will not interfere with 
normal engineering tolerances. 

ERA believes that the new process to be 
developed will fulfil these conditions and have a 
number of other advantages over existing coating 
methods. For example. it will prolong component 
life and will be suitable as a conformal coating 
for complex shapes. In addition, it will provide 
improved control over film composition and 
mirrostructure, reduce the need for substrate 
heating and facilitate higher pressure 
(low vacuJm) operation. 

ERA has many years' experience of forming 
thin films of refractory, inert, inorganic oxides 
that can he deliberately tailored to have a glassy 
microstructure. These layers prevent oxidation at 
temperatures up to at least 1,000°C and repel 
attack frOlll most strong acids and other reagents. 
They are also mechanically robust and strain 
resistant. 

ERA has also developed methods of coating 
irregularly shaped objects using similar 
proresses. These yield dense, highly adherent 
thin films and do not involve harsh treatment of 
the surf aces prior to coating. 

ERA's process will combine the best features 
of both areas of expertise. It will be based on 
the vapour deposition technique of ion plating 
whirh traditionally involves evaporating a flux of 
r.oating material into a glow discharge plasma 
around th 0 object to be coated and scattering the 
molecule-; to givp a fairly uniform covering. The 
technique is fast, has good "throwing power" and 
Qives exce: lent film adhesion because when the 
plasma is used to clean the surface it combines 
with 'he coating. However, the disadvantages of 
the traditional process are that its usefulness is 
al~ost entirely limited to coating metals, it 
qenerates heat and is difricult to control 
~-pr. i Sf' 1 ·.,... 

<:;,". r.. ! 9 l -1 ~h!!.Ul.11fj 

fhp procf's~ which ERA intends to develop will 
inrorpor~!P sperial radio frequency technique~ to 
increase efficiency, reduce heating, improve 
control and allow electrical insulators to be 
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sputtered. The entire process will operate at a 
fairly low vacu1111 in order to avoid the need for 
costly pumps and p1111p-down ti11es. Special service 
geometries will be used to allow a wide range of 
differently shaped objects to be coated at a fast 
rate. 

During the project, a variety of different 
shapes and sizes of object will be coated with 
glassy inorganic oxide films and then tested for 
their resistance to elevated temperatures. 
corrosion and erosion. 

The new process will address a number of 
industrial problems. It will not only help to 
improve corrosion resistance within the chemical 
itidustry, but will provide better coatings for 
aut01110tive and aerospace applirations and erosion 
resistant CQlllPOnents for the textile industry. 
[Details: ERA Technology ltd., Cleeve Road. 
leatherhead, Surrey, KT22 7SA. 
fax: 037 237 4496.J (Source: ERA Technology 
~. March 1991) 

. . . . . 
Surface hardening with pure nitrogen 

Nitriding with pure nitrogen at high 
pressures and temperatures is effective for 
surface-hardening parts inade of titaniUlll, titaniU111 
alloy, and refractory metals. 

Using equipment similar to that for hot 
isostatic pressing, the precess subjects the parts 
to the gas for several hours at temperatures of 
900-l,200°C and pressures as high as 29,000 psi. 
Once the parts have been loaded in the pressure 
vessel, it is evacuated of air, the nitrogen is 
introduced, and pressure is gradually increased by 
electric heating. Required temperature and 
pressure are held constant for 1-6 hours, then 
gradually reduced, and the parts are unloaded. 

Nitriding time depends mainly on temperature, 
pressure, workpiece metal, and the dissociation of 
nitrogen at the workpiece surface. As for 
workpiece metals, titanium, titaniU111-alloy 
Ti-6Al-4V, and most refractory metals react 
quickly with pure nitrogen. That is not the case 
with steel and iron-based alloys, which is why HTM 
has discontinued tests with these metals. 

As indicated by the hardness-versus-
ni triding-temperature curves, which pertain to a 
nitriding pressure of 14,500 psi, the HV0.05 
hardness of titanium increases from about 250 to 
800-900 at nitriding temperatures in the range of 
940-1,200°C. Case depths for nitriding 
temperatures of 940-1,060°C at the same pressure 
range from about 15-20.,«Jm. Both hardness and case 
depth increase with increasing temperature. Jn 
terms of HV0 _025 hardness, values as high as 
1700 have been achieved for both titanium and 
Ti-6Al-4V alloy, with case depths of 5-30Jlm. 

Such surface-hardness levels indicate 
substantial wear resistance for these relatively 
soft metals, which pose problems in surface 
hardening by other methods. Chemical vapour 
deposition cannot be used because of the 
detrimental reaction of hydror.hlorir. acid and 
titanium. With physical vapour deposition, the 
hardened surface is too thin. And standard 



nitriding, as p~rfonned with cyanide salts, 
results in a brittle surface prone to cracking. 

Case depth is governed by the length of time 
at pressure and temperature. Care is required. of 
course. lo prevent grain growth and other 
undesirable structural changes. The change in 
structure frOlll the case is 1110re uniform for 
titaniUlll than for Ti-6Al-4V, the presence of 
alU111ini11111 and vanadiUlll inhibiting nitr~gen 
concentration inward so that the alloy's core 
toughness is retained. 

Because of the extremely hard surface layer, 
however, concerns naturally arise as to the effect 
of nitrogen on fatigue strength. In this regard, 
HTH tests indicate that the fatigue strength of 
nitrided Ti-6Al-4V is less than that of the base 
alloy at low cycles but approaches th't of the 
base alloy at high cycles. At 2 X 10 cycles, 
for exa111ple, the fatigue strengths of the nitrided 
alloy and that of the base alloy are about the 
sa111e. 

This demonstrates that the nitrided case can 
wilhst~nd dynamic loads to a certain extent. This 
case does not tend to chip off, and it is 
apparently well-rooted so that stresses can be 
trans~ilted to the base alloy. 

Of the refractory metals, chr0111iU111 and 
molybdenUlll react quickly with nitrogen, surface 
hardness (HV0 _05 i increasing to well over 1,500 
with nitriding temperatures of l,050-1,200°C and a 
pressure of 14,500 psi. In fact, 111axi111um values 
of 1,800 and 2,500, respectively, have been 
achieved for these metals. For chr0111ium, case 
depth increases substantially at nitriding 
temperatues above 1,060°( or so, frOll about 30.)1111 
at l,060°C to about 360.)Jlll at 1,200°(. The case 
depth for 111olybden11111 is 111uch thinner, the nitrogen 
being more confined to the outer region. 

The other refractory metals that were 
assessed harden to a lesser degree under these 
conditions. Zirconi11111 exhibits a substantial 
hardness increase, tungsten the least. Columbium 
and tantalum require nitriding temperatures 
grEater than l,060°C to harden appreciably. 
Tantalum attains substantial case depths, the 
othl'r metals thin case depths. Stoichiometric 
compounds of these metals have much greater 
hardness, indicating that nitriding under test 
conditions did not achieve maximum values. 
(Extracted from ~~lt~~hini~t. April 1990) 

~.ifil_e_ln>e surf ace treatment 

Surface treatment coatings include iron 
oxide/phosphate, chromate/oxide, complex metal 
oxide and zinc phosphate. 

Iron oxide/phosphate amorphous coatings are 
produced from an acidic solution containing 
phosphoric acid and alkali metal phosphates and 
various ar.r.elerators. They are used on cold 
rolled -;tpel. 

Chromate/oxide amorphous coatings are 
produced from an acidic solution containing 
r:hromic acid and accelerators Clnd are used on 
1inr/aluminium alloy coatP.d steel. 

Complex metal oxide coatings are the most 
(ommonly usl'tl amorphous r.onvi>rsion t:oi!ting'.'>. They 
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are used on hot dipped galvanized and 
electrogalvanize~ surfaces that are attacked by 
both acids and alkalis. The alkaline attack of 
the zinc surface initiates the reaction that 
produces a COlllPlex heavy metal oxide coating frOlll 
a process solution containing heavy metals. 

Zinc phosphate coatings on hot dipped 
galvanized and electrogalvanized 111c1terial are 
crystalline and, as a consequence, are thicker 
than those previously mentioned. They also have 
highe,~ corrosion resistance properties and are 
usually used on strip for d0111estic appliances. 
The process solution is acidic and contains 
phosphoric acid, zinc phosphate and accelerators. 
To control crystal size, it is necessary to 
activate the zinc s~rface with a crystal refining 
agent before it enters the zinc phosphate stage. 
This is done by adding the refining agent to an 
additional water rinse prior to the conversion 
coating stage. A recently developed phosphating 
process using a zinc-nickel phosphate base is 
presently being used and is receiving favourable 
reports for treating galvanized surfaces. 

The amorphous conversion coatings need a 
final passivating rinse to achieve 111aximU111 
corrosion resistance. Host lines use a chr0111ic 
acid based process which produces large 1110lecules 
of chra11i11111 chrOlllclte which fill any holes in the 
surface coating. A conversion in th~ surface 
coating of oxides to chrOlllclte also takes pl~ce 
which increases corrosion resistance. 

All of these treatments can be applied by 
spray (typically at 40 psi) or a reaction cell. 
The cell is a si111ple, shallow tray, containing 
treatment solution through which the strip is 
passed in a contradirection to the p11111ped flow of 
the liquid. The purpose is to constantly present 
fresh liquid to the strip surface. It has an 
advantage over spray application because sludge is 
a by-product of SOl!le of the processes and spray 
nozzles are more susceptible to blockage ar.d 
subsequent maintenance problems. This problem is 
still prevalent, even though steps are taken to 
continuously desludge the pumped circulation 
system. Plate coils heated ~y steam or hot water 
are usually used to heat the hot sections. 

The alkaline i:leaner and water of the rinse 
are conserved by counter flowing, to the strip 
direction, a controlled quantity of cleaner to 
cleaner, or rinse to rinse. A considerable water 
saving is achieved by using double rather than 
single rinses. The quantity of fresh water 
required to achieve a given conta111ination ratio 
across a single rinse is approKimately the square 
of that required across a double-rinse stage. 

The used chemicals and rinse waters are 
discharged to an effluent treatment p1ant. The 
degree of treatment required depends on the 
ultimate discharge limits imposed by the local 
i\uthorities. 

An effluent problem can be retluced by 
eliminating the r.onversion coating stages (spray 
or reaction trays) and also their associated watPr 
rinses and passivating rinse. This is possibli> by 
using a nonrinse surface treatment syste111. 

This treatment. is a multimetal process based 
on chromates which is usually applied by a 
two-roll horizont.al chen1it:al r:oater. It i~ 



similar in concept to the coaters later used to 
apply paint. It applies a precisely controlled 
quantity of aqueous solution to both sides of the 
strip. fhe water is then removed in a short oven, 
leaving a controlled dry coating film on the strip 
surfaces. rhere is 100 per cent usage of the 
process chemical and, hence, the effluent probletn 
at this stage is eliminated. Cleaning/degreasing 
and its associated rinses are still necessary. 
Ideally, the use of chr0111ate white rust protection 
of the incomino substrate should be avoided so 
that the desig~ of the effluent treatment is not, 
unne.:essarily. further COlllJllicated. 

Increasing numbers of users are adopting the 
nonrinse surface treatment. (Extracted frOlll I.!:g_'! 
and __ S~eJ_E'!g!..~'_r, October J990) 

Hetal surface inroad disclosed 

A new method of calculating how at0tns and 
1110lecules interact when they are attached to metal 
surfaces, which holds potential i111portance to the 
future developc1enl of "designer catalysts" used in 
applications ranging frOlll auto exhaust control 
devices to petrochemi~al processing was developed 
at the Sandia National Laboratories in 
Albuquerque. New Hexico, USA. 

Holecular interactions on surfaces detennine 
thP efficiency of catalytic conversion of noxious 
gas in auto exhaust to acceptable ones and of 
r.atalytic synthesis of petrochetnicals. They also 
are the key to corrosion inhibition and to 
hydrogen uptake by metals. 

The new calculation differs frOlll previous 
approaches since it does away with matheinatical 
assU111ptions, such as assuming that a 111etal surface 
acts in the same way as a very small cluster of 
metal atoms. 

Since these artifices distort the nature of 
the results in a way that is difficult to control, 
the new method represents an important improvetnent 
in the ability to predict the behaviour of atOlllS 
on surf aces. 

Temperatures at which chemical reactions 
occur on solid surfaces must be below the sol id's 
melting point. corresponding to rather small 
e1 ~rgies compared with typical chemical bond 
strengths. Therefore, researchers must try to 
prPdirt and explain the small energy differences 
I hat rorn•spond to different arrangempnl s of 
s11rface atoms. (E>!tracted from ~ric_a'!._Hf_t_t!l 
Harket. 2•1 January 1990) 

Method of surlac.e pr_eparatio_n of c!_i_ff_ii;_ult-to::-for~ 
metals 

This method enables intensifying the process 
of plastic deformation of stainless steels, 
exr.luding the operations of intennediate 
annealing, performing deep drawing of sheets with 
the aim of producing fla;~s and other hollow 
articles. It makes it pGssible to use cold strain 
for produr.ing articles from the difricult-to-form 
metal, for producing the fasteners from the 
stainless steel of the austenitir. class by cold 
upsettinq of heads and also for rolling thread in 
plar.P of turninq and hot upsettinq. 
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Realized also is the multiple-pass plug 
drawing of pipes without intennediate heat 
treatment at high rate. 

The preparation of the surface consists in 
preliminary application of the lubricant coating 
thereon. This enables reducing the nUlllber of 
operations in the defonnation of the metals, 
increasing the metal utilization coefficient to 
95-98 per cent, the drawing coefficient a1110unting 
to 0.32. [For infonnation refer to: 123223, 
Hoscow, USSR, Prospect Hira, VONH. 
Tel.: 2815717; Telex: 411043, ZENIT SU; 
Fax: 1816231. 1 

Hethod of hardening surface of steel articles 

This method is used for hardening the surface 
of tools and parts of machines. It enables 
considerable elongation of their service life and 
also replacement of the high-alloy steels by 
structural plain steels. This method is most 
effective for hardening the sta111ping tools and 
inachine parts working under friction and abrasive 
wear conditions. 

The process consists in applying a layer of 
iron-boron alloy having increased hardness on the 
surface of steel articles in the molten salt 
mediUlll. The thickness of the layer, its structure 
and COlllpOSition depend on the steel grade and 
conditions of obtaining the coating. The 
borating process is compatible with the 
wanning-up process for heat treatment. The 
operating temperature of the process is equal to 
850-950°(. 

In COlllparison with the c0111position of the 
"Oegussa AG" f inn, the Soviet-made composition 
has some advantages. This analogue can be used 
for borating in the inetal crucibles and it is 
impossible to use it in the salt electrode baths 
lined with refractory bricks since the melt 
interacts with the lining. 

The melt used by the firm comprises sodium 
fluoride and barium chloride that are har111f ul 
substances and produce adverse effects on the 
health of the people. [for infonnation refer to: 
121223, Hoscow, USSR, Prospect Hira, VONH. 
Tel. 2815717; Telex: 411043, ZENIT SU; 
fax: 1816231.] 

SJlriJ..t.e.-treatment smoothes the wax 

Tool life of tube-bending mandrels coated 
with Kro-lon surface treatment is extrnded 
70 per cent over mandrels with standard chromium 
plating and 120 per cent over those made of 
aluminium bronze. 

The patented in-house process, developed by 
Tool~ for Bending Inc., Denver USA, consists of 
impregnating a hard chromium surface with OuPont 
Teflon to form a hard and durable surface with a 
coefficient of friction one fifth that of a 
standard hard-chromium plating. The reduction in 
friction and antigalling ~roperties are retained 
throughout the life of the coating, after which 
Kro-lon can be reapplied. Although developed for 
bending tools, the new coating can be applied to 



any size or shape of wearing surface. 
(Source: Advanced fiiterials & Processes, 
December 1989) 

Siliil.!!~ provides a coating in dt ff i cu H.-to-reach 
l!:lii 

The Metal Protective Coating is a dry, 
transparent, waxlike veneer of silicone inaterial 
that is applied as a corrosion barrier and 
lubricating film to inetal parts. The material 
protects ferrous substrates from rust, zinc-coated 
parts from white blister, and al1J111ini11111 parts from 
effluorescence. This 11etal protector also has 
good creep properties, making it possible to treat 
hard-to-reach areas, such as folds, threaded 
ho 1 es. and st.eel-metal over 1 aps. The product can 
be applied to clean, dry surfaces - without 
pretreat11ent by spray, dip or brush 111ethods. 
[Dow Corning Corp., Hidland, Hichigan, USA.] 
(Source: Chemical Engineering, Hay 1991) 

AlU111ini~coated chip for steel processing 

SU111it01110 Electric has developed a new 
alU111iniU111-coated Ace-Coat AC15, a general-purpose 
chip claimed to i111prove efficiency in a broad 
range of steel processing applications. 

Coated chips comprise a superhard alloy base 
material and a fil11 coating. SOllle characteristics 
or conventional base materials seem to inhibit 
cutting performance. Specifically, soft base 
materials do not chip easily, but suffer from 
wear, while hard base materials are more 
wear-resistant, but chip more easily. Researchers 
say these problems were resolved by developing the 
Ace-Coat series chips which incorporate a base 
material that is softer on the surface and harder 
towards the centre. The latest addition to the 
series, Ace-Coat IS, was developed with the use of 
new technology to control alloy composition. The 
composition of the base material of the 
Ace-Coat IS gradually changes from the surface to 
thP inside, resulting in an even softer surface 
and a harder core. 

Ace-Coat IS has the same wear-resistance yet 
far higher chip-resistance than conventional 
products. These features make it suitable for 
steel processing applications 1n areas ranging 
from fine to rough cutting, and for improving 
processing efficiency. Because it can be applied 
to inserts with highly economical groove ~ype chip 
breakers, it is stated to help lower production 
costs. [Sumitomo Electric Industries ltd., Public 
Relations Section, 5-33 Kitahama 4-~home, Chuo-ku, 
Osaka S41, Japan. Tel.: (06) 220-4119. 
Fax: 222-3380 or Hard-metal Division, 
Fax: (0727) 71-0088.J (Source: New Haterials 
World. February 1990) 

Cr + N2 buts Cr 9r~t~2 _i!lone 

Both hard-r.hromium plating and ion 
implantation of nitrogen can prolong the life of 
tools, dies, moulds and parts subjer.t to wear. 
Combine the two, that i~. implant the nitrogen in 
the chromium, and the benefits can be greater 
st i 11. 
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The nitrogen seals 11icrocracks in the 
chromium and, also, forms hard chromiUll'I nitrides, 
increasing wear and corrosion resistance. 
lubricity is also enhanced, increasing resistance 
to galling. 

The life of draw punches made of A2 and 02 
tool steel and used to form casings of rocket and 
shell arenades from 0.12S-in.-thick 4140 hot-rolled 
steel increased frOlll 10,000-12,000 parts to 60,000 
with nitrogen implantation alone, and to 120,000 
after plating and the nitrogen treat11ent. 
COllbining the treat11ents also increased the 
life of the coining punches used in this 
application, from 12,000 to 40,000 parts, or 
more than that provided by titaniU111-nitride 
coating. 

For moulds and mould elements, gains have 
been quite startling. Sprue bushings made of PZO 
tool steel and uJ~d in an injection mould for a 
20 per cent-glass-reinforced-polyester auto part, 
had to be replated every Z,SOO parts. After the 
double treatment, the bushings were good for a run 
of soine 5S,OOO parts. 

And in the case of rubber-mold cavities made 
of AZ tool steel and used to compression-mould 
fluorocarbon valve seals, parts count between 
cleanings required for good mould release went 
frOlll a few hundred to about 100,000. 

Surface treating with su~ 

Solar energy is being developed as a direct 
heat source for surface hard~ning, cladding, and 
other applications. 

Sun1;ght has been studied for years as a 
relatively low-cost, clean energy source for bulk 
processing of materials. Today, however, it is 
believed that the greatest potential for solar 
energy in materials processing may lie in surf2ce 
modification via use of a concentrated (I HW/m 
minimum), directed energy beam. This budding 
"solar-furnace" technology, called solar-induced 
surface transformation of materials <SISTH), would 
compete with other directed-energy methods such as 
io~-. laser-, and electron-beam processing. 
Potential applications include transformation 
hardening of steel, cladding/coating, 
self-propagating high-temperature synthesis, 
thin-film deposition, and processing of electronic 
materials. 

Advantages of solar p~f.ijjn_g 

Materials processing is energy intensive, and 
often requires multiple conversions of resourr.es. 
Conventional surface-heating methods, for example, 
require the conversion of chemical energy (fossil 
fuels) to heat, heat to electrir.ity, and 
electricity back to heat. Some methods require an 
additional step of converting electricity to a 
form of radiant energy that can be applied to the 
surface of the material. In conventional 
processing, generation and transmission losses 
account for a substantial amount of the original 
energy resource and can contribute ~ignificantly 
to operating costs. There also are environmental 
considerations a~sociated with producing energy 
from fossil fuel$. These liabilities can largely 
he overcome in surface-treating applications hy 
pror.P$$ing in a $Olar furnar.P. 



All solar furnaces direct the sun's radiation 
to a focus. Flexibility is provided by varying 
system optics. For example. the beam pattern can 
be altered to acconnodate irreoclar part shapes, 
focal lengths can be adjustP.d to reduce dainage to 
optical elements by sputtering or outgassing of 
target materials, and the configuration of the 
secondary concentrator can be chosen to provide 
the flux range most suitable for a particular 
application. Solar radiation can be concentrated 
to about 16 HW/111" with a sing~e i111a9in9 
concentrator. and to 100 HW/m non-imaging 
concentrators in media ~avin9 an index of 
refraction larger than one. Scaling up to very 
large power levels also is possible. In general. 
SISTH processes are inherently clean and 
efficient, there is no need for auxiliary cooling 
at the optical source, and reaction challlbers can 
be of "cold-wall" design. 

SISTH uses terrestrial solar radi1tion. which 
basically covers the wavelength spectr1.1111 from the 
near ultraviolet (about 305 ntn), through the 
visible (700 n111 max). and into the near infrared 
(about 2.500 nm). Because many inaterials absorb 
visible radiation better than infrared radiation, 
they often can be efficiently solar processed 
without the use of special coatings or other 
techniques. Concentrated sunlight i111pinging upon 
t.he surface of a low-thennal-diffusivity inaterial 
causes extremely rapid heating. For exa..ple, it 
takes j~st 0.014 seconds at an absorbed flux of 
20 HW/m£ to heat the surface of a silica 
(SiOzl sample to its 111elting point of 1.720°C 
(l.110"f). Surface heating is so rapid that the 
bulk or the sample does not reach the melting 
temperature. 

T _r~~-~f_g!:!!!ilion hardening of lli.tl 

Steels (Ont;ining 0.4 to 1.2 per cent Care 
transfonnation hardened by heating to above the 
austenite transfonnation temperature (about 720°(, 
or 1,100°f) and then rapidly quenching to fonn 
martensite. Often, a hard. wear-resistont surface 
layer surrounding a softer, tougher core is 
sought. To achieve this goal. it is necessary to 
preferentially heat the surface using a method 
such as flame. induction. or laser-beam heating. 
The rel;itively recent adoption l>y the automotive 
inrlustry of laser transformation hardening for 
enqine and other drive-train components has helped 
enrourage the development of data on solar 
hardening of steel. Experimental confirmation 
th;it steel can be surface hardened using 
concentrated solar radiation, combined with a 
favourable economic comparison between a laser and 
a solar furnace. provide strong evidence that 
SISTH can compete with conventional methods. 

Researchers in China, the Soviet Union, and 
the United States have studied surface hardening 
by solar energy for seven years. The Chinese, for 
P.x;imple, are using a solar furnace with a 1.56 m 
(~I in.) in diameter parabolic concentrator having 
a focal length of 661 mm (26 in.} and a 6.2 mm 
(0.25 in.} in diameter image at t~e focal point. 
A ralrulated peak flux of JO HW/m and a maximum 
temperature of about 3.000 C (5,410°f), which is 
high ., .. ou~h to melt zirconium diboride !ZrB2l. 
are reported. When a steel plate was exposed to 
this flux, a hardened spot almost S mm (0.2 in.) 
in diameter was obtained after a I second 
e~posure. Its microstructure was fully 
martensitir. Longer exposures enlargerl anrl 
rleepenPd the harrlened rpqion. They hlso roated 
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the surface of some sa..pl~s with earl'" to 
increase the rate of heat absorpotion. and they 
used a scanning process to harden relatively 
complex surfaces, such as the cutting edges of 
reamers and drill bits. 

Transformation hardening of steels also has 
been studied using the small furnace at Sandia 
National laboratories. Albuquerque, New ~xico. 
Samples of AISI 4340 steel measuring 
610 X 150 X 13 .. (24 X 6 X O.S in.} were mounted 
in frames. which were clamped to a positioning 
table. During solar-beam treating in air. the 
sa..ple was translated in the z-direction to obtain 
a strip of hardened material. The translation 
rate was held constant while the incident solar 
flux was varied as a linear function of positi6n. 
Disks of 4,340, measuring SO .. in diameter X 
1.6 .. thick (2 '.I( 0.06 in.}, also were exposed to 
the solar beam after being 110unted in a steel 
holder that could be coo1ed by either forced water 
or air. In addition. 90 .. in diameter X 6.4 ... 
thick (3.S X 0.25 in.) Silllples of a nitriding 
steel were exposed to the solar beam in a 
controlled at1110sphere of nitrogen or argon. These 
sal!lples were water-cooled on their back sides to 
increase the te11Perature gradient and to decrease 
quenching ti11e. 

Selective hardening of 4,340 occurred at a 
solar flux of about Z ""'mL and a scan speed of 
about O.S mm/sec (0.0Z in./sec}. The fully 
hardened region is l to Z .. (0.04 to O.OB in.) 
deep and approxima~ely ZO ... (0.8 in.) in 
diameter, with a heat-affected zone extending for 
another 4 to~ 11111 (0.15 to 0.20 in.) into the 
pl~te. Hardness decreases smoothly frOlll fully 
hardened to unhardened. Hathematical models of 
the process indicate that scan rate can be 
increased and depth of hardening can be reduced by 
incrpasing the solar-beam intensity by a factor of 
five. The shape of the hardened region mimics the 
Gaussian distribution of the incident flux. A 
flat beam, however, would be expected to produce a 
more unilonn hardened region. Hodel ling work at 
the Solar Energy Research Institute !SERI), 
Golden, Colorado, has detn0nstrated that solar 
furnaces can be modified to provide a flatter 
beam. 

The nitri~;"~-steel disk s~les were exposed 
to solar fluxe5 up to 1.85 HW/m. Nonunifon1 
hardening occurred. The treated layer consist~ of 
fully hardened dendrites extending for 2 11111 

(0.08 in.) into the specimen. The interdendritic 
regions are partially hardened. By using a more 
intense solar beam to raise the surface 
temperature, it may be possible to produce a 
completely hardened surface region in the 
nitriding steel. 

Coatings applied by methods such as plasma 
spraying and shock cladding often must be 
post-treated to improve their adherence to the 
substrate, to eliminate or reduce porosity, and/or 
to promote solid-state redctions that form 
specific beneficial microstructures. Post-coating 
applications for solar energy that have been 
explored include melting and fusing of slip (or 
slurry} coatings, melting or fusing of powders 
applied by other techniques, densification of 
plasma-sprayed coatings, reaction of layered 
materials to form ordered intermetallir. compounds, 
and rear.lion of plasma-sprayed coatings. 



Soviet scientists have de91anstrated that 
TiC-Hi-8 and WC-tli-8 powders entrained in slips 
can be inelted onto steel and titaniU111-alloy 
substrates in a solar furnace. The fine powders 
are strono absorbers of solar radiation. which 
helps inc~ease process ~fficiency. A 2 m (6.6 ft) 
in diameter solar fur~ace was used to e~pose 
samples to solar fluxes of 6 to 12 HW/m . The 
wear- and corrosion-resistant diffusion coatings 
that resulted are 50 to 150,u- (0.002 to 
0.006 in.} thick. and have satisfactory surface 
quality. good density. and good bond strength 
between coating and substrate. SERl's work in 
this area is intended to expand on the Soviet 
experiment. which was considered a proof
of-concept detn0nstration. In one experiment. 
l~yers of several different alloy powders were 
dad onto AISI •1340 alloy steel and 
10•10 carbon 'iteel. The powders were first 
i111Preqnated with a solution of poly(methyl
"""thacrylate}. or PHHA. dissolved in !'thyl ethyl 
ketone :HE~). Fluxes of about 1 l'M/m were 
Ir.unit to produce the best coatings. The 
solilr-<nelted powders fonn dense coatings and 
excellent inetallurgical bonds with the substrate 
J-ray studies confirm that the coatings contain 
the required metallic and intenneta!lic c0111pounds. 

The results of our studies and those in the 
Soviet Union suggest other potential coating 
applications of solar energy. such as 
post-treating of heat-dissipating coatings for 
high-temperature systems in the inetals. 
refractories, aerospace, and other industries. 
Candidate coating materials ha•1e high thermal 
f'tl'lissivities, and include Si(, Si84, and 
HoSi 2 . In the aerospace industry, for example, 
carbon/carbon (C/Cl COfllPOSites are used for heat 
shields on the space shuttle's nose cap and wing 
leading edges, and are being considered for 
exhaust nozzles and other aircraft oas-turbine 
engine parts. High heat dissipatio~ and decreased 
o•idation are important considerations in C/C 
applications. Consequently. much attention is 
being paid to silicon-base coatings such as SiC 
(high thennal emissivity} and SiOz (high 
O'<idat.ion resistance). In one instance, slurries 
of illuminium and silicon powders in a 
nitro-cellulose lacquer vehicle have heen fused 
onto carbon by heatinq in a conventional furnace 
for ,n lonq as two hours at temperatures near 
I. ioo•c (2,170'f). Problems noted inr.lude 
vaporization of aluminium, porosity in the 
roating, and thinning of the coating due to 
inliltr;ition into pores in the(/( substrate. Use 
of SISTH t~ post-process the coatings may offer a 
'iolution to these problems. Similar coatings also 
are being 'itudied for use on an aero-assisted 
orhit;il trilnsfer vehicle. Concentrated solar 
PnPrgy hils heen usPd ro react l;iyered Si1N4-C 
and Bil-( systpmo; to form SiC and B4C betw,.en the 
layPrs, demonstrating the feasibility of this 
ilpproach. 

SomP powder mixtures react with a release of 
PnPrqy. Oncp started, the exothermic reaction 
heromes self-sustaininq ind propaqates throuqh the 
mixture. The process, which is called 
sPl f-propagat ing high-temperature synthesis (SHS}, 
ran oP ini t itJtrd in a solar furnace. During SHS, 
!hr powdPr mixt.urr.'s heat of rear.ti('n -;upplements 
lhP hr;il prnvidPd hy thP ~olar hPam, Pnilhling 
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tt'tllperatures to rise as high as the -.Jt;ng points 
of refractory metals and ceramics. This suggests 
that SISTH-based SHS methods could be used to 
apply innovative ceramic coatings. 

Plasma- and flame-sprayed coatings are widely 
used to protect 111etal c0111ponents. However, these 
coatings often contain porosity that adversely 
affects corrosion resistance and can serve as 
crack-initiation sites and crack-propagation 
paths. Laser post-treat11ent of thermal-sprayed 
coatings has had some success. but poses a 
r.racking problem of its°"'"· Preli•inary studies 
of the use of solar-beam treating have yielded 
encouraging results. 

Physical vapour-deposition (PVO) 11ethods can 
be used to produce films of selected materials on 
various substrates. Subsequent heating of these 
thin layers creates the required coating, either 
by solid-state diffusion and reaction or by 
inelting and liquid diffusion and reaction. One 
application is the formation of compound 
set11iconductor films by direct synthesis frOlll 
layers of the constituent ell'llt'nts that have been 
deposited on insulator substrates. Laser 
radiation is a typical energy source for the 
process. The small spot size of the focused las~r 
becllll enables the inelting of only slllClll portions of 
the sample at a time. This is a useful feature 
for producing electronir. devices, but makes the 
laser hard to justify for treating larger, 
structural parts. A solar furnace with its high 
level of deliverable energy and relatively wide 
spot 3iaineter may prove to be a 1110re efficient 
alternative for these applications. 

The formation of nickel alU111inides by 
solar-beam treating of various c0111binations of 
aluminium and nickel l~yers applied by sputtering 
(a PVD method) also i~ being studied at SERI. A 
solar-based diffusion-bonding/SHS method is used. 
In one experiinent, tht nickel and aluminiU111 layers 
were sputtered onto 4340 steel and pure-iron 
targets using a de magnetron-sputtering unit. The 
outer layers were al•.1111inium to increase oxidation 
resistance during the test; however, the metal's 
high reflectance reduced the efficiency of energy 
transfer. A surface coating of carbon helped 
reduce exposure time. The reactions were tracked 
using optical pyrometry, and by visual monitoring 
of the sample surface with a remote video system. 
X-ray diffraction studies of samples exposed to 
solar ra~iation demonstrate conclusively that 
SISTH can be used to form these compounds. 

E 1 e c t ron i c-ma t e l"i a 1 s 1!.!.2il.Ui!!.9 

The electronics industry has developPd 
sophisticated surface-modification techniques. 
Among those being considered for SISTH 
applications are chemical ~apour deposition (CVO} 
a'ld its variations, rapid thermal annealing (RTAI. 
and zone-melting recrystallization !ZHR). 

In chemical vapour deposition, coatings are 
formed on nearhy surfaces via chemical reactions 
among various gaseous species. All reactions are 
initiated by heat and/or light. CVO rPar.tors ran 
he of Pither hot- or cold-wall de~ign. Hot-wall 



reactors can be visualized as furnaces that have 
been 110dified to allow for the passage of reactant 
gases. These systems are inefficient because 
ch"1ical reactions occur on other heated surfaces 
in addition to the sample. Col~-wall units, on 
the other hand, concentrate the reaction 
activation energy on or near the surface to be 
coated by using induction heating or radiant 
energy supplied bv sources such as lasers and arc 
lil!llps. Solar furnaces fitted with reaction 
challlbers also 111.1ke vPry good cold-wall (VO reactor 
systems. The sun's radiant energy can easily be 
controlled to deliver prescribed ainounts of heat 
for predetennined tiine>. Production of TiH, 
liBz. SiC. and hard carbon films using a solar 
furnace is being explored. An early conclusion is 
that relatively small solar fl»xes are sufficient 
to produce (VO films. 

The solar furnace also 111.1y be used for rapid 
thennal-chemical vapour deposition (RTCVD}. a 
process that conventionally colllbines 
radiant-heating lCIJllPs with a CVO challlber to 
deposit thin films in very short times. RTCVD 
systems are being developed by the electronics 
industry for the production of high-quality films 
of silicon, SiC, Si 3N4 • and other materials. 

Semiconductor 111.1nufacturers like ion 
implantation because of its ability to precisely 
control dopant profiles. However, the process 
also causes damage to the crystal. The defects 
introduced by ion implantation traditionally are 
annealed out in furnaces by heating for 
15 to 30 minutes at temperatures of 900 to 1,200°( 
(l,650 to 2. 190°F) for silicon, and 800 to 1.ooo•c 
(l.~70 to l,830"f) for GaAs. Unfortunately. these 
time-tewiperature conditions can cause extensive 
rerlistribution of the implanted dopants, w"iich 
makes it diificult to fabricate shallow junctions 
and small devices for very-large-scale-integration 
(VLSI) circuits. To reduce heating time. three 
transient-annealing techniques have been 
developed: pulsed laser or electron beam, scanned 
laser or electron beam. and rapid thermal 
annealing (RTA) with incoherent light. The RTA 
method. which is the best of tlie three. uses 
radiant-heat sources such as tungsten-halogen 
lamps and annealing times of I to JO seconds. The 
conditions for successful RTA are very similar to 
those found in the loigh-flux region of a solar 
furnace. 

SERI''> '>Olar furnacP also i'> being used to 
producf' films of high-temperature superconductors 
on substrates such as SrTi03. ZrOz. and HgO. 
Tl1f' films are produced by metal-organic deposition 
and then RTA-proces'>ed in a solar furnace to 
produce the superconducting phase. 

ZMR 

C,r;ip~.ite heilten or !;imps ar!' used to -;r.:in 
.:irros'> m11ltilayer coating'> on '>u~stratPs surh .:1s 
'ilicon, germanium, or s;ipphire. The heatino nf 
.:in intervening layer, u;u.:il 1 y a finp-qr;iined 
siliron film, r.auses it. t.o slowly recrystallizp. 
A typical sr.:in rate is I rrm/sec (0.0~ in./sec). 
This technique, called zone-melting recrystall
iz.:ition (lHR), creates large-area films that may 
provide ewcellent substrate'> for epitawial growth 
of GaAs. It may be possible to use solar enerqy 
as the hPat source. (Article written by James r. 
Stanley, Clark l. Fields, anrl J. Roland Pitts, 
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Solar Energy Research Institute. Golden. 
Colorado.] (Source: M!.iM.t.IL~.tt.r:~~ J 
Pai~UU . .i. DecPmber 1990) 

Sp!ple challlbers 

SERI researchers have designed a variety of 
saiaple challlbers and related equipment specifically 
for materials procassing using a concentrated 
solar beam. Among the SERI-built sample challlbers 
are designs for maximizing temperature gradients 
by cooling the back side of the sample with forced 
air or water, and challbers that allow use of 
controlled at110spheres. The 110st sophisticated 
chamber to date includes a four-gas •ass-flow 
control system, and a re~idual-gas analyser for 
reaction diagnostics. 

Other features of SERI's solar-furnace 
facility include long-focal-length pri111.1ry mirrors 
that enhance flexibility in choosing experiment 
size and orientation; remote video monitors with 
colour cameras for flux napping and real-tiine 
viewing of the target zone: 1110re than JOO channels 
for data acquisition frOlll ther110couples. 
pyroineters, weather instruwients. and 
incident-sunlight 111e>nitors; and an x-y-z platfonn 
for translating specimens. Recent acquisitions 
include an optical-laser pyroineter to measure and 
control sample surface temperature, and a 
non:maging secondary concentrator that h~s 
produced peak fluxes higher than 20 HW/• . On 
SERI's shopping list are a turning mirror to 
redirect the solar beam onto horizontal surfaces, 
a lower-power laser-alig11111ent system, and a 
refractive, nonimaging secondary con2entrator that 
will push peak flux past the 50 HW/m mark. 

Some liixh-flu:r solar facilities 

Tobi Powf'r. Prak fluw, 
Lout ion kW MW1m' 

Albuquf'rquf', N Ml'• 
CRTF' 5.000 Z4 
furn.acf' Z2 .l 0 

Arl.mr.t.< ... 
r urn.tel' I 3 Q; 

Goldf'n. Colo 10 2.5 
201 

Whiff' S.tnds. N Ml'• .10 .It> 

Odf'illo, fr.ancf' 
Horizont•i furn.acl' 1.000 160 
Vrrtiul furnacr 65 15 0 

Rt>hovol, lsr.al'I 
(RRF' 2.000 
Furn.acr 16 II 0 

Uzbrk. USSR 1,000 17 0 

'('"''•' R'""" TNI f•t1l11v '.'Wt••••H •cr•t """",..l'"t ''" la•v 
'""""''•'~' 'C'"''al R"''"'' Rt<t••th fa"'''• 

!Extracted from A~~~r~ed ~~~eri~I~ J..Pro~e~~e~. 
Oecember 1990) 



The role of the interface in composite 
integrity is of considerable iinportance. The 
transmission of stress between fibre and 111C1trix 
depends on a strong interfacial bond which resists 
failure. The poor shear strength of carbon fibre 
reinforced polJlller is 9enerally attributed to a 
lack of bonding between the inatrix and the 
Ii la.en ts. 

Extensive work has been devoted to surface 
treatments of carbon fibres in order to iinprove 
their bonding to the resins. Surface treatments 
that iinprove the ILSS of carbon fibre composites 
by a factor of two to three are available. These 
include wet and dry oxidation, application of 
organic or inorganic coatings, wniskering and 
irradiation. The most effective surface treatment 
besides whiskerization is the liquid-phase 
oxidation. i.e. anodic oxidation. 

Investigators have correlated changes in the 
i,riterfacial l:onding strength with changes in the 
area, functionality, roughness and wettability of 
the fibre surface. SOllle of them concluded that 
surface chemical functionality played a more 
si9nificant role than surface area with regard to 
shear strength. They explained it by: iinproving 
wetting characteristics of carbon fibres; 
fonnation of chemical bonds between 111atrix 
functional groups and fibre active sites as well 
as fibre functional groups. 

The inost connon industrially practical 
anodic oxidations of carbon fibres are in 
aqueous electrolytic baths containing 
acids (such as HN03, H2S04), strong 
bases (such as NaOR) and salts like 
NH4HC03, NaOC I . 

- As a result of the treatinent the carbon 
fibre surface is covered with oxygen 
containing functional groups and the 
surface area is increased. Four ox1de 
species have been identified: strongly 
acidic carboxylic acid, weakly acidic 
carboxylic acid, phenolic hydroxyl and 
carbonyl. The carboxylic acid functional 
groups have the biggest contribution for 
improveinent of the shear strength of a 
composite. 

The nature of the electrolyte, the pH of 
the solution, the polari2ation ~otential, 
the reaction time and the electrolyte 
concentration have significant effects on 
the type of functional groups, on their 
amount and on the morphology of the 
fibres' surface. Acidic solutions (such 
as nitric acid) give rise to substantial 
surfare oxidation while alkaline solutions 
lead to less surface oxidation. 
Electrolytes which tend to release carbon 
dioxide during electrolysis, such as salts 
containing bicarbonate or strong bases, 
inhibit the oxidation of the fibres by 
forming an envelope of carbon dioxide 
around the fibres. Increasing the 
polarization potential. reaction time, or 
solution concentration causes oxidation to 
increase considerably. Anodic oxidation 
leads to topological changes. For 
example, treatment with nitric acid causes 
splits or pits along the fibre axis while 
oxidation in sodium hydroxide fon11s 
circular holes on the fibre surface. 
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- Oxidized carbon fibres. particularly 
fibres oxidized by nitric acid, lose 
surface functionality when they are 
heated. The 111C1in weight loss is realized 
in all cases between 300° and 500°( due to 
the evolution of carbon dioxide that comes 
fr11111 dec0111position of carboxyl groups; 
additional weight loss above 600°( occurs 
due to the evolution of carbon monoxide. 
This suggests that the oxygen on carbon 
fibre surfaces is present in the form of 
different functional groups with varying 
thennal stabilities. 

Conclusions 

In this research on electrochemical surface 
treatinent of carbon fibres, it was shown that: 

1. Anodic oxidation with annonium nitrate 
solution change~ t~e surface 
functionality of th~ carbon fibres 
effectively. 

2. Ten minutes' treatment is sufficient to 
get uniformity in oxygen pick-up across 
the fibre bundle. 

3. The functional groups which were added 
to the surface during the oxidation 
treatment are hydroxylic and carboxylic 
groups. 

4. No change in surface morphology or 
111echanical properties of the fibres was 
realized. 

5. The oxygen content on the surface of the 
fibre remains stable even after exposing 
them to high temperature. [Excerpts 
from the 36th International SAHPE 
Symposium, 15-18 April 1991; Article 
written by: Aharon Hoshonov, Hong Li 
and John 0. Huzzy, School of Chemical 
Engineering, Georgia Institute of 
Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0100.) 

* * * • * 

Painting the town green 

To reduce the health and environmental 
problems associated with surface coatings, 
industries have been moving to11ards high-solids 
formulations, more beni5n solv~nts, water-based 
products and the replacement of toxic additives. 

Traditional alkyd paints rely on metal soaps 
as driers to achieve crosslinking of high 
molecular weight fatty acids through atmospheric 
autoxidation. To produce high-solids products, 
low molecular weight polymers must be used to keep 
the viscosity of the paint down. 

Rhone-Poulenc, UK, describes a new 
application for aluminium organics in decorative 
paint. The cross-over of aluminium organic 
crosslinkers from industrial coatings to the 
decorative market has been forced by regulations 
of the type seen in California, where volatile 
organic compounds (VOCs) in architectural coating~ 
must constitute less than 250 g/litre of product. 

Aluminium organics act as the "driers" in 
these high-solids formulations forming covalent 
linkages from autoxidation reactions, plus 
covalent and coordination bonding through the 



aluminium at0tns. This "second tier" of cross 
linking 9ives 9reater hardness and durability. 

The use of the modified resins 11akes possible 
the formulation of decorative paints with up to 
90 per cent solids and sin1ilar rheological 
properties to cOfllllercially available 9loss paint. 
Cobalt, calcium. zirconium and lithium organics 
will be cor.sidered increasingly important a~ the 
industry moves away from lead and barium. 
Rhone-Poulenc is now developing water repellents 
for wood based on zirconium technology and 
containing almost no voes. 

Binary polymer systems where one poly111er is 
emulsified and another present in the continuous 
phase. or where different polymers are present in 
a core/shell arrange111ent. are being developed for 
water-based paints. 

Water-borne basecoats for the automotive 
industry have been introduced in all General 
Hotor<; plants in Western Europe, and VW and 
Volvo have also implemented their use at some 
plant<;. Although problems still ewist in 
producing water-borne clear topcoats for 
cars. the technology is now at a pilot stage 
and trial production lines will be set up 
TO 1992. 

Traditional solid colour paint for the 
avera9e car releases into the atmosphere about 
~O g of solvent per square metre of surface 
covere~. Hetallic car finishes release around 
55 g/m . Oietor Plath of Hoechst calculated 
that water2borne systems could reduce these to 17 
and 22 9/111 • respectively, representing 
reduction in VOC emissions to German air of over 
10,500 t/a. (Ewtracted from Chemistry & Industry. 
15 October 1990) 

An electrically conductive composite material 
of potassium titanate and tin owide for 
appli(ation as antistati( paint on automobiles and 
for other industrial uses has been commercially 
developed by Otsuka Chemical Co., Osaka, Japan. 
and the Research Institute for Production 
De·1elopment in Kyoto under a commission from the 
Government's Research and Development Corporation. 

The new material is fibreform potassium 
titanade, as fine as 10 to 20 microns, that is 
coated with tin oxide. The composite r.omes in 
powder form. 

The white r.olour of the condur.tive material 
is hoth unusual and benefir.ial. Previously 
available conductive composites using carbon 
blar.k, metals and other conductive materials were 
heavily coloured. making their colouration 
difficult in commercial applications, officials of 
the Government corporation explained. 

Also important is the high <;trength of the 
whitl'-r.oloured r-otas-;ium titanate, whirh 
reinforces the transparent tin oxide. The new 
r.ompo<;ite excel<; in <>trer1qth and ronduct.ivity a<> 
well as in colouration. 

The powdered composite material can be miwed 
with piqments to make electrically conductive 
paint or used in sheet form in electronic and 
other advanced materials areas. 
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In the newly developed process, tin chloride 
and antimony chloride. after hydrolysis, are 
applied to fibreform potassium titanate. Then the 
film-covered potassium titanate powder is baked at 
hioh temperatues so that the film turns into a 
co~ductive owide of uniform quality. 

The new material will have innediate 
applications not only in antistatic paint but in 
housings for electronic equipment and antistatic 
flooring material for clean ro0tns, a1110ng others. 
(Extracted from American Hetal Harket, 
11 October 1990) 

Leading aerospace components manufacturer, 
Aero Structures Hamble Ltd., Southampton. says 
surface trea~ment specialist. Abrasive 
Developments, has helped revolutionize the 
company's vital paint stripping processes, used in 
new and refurbished structures for aircraft 
manufacturers. 

Aero StructurES uses an Abrasive Developments 
dry blast cabinet to strip paint from a huge range 
of military and civil aircraft components. 

The 1.5 metre Jupiter machine with JP ~lastic 
media recovery system has replaced a laborious and 
hazardous all-day chemical soaking process which 
was followed by several hours of hand-scraping. 

The company reports that the process is now 
cleaner, quicker and more efficient, and provides 
excellent surface finishes. (Source: ~. 
In~try News, Vol. 7, No. 2, June 1990) 

Below are listed two achievements, 
i~ter alia, done by Science and Technology of 
Shandong Academy, Keyuan I-load, Jinan, 
People's Republic of China. 
Tel.: 615102 - 637/620; Eip: 250014. 

( 1 I Ac!hni.YL_~ for heat-shrinkable_ma.terii.u 

H~at-shrinkable materials coated with this 
adhesive are used to bond and seal welded joints 
of the anticorrosive pipelines which are wrapped 
with polyethylene plastics to transport petroleum 
and gases. They are also used to bond and seal 
joint5 of electric cable. This adhesive is ideal 
for bonding polyethylene and polypropylene 
plastics. 

Features and specifications: The product has 
strong adhesion, high heat and cold resistance and 
good resistivity against acid, alkali or salt. 

Shear strength (HOPE/HOPE. 20°()>1.3 HPa; 

Peel strength (HOPE/Heat-shrinkable 
materials, 20°C)>45 N/cm; 

Peel strength (HCIPE/lfeat-<;hrinkahlP 
materials, -15°()>45 N/cm. 

<71 T~.!!!O.Hi!l.>_l_e__p~JjoJefifle H.llt ~H Mhe$ives 

f eil tu_ res il!'IL uses 

This adhesive has strong adhesion, high heat 
and cold resistance. good resistivity to ar.id, 



alkali and <;alt. good thennostability and wide 
ranqe of service temperature. The difficult 
adhesion materials of low surface energy 
(polyethylene, polypropylene) can be bonded easily 
and efficiently without any special treatment on 
their surfaces. This adhesive has been 
successfully used to join polyethylene on steel 
pipeline in the field of petroleum transportation 
to improve corrosion resistance. It can also be 
applied to self-adhesion of PE or PP plastic, 
adhesion or polypropylene c0111posite weave. 
polyurethane foam, wood. paper, in wide range of 
petroleum. rht>mical industry, electronics, 
packaqinq and daily life etc. 
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1. Outwar·d appearance: orange massive solid. 

Z. Rino and ball softening point: 135-145°C. 

1. Bond strength: 

HOrE sheet/steel - shear strength 
120°c1>1.s HPa; 

HOPE film/steel - 180° peel strength 
(20°C)>30 N/cm. 

f o_amirJg_co~_t_i Qg_f_oL_~eet steel 

Researchers have developed a "post-foaming 
adhesive sheet" which foams during heating and can 
he applied as a protective coating to sheet 
steel. Steel coated with the new material is 
expe(ted to find applications in the production of 
'111tomobiles and electric appliances. The foaming 
sheets are composed of: (1) a special foaming 
agent that uniformly expands rubber to more than 
JO times its original volume; (2) a tackiness 
agent that reacts with the rubber to impart 
adhesive properties; and (3) a weather-resistant 
ethylene-propylene terpolymer {EPT) rubber. With 
use of ar. oiling agent, the tackiness can be 
f~rther improved, allowing the sheets to be used 
nn sheet steel which will be coated with 
rust-preventative oil during automobile production. 

During application, the sheets are first 
bonded to steel plates, and then foamed in an 
oven. By controlling the foaming temperature and 
the area, thickness, and shape of the sheets, the 
sheet<; can he formed into vorious shapes to meet 
the user's <;pecifications. The sheets are 
reported to havP the follow~ng properties: (I) a 
hondinq strength of 1 kg/cm ; (2) a service life 
of over 10 year<; hased on UV-based weatherability 
tests; 11) adequate heat resistance based on tests 
in which the sheets retained 80 per cent of their 
adhesive and foaming properties when heated at 
IOO"l for I month; and (~) vibration damping 
properties. 

Compared with other techniques in which 
re<;ins are sandwiched between steel sheets, the 
use of the f~aminq sheets is claimed to result in 
l;ihour cost s;ivinqs and production at half the 
rnst. The foam ran be activated at 160-200"(, ;ind 
11sf'!I for fi 11 ing in qaps between the components of 
electric home ;ippliances. [Nitto Denko 
Cnrporation, 1-1-7 Shimohozumi, Ibaraki City, 
Osaka Pref. 567, Japan. Tel: 0726-22-2981, 
Trlex: 5.l1£H'l; Fax: 07£1'>-26-1505.J (Source: 
New M~terials World, February IQ90) 

~ic surface mount adhesive 

BP Chemical<;, UK has developed a new surface 
mount adhesive for the electronics industry. 
Named Sl'll Adhesive 881, the product is a rast 
~uring flexible acrylic adhesive for bonding 
surface 11aunted devices to printed circuit boards. 
The acrylic adhesive combines the advantages or 
products already available on the market. It 
offers dot application reproducibility - an 
essential feature in an industry which routinely 
lays down adhesive at the rate of 200 dots per 
minute. T~e product, an orange UV or thennally 
cured acrvlic adhesive, is a thixotropic material 
with a flash point greater than 100°C which can be 
used on circuit boards populated with all types of 
components. On a board using only melr 
c0111ponents, the adhesive provides a ~ood cure with 
UV light of high intensity (80 mW/cm and heat 
{three minutes at 120°C). Using heat alone, melf 
c0111ponents can be cured in three-five minutes at 
120°-150°. For circuits with flat chips only, 
best results are obtained frOlll heatino for 
three minutes at 150°( or five minutes at 120°C. 
All the stated times are exclusive of heat-up 
rate. According to the cOlllpany, surface mount 
devices cured by these methods have a push-off 
strength in excess of 2 kg. [BP Chemicals 
Limited, International Information Centre, BP/18, 
PO Box 6, Bradmore, Nottingham, NGl 1 6PE.] 
{Source: ~ular Plastics, November 1990) 

EC adhesives programme 

Adhesives are widely used in manufacturing 
industries in the US, Japan and elsewhere, but 
only to a limited extent in Europe, though there 
is a rapidly growing awareness here of the 
potential benefits of adhesive technology - not 
just as alternatives to welding and soldering, but 
also as complementary techniques which open new 
possibilities. 

There are at present no commercially 
independent technical centres in the European 
Community dealing primarily or exclusively with 
adhesive bonding. This contrasts sharply with the 
situation in welding technology. Work on 
adhesives technology tends to be in university 
departments or in small sections of larger 
organizations. Few, if any, of such organizations, 
have the capability and oryanization to provid~ th~ 
required multidisciplinary based assistance to SMls. 

Against this background the EC Commission has 
given support within its SPRINT programme to 
establish a network within the EC which would 
catalyze the acceptance of adhesive technology by 
industry, with particular reference to SHEs. This 
network has already taken shape, ;ind is called 
REACOL (Reseau europeen pour 1 'assemblage par 
collage), but the project objectives may take four 
years to realize. In the first year or the 
project, which began in early 1990, six countries 
are participating: UK/The Welding Institute 
(project co-ordinator); France/Centre Technique de 
Region Aquitaine {CETRA); Spain/INASMET, Centro 
Technologia de Hateriales; Relgium/(RIF (Mati~res 
Plastiques); Portugal/Instituto de la Soldadura; 
and Ireland/EOLAS. 

It is the intention to involve other 
Community countries on a gradual basis over the 
four-year project period. At present there are no 
fixed views on how REACOL will evolve. However, 
its main aims are: 



To improve the EC's competitive position 
in industrial manufacture by incr·easing 
the rate of acceptance and diffusion of 
adhesives technolooy into European 
industry; 

To provide a network: 

To improve the effectiveness and scope of 
methods to promote and diffuse information 
on the opportunities presented by 
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adhPsives technology. particularly to SHEs: 

To provide a mechanism for technology and 
information exchanoe between specialists 
and specialist organizations within the EC: 

lo initiate and pursue. i~ appropriate 
cases. collaborative or coordinative 
artion to ~stablish interfaces with 
sources of information and data. such as 
research institutes. universities and 
industrial laboratories. (Source: 
Techn_ol9gy Ir~J_IMl_c1. July/August 1990) 

Yt t ri um-:ox_i_de_ J;Q~li_ngs 

Zyp Coatings Inc .. Oak Ridge, Tennessee USA. 
introrlur.es three yttinrm-oKide formulations for 
use in titaniuin--processing applications including 
high-temperature lubrication for superplastic 
forming titanium she.,t; anti-stick coating during 
diffusion bonding and hot-press decanning: ~raze 
stop-off and weld-spatter release; and core, 
•.rucihle. and motJld coating for titanium melting 
and castino. formulations are available for use 
in all atmospheres to temperatures above 2,000"C 
( l. f· 10" f). (Source: Advanced Materi a 1 s and 
Pror.ess!!_S. July 1991) . --·----- --------·-

UV-curing products for bonding, coating. 
potting, and sealing applications are photo
initiated and cure when exposed to ultraviolet 
liqht with/without heat. Products can exhibit a 
variety of cured properties such as specif ir 
substrate adhesion, durability. optical clarity. 
and rhemir.al and mnisture resistance. Ranae of 
physical propertiPs and process options inilude 
viscosity. thixotropy (sao rpsistanr.e), anrl cure 
conditions. [Emerson & Cuming Inc., 
77 Oraoon Court. Woburn, Massachusetts 01888, 
IJSA.J -ISourr:e: Ma~hine Desi9n, 25 July l'l'lll 

Polyimide coating 

The llltrarlel 11111J roating protects the 
11nderlyin<1 i11terrnnnert system and microcircuitry 
aqainst mnist11rP, particulatP and mechanical 
rlamage rl11rino wafpr hanrllinq anrl assPmbly 
nrierat inns. lilt rarfp 1 '~ 1 nw mnrlu J 115 prov i rles 
~iqnifir:ant stress relief for die in overmoulrled 
pl~~lir parka9es and ran increa'ie the lifp of the 
device. By relievinq film stress durinq cure -
200°-~00"r - the Ultradel r.oatings have 
~uhstantially lower levels of residual <;tress 
built into the cured film. lhe r.oatinqs are 
self-ririminq and adhPr" lo either ceramir or 

silicon subst1·ates using standard coating 
lechn i ques. [Amoco Chemical Co. , Chicago. 
Illinois, USA.) !Source: S!!mico_nductq_r 
In_t~_r_1_1~j 'Qnill. Julv 19QJ) 

~oating SYSl~ features low VO( emi~...ii.O.J!~ 

formulated by crosslinking an acrylic 
solvent-borne polyhydric alcohol (polyol) with 
polyisocyanates, this polyurethane coating system 
offers protection from corrosion and harsh 
chem'cals. Compared to the current level of 
3.5 lb/oal of volatile orqanic compound (VOC) 
emission from coatings used in chemical and marine 
environments. this coatinq material boasts voe 
levels ranging from 2.8 lb/Qal down to 
2.08 lb/gal. In addition to providing abrasion 
resistance and low-temperature curing, the product 
is resistant to downglossing and disclouration. 
[Hobay Corp., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA.] 
(Source: Chemical Engineering, May 1991) 

* * • * • 

PTlE coating service 

PROCESSOO engineers manufacture glass-lined 
vessel spares with MS/CI-PTFE coatings. According 
to the company, the PfTE coatings offer better 
replacement of glass, lead, exotic metals and 
rubber linings. PTfE coatings are said to give 
good impact and abrasion resistance. Besides ease 
of repair, complicated shapes can be coated. The 
coating service is done for vessels, reactors. 
agitators, thermowell, dip pipe, sparger, top lid, 
manhole cover, reducing flanges, flush bottom 
valves, column sections, heat exchangers, pipe and 
pipe fittings, diaphragm valves, etc. [Processoo 
Engineers, A-35/208, Yogi Nagar, Eksar Road, 
Borivli West, Bombay 400 092.J (Sourn: Pgp_!J_lilr 
Plastics, November 1990) 

A low-friction. corrosion-resistant metal 
surface treatment. clesignated a~ Ni Flor, has been 
introduced by Norman Hay Internal ional Ltd., 
Memphis, Tennessee. Niflor combines 
18 to 25 per cent polytetrafluoroethylene (PTr[) 
particles with an electroless nickel plating to 
provide a solid-lubricant surface. fhe coating 
can he applied to any solid surface. !Source: 
A_dv{!_ni;:f.(I MC1.l_er.i_aJ~-2'1<LJ'.!'.~~rres. July 1991) 

Corrosion-resi~tant coating 

Thermoset elastomer-silicone coatinq protects 
ferrous and nonferrous metallic surfaces from 
corrosion. Temperature range is between -40° and 
1100"f. Coatinq r.ures at ambient temperatures as 
low as 110°f to form a flexihle, hyrlrophobir film 
that io; wpl I <;ui tPd fnr usP in corro5ivP 
environments such as chemical plants where 
moisture, humidity. and gaseo; can he prohlems. 
[Dow Corning Curp., Box 1593, Midland, 
Mir.higan 1186111, USA.] (Source: Machine Design. 
21 March l<J91) 



Nihon Cement Co. Ltd. and Asahi Sangyo Co. 
ltd .. have jointly developed a new concrete 
durability-improve~e~t method called New Ceracoat 
for finishina the concrete surfaces of buildinas 
without impairing the sense of mass and material 
of architectural concrete laid at random. 

A high-pressure water j'?t rotary gun 
(aqua pulse gun) is used for foundation treatment 
for removing Mould and contaminants from the 
cc.ni:rete surfact., followed Ly application of an 
inorganic fo~ndation strengthening solution 
(surface tension lower than water), after which 
the surface is finished with a water repellent 
inorganic permeable finishing agent. 

This surface treatment makes the concrete 
water-repellent. rain seepag~ is inhibited, and 
concrete deterioration prevented. The coating is 
gas permeable and prevents exfoliation as well as 
static electricity, so t~ere is hardly any 
concrete contamination by dust adsorption, and the 
inherent porosity is not impaired. 

It can be applied with conventional working 
methods and architectural c~ncrete while retaining 
the inherent sense of mass and material, which was 
previously difficult. The treatment can also be 
applied to new concrete structures. 
[Nihon Cement Co. Ltd., R&D Dept. II, 
1-6-1, Otemachi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100. 
Tel.: +81-3-3211-1625; fax: +81-3-3211-1624.] 
(Source: JETRO, April 19911 

"' • * * * 

Coating absorbs smells 

Swedish company Kefa Hightech has announced a 
new coating material capabl ~ of absorbing noxious 
airborne odours. The material is described as 
having a structure similar to plaster and can be 
sprayed or painted onto the surface to be 
treated. It contains a high concentration of 
micropores which can quickly absorb contaminants 
and then subsequently release them at a much 
slower rate. Used as a wall covering in 
conjunction with an effective ventilation system 
the material can therefore limit the unpleasant 
environmental effects of processes that generate 
foul odours 

Kefa says that when used in an American 
tannery, for instance, the material helped reduce 
the level of hydrogen sulphide in the atmosphere 
from 6 ppm to 0.25 ppm. (Source: EnginePri_ng, 
r ebrurary 1991) 

Unmanned sy$tem f_or tr~atiQg cqn_cr_~te jQintr, 

F 1• j i ta Corp. . h;is deve I o,.ied unmanned sys I P•n 
that automates the work of treating the joint 
surfaces or massive concrete sections used in 
r.nn~trur.tinq d;ims. When laying such roncrete 
sertinns, ii_ is essential for the (Oncrete 
surfaces to he scraped hy an exfoliation method 
known as "qreen cutting" to improve the adhesivity 
between concrete surfaces. 

With the new sy~tPm called the FALCM System, 
deposits are removed with a high-pres~ure water 
jet nozzle And a tr-veiling vehicle (green-tutting 
machine) mo!;nting a noz1l1? suet.ion unit for 
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removing dust. Green-cutting is perfor~ed 
unmanned by using optical distance gauges equipped 
at the vehicle front and near the green-cutting 
point in combination with a personal comput~r. 

This method enables 100 m2 of green-cutting 
work, usually requiring 8 hours of work oy five 
workers, to be completed within an hour. fhe 
first green-cuttiny system was tried out in the 
construction of the Tonami Yamadagawa Dam in 
Toyama Prefecture, and highly satisfactory results 
were obtained. 

FALCH enables deposit removal matched to the 
concrete hardness by arljusting the water jet 
pressure, the distance between the concrete 
surface and nozzles, and the vehicle running 
speed. When working with relatively soft 
concrete, the pressure is lowered and the distance 
between concrete surface and nozzles increased, 
and the reverse for hard c2ncrete surfaces. The 
working speed is 100-150 m /hr. 

The company plans further study on the system 
to expand to applications such as cleaning airport 
runways. [Fujita Corporation, Corpnrate 
Connunications Office, 4-6-15, Sendagaya, 
Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150. Tel.: +81-3-3402-:911; 
Fax: +81-3-3404-8477.] (Source: JETRO, 
Apri 1 1991) 

Heat treat.ent 

Plasma tec~nology_progress improve~ options 
in s11rface treatment 

Houlders and extruders of plastics parts in 
such widely differing application areas as 
electronics, auto~otive and packaging can benefit 
from a surface treatment technology that enables 
significant improvements to be made to such 
characteristics as paintability, adhesion, weather 
resistance, gas permeability, and others. Part 
surfaces can be etched, they can be coated with 
ultra-thin layers of quartz-like materials, or 
monomers can be polymerized directly onto the 
~urface of the parts. The technology is highly 
effective and reliable, non-polluting, and is 
becoming increasingly suitable for production 
environments. 

The biggest market to date for the technology 
has been electronics. Photo-resists are etched by 
plasmas, drill holes in circuit boards are 
cleaned, plastics housings for small components 
such as resistors and capacitors have t~eir 
surfaces mo~ified to make them bond better to 
potting compounds. But now the number of 
applirations in many other markets is beginning to 
opPn up. P;irts already being plasma treated 
in(l11de products as diverse as pen r.ompor.ents, 
h~;it-~hrink sleeving, car door mirrors, and 
p;id:aging film. 

Plasm~ treatment make$ plastics more wettable 

Wettability of plastics - and h~n(e their 
paintability and bondability - is improved 
dramatically by exposing them for short periods to 
low-temperature plasma. The effect is 
particularly pronounced in such non-polar polymer~ 
as polypropylene and polyethylene. 

A Plasma Technology PPS AOO plasma treatment 
unit is useo by the Parker Pen Co., Newhaven, 



Enuland lo imrrove the ink-wPtlability or flow 
control mechanism:; in its ink pens. The mouldings 
are extremely complex, with closely-spaced fins 
less than 1 nm thick. The companv uses plasma 
trPalment in preference t~ liquid acid etchinq 
with r.hron1ir. acid. Althou9h initial investmerit 
co't' and runnin9 costs are hi9her, plasma 
treatmpnt is. according to a company spokesman, 
rleaner and much more rontrollable. The plasma 
ln~<1tment unit (lperatp5 at either 11.56 MHz or 
Z .•15 GHz. 

The lnstitut fLlr Kunststoffverarbpitun9 (IKV) 
has developed equipment to improve wettability of 
Fibre reintorceinents for composites. The fibre 
passes from an unwind bobbin outside the chamber 
throuqh a small orifice into the chamber, then 
round-a series of pulleys inside the chamber, 
hetore passin9 through a second orifice to an 
unwind bobbin also outside the chamber. Although 
air is able to pass into the chamber throu9h thr 
nrifices, the vacuum pump is sufficiently lar9e to 
ret<1in a :>ufficient vacuum inside the chamber. 

Fibres run continuously through the chamber 
at a speed of around 0.5 m/sec, dependino on the 
level of activation required. In composites 
rontaininq treated carbon fibres, interlaminar 
shear str~noth is 50 per cent better than 
composites ~f u~treated fibres. Plasma treatment 
i<> m11rh mnre effertive th;in coupling agent<;, ;in 
!KV re<;earrher, M<1rtin londschiPn, claim~. 

By f;ir the biogest end user for Technics 
Pl;isma i<; the auto industry. One reason is that 
more motor companies are switchin9 to polypropy
lene copolymers, blends, and compounds, for larqe 
painted exterior and interior parts. And despife 
all the plfnrts by materials manufacturers to 
improve the ability of PP to take paint and 
adhesives, pretreatment is virtually always 
nPCPS5ary. 

A bumper generally wei9hs approximately 
S kilo9ra~s. PP costs no more than $2.50/kg, 
whereas a competitive engineering thermoplastic is 
over twice that. Plasma treatment costs less than 
$1.00 for a large part, takinq into account 
equipment amortization. 

One material supplier taking an active 
intPreo;t in plasma treatment of PP bumpers i5 
Arpryl. ;i suh-;idiary of Ator.hem/BP. France. It io; 
wnrhno with m;irhine o;uppl ier Ra her<;. Ralzer'> 
h;i<; ii ir·PalmPnt. 1.1nit rleo;iqned to fit into a bumoer 
rroductinn oper;itinn, nper;it.ing at <;peed'> tha~ fit 
wit.h I.he maYimum r.yde t.ime-; of t.he production 
1 ine. Thi' unit has two treat.merit (hambers, 
connected ln ;i <;in(JlP hioh-(apMily vacuum pump. 
l;ich chamber accert. t.wn humpero; at a time 
(dimension-; 1,800 hy 800 by 1100 mm). Loadin9 and 
unloadinq ran he automated. ;is can the control of 
the trPaimenl cycle. Esti~~terf treatment cost ppr 
humper i-; ffr 8.00 (appro~. $i.50), lakinq into 
Mcr11mt ;imort i zat if)n of equipment. Bal zers and 
Appryl have carriprf out extensivP tests with an 
11:ii <fPJ1t if j prf f r1>nrh fi1J1npPr produ(er. 

~ing mirrors on the Merr.ertes SL luxury sports 
1,u ,irr body colour paint•·rl aft.Pr they have hPPn 
Jlla-;m;i lre,itprf in Order to Improve substrate-rainl 
adhesion. The mirror shells are molded by 
liJlJlPrle, \./11r1h11rq, f1erm;1~1y, and treated and 
p;ii,.led hy ,in indPpendent cfJating company before 
hPino deliverer! ready fnr a~sPmhly t.n the vehirl1>s 
,ti Merrerle<;. M~·rrerl1>'> 11-;e-; pl;i-;mil tr .. iltmenl n•iinf"J 
tn ti"' hiqh reli;ihility of th<> prore~~-
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Plasma treatment i~ highly competitive with 
corona treatment and with flaming. Plasma 
produces a higher level of surf ace energy. and 
parts can be stored for several weeks before this 
energy falls below a critical level necessary to 
ensure paintahility. for example, the company can 
guarantee that a part made in a 30 per cent talc
fi 1 led PP will still have a surface energy of 
54 mN/m four weeks after treatment ( 72 mtl/m is the 
level required to make a part wettable by waler). 

Parts such as dashboard carriers are becoming 
so r.omplic~ted that it is virtually impossible to 
treat them using flaming or corona. furthermore, 
one plasma unit can be used to treat a wide range 
of different parts with only minor modifications 
to treatment procedures. Unlike flame treatment, 
there are no robots to reprograrrme, for example. 

Technics Plasma has built a prototype of a 
large plasma treatment unit that is capable of 
treating ::cmplete interior fascias and other 
equally large parts. Eiectro~es and magnets are 
fitted to horns that direct the stream of icn' 
into the chamber. The horns are designed to 
produce the best dispersion of ions in the chamber. 

All large motor co'l'lpanies have shown interest 
in plasma treatment for large parts, for improving 
adhesion to either paint, or, in the case of 
fascias, to polyurethane foam. "iechnics Plasma 
will supply Deutsche fibrit, DLlsseldorf, with a 
system to surface t~eat PP dashboard carriers 
prior to back foaming. The system will treat 
ROO fascias a day. The unit has two processing 
chambers, which each hold two dashboard supports 
al a time. Berthold Kegel, Managing Directer of 
Technics Plasma, says he has another inquiry for a 
system to treat 4,000 large parts a day. It would 
comprise a series of chambers and pumps, working 
automatically on sta9gered cycles, feeding a 
sin9le conveyor. The system would produce one 
trPated humpPr Pvery 30 ser.onds. Chambers would 
each have a working volume of 3,000 to 
5,000 litres, working on frur-minute cycles. 

O~Ql!..I.!.1.9 .J.r.tl1!!1~~U!!l . .Lt2r__Q_n= Un~ :.is.e 

Technics Plasma has supplied what it believes 
is the first plasma treatment unit designed to fit 
into a production/assembly line. It "'ill be used 
by an unidentified supplier to treat ignition 
coils. It improves adhesion between the various 
plastics componenls and the epoxy potting 
compound. The specifier has set Pxtremely tough 
sperifications for the treatment 5ystem: finishPd 
parts were put through vigorous temperature cy~les 
(-40 to +125°( in under 30 seconds, 200 times) to 
see if any delamination occurred betwPPn the epoxy 
and the highly contoured plastics parts. 

Treatment c;cle time is between four and 
five minutes, inclusive of chamber evacuation and 
replenishing. Preassembled coils pass throu9h the 
plasma chamber on a custom-desiqned conveyor. The 
chamber takes between 10 and 50 parts at a time, 
dependin9 on their size. The entire u1.it. i~ 5.2 m 
long, the chamber itself is just 1.2 m lon9. 
Cycle time i5 4.5 minutes. The unit will have an 
annual throughput of 1 million parts. 

Conti riuov.s. t~eatl!lerit _of f i Im for packi!gi ng, 
te~hnical applications 

If plastic-; monomfl!rs are introd1Jced into a 
plasma, they fon11 radicals that polymerize on the 
surface of pla"t.ics part.s in the plasma, forminq a 
v1>ry thin, hut perfPr.I, pinhole-free layPr. A 
~imi Jar effect is achieved u-.inq si Ii con1>-hased 



monomers. Th;s form of treatment is called plasma 
polymeriiation, or plasma-enhanced chetnical vapour 
deposition {PECVD}. 

Equipment frOll'I Leybold for coating film webs 
under vacuum. principally used to put thin layers 
of metal onto plastics substrates, can now be 
supplied in addition with a PECVD station that 
handles a vast range of non-metallic materials. 
Depending on end-use requiretnent, these materials 
will enhance chemical resistance, optical clarity, 
hardness. adhesion, and dielectric strength. A 
unit at leybold's production facility, available 
for contractual development work, is equipped with 
six coating stat;ons - five for sputtering, one 
for PECVD - enabling the production of multilayer 
coatings in a single pass. 

Hajo1· uses for PECVD coatings are protective 
and functional layers for data storage media, 
barrier layers, and surface activating layers for 
improved adhesion, wettability, printability, and 
other properties. 

PECVD deposition rates are too low for the 
system to nin in tandem with an electron beam 
evaporation metallizing unit. but they fit very 
well with sputtering. Haximum web speed is 
10 m/minute. Speeds could be increased by using 
more plasma sources, but this requires more space 
and more money, leybold points out. 

By combining various pr;icesses in a dynamic 
coating system, within a single vacuUlll chamber, 
the cost of producing the vacu11111 - an expensive 
element in the process - is ameliorated. 
Deposition rates also need to be improved: 
current lay-down rates are up to 10 11111/second, but 
it should be possible to improve that by a factor 
or ten. 

~ki~to glazing parts scratch-resistant 

The technology is equally applicable to 
moulded parts. Plastics have many potential 
advantages in automobile glazing - safety, weight, 
design freedom - but they still lack scratch 
resistance. However, if they are given a 
permanent coating under plasma, thlS hurdle could 
be overcome. Hultilayer, multifunctional coatings 
could be used: for example the sheet could be 
given a hard coat of silicon dioxide, a 
translucent solar cell layer of amorphous silicon 
oxide, an infrared reflecting layer, or even a 
layer functioning as an "electronic curtain" with 
selective transparency to electro-magnetic 
radiation depending on the radiation frequency. 

The treatment m~y also be applied to head
lamp glass, if problems of matching thermal 
expansion coefficients of substrate and coating 
r.an be o·•err:ome. l.eybol d is working with GenPra I 
Eler:tric Plastics, Schenectady, New York. USA. on 
such a project. 

Bosch. Germany is one of the first users of 
PECVO technology, in the production or car 
headlamps. A plasma-polymerized surface layer 
with low surfar:e tension prevents water that 
entPr• the headlamp unit from forming droplets 
that rpduce the intensity of the headlamp beam. 
Reflector• are aluminized, then treated with a 
very thin 170 nm) layer that provioes no 
interference. In some cases, thi:> moulding also 
ha• lo he surface treated before it is 
aluminized. PECVD enhances the adhesion of the 
metal to the substrate, by preventin~ the 
dPga•sinq from the polymer surface that normally 
ouurs bec<w•e of the high vacuum. 
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The treatment is normally a batch process, 
but if volumes require, it can be operated 
continuously. The aluminium sputter coating unit 
runs continuously for two days before the 
alU111ini11111 target needs replacing. Alternative 
coating systetns use conventional lacquers. 

Bosch, which has experienc~ with both 
systems, says lacquering costs ten times as much 
as PECVD. The process is also suitable for 
treating louvres, and reflectors for neon and 
halogen lamps. The PECVD layer is more stable at 
hlgh temperatures than conventional lacquers. 

l111proving gas barriers in blow moulded 
packaging 

Plas111a polymerization will soon play an 
important role in surface coating technology. 
Research~rs at the IKV have developed a ~ystetn for 
depositing very thin layers of very dense 
p~lyethylene onto the surface of such parts as 
blow moulded bottles. Coatings are a110rphous and 
highly crosslinked, with high resistance to 
chetnicals and to heat, and show high mechanical 
stabilit~- Plasma-polymerized PE has a density of 
1.6 kg/m. Coatings are free of micropores even 
at thicknesses less than 1 micron. Coating 
properties can be varied widely by changing 
processing parameters. 

rhe IKV is developing a systetn for coating 
the inner surfaces of plastics bottles. The 
equipment has three linked chambers, with a high 
vacuUlll created in the innermost chamber, enabling 
the process to run quasi-continuously. Monomer is 
injected only into the bottle. A 1.2 litre bottle 
is coated in around 30 seconds. Diffusion of 
oxygen through polyethylene hottle~ is reduced by 
98 per cent. Londschien says equipment ::ould be 
used off-line in a blow 1110ulding operation. 

Similar technology is now COlllll!ercially 
available from Eastapac, a joint venture 
subsidiary of Airco Coating Technology and Eastman 
Chemical. The difference is that Eastapac 
technology is used to apply inorganic coatings. 
The QLr {quartz-li~e film) technclogy is promoted 
as a means of improving b3rrier properties of 
polyet~ylene terephthalate (PET) packaging film 
and blow moulded containers, but it is equally 
applicable to packaging made from oth~r plastics. 

Enhanced oxygen barrier properties of 
QLF-treated PET packaging make it suitable for 
such oxygen-sensitive food ar.d beverages as 
k~tchup, beer, fruit juices, and baby foods, Airco 
claims. A coating less than 0.3 micron thick 
improves barrier properties by 200 per cent. 

The Eastapac system deposits the barrier 
lavPr on the outside of the bottles. This ~eans 
th~t bottle makers will not have to obtain food 
[Onlatl approval for the coatings. 

A ~ey ~dvantage of Eastapac's process is that 
coatings have no col~ur tint. The process uses a 
mixture of gaseous organo-silicon compound and 
oxygen, with helium ionization gas. Substrates 
become coated with a layer of SiOx, where x is 
between 1.7 and 1.9. In other systems, xis about 
1.5, whir.h produces a yellow/brown tint. 

Eastapac has just fini~hed building its first 
production-srale machine for treating bottles, 
which will be used for in-house development work. 
It 1s a semi-continuous unit, with three chambers, 
capable of treating up to 500 bottles/h. There 
should be no problem in scaling up to sur.h 



throughput levels as 30,000/h, since the system 
has a modular corost:-uction, and chambers can be 
joined together to rC'rm long cylinders, capable of 
taking pallet-loads of bottles. 

E~stapac will sell equipment, and pass on 
know-how through licensing agreements. It wi 11 
also take royalties on finished product sales. 
QLF-coated bottles should cost not R10re than 
JO per cent more than untreated bottles, and tnat 
the process should beat coextrusion on 
cost-pcrfonnance grounds and QLF-coated parts are 
totally recyclable. 

Research organization Battelle Europe 
be Ji eves that the growing emphasis on 
post-consumer recycling will boost development of 
thin film coatings. It should be possible to 
reduce the number of different types of plastics 
roquired for all the various applications in, for 
example, a car, by transporting as many properties 
as possible given by the bulk material to the 
surface. So the same basic plastics could be used 
for a wide range of applications, with most of the 
required properties provided by the 
plasma-polymerized surface. Coating c0tnpanies can 
look to a good future in a plastics recycling 
world, according to Heinz-Otto Irmler of Battelle. 

Battelle first developed a PECVO technique 
for depositing diamond-like carbon (OLC) 
wear-resistant coating> on metals and plastics. 
The roating also provides a barrier to chemical 
attack. The coatings dre produced by introducing 
a carbon-containing gas - Battelle usually uses 
acetylene - into the plasma. A research project 
is also plaPned into techniques for Jepositing 
diamond coatings. These differ from diamond-like 
coatings in their higher level of crystallinity. 

The importance of having a coating that is 
not only chemically resistant itself, but which is 
also free of pinholes and which is impermeable, to 
prevent chemicals reaching the substrate was 
pointed out. 

Battelle has put friction-reducing coatings 
on rubber windscreen wipers. low-friction coatings 
on computer ~isks to reduce the possibility of 
head crashes, and PTFE coatings (applied under 
plasma conditions) on floppy disks to reduce the 
chance or accidental damage to disks left on desks 
from spilt drinks or other office hazards. 

Contact lenses are treated to improve 
wettahility, to control permeability, and to 
adjust their density. This occurs through a 
tPchnique called CASING (crosslinking of activated 
species hy inert gases). Using an inert gas in 
the plasma may cause crosslin~inq, but without any 
of the chemiral reactions that occur whon usinq 
plasmas formed from reactive gases. Plasma
polymerized coatings less than one micron thir.k on 
the inside of qasoline tanks and other solvent 
rnntainers reduce permeation In virtually zero. 

Terhnirs Plasma has rarried out preliminary 
research nn pla:;ma fluorination. a derivative of 
I.he ronvPntional fluorindtion process, but which 
ha~ thP great benefit of being much safP.r to use. 
lfo pxpP.n~ivP gas exhaust systems are requirPd. 
ln~tead of using fluorine gas, the plasma process 
U~PS (F4 or 5F6, which produce fluoride ions. 
In trials rprluctions or RS per cent in 
permeability were achieved. 
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lnnler admits that such barrier-fonning 
techniques as coextrusion that require no or 
little additional equipment or processing kr.ow-how 
still stand 3 greater chance of success in such 
applications. aut he is much more optimistic 
about app l i r.at ions in the food, bi omed i cal, and 
pharmaceutical areas. He cites pill coating with 
tightly-defined perm~abilities for c~ntrolled 
relt>ase of dr· ;is. as well as Hnings of plastics 
tubes and containers that do not degrade 
biological products. In terts, migration of 
diethylhexyl phthalate (OEHP) plasticizer from PVC 
into blood plasma was reduced by a factor of 100 
by coating a PVl container with a plasma
polymerized fluorocarbon layer. 

Plasma-polymerized metnbranes can be produced 
with selective penneability for partial osmosis of 
spent liquids in various chemical treatment 
processes. Work is being carried out by the 
Gesellschaft fUr Trenntechnik, Gennany, as well as 
by various polymer suppliers and fabricators. 

In metallization of plastics, the use of 
organo-metallic gases will open up new areas of 
application, Innler claims. Simply by adjusting 
processing parameters, it is possible to produce 
layers that are isolating, partially metallic, or 
pure metal. [For more information contact: 
Balzers AG, FL-9496 Balzers, Liechtenstein; 
Battelle-lnstitut e V., Am Ri:itnerhof 35, 0-6000 
Frankfurt am Hain 90, Germany; Eastapac Co., 
Eastman Chemical International AG, P.O. Box 3263, 
CH-6300 Zug 3, Switzerland; lnstitut fUr 
Kunststoffverarbeituog, Pontstrasse 49, 0-5100 
Aachen, Germany; Leybold AG, Wilhelm-Rohn
Strasse 25, 0-6450 Hanau 1, Germany; Plasma 
Technology (UK) Ltd., North End, Yatton, Bristol 
BS19 4AP, England; Technics Plasma GmbH, 
Oieselstrasse 22, 0-8011 Kirchheim, Hunich, 
Germany.] (Source: ~~~ 
I.!!!.frnational, October 1990) 

* • • • • 

Advances in thermal-spray technolosn 

lhermal spray, while still not a household 
word, has shown impressive increased recognition 
in recent years. Variations of thermal-spray 
techniques and the diversity of sprayable 
materials, along with advanced spray-control 
systems, have created new opportunities ror the 
thermal-spray industry. Use of the process has 
grown well beyond the "band-aid" stage, and while 
its continuing importance in maintenance and 
repa i :- is assured, therma 1 spray has a great deal 
more to offer. Thermal-spray technology has 
entered a new phase of development. Largely 
accepted by the gas-turbine industry, the process 
is rapidly gaining recognition as a viable process 
in "front-end" design in other industries. 

Plasma spra~: t~ming ~- co~plex pro~ess 

All thermal-spray processes use a device (the 
f"}11n) to melt and propel a coating material at high 
velocities onto a substrate where solidification 
occurs rapidly (one million degrees per second), 
forming either a protective coating or a hulk 
shape. There are basically three types of thermal 
spray guns: plasma, combustion-flame, and 
two-wire electric arc. The consumable coating 
material (feedstock) is in the form or powder, 
wire, or rod, and combustion or electrical power 
supplies the energy to achieve melting and 
acceleration. 



Plas111C1-arc spraying uses a thennal plas111c1 
(the highest tewiperature heat sourcel. and is the 
most versatile ther111c1l-sprayir.g process. The 
thennal plasma, a dense, higf.ly ionized gas, has a 
~ufficiently high enthalpy density to melt and 
deposit powders of virtually any metal alloy or 
refractory ceramic, as well as combinations of 
materials. 

Traditional de thernal-plasina units can spray 
powders at high velocities (~200 m/sec, 
650 ft/sec), yielding good coating densities, 
potentially approachihg theoretical density. 
Plasina spraying results in fine, essentially 
equiaxed grains, without extensive columnar 
boundaries, of particular advantage in certain 
ceramics applications (ther111c1l-barrier coatings, 
for ex~le). Coatings are chemically 
hoinogeneous; there is no (or controllable) change 
in composition with thickness. It is possible, 
however, to change fr~ depositing a 11etal, to a 
continuously varying metal-ceramic mixture, to a 
ceramic-rich mixture, and finally to a completely 
ceramic outer layer, using progranned autOlllCJtion 
without intennediate delays in spraying or in part 
handling. 

Off-the-she! f plasma-spray equipment offers 
the capability of high coating-feedstock through
put (3 kg/h, 6.5 lb/h), and special high-power 
guns can achieve a feedstock (e.g., alU111ina) 
throughput of over 25 kg/h (55 lb/h). Aside frOlll 
normally spraying in air, it is possible, and 
sometimes essential, to plasma spray in a 
reduced-pressure envirornnent chamber. Underwater 
spraying also is possible. 

The plasma flame is maintained by a steady, 
continuous-arc discharge of flo~ing inert gas, 
generally argon plus a small percentage of an 
enthalpy-enhancing diatomic gas, such as 
hydrogen. feedstock powder (10 to 7071"' diameter) 
is carried by an inert gas into the emerging 
plasma flame. The particles melt in transit 
without vaporizing excessively, are accelerated, 
and impinge on the substr~te where they flatten 
and solidify at cooling rates similar to t~ose 
achieved in rapid-solidification processes. 

Huch of the heat contained within the 
particies being deposited, as well as the heat of 
solidification and the heat of the plasma flame, 
is removed by conduction through the substrate. 
Consequently, precautions must be tak~n to prevent 
thermal degradation of substrate properties. or to 
prevent a metal substrate and/or coating from 
hecoming excessi~ely oxidized. Both the substrate 
and coating contract upon cooling, which can 
generate high residual stresses if a significant 
difference in coefficients of thermal expansion 
exists; these stresses can lead to coating 
rlPlamination. 

While there are hundreds of parameters that 
infl11en(e I.he plasma-arr. spraying process. about 
17 have bePn identified as having the strongest 
influence on coaling properties and the 
survivability of the coating system. Improved 
control of th1>se param1>t.1>rs was the for.rrs of many 
dPvPlopm1>nts that have or.curred during thP past 
fpw years, anrt is thl' focus of many currPnt 
r!PvPlopment-.. ThPse include inr.orpnr<1tinq 
rmpirir.al or real-timi> fe~dback looping, 
rrrti>signing fundamental gun components and 
frrdstod powders (e.g .. d1i>mir.al r.omposit.ion. 
sire distrih11tion, anrt shapi>). and ri>thinking 
pow1>r-supply design. 
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There also have been major changes in gas
handl ing equipment. Hass-flow control and 
metering are replacing traditional analogue 
getuges, which enable digital output with feedback 
potential. Data logging is gaining acceptance: 
flawed areas within a coatino are now attributable 
to an "event" in gas flow, for example. Similar 
control schemes hive been adopted for the powder
feed operation, including a variety of devices 
that display instantaneous powder-feed ~ates. 
Powder feeders also have changed, with 
fluidized-bed feeders becoming c011910n; these 
feeders permit smooth flow (less pulsing) of a 
wider range of powder types. 

In the area of pcwer supply, controlled 
de-power supply systems incorporating heat 
exchangers have been designed specifically for use 
with plasma guns, and are bec~ing the standard in 
the industry. And while not yet connonly 
practised throughout the industry, monitoring and 
logging current, voltage, cooling-systet11 
temperature at various locations (including the 
gun), gas parameters, and feed r~te is a 
relatively straightforward task. 

A revolutionary development in plasma-spray 
technology that occurred in the 1980s is 
reduced-pressure atmosphere chainber spraying. 
Plasma spraying essentially in the absence of 
oxygen allows the coating/substrate system to be 
maintained at a hioh temperature durino 
processing, resulting in interfacial diffusion, 
which produces a true metallurgical bond. 

The high interest of the aircraft industry in 
this technique has encouraged further development, 
and signficiant progress has been inade by 
ElFctro Plasma Inc., Hetco Perkin Elmer, and 
Sulzer Plasma Technik Inc. Chamber plasma 
spraying is expected to be capable of prod~cing 
coatings having unique properties in a wide range 
of applications. for exa111ple, it is possible to 
chamber spray refractory oxides to obtain fully 
dense, well-bonded coatings. It also is 
relatively easy to add a high-temperature metal 
alloy to the oxide to obtain a composite having 
good high-temperature wear-resistance. Chamber 
spraying also can produce good coatings of 
reactive metals. such as titanium and zirconium. 

An extension of the technique involves 
spraying the interior of large pipes or tanks for 
handling chemicals. using the vesse 1 i tse 1f as a 
reduced-pressure inert-gas chamber by excluding 
air during spraying. Enhanced coating 
characteristics (e.g., density and adhesion 
strength) and accompanying improved coating 
properties achieved in chamber spraying are 
related to increased particle velocity and the 
high temperature of the coating/substrate system 
attained during spraying. 

Another variation of chamber spraying is 
reverse-arc sputterinq. The technique involves 
electrically connecting the target substrate to 
the spray-gun system, which establishes a 
transferred arc at the surface, thus effecting a 
highly efficient sputter-cleaning process. fhis 
s11rfacP pretreatment combined with the high 
ro<1ting/sub-;trate tempP.rature results in excellent 
roating adhesion. 

Versatility throvgh pro~e$~ variety 

Combu-;tion-flame spraying general I y uses an 
oxyacetylene flame •o melt and spray either powder 



or wire feedstock. Due to its lower flame 
teinperature and particle v~locity c0111pared with 
pldsma spraying, flame spraying produces a less 
dense coating having lower adhesion strength. 
However. flame spraying is simpler in principle 
and operation. and systein and production costs are 
lower than for plasma spraying. An additional 
consideration is the possible use of less-skilled 
operators because the process is 110re forgiving. 

COll91ercially available wire cOlllbustion-flame 
quns can be used to spray virtually any welding 
wire including composite wires. For exainple, 
Alcan Aluminum Corp. recently introduced Duralcan 
metal~izing wire produced from Dural, an al1M11ina
reinforced metal-matrix C0111posite (10 vol per cent 
al11111ina/al11111ini11111). Wire-sprayed Ouralcan yields 
a well-bonded corrosion- and wear-resistant 
coating in applications ranging frOlll nonskid decks 
to corrosion/erosion-resistant industrial inarine 
use. 

A variation of combustion-flame spraying is 
the spray-and-fuse method of surface hardening. 
This well-established technique ~~3bles 
flame-spray deposition of a hard-facing material, 
for example, with subsequent floine fusing. 
Although the process lacks some control, it is 
highly effective and is widely used. 

The hypervelocity oxyfuel (HVOf) gun 
represents a major development in thennal-spray 
technology. Developed by several companies to 
obtain well-bonded, dense coati~g", HVOF guns have 
in connon a method to burn oxygen a~d fu~i and 
carry the combustion products through a nozzle 
with subsequent free expansion. This arrangement 
results in hypersonir flame gas velocities. and by 
introducing the feedstock powder "up-wind", powder 
particles attain high heat a~d supersonic 
velocities; this permits particle flattening upon 
striking the substrate, thus fanning a dense 
coating. Special particle-size distributions are 
required for HVOf spraying. creating challenges 
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and significant opportunities for powder producers. 

HVOf-sprayed metallic coatings often have 
properties superior to those of plasma-sprayed 
coatings. and equal to or superior to coatings 
produced using the detonation gun. The aircraft 
industry is especially interested in the HVOf 
spraying process for producing wear-resistant 
coatings. Refinements in the process are expected 
in the future, which may extend its application 
into areas traditionally dominated by plasma 
spraying. 

Two-wire. electric-arc spraying represents an 
important method to achieve low-cost application 
of metallic coatings. Ho5t welding wires can be 
electric-arr sprayed at high throughput (from 
10 to 50 kg/h. 65 to 110 lb/h). Ourinq the 
process, two consumable wires, through which an 
electric current is passed, form an electric arc 
al the point where they intersect. The arc melts 
the wires and the molten metal is atomized l:y a 
continuous flow of either high-velocity compressed 
air or nonoxidizing gases, such as carbon dioxide, 
nitrogen, or argon. Coatings formed using air 
atomization are relatively dense and have good 
adhesion. Those formed using inert-gas 
atomization (which can be carried out in a 
reduced-pressure chamber) are very dense and 
well-bonded to the substrate. 

The Sonarc process cOlllbines two-wire, 
electric-arc and HVOF spraying; 'llOlten metal at 
the arc is at011ized and rapidly propelled to the 
substrate by the HVOF flaine. The introduction of 
hard reinforcement particles (e.g., alumina or 
silicon carbide) into the flame inakes it possible 
to form either a 11etal--atrix composite coating or 
a free-standing bulk shape. The high particle 
velocities attainable in the Sonarc process result 
in extremely dense c0111posite inaterials. 

New powde~eate new opportunities 

The enhanced quality and variety of feedstock 
powders is contributing significantly lo the 
advancement of thennal-spray technology. New 
processes are being used to econ0111ically produce 
special metal-alloy and ceramic formulations 
(e.g., cetnented chr0111i11111 and tungsten carbides). 
for example, GTE Products Corp. has developed a 
new microat0111ization process in which metal is 
melted using a plasina torch and 110lten droplets 
are propelled at high velocities against a rapidly 
rotating substrate. The droplets are fragmented 
and ra?idly solidified resulting in spherical 
powders tens of micr011eters in diameter, which can 
be used as feedstock for plasma and HVOf 
spraying. Spherical powders are especially 
necessary in plasma and HVOF spraying to obtain 
even, nonpulsing powder injection into the flame. 

Hetco Perkin Elme1· uses a plasma gun to 
process an agglomerated ceramir. powder. This 
process yields cheinically uniform spherical 
particles. Hollow particles also can be produced, 
which enables deposition of ceramic coatings 
having controlled levels of porosity. 

Various spherical ceramic powders h~ving 
unifonn cOlllposition and fairly unifonn size are 
produced by Alcan using the sol-gel process. Some 
other techniques used to produce high-quality 
powders for thermal spraying include ch~ical 
precipitation and atomization of ceramics and 
advanced atomization processing of metals. In 
addition, mechanofusion powder processing, a 
variation of mechanical alloying, may contribute 
significantly to the production of unique 
thermal-spray powders. 

Considerable research by National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration, aircraft-engine manufac
turers, and independent research laboratories 
has led to the development of optimum coating 
compositions and spray parameters to produce 
viable, strain-tolerant ceramic thermal-barrier 
coatings on hot-section components in gas-turbine 
engines. These coatings are generally based on 
partially stabilized zirconia (PSZ) using yttrla 
as the stabilizer. Hovever, there is strong 
interest in the use of alternative, possibly more 
effective, rare earths to act as stabilizers for 
zirconia. 

Alumina and alumina-titania ar~ used 
extensively for wear-resistant coatings, and 
hydroxyapatite is being evaluated for use in 
biomedical applications. There also are 
potential applications for plasma spraying 
high-Tc ceramics and pi ezoel ectri r. powders. 
Hetco Perkin Elmer has produced complex high-Tc 
ceramic superconductor powders using a variation 
of its hollow spherical powder (HOSP) pror.ess. 
[Article written by Professor Herbert Herman, 



State University of New York, Stony Brook, 
New York, USA.] (Source: Advanced Haterials & 
Pro~e~se~. April 1990) 

~~tinuous. high-energy system treats 119ulded 
!Mtl1 

A new electrical surface treat111ent uses high 
voltages (to 56 kV) and high frequencies (froin 
18 to 25 kHz) for continuous online 3-0 treat111ent 
of parts. The method chan~es the surface 
wettability of polyolefins so they can be bonded 
to other plastics or 111etals, or prepareJ for 
printing. An advantage of EST, developed by 
Tantec (Tantec AS, Industrivej 6, DK-6640 
Lunderskov, Denmark) is that it provides line 
speeds twice as fast as regular methods. 

EST transforms a nonwettable surface into a 
workable one by accelerating free electrons, 
present in the atmosphere, in the presence of the 
high field. The electrons i111pact on the surface 
with energies two to three ti111es those needed to 
break the molecular bonds of 111ost substrates. The 
resulting free radicals react rapidly with the 
oxidizing by-products of the discharge or with 
adjoining free radicals on the same or different 
chain, resulting in a crosslink. EST treats parts 
with geoinetries as deep as 38 11111, compared with 
about 6 nn for corona treatment. 

An EST system consists of a generator, a 
high-voltage transformer, and a treating station. 
Claimed benefits of EST, compared to standard 
treatments, are: 

fl~meJr_~~~~- EST can be integrated 
into production machinery easily because 
it uses electronic switchinq. EST 
provides feedback electronic control for 
b~tter process uniformity, and is simpler 
to operate than flaming. 

~~ tr~!!!lf!!t. EST offers continuous 
versus batch heating. Ener~y costs of 
plasma are sai~ to be JO times more than 
EST. 

~QrQn~. tr_e_atme!lt· Corona usually is a 
2-0 prO(PS~- Treatment is six times 
longer, due to lower frequency and 
voltages. 

c_he!!.'ljfil....lr~~t!!!,nt. Operating costs are 
5-10 times higher. 

EST bonding sites at the polymer surface 
increase bonding characteristics of polymers, 
eliminating the need for primers. Tests are said 
to show an enhancement in lap shear strength 
between surfaces of an EST-treated polymer. The 
method produces one by-product - ozone, which is 
eliminated by activated carbon adsorption. 
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(Source: HQder:n ___ Pl_u_li_o 1n.1eniat.i_O.!la1, June !OC::J) 
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The next two articles tell us about recent 
dr.velopments from Leybold AG, Germany: 

Va~uum coating of steel $trip 

New methods for applying both funct;onal and 
decorative coatinqs to flat steel stock have been 
the suhjer.t of ~tudies and development work in 

various parts of the world within a nUlllber of 
materials science research progra111111es for nearly 
ten years. Energy conservation considerations and 
environ111ental impact aspects also have bec0tne 
matters of major importance for future coating 
technologies. 

Vacuum coating, a lllt'thod already well 
established in the mass production of 
architectural glass and plastic foils as well 
as in the semiconductor and electronics 
industries, has proved to be a valid industrial 
technology for 1110difying the surfaces of steel 
strip stock. 

Leybold AG has recently developed and tested 
specific applications in the field of vacuum 
coating of steel strip stock. Leybold has 
engineered a dual purpose coating deposition line 
with the following coating sources: 

Thennal line evapor~tors; 

Large area sputtering cathodes; 

Plasma CVD line sources. 

There are at present concerted efforts to 
produce cerainic and oxide coatings employing ion 
plating methods that specifically address current 
demands for higher deposition rates and greater 
operating efficiencies. It is expected that mass 
production systems will be installed in Europe 
over the next few years, with special pilot scale 
installations for "high-tech" products coming on 
line even earlier. 

Leybold envisages vacuum steel strip coating 
technology coinpeting with existing electroplating 
and hot dip coating methods across parts of the 
product spectrum. Its 111ajor contribution, 
however, the company connents, will be that of 
broadening the variety of available coating 
processes. (Source: lronmakin!l and Stee~. 
1990, Vol. 17, No. 4) 

Laser d~i!.li!!g 

Video disks and other optical disks of 200-mm 
diameter are usually manufactured from 
polycarbonate material. The production process 
used is comparable to that for CO audio disks. 
Leybold AG of Hanau, Germany has recently 
introduced its Singulus 200 system for the 
metallization of such disks. This system can be 
readily integrated into production lines. It can 
also be combined with the stand-alone systems used 
for manufact•Jring laser disks. According to the 
company, this system offers high product quality 
and production rate. Processing cycles take 
8 seconds to complete. This corresponds to 
450 disks coated per ho~r of operation. This is 
fast enough, and often even faster than needed, to 
allow in-line integration with the injection 
moulding equ;pment, says the manufacturer. 
Targets last long enough to coat 40,000 disks with 
55-nm (0.000055-mm) thickness aluminium film~. 
Target replacements interrupt production 
operations for about 20 minutes. The system's 
floor-space occupation (excluding control rack and 
power supply) is one square metre. [Leybold AG, 
Wilhelm-Rohn Strasse 25, 0-6450 Hanau I, Germany. 
Tel.: (06181) 34 1690; Telex: 415206-0 lhd: 
Fax: (06181) 34 4330.J (Source: PQpvlar 
PI~.H_i_c;_s_, November 1990) 

* •• * • 



Plastics 

~.!-~J.Y~~ t re~~'!'f.!!! _!!-fl.hod upgrades chea~ 
pla~_tii:s U!Li!'WJ_ri_~LQie 

A new surface treatment 111ethod for plastics 
has been developed in Sweden by PP Polymer AB. 
Stockholm, according to the magazine 
~'~ ~~t1dina~n~tli!lo..!2.9l- Eliminating the need 
for washina with chlorinated solvents, the ne.,. 
technique is based on a modification of the 
plastic surface and also allows the painting. 
qlueing an~ pressing of plastics. 

The method calls for the submersion of the 
plaslic in 3 chemical bath for a few seconds. 
This is enough to accomplish a pennanent change in 
the plastic surface, but not in the bulk 
material. The company has not specified the 
c0111position of the chemical bath but indicates 
that hydrogen atoms in the long polymer cha;n have 
been replaced by other atoms. This is said to 
result in steric stability. 

The new method wi 11 open up very interesting 
perspectives for manufacturers of such varied 
products as motor vehicles, plastic carrier bags 
and composites. New Scandinavian Tet..l:!.!!2129.X says. 
They are now obliged to use dangerous solvents to 
allow their products to be treated with paints, 
adhesives or printing inks. After use. the 
non-degradable toxic substances often pollute the 
environment. In addition to being more 
environment-friendly. the PP Polymer 111ethod will 
make a number of cheaper plastics - including 
polyethylene and polypropylene - more interesting 
for industrial purposes. the magazine adds. 

PP Polymer AB has also deve~oped a new 
environmentally acceptable high-speed filler for 
use in the woodworking industry. Called PP-Fill, 
it can be used to mend blemishes or fill surface 
irregularities in wood or plywood. The substance 
is applied with an ordinary spatula and is 
subsequently cured under ultraviolet and infrared 
light for 10-30 seconds each. T~e filler can be 
applied in thick layers and then sanded and 
p;iinted. It can also be pigmented. It is not 
tacky and is said to have excellent outdoor 
durability and storage stability. (Source: SI~. 
The Swedish International Press Bureau, 
J;inuary lq91) 

Showa Techno Coat Co., ltd. has developed the 
weather-resistant hard coating agent Technocoat 
A lOOOX that is hiqhly resistant to acid rain and 
salt damage. The weatherability of this coating 
agent exceeds the 480-hour level as confirmed with 
a super-UV tester, while the salt damage 
resistance of about 1,200 hours has been confirmed 
through tests conducted by the company. 

A distinct characteristic of this new hard 
coating agent is that a film is formed by 
cross-linking (thermal condensation reaction) of 
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an orqanic polymer with functional groups and an 
inorganic polymer of high reactivity. The new 
;iqent has excellent adhesivity to metals and glass. 

An outstanding advantage of this method is 
that chemical proressing, normally performed for 
adhesivity improvement, is unnecessary. As 

coonpared with fluoride paints of comparatively 
good weatherability, it has greater transparency 
and hardness, and can reduce costs by about 
50 per cent. 

Paints generally use 11ela111ine or isocyanate 
as the cross-linking agent, but the melamine 
hardening method has inadequate resistance to acid 
rains and poor weatherability. and the isocyanate 
method has a toxicity probletn. The automotive 
industry, for example, is looking for a high
performance salt damage resistant coating agent 
for preventi1;~ lhe corrosion of aluminiumi wheels, 
especially for export cars governed by strict 
controls such as a resistance of 1,200 hours in 
salt water spray tests. The corrosion problem is 
also present in the construc~ion industry in the 
corrosion of alumiini11111 structural inetnbers by acid 
rain and salt damage. 

Technocoat A-IOOOX is a single-liquid coating 
agent. In contrast to conventional coated film 
hardening methods, the new coating agent is 
expected to have various advantages. 

For weatherability, the service life has been 
raised to about 480 hours, compared with about 
100 hours for conventional paints. Fluoride paint 
is a coating material of c0111paratively good 
weatherability, but it is e•pensive and fails to 
provide a reliable surface hardness. The new 
coating agent displays a vertical hardness of 
4-8 H, so the resistance to scratching, salt 
damage and chemicals has been improved 
considerably. [Showa Techno Coat Co., Ltd., 
1-4-1, Higashi-l<anda, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo IOI. 
Tel.: +81-3-3867-0009: Fax: +81-3-3862-0026.] 
(Source: JETRO, April 1991) 

Hard-wearing Soviet floor 

A Soviet innovation in flooring could provide 
a safe and hard-wearing surface for companies 
handling acids and other corrosive substances. 

The Karpol floor comprises an unbreakable 
plastic sandwich, which is resistant to acids. 
alkalis and salts. 

Developed by the Hontazhkhimzashchita Trust 
in Moscow, and reported by the Novosti Press 
Agency, the floor has a backing of concrete 
covered with an epoxy resin and a layer of ~oil. 
On top of that is.; half-millimetre-thick layer of 
chemically resistant resins and liquid rubber, 
which will not crack or peel. 

That is covered with a layer of a proprietary 
material and finished off with a coating of 
polym~; - such as polyurethane or acryl - which 
can be c~loured to the company's choice and makes 
the surface easy to clean. (Source: Fin~i~l 
Ji_ll!f}, 11 January 1991 

P__ro_te_c_t i ng _1urf11te~ 

A revolutionary product claims to protect 
paintwork and other surfaces for twenty year~ and 
eliminates fading, cracking and peeling. 
Ronacryl. manufactured by Bonacryl Internatirynal 
ltd., Ayr, Scotland, give~ a water-borne pla~tir. 
coating, whose destruction is virtually impossible 



apart froe burning or severe mechanical abrasion. 
The product contains a two-pack water dispersion 
acrylic polyurethane lacquer which provides a 
virtually iinpregnable barrier between a painted 
surface and the outside elements with a hard. 
stro~g and flexi~le finish. As it has a highly 
ceramic-like surface it requi1·es less time. erfort 
and materials to clean than conventional 
su1faces. Dirt is simply floated off. 

When Bonacryl is applied, there is no need 
for special equipnent, specialist skills or 
training, as it is easily applied to any type of 
surface and no difficulties are experienced. 
Bonacryl can be readily applied with a brush or 
spray painted. Householders and unskilled 
painters can achieve a superb mark-free finish on 
both new and used surfaces. Its applications in 
restoring defaced surfaces are limitless. 

Bonacryl has a wide range of applications 
when it is applied to restore or protect 
surfaces. These surfaces include copper. stor.e, 
brickwork, marble, terrazzo and cement. It can be 
applied internally and externally to industrial 
plants. abattoirs, food factories, as well as 
coating oil storage tanks, machinery, street 
furniture and cement floors. (Extracted from 
Te~hn9!Q9.I..1~J..i'!.!1. Febr~ary 1990) 

Alfv_ari~~~ sur:fll.e...!"OliLilllli11..iD.Mte_ri a 1 
P.!:2Cess !ml 

A recently developed advanced surface 
modification technology is ion bea111 technology 
that (1) is applicable to high-purity materials, 
and (2) has excellent controllability (control on 
the atomic and 1110lecular levels). so it is 
expected to become a basis for technological 
progress into the twenty-first century. 

The objective of this research project is to 
combine ion beam technology with all types of 
(Onventional coating technology such as plating, 
chem:cal vapour deposition (CVD), and physical 
vapour deposition (PVD) processes to develop 
advanced material surface modification technology. 

Figure 1 shows the basic concept of this R&D 
project. An ion beam is bombarded on the surface 
and/or the interface between a material and a film 
t~ improve the surface function. 

Contents 

I. functional film formation 

(1) Film forming technology 

A film is formed to improve a material's 
inherent functions or to give the material an 
entirely new function. Here, the aim is to 
develop material surface cleaning technology and 
activation technology based on ion heam 
bombardment to advance film formation technology. 
In this case, it is essential to prevent the 
n1aterial surface from damage. Therefore, research 
wi II improve the performance and durability of 
rutting tools, superprecision moulds and machinery 
parts and improve the functions of vario•is 
materials such as polymer films. 
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(2) Advanced material-film joining technology 

The life expectancy of a film fonned on a 
material is largely influenced by tne adhesion 
strength. Ion oeam technology will be used to 
iinprove the adhesion, and technology developed to 
prolong the life expectancy. In particular. a 
method for improving the adhesivity by an ion 
injection bOlllbardment at the interface between 
materia1 and film after film foniation will be 
studied. 

2. Haterial processing technology for film 
foniation 

There have been several exainples of 
difficulty in the past when funning films. 
depending on the cOlllbination between materials and 
films, such as fonning a dialllOni! rilm on a silicon 
substrate. Ion beillll technology will be applied to 
form films which have new functional properties. 

The effects of ion beam bombardment on the 
surface of materials depend on the energy of the 
ion beam, and various processing technologies 
using these effects are being advanced (Fig. 2). 

Studies were first conducted on the 
bombardment effects of ion beams us~d in 
combination with other film funning technologies, 
which revealed that ion beam bombardment is 
effective in three energy ranges. 

Firstly, at the energy range from several 
hundred to several thousand electron volts (eV), 
where the material surface sputtering effect is 
dominant, but surface damage not so pronounced, 
indicating that the beam is useful for cleaning or 
activating the surface prior to film funning. 
Therefore, by forming a film on a surface 
bombarded with an ion ~eam of this energy range it 
is expected to provide a film with good adhesivity 
and performance without damaging the material's 
surface [Fig. 3 (l)J. 

Secondly, in the energy range of several 
dozen keV, the knock-on effect and ion 
implantation effect are involved in addition to 
the sputtering effect. The surface atoms and 
molecules are partly sputtered away and partly 
pushed inside the material. A fraction of the 
ions themselves also penetrate the material. 
Therefore, if an ion beam of this energy range was 
bombaroed while a film was being formed by 
physical vapour deposition, for example, a mixed 
phase consisting of vaporized substance, material 
substance and ions will be formed in the initial 
stage of film forming, with the ratio of the 
material substance being decreased gradually to 
ultimately form an alloy (compound) film 
consisting of vaporized substance and ions. 
Therefore, it was found that using this method and 
controlling the vaporization beam and ion beam 
enables a film to be formed without a joint 
[fig. 3 (2)]. This method is expected to be 
useful for forming films of good adhesion on 
materials which previously resisted films forming. 

Thirdly, in the enerqy range of ~everal 
h1Jndred keV to several HeV, the ion impla,,tat inn 
effect is definitely dominant. Ions penetrating 



inside the material are stopped at depths 
determined by the energ1 level and mix with the 
material. Therefore. it was found that if an ion 
beaiii of this energy range was bombarded on the 
surface of a film, it will be possible to 110dify 
the fil• selectively depending on the film 
thickne:s and the ion beam energy [Fig. 3 (3)). or 
to improve the adhesion by forming a mixed phase 
on the interface between the film and 111aterial 
surface [Fig. 3 (4)). This process is also 
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expected to improve file pertormance by 1110difying 
the 111aterial surface with this ion beaiii b~forehand 
and forming a file [Fig. 3 (S)]. 

Throughout this project, it was revealed that 
the common t~etie for study was the adhesion betW@en 
the 111aterial Jnd the fil•. Therefore, research is 
presently in progress to design the estimating 
apparatus necessary for studying the adhesion frOll 
both macroscopic and •icroscopic aspects. 
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J. SURFACE ANALYSIS 

Continual development of techniques for 
coatino and treating the surfaces of engineering 
materials is pri'senting today's designers with 
llldny e••:iting opportunities, as is evident from 
the ~road range of applications set out in the 
first table (see page 75). By selecting the 
material they want for its bulk properties of, 
say. toughness and weight, engineers can modify 
its surface to impart many kinds of special 
qualities that may be required of it. Examples 
e~tend from semiconductor manufacture to coatino 
op~ical lenses. from making bearings to putting' 
'lla1p1et i c 1 ayers on recording tapes. We have come 
a Iona way from early applications such as 
ca<;P-hardeninq ~ild steel parts tc resist wear. 

Whenever surfaces are modified, it is vitally 
important to monitor the format inn of the altered 
lityer ;ind the subsequent performa'.lce of the 
""Oineering component or device. This is 
nPressary for quality control and to give early 
warninu of any failure of the coating. 

Some of the most important problems met with 
arP listed in the second table (see page 7bl. Io 
oeneral. what is needed of the monitor is that it 
~ho11lrl provide quantitative analysis of all 
chemic-al element<;, have a high sensHivity (of the 
orrler of one part in a million), high spatial 
resolution (less than one micrometre), an imaging 
capability so that spatial rlistribution of 
chemical species can be seen, and be able to 
obtain concentration-depth profiles with a 
resolution also better than one micrometre. 

A progranwne of study, to be carried out at 
Salford under the UK Department of Trade and 
!nrlustry's LINK scheme. aims to develop such an 
analytical terhnique. The technique is known as 
Sputtererl rleutral Hass Spectrometry (SNHS). With 
the foregoinq characteristics, it will provide an 
ideal means of studying the surfaces of morlern 
e11oineerinq components. 

Surf.:ite .wal_y_s_i_s 

Hany surface analysis techniques are available 
h11t only it few give quantitative information and 
hitve a hioh sensitivity. fhe main contenders for 
fu~ther development are listed in the third table 
~PP paoe 7h). fhey include the well-established. 
but non-quantitative, Secondary Ion Mass 
Spertrometry (SIMS). Jn this, a beam of energetir 
inns strikes the surface of the sample under 
analyr,io; anrl removes (sputters) atoms from the 
surface layer. A fraction of the>e ejer:terl 
p;irt i r1 es. I yp i utl 1 y one in a thousand, 1 eaves in 
;i11 ionilf'rl state. These particles can be steered 
into a m;iss analysing device. such as a quarlrupole 
mas-; spert c·omet er, which then qi ves an output 
sional for every species on th~ sample surrace. 
It is it reliltiv ly simple matter to scan the range 
nf mas'>P\ ,1nd di~rnver whirh impuritieo; itre 
prPsPnl nn ii qiven romponent. 

Wh"t 'lJMS <,111not <JPnPrillly rlo, howPvPr, is 
provirlP •111.11.t i tat ive inlnrmat ion on thP amount of 
,, uiv,.11 no.it.·r-i<JI preo;ent. fhis i•. herau'.e the 
11umhp1- nf pilrl ic Ip-, PjPr_ted •Vi ion., r.ril_irally 
rl<>p,.nd\ 011 t_hp 11illure of the -;urroundino m"trix 
ittom<;. )o ''"' o;iqnill fr-om <>lement fl in ii nii.11..-e 
nf fl+A will 1111' t•S•Jitlly he t.he sarni> ,1s th.it for· 
ti•" :;,1me p1>n<>nt,1 0e of fl i11 it n1id11r1> nf fl+<.. 
flPra11s" m;iny 1>r..;ineeri11rJ rompo1wnt_s hitv1> -;hitrp 

changes in composition near their surface, for 
e"ample the oxides at the surfaces of metals. the 
SIHS technique is not reliable for any 
quantitative measurement. 

The number of atoms !puttered as neutral 
species is not as sensitive to surface and matrix 
conditions. If these atoms can subsequently be 
ionized in a controlled region. away from the 
surface, the technique will have all the 
advantages of SIHS but the added advantage of 
being quantitative. Several techniques have been 
proposed for this post-ionization process. In the 
first. a glo~ discharge is created at, or near to. 
the surface under analysis. Atoms characteristic 
of the material pass into the discharge and are 
ionized and ex~racted into a mass analyser device. 
A second technique proposed is to irradiate 
sputtered atoms by a pulsed laser which causes 
ionization, and a third is to irradiate sputtered 
atoms by an electron beam which ionizes them. 

An instrument of the first type has been 
investigated at the University of Kaiserslauten. 
in Germany. Its ouptput was seen to be capable of 
giving quantitative information, but the discharge 
interacts with the whole sample surface and 
spatial distributions of species cannot be 
obtained. Laser techniques are successful but 
expensive and the pulse repetition rates restrict 
the practical sensitivity. The electron beam 
ionization technique appears to combine the 
advantages of allowing spatial distributions of 
species to be found and of holding o~t the promise 
of high sensitivity, so our aim now is to develop 
the t1>chnique, to calibrate our system against 
standard samples and to devise techniques for 
minimizing background signals so that the 
sensitivity limit may be improved. 

The schematic diagram (see page 77) indicates 
the proposed components of an SNMS system. A 
primary ion beam, which may be broad or finely 
focused for detailed spatial analysis, causes 
sputtering of sample material. a fr;iction of whir:h 
passes into the electron beam ionizer region. 
Particles leaving the surface as ions can be 
rejected by applying a transverse electric field 
to ensure that this matrix-dependent part of the 
secondary signal does not reach the analyser. 
Some of the neutral species are ionized by the 
electron beam and are then extracted, passed 
through an energy filter and mass analysed by the 
quadrupole mass spectrometer. The output signal 
depends on the fraction of neutral atoms entering 
the ionizer region, the ionization efficiency and 
the transmission efficiency of the secondary-ion 
optical system. All these quantities are fixed 
parameters for a given mass and system operating 
conditions. so the analyser may be Cdlibrated and 
thereafter used to provide ~uantitative 
inf or·mat i 'In. 

The differPnre in performance of the SIMS and 
SNMS analyses is shown cleilrly in ~he second 
rliaqram (see page 77), where a sample of r.hromium 
oxide on o;teel is studied. It is clear that the 
SIMS met.hod givP.-> a spuriously high chromium 
~ignal near the surface, resulting from oxygen 
th.1l is present and which inr:reases the ion 
yield. But the SNMS technique is not influenced 
hy the matrix. It is significant that, although 
t_he o~ygP.n lP.vel is edrO?mely 5mall, the SIMS 
siqnal for r.hromium is a far.tor of twice its 
nor·mal level; thi~ shows just how serious the 
riu;int_ification prohlem is.when usinrJ SIMS. 



SNHS, however, has all the advantages of SIHS 
and can be used in the imaging mode. For this a 
finely focused primary beam is raster scanned 
across the sample. When using a liquid metal ion 
source a beam diameter as low as 50 nanometres is 
possible. The output from the quadrupole mass 
inalyser is used to modulate the intensity of the 
electron beam in a TV tube which is swept across 
the srreen in a raster that is synchronized with 
the probing primary beam. When the analyser is 
tuned to a particular mass. bright spots appear at 
image points corresponding to the positions on the 
sample surface where the concentration of that 
species is high. Depth profiles of species in the 
sample can be obtained by sputtering the sample 
surface with a broad primary beam and monitoring 
the output as a function of erosion time. Use of 
a frame store computer allows ~he distrib~tion of 
several species to be followed while the spatial 
distribution is obtained layer by layer as the 
sam?le is sputtered away. 

Specific tas_h 

The foregoing account shows that the SNHS 
technique has tremendous potential for evaluating 
the detailed condition of surface, near-surface 
and interface layers of a whole range of 
engineering materials. Nevertheless. there are 
several problems to be solved before the new 
technique has a reasonable sensitivity and can 
produce reliable results to permit calibration. 
TherP are threp main areas of study, namely 
background signals, sample mounting, and the 
(alibration itself. 

The sensitivity limit will be determined by 
the ability to distinguish a true signal, arising 
from sputtered neutral atoms from the sample. from 
other signals giving a background "noise". One of 
the main background signals will arise from the 
ionization of residual gases by the electron beam 
in the ionizer chamber. Fortunately the energies 
of ions created from background qases are 
typically less than one electronvolt, whereas the 
majority of those of the ionized sputtered 
neutrals will be greater than five electronvolts. 
A suitable voltage bias of the order of five 
electronvolts should therefore eliminate the 
r~sidual gas ions; preliminary data shows that 
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this is indeed so. The bias also reduces the 
level of the true signal, so careful optimization 
will have to be carried out to attain the best 
sensitivity. 

A second problem is the need to suppress 
certain other ions that have higher energies 
arising from elei:tron bombardment of s•1rfaces an(! 
charge transfer collisions in the ionizer region. 
It will be necessary to try various geometrical 
arrangements, additional biasing and new signal 
processing techniques to resolve these problems. 

In mounting the sample, the main challenoe is 
to devise a way of introducing it that is 
versatile enough to cater for a range of sample 
sizes but which plales each sample at precisely 
the same point in space with respect to the 
analyser. This is necessary to ensure that 
collection efficiency, and hence calibrations, do 
not change. To obtain the best sensitivity the 
whole assembly should be as near as possible to 
the analyser but it should not, of course. 
obstruct the primary beam. 

A oreat deal of the calibration can be done 
with standard samples, but there is a need to 
prepare special targets with small concentrations 
of species to enable us to look at any remaining 
matrix effects and to evaluate detection limits. 
Surh studies will involve the preparation of 
special, uniform ion implanted samples. 

The SNHS technique's capability for 
quantitative measurement gives it a tremendous 
lead over other analytical methods for analysing a 
wide range of modern engineering component 
surfaces. Our Centre for Thin Film and Surface 
Research is heavily involved in surface 
modification processes and sees the availability 
ot such an analysis technique as a vital factor 
for evaluating the performance of novel surfaces. 
We foresee that a strong interaction will he 
generated between CTFSR and engineering fir.ns, 
research laboratories and other universities so 
that the information the new technique makes 
available may be exploited to allow the 
production of components far superior in 
durability and performance to those now being 
made. 

Applications of engineering inaterials with llOdified surfaces 

flectronic Ion implantation 'or semiconductor dpvice~ 

Metal-silicide layers for interconnector strips {interconnects) 

Thermo-junctions 

Superconducting films 

Well-bonded contacts with linear (ohmic) properties 

Mechanical Hard layers for cutting tools/drills 

low friction layer~ for hearing~ 

Chl!tllical Corrosion-resistant layers 

Catalytic layers 

Electrodes for qas sensors 

Phy-.ir.al Maqnetic layers for recordinq tapes and discs 

Diffusion harriers (to protect food for e~ample) 

Coatings for optical 1Pn~es 



£1ectronic 

ttechanical 

Ch-ical 

Physical 
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Typical causes of failure of CCJlllPOnents and devices 

~---------- -·---------- -----

Contamination by certain impurities 

Diffusion/segregation of materials in semiconductors 

Wear, seizure, fusion of surfaces in contact 

Hydrogen diffusion, em~rittletnent 

Phase change, precipitation, diffusion/segregation of component materials, 
amorphous/crystalline transition 

Disappearance of layers into solution 

Pinhole formation (pitting) 

Segregation/diffusion of component materials 

Oxidation and other reactions 

Contamination by active species 

Adhesion failure, flaking, blistering 

Phase changes 

Contamination, such as formation of impurities in optical devices 

Density/refractive index changes 

Diffusion/segregation 
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l To riuadrupole 
m;t~~ ~pf'ctrometl'r 

- -·-

Res1dul'l i;as 
suppression 

- Seconc1arv ion s11pore~s1on 

f lulliiw nf 1n SNMS cy~tm. I\ fr•t"llnn nf m1ltti1I cpnll•t'f'd rmm Ille umplt by tht prim1ry ion bum pn
throup • 1r1ncYtrw tltttrk fil'ld 1h11 ttmo•tc p1r1I~ IH•int Ille mrfat"t IS ions, mnd tnttrs tht inni••r 
~n. Htrt. cnmt of lht MUIHI ~ fmm tht curf1rt lrt inniwd 1nd pl~ lhmuith 1n tntriy filttr lo 
lht qu1drupnlt ma~ •pttlmmtltr fnr 1n1lyc1 ... 

( ·omp1ri!lnn or pttf'onna11ttt of SIM5 and SNMS ltthniqun applll'd lo a samplt or chromium Ollidt on ~ttl. Tht SIMS mtlhnd iti"" • cpurinu!dy hiih chromium 
ciin1l norpr tht aurfact, bttau• or Oll~n lhal i!1 pttwnt and whk~ lncrelSl'O tht inn yitld. Tht ~cnnd ttchniqut i~ nnl innucnccd by lbt :alnmic malri'•. Thi.• 
cnmp.,lonn rot1I• lht wrlnu• qu1ntlfk11inn prnhlorm that •rlw. with SIMS. 

StMS depth profile· (h) SNMS depth profile 

C~rom1um oxide coating on SIPPI Chromium oxide coating on steel 
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m and Surfar.P Researr.h, University of Salford, UK) 



Sui-l~ce contamini!t ion_meas_ureft1ent an_d control by 
non-destructive J_11ch_njql!eS 

A technique based on photoelectron emission 
has been employed for non-destructive inspection 
of the quality of surfaces that can be used for 
painting, soldering, coating, plating and adhesive 
bonding. It can be used for quality control of 
sPmiconductor surfaces as well as monitoring 
rlPterts (scratches) on metal surfaces. The 
P?perimental unit measures current due to 
c>ptirally stimula~ed electron e11ission (OSEE) from 
the surlace and since an electrical sianal is 
p.-oduced that is directly related to the surface 
quality. such a tool can be employed for feedback 
in the operation of automated processes. 
E~perimental results show that such a technique 
can be used effective-ly in measuremE>nt of surfacE> 
conlaminations in wafer processing, printed 
circuit boards and storage meiia disks in 
electronic industry. 

Techniques to more accurately define and 
describe surface cleanliness levels of a part 
machined, processed or surface treated have been a 
fundamental p1-oblem in the industry. Over the 
last few decades, methods developed to study 
surface contamination problems have to led to 
extremely sophisticated and elaborate techniques. 
These techniques, usually referred to as 
"analytical techniques" include scanning Auger 
microscopy, energy dispersive X-ray analysis, 
scanning electron microscopy and secondary ion 
mass spectroscopy. Although many of these 
lechn i ques are we 11 qua 1 if i ed for and perform an 
extensive surface characterization, they are not 
generally sui•ed for application in most 
production environments. The encumbrance arising 
from the inherent nature of th2 analytical 
techniques involving high vacuum results in 
unfavourably long test times, small sample size 
and high cost of instrumentation and test 
arrangement_ 

Since the explosive growth of the electronics 
industry, the constant need to maintain high 
cleanliness levels has demanded new methods to 
provide surface contamination measurement a~d 
control. Researchers recently have applied the 
ha>ic principles used in analytical techniques to 
restilt in tNhniques that can bt> used in 
production environments; these techniques include 
l;iser interferometry, infrared spectrophotometry 
;rn!l optic;illy stimulated elE>ctron emi:o;sion 
(OSEE). Another technique that uses electrostatic 
ch;irqe dec;iy me~surement has also been 
;ittempled and is being investigated for 
meaningful applications in the electronics 
i ndusl ;-y. 

Althourih these techniques. la5er 
interferomeiry, infrared spectrophotometry and 
nptically stimul;ited electron emission offpr hiqh 
rPsolutinn and great acrurary, they are hetter 
-;11ited for different applications '"'din a wily 
complement each other. Laser interferometry 
drtrr.ts point. defects on the s1Jrface suet: a5 pits, 
>rratdlP~ and dust patches precisely and providE>s 
informati~n on their size and location on 
Plectrooic substrates. This technique. however, 
is nrit suit.;ihle for detecting the presence of 
either or,1;inic or- met;illi1ed film<; or their
thickrH~SSP5. lnfrart>d spectrophotom.,try also 
df>t.f>ct.s p;irtirul.1te rontaminat.ion on the surfare; 
in i!ddition, thi"; techniq11P IJSPS spertromPtry on 
the rontaminilnt to indirate its elPmental 
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composition, thereby identifying the contaminant. 
However, this technique cannot detect surface 
defects such as pits and scratches. Laser 
interterometry and infrared spectrophotometry both 
suffer from one problem, that is, the small 
>ca~ning area. Optic~lly stimulated electron 
emission {OSEE), however, offers large scanning 
area and flexible design to suit part shapes. It 
detects not only particulate type contamination 
but also organic and other metallic thin-film type 
contamination. In addition, thi~ technique can be 
used to quantify surface treatments and to provide 
quality assurance in surface preparation and 
treatment. 

Optically sti ... lated electron emission 

The underlying principles in OSEE involve 
exposing the surface to high energy ultraviolet 
photons that are 3bsorbed by surface atoms or 
molecules, resulting in the transfer of excess 
energy to electrons and thereby stimulating 
electron emission. Detection of the emitted 
photocurrent is the basis of the OSEE teclrnique 
which can be used lo characterize relative changes 
in the surface cleanliness. The ele~tronic 
structure and the composition of the surface fully 
determines the OSEE yield. Hence, any contaminant 
on the surface, depending on its own OSEE 
characteristics, will either enhance or attenuate 
the inherent OSEE yield from a clean substrate. 
Figure 1 on page 79 shows a schematic diagram of 
the OSEE from the surface. The emitting electrons 
from the surface are scattered in all directions 
and are captured by a biased electrode not in 
contact with the surface. T~6 typica1

2
current 

level is of the order of lo- to 10-
amperes. The contamination on the surface alters 
the current from a clean surface by up to four 
orders of magnitude. Generally metallic 
particul~tes retain very high charge due to their 
shape resulting in large ph~oelectryff emission 
currents of the order of 10 to 10-
amperes; thus it is easy to detect submicron level 
metallic particles. Contamination in the form of 
organic films down to the angstrom level can 
easily be detected. 

figure 2 on page 79 shows a schematic diagram 
of the instrument developed to measure picoampere 
levels of electronic current from the surface 
non-contact in the air. A significant amount of 
specialized electronics is involved in keeping the 
signal level above the noise and in providing 
stability to the measurement system in order to 
make repeatable measurements. The measured signal 
can be displayed on the instrument in digital 
format or can be used lo compare with standards to 
perform accept/reject decisions. In the case 
whert' a part is scanned by the instrument, 
photoelectron emission can be displayed in a 
three-dimensional image that represt>nts thP 
<;urfiice l'.hemistry variations therein due to 
contamination or surface treatment. 

The OSEE technique has been applied to detect 
contamination in various applications in the 
electronics industry. In the present work, effort 
has been targeted in the areas of wafer 
manufacturing and processing, storage media disk 
manufacturing for both flexible and hard disk~ and 
printed circuit (PC) board manufacturing. In the 
fol lowing sel'.t. ion, expE>rimental rPsult<; wi 11 he 
present.ed. 



Wafer processing 

Fioure 3 on paoe 80 shows the scans obtained 
from a ~lean and a ~ont~minated wafer. One should 
note the difference in the appearance of the two 
:mages. The area scanned was approximatelV 5 cm 
hy 5 cm at a scanning speed of 300 cm min- . 
Tahle 1 on page 80 shows the rangp of measurements 
in scannino the wafers from three dif1erent 
hatche": w~fer group "A" measured consistently 
hetwePn 0.48 and 0.54. while group "B" produced 
mea"urements between 0.42 and 0.48 over a 25 cmz 
a1·1>a. Wa f pr<; I rom group "(" mpasured in the range 
lrom 0.]8 lo O.~b nver the same scan area. The 
dillerenre in measured values relates to the 
rhanue i" "<u.-1 ;11:p chemist r·y duri nt,1 various 
dear1ino hatch processes. 

rurther knowlPdoe of the hatch p1·ocesses 
in these samples is ~equired to interpret the 
data with respect to the surface chemistry 
efferts; however. the data positively 
indicate that measurements on any single 
wafer are reasonably consistent and they do 
vary from process to proce~s. It was found 
that typical fingerprint contamination 
decreased the signal to 50 per cent level on any 
wafer. 

Storage 111edia disk 

In a study on Winchester hard disks, 
pho:oelectron emission was measured from bare 
aluminium cfisk. cfi"k plated with magneti( mecfium 
and from plated disk with lubricant coating. The 
~ala from these tests are given in table 2 on 
page 80. Note that the aluminium di"k gives a 
siunal in the ranoe from 13.7 to M.2, which is 
"<igniricanlly higfipr than the signal from the 
plated di"<k, 1.3 t.o 1.'1 volts. The lubricant 
(Montedison) on the plated disk arts as 
rontam1oant and reduces photelectron emission 
ron"i"tPntly as the thk"ckness of lubricant 
increases to about 40 ; such lubricant 
cnating will fully attenuatp the OSEE signal from 
thP disk. 
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Printed circuit boards 

Tests were conducted on printed cirruit 
boards at various stages of processing and 
manufacturino in order to det~rmine the 
contaminatio~ evolving during various processes 
and also to evaluate the ability of the OSEE 
tei:hn i que to rharacteri ze surf ace chemistry 
~ffects. The typical data are qiven in table 3 on 
page 80. Measurements on out-of-crate board vary 
considerably over the area. The blankinq 
operation which left some oil stains produced a 
very low level of emission of about 0.05 as 
compared to 0.35-0.80. The photoelectron emission 
increased significantly to 1.48 after the board 
was cleaned. During another stage of ~ater rinse 
after cupric chloride etch, the emission from 
clean and spotted areas varied from 0.7 to 0.13, 
which ind~~ated gross contamination. 

In another s~ries of tests where the 
lubricant coating on the finished PC boards was 
found to be contaminated, a drastic dei:re1se in 
thP photoelectron emission was observed. The 
trPnd reversed when the contact pins were cleaned 
by simply abrading them. 

Con!= l_l!_S_ii>ri_s 

Data presented clearly show that particulate 
or film type contamination can be easily detected 
by measuring photoelectron emis~ion from t~e 
surface. On the hard disk, 24 ~contamination 
produced more than a 50 per cent drop in the 
measurement level. 

The significance of the OSEE technique is in 
determining very low levels of organic or inorganic 
contamination. The advantages this t'~hnique 
offers over laser and infrared systems are that this 
technique is fast, reliable and the OSEE instrument 
can scan large areas oi up to several centimetres 
simultaneously. (Extracted from Ma~eria_l_s Jo_r-um 
(1991) 15. Article written by T. Chandra, 
Department of Materia1s Engineering. University o~ 
Wollongong, Wollongong, New South Wales, Australia 
and r,. Aurora, RockwPll International Sr.i~nce 

Center. Thousand Oaks, California. USA) 
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Fig. 3 OSEE scan of a s1hcon waler. shownig (a) clean, and 
(bl contamrnate::t 

Table 1 Optu.;ally :itunulatllO tlectron em1si.1on 
(OSEE) tnm waltu:i with d1n..nt cleaning process 

Table 2 O~tt 110111 l1ard 01:.i. wllh and wllllout 1utmca111 

S1mal 
number D1i;k :.talus O:iEE 'Mater bittch Wilier numbs OSEE 

------··· ···-----

' Alun11111um substrate disk 13 7-13 2 
2 01:.k plated Wilt\ lllllgnetlC 13·14 

1 3-1 4 meC11um 
3 t>lattld 01:;~ wllh lubricant 

24 25 ~ tluckneaa 0!17 065 
34 35 ~ 1n1ckneu 032030 

GrouoA 5 048-053 
8 049-Q53 

Group B 2:! 0.44-048 
49 0 42-0 48 

Group C 1 034-047 
2 0.38·046 

46 50 A th1cilnGU 013 0 19 

Table 3 0!;;1::.t trum prinlt:d c11c .. 11 tioards 

Serial 
m,mtJer 

Board process ~latu~ OSEE 

Oul olcrillt: 035 080 

'.! Allt:r tJlank111~ 
Clt:Ja11 area 035 
Ori Slillll 005 

) Altt:r !>lurry c.h:a11 '48 

4 Rrnse altt:r cupric c:hlu114l•: 
etch 

Clean ama 010 

S1arn41d arua 0 13 
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The Hodel 650 Scannino Auoer Microscope (SAH) 
offers high spatial resolution-and exceptional 
energy resolution of the Auger spectrum for rapid 
and pret ise materials problem-solving. Offering a 
powerful data acquisition system. the 650 features 
an HP-Apollo 32-bit workstation. New oeneration PHI 
windowino software includes PHl-Autocom for 
repetili~e analysis without operator assistance and 
the optional PHl-Hatlab for advanced data red~ction 
and numerir: analy~is. The 650 SAH is especially 
ideal for analysis of rough surfaces. 
(Perk i n-E 1.'!l~r:, Phys i i:tl P ei;!roni tLDj_ v-=-• _Eden 
Pr~irii;_,_ Hinl_l!"'.~iQta._VS~-) (Sourr:e: S!'!!1i~_1;_r.:_1g.!" 
lnterna_tional. June 1990) 

Surface inspection_ SJli_tem 

The Unilux 850 is available for the inspection 
of hiohly reflective material surfaces such as 
steel, aluminium, paper, textiles, plastics, etc. 
The Hodel 850 makes possible the inspection of 
surfaces moving at up to 6,000 ft/min (l,800 m/min) 
in clean, misty, or dusty environments. 
Manufacturing operations include slitting, leveling. 
annealing, pickling, galvar.izing, and recoiling. 
The Unilux light flashes 100,000 times/s, revealing 
defects such as random or repetitive manufacturing 
blemishes, including bruises, bulges, chatter marks, 
dimples, roll pickup, scale, and scratches. The 
Unilux 850 features an adjustable flash rate, a 
liqht-emitting diode display, and flood and/or spot 
lamps that r:an work in tandem. Options include a 
gridwork and colour filters that improve defect 
contrilst and reduce glare. !Unilux, Inc., 
Hackensack. rlew Jersey. USA.) (Source: !i~ter:~c!l_~ 
Evalu(llions, 48, July 1990) 

The Tempmatir: 12000 multiwavelength noncontact 
infrared (IR) thermometer meas~ires surface 
temperature of aluminium, brass, copper, galvanized 
coatings, and other surfaces that have unusual 
emissivity characteristics. The thermometer has 
applications in rolling mills. extrusion processing, 
forging, continuous casting, and semiconductor 
coatings. The Tempmatic 12000 features a 
temp~ratur~ range of 150°-2.200°r ( 175°-1 ,200°(), an 
a(curacy or 0.75 per cent and a repeatability of 
0.7r, per cent. and a water-/dust-tight sensor with 
vi-;11;il reflex aiming. The 4-20 mA output can 
auommod;ite d;i ta 1 oggers and comp•Jters. Options 
inrl11de a water-rnoling system and a variety of 
nio11nt i ng flanges ;rnd r ix t.ures. \ Wi 11 i am5on Corp., 
fonr:ord, Mas<;ar:husett<;, USA.) (Source: Materials 
F v <1 I ua t ions . tlR, Ju I y I 9'10) - -· - . · · 

MeV ion beam surf ace analyser 

llat inn;1l Pf Prtro~t;it ics' HA1000 HeV m;itprials 
;1n;ilyzer provides nnndestrurtive elemental analysi; 
of ~11rfMe~ to depth~ in excess of 5,000 X. 
Ver-;;itile, comp;irt sy~tPm (4.7 m x 1.5 m) (iln 
pnform ii widP ranqe of MeV ion-beam--based analysis 
technique~ including RBS, PIXE, channeling, t<1rget 
re1oil ilnillysis, ;ind re<;unant and re;irtion 
terhnique<; with enerQy varii!hlP helium ion and 

proton beillllS to above 3 HeV. The instrutnent is 
fully computer interfaced for unattended data 
collection. (Source: ~S Bulletin, July 1991) 

Advanced, comprehensive data system for surface 
analysis from Perkin-Elmer features a menu-driven 
software.Mjlcka!Ul.which works with the 32-bit 
YP-~pol lP UNI~ works tat ion. Windowing aids 
tasks such as data massage, automated analysis, data 
reduction, and word pro=essing. (Source: 
~S Bulleti~. July 19g11 

A new service provides atomic-force microscopy 
and scanning-tunneling microscopy (AFH and STH) for 
materials characterization. Similar in principle to 
a profilometer, a stylus less than 100 nm in 
diameter is used to produce a three-dimensional 
image in detail as small as 0.£ nm. The image is 
said to be clear enough that surface heights can be 
measured directly from the readout. The analysis 
can be performed on any solid material with a rigid 
surface (film coatings, ceramics, biomaterials, 
metals, semiconductors and polymers, for example), 
and can be obtained on a per sample, daily or 
contract basis. (Advanced Surface MicJ:.Ql£QP.J_,_ Inc .. 
lndi.i!DMQli_L__l_rl(!i~S~- I (Source: C.hemi cal 
Engineering, June 1991) 

Ter;hnj~11Li.!!1fil2Yti2..Y.r.face area ~a}...u.!"em_e.!)tl__.Q_f .!Jljn 
filml 

Improving on a decades-old method, scientists 
at Sandia National Laboratories have patented a 
hiqhly accurate method to measure the surface area 
of minute samples of porous, thin films. The 
technique has implications tor the microelectronics, 
gas separation, optics, and solar cell industries, 
which use thin films extensively. It can also be 
used to determine the poresize distribution of thin 
films, an aid in the design of highly specific 
chemical sensors, more effective catalysts, and gas 
separatipn membranes. 

The technique combines a surface acoustic wave 
(SAW) device with the BET method - a surface area 
measurement technique named for its developers, 
Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller. The BET method, 
however, cannot discern small weight ~hang~s in 
materials with low total surface area, like most 
thin films. 

lnrreased sensitivity comes from the 
solid-stale SAW sensor, which uses transducers 
lithographically patterned on a piezoelectric 
substrate to lau~ch and detect acoustic waves. 
These waves interact with solids, liquids, and gases 
on the SAW device's surface, proviJing information 
ahout the material's characteristics. 

The BET technique is based on the premise that 
a porous material will adsorb nitrogen gils 1n 
measurable quantities. The surface area of the 
s<1mple is calculate~ using the amount of absorbed 
nitrogen and the surface area of nitrogen molecules. 
Traditionally the adsorbed nitrogen was measured by 
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weight change directly. The SAW device llll'asures the 
speed of acoustic waves travelling along the surface. 
As nitrogen is absorbed, the 111ass increases and this 
slows the acoustic waves. This frequency change is 
used to detennine the a110unt of nitrogen present. 

The SAW device can measure a 111ass change as 
small as 20 picogra.s, while a standar~ BET system 
can only llll'asure inass changes on the order of 
I million picograms. The SAW llll'thod ran also be 
used to 110re accurately detennine the range and 
distribution of pore sizes of ~hi.1 film material. 
!Source: 11R-2_~_11lletin, Harch 19911 

Statfield has introduced an electrostatic 
Powder Coating Gun using "cascade in gun barrel" 
technology. Its special innovative features are: 
"foldback characteristic" of HV generator (which 
facilitates easy and unifonn coating even in 1110st 
intricate areas with safety) and a special shaping 
air mechanism for pattern adjustment (for easy and 
faster coating). The other features include hyper 
corona charging, direct control on powder output and 
velocity. tillable container in three-piece 
assembly, additional small container for sample 
coating or small batch prGduction. (Statfield 
Equipments Pvt. Ltd., A-54/55 'H' Block, HID(, 
Pimpri, Pune 411 018, India/.) (Source: Popular 
Plast~. January 1991) 

Co~Urui thickness measurement 

The Electromatic Equi1>91ent Co., Cedarhurst, New 
York, offers the Check-line'l'DAC-88-Sl anc.I 

DAC-88-S2 coating-thickness gauges for llll'asuring the 
thickness of paint, plating, anodizing, oxides, 
films, and clads on all 111etal surfaces. The 
pocket-sized, battery-operated gauges feature 111e1110ry 
for up to 6,000 data points and can automatically 
calculate and recall for display the nUlllber of data 
points, 11ean, standard deviation, and max imU111 and 
mini111U111 values. The data can be transferred to a 
printer, personal CCJlllPUter, or data logger. 
!Source: Haterials Evaluation, July 199') 

* * * * * 

Thickness 111easureinent of platina and coating 

CHI International, Elk Grove Villuge, Illinois, 
has inade available the XRX series X-ray fluorescence 
plating- and coating-thickness measurement system. 
The table-top system features computer and software 
packages that reduce inspection ti11e of plated parts 
while improving accuracy. The system is capable of 
providing stable thickness readings over an extended 
period of ti11e without calibration. The system 
features a slotted 11easurement chamber for 
inspection of multiple parts without opening the 
door, programinable motorized Z-axis that 
automatically adjusts to the correct height, 
software-selectable motorized collimators, pull-down 
menus, fail-safe shutter, light-emitting-diode 
indicators for X-ray and shutter power, door 
interlocks, a long-life Kevex 50 kV I lllA tungsten 
target X-ray tube, a 16-bit microprocessor, 
high-resolution monitor with colour graphics 
display, 256 multichannel analyser, automatic 
drift correction for X-ray tube, and printer. 
The system has a three-year warranty on parts 
and labour. (Source: Haterials Evaluation, 
July 1991) 



4. 

Surface modification has experienced rapid 
growth in the past two decades as a result of the 
development of new processes, wid~spread 
application in the micro-electronics industry, and 
economical advantages. 

Surface-modification techniq11es generally 
consist of surface treatments, where the 
composition or mechanical properties of the 
existing surface are altered; or the deposition of 
thin films or coatings, where a different material 
is deposited to create a new surface. Surface 
tr·eatments include mechanical processes, such as 
shotpeening, which work-harden the surface; 
thermal treatments, such a~ laser- or 
electron-beam heating, which harden the surface by 
quenching constituents in solirl solution; 
diffusion treatments, such as carburizin9 and 
nitriding, which modify the surface composition; 
chemical treatments, such as etching or oxidation, 
which either remove material or change the 
composition by chemical reactions; and ion 
implantation, where the surface composition is 
m~dified by accelerating ions to high energies and 
implanting them into tlie near-surface layers. 
Ueposition technique~ include traditional 
electrodeposition and chemical conversion coating 
methods, as well as newer techniques such as 
thPnnal spraying, where a plasma or electric arc 
is used to melt a powder or wire source, and 
droplets of molten material are sprayed onto the 
surface to produce a coating; physical vapour 
deposition, in which a vapour flux is created by a 
physical process such as evaporation, sputtering, 
or laser ablation; and chemical vapour deposition, 
where a reaction of the vapour phase species with 
the sample surface produces a coating. 

Major incentives for developing surface 
modification technologies are reduced cost, 
improved performance, or producing unique material 
properties. Cost reduction may be obtained by 
using surface modification in lieu of substitution 
of a more expensive alloy for a bulk component, or 
by eliminating processing or fabrication steps, or 
processes requiring hazardous waste disposal. 
Improved performance and/or unique properties may 
be obtained by changing the surface microstructure 
or composition by a surface treatment or 
deposition or a thin film of different material. 
[ach surface modification technique has advantages 
and 1 imitation~. which must he evaluated for a 
o;pecific application. 

Ion implantation is a process in which ions 
are created in a sour[P, accelerated at voltages 
of several keV er MeV. and implanted into a 
'.1Jrf,11P. ffi1> prO<P','• o>ffPro; thP r.apabi)it.y 1.n 
allny \urfa~e layers rampletnly indPpendPnt of 
rnnvenlional metallurgical ronstraints such as 
sol1Jhility limit end diffusion rat!', making 
lnw-:empPrature alloyinq feasible. It al.-.o 
permi '\ ';'.1rf are t r1>atmenl wit hoot the need to 
r<>fi·1io;h the surface ,>nd does not introilure a weak 
interf.ire as with coatinqc;. Thf' principal 
limitation is the shallow depth of the treatment; 
typically from 0.1 to o.~m depending on the mass 
of t.hP io11 and the acceleratinq voltage. The type 
of ion avai I able depends o" the source. GasPous 
r,pec iP>, sur.h as nitrogen ilre readi 1 y available at 
liiqli r11rrP11t-;, while metal ions are more dirfir.ull 
to obtain and are I imited to those that form 
volatilP rompounds (i.e., halides). The procPsS 
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requires a high vacuUlll and manipulation of parts 
with cOlllplex shapes so that all surfaces dre 
exposed to the beam. 

Naval Research Laboratory and Spire Corp. 
detnonstrated in a Navy Manufacturing Trchnology 
progranne that the technology could be 
scaled up to an industrial production level by 
cost-effective treating aircraft gas-rnrbine 
ball and roller bearings. Other resFarch is being 
conducted at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in the 
United States, Harwell Laboratories in the 
United KingdOlll, Toyota and Riken in Japan, and 
in Ger11any and Italy. New developments, which 
promise to reduce the cost and increase the 
flexibility of the process, include the 
develoJllllent of a cathodic-arc metal-ion source at 
University of California - Berkeley and 
plasma-source ion implantation at the University 
of Wisconsin. In the latter process, ions are 
created in a plasma surrounding the part and the 
substrate is periodi~ally biased from 10 to 100 kV 
to accelerate ions to the surface. All surfaces 
facing the plasma are implanted so manipulation of 
the part is not required. 

Bombarding a growing thin film with energetic 
particles produces beneficial effects including 
improved film adhesion, densification of films 
deposited at low substrate temperatures, 
disruption of columnar grain growth, modification 
of film stress, and 1110dificatir.n of film texture 
(orientation). Hybrid processes include biased 
sputtering, activated reactive evaporation, ion 
plating, cathodic-arc deposition, and ion 
beam-assisted deposition (IBAD). These pro,esses 
combine a physi,al depostion source of vapo~r 
atoms with a source to produce energetic ions (and 
energetic •1eut ra 1 s), which bombard the growing 
film, aod frequently include a source af reactive 
gas. IBAD provides greater control of process 
variables by using independent sources for ions 
(1-keV Kaufman) and vapour atoms (ev11porative or 
sputtering). A low-energy Kaufman source reduces 
system cost and provides higher ion current 
density and less radiation damage (if operated at 
100 eV or lower). 

High-quality thin f;lms of both pure 
materials and a wide variety of compounds have 
been deposited using IBAD. Research of the 
process is ongoing at Naval Reseilrch Laboratory, 
IBM - Yorktown Heights and San Jose, CSIRO -
Australia, University of Arizona, University of 
New Mexico, University of Heidelberg, Argonne 
National Laboratory, and Sumitomo Electric, Nissin 
Electric, and Hitachi in Japan. 

The process is particularly valuable for 
prort11c inq optical thin films where the absence of 
porw;ity is """"~tial to prevent a shift. in 
refrartive ind~,. Sumitomo Electric, Nissin 
Electrir. and ~i:tachi have patented IBAD systems 
inrludinq a continuous-feed system used to depo~it 
fill film on nietal foil. IBAD potent.ially can have 
a major impact on surface modification in the ne•t 
decade for high quality thin films (1 to 1~). 

Chemical vapour deposition (CVD), used to 
produce a number of commercial coatings, is 
suitable for high-volume production at low cost 
alter process conditions are determined. High 
process temperature and coating adhesion are 
common r,oncerns. Pl asma-aH is ted CVO adds e•c i ted 
atoms that increase reactivity, and the 



application o; a bias to the substrate il!lproves 
adhesion due to charged particle bOlllbardment. 

Plasma-assisted CVO is used to deposit 
diamond films on non-diamond substrates. Diamond 
films can be deposited frOlll a mixture of methane 
and hydrogen. a discovery that spurred resParch to 
find a high-deposition-rate method. A de 
discharge, and RF induced plasina, or a 
microwave-induced plasma also are used to produce 
atomic hydrogen. Deposition rates of 300 to 
SO~m/hr have been reported by Japanese 
investigators at Fujitsu Laboratories using a 
de-plasma jet. 

The low friction, high hardness, high wear 
and erosion resistance, high thennal conductivity, 
and chemical inertness of diamond make it an 
attractive coating material for ceramic cutting 
tools and lenses. Research groups involved with 
plasma-assisted (VO include National Institute for 
Research in Inorganic Haterials (NIRIH), SU111itomo 
Electric, Fujitsu Laboratories in Japan, and 
Pennsylvania State University, General Electric 
Research Laboratories, and Phillips Research 
Laboratories in thP United States. The SDI 
(Strategic Defense Initiative) progranne office is 
supporting diamond research at several US 
laboratories and universities with an emphasis on 
developing high-deposition-rate techniques for 
microelectronic applications. 

The use of a laser-beam offers a nU111ber of 
advantages for surface modification. It can be 
used either in air or a reaction chamber, and 
surface heating is very rapid. Laser surface 
treating includes shock hardening of the surface, 
surface melting, local heating to cause thermal 
decomposition of a reactive atmosphere, rupturing 
bonds in a gaseous atmosphere, and laser 
evaporation to produce thin films. Naval Research 
Laboratory researchers have used laser surface 
melting to mix a layer of alloying elements 
(deposited by sputtering) into the surface region 
to improve the corrosion resistance of steels. A 
related technique involves blowing particles into 
a surface melted by the laser to produce a 
dispersion-hardened layer having excellent wear 
resistance. However, a disadvantage is that 
ripples are formed on the surface and the surface 
must be machined if a smooth surface is required. 
A similar application involves melting a normally 
rough and porous plasma-sprayed coating surface to 
seal it. 

One of the newest applications is the use of 
a pulsed laser to "flash evaporate" complex 
materials and deposit a thin film; new 
high-temperature ceramic superconductors, for 
example. An excimer-laser pulse quickly vaporizes 
material constituents having widely varying vapour 
pressures and complex crystal structures ~o the 
bulk composition is retained in the deposited 
r i lni. The process has produted some of the 
highest quality films currently available. 
Developed at Bellcore (Bell Communications 
Research Corp.), the technique is being used by 
other laboratories including SUNY - Buffalo, IBM -
Yorktown Heights, North Carolina State Uni~ersity, 
University of Texas - Dallas, and Naval Research 
laboratory, to reproduce these results The power 
and flexibility of the pulsed laser technique is 
expected to be used widely in surface modification 
applications in the coming decade. 
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Surface 11Qdification techniques 

Surface treatments 

TMn films 
and coatings 

Hechanical (shot peening) 

Thennal (surface hardening
laser, electron beam) 

Diffusion (carburizing, 
ni tr:~:ng) 

Chemical (etching, oxidation) 

Ion i111plc-ntation 

Chemical (conversion 
coatings) 

Electrodeposition 

Thermal spraying (flame, 
plasma, arc spray) 

Physical vapour deposition 
(evaporation, sputterin~ 
laser ablation, ion-beam 
assisted dep~sition) 

Chemical vapour deposition 
(CVO, plasma-assisted CVD) 

(Source: Advanced Materials and Processes, 
January 1990. Article written by Fred A. Smidt, 
Head of Surface Hodification Branch, Condensed 
Hatter and Radiation Sciences Division, Naval 
Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C., USA) 

* * • * * 

Surface l!!Qdification continues 

Continued developments are expected in 
surface modification of metals to improve wear, 
corro:don, and heat resistance, as well as in 
protective systems for composite materials and 
compliant coatings for ceramics. While much of 
the current activity is in the area of thermal 
spray, there is an ever-increasing selection of 
alternative coating processes. In the area of 
thermal treating, there is continuing progress in 
vacuum heat treating of ~etals and ceramics, ion 
nitriding of aluminium, and induction heating of 
steel, as well as extended use of the conventional 
HIP (hot isostatic pressing) process to some 
unique applications. New developments in joining 
technology include "intelligent" computer systems 
for automating arc welding, adhesives for 
electronic applications, and filler materials for 
brazing cerami~s and welding duplex stainless 
~tPels. 

~!>~t.i!lg} 

Ther111al-spray technology and use growing 
rapidly 

Thermal-spray technology has grown rapidly, 
and this growth is expected to have greater impact 
in gas-turbine applications dS designers make use 
of unusual combinations of coatings and base 
metals. Turbine Hetal Technology, Tujunga, 



California, USA, an industrial and aerospace 
coating finn. predicts that thennal-sprayed 
coatings also will be used as intennediate layers 
for further surface 1110dification bv different 
methods. and that free-standing parts will be made 
by what is now only a coating process. 

This latter idea is echoed by experts at the 
State University of New York !SUNY), Stony Brook, 
who report that spray forming of near-net shapes 
of difficult-to-process materials is being done 
using the variety of available thermal-spraying 
material~. for example, inter-metallic compounds 
can be vacuum plasma sprayed to achieve dense, 
high-perfonnance, free-standing forms, and 
thermal-sprayed composites are being considered in 
several applications. Of special interest will be 
composites such as alumina- or diboride-reinforced 
disilicides or alun;inides. 

Tafa Inc .• Concord. New Hampshire, USA, 
expects more developments in thermal spray, 
includinq: 

New coatings 

- ,lew higher velocity, lower temperature 
processes make it possible to apply 
thermal-sprayed carbides such as tungsten 
carbide without decarbonization, which 
results in harder, more wear-resistant, 
coatings. 

- New cored-wire technology expands the 
possibility of simple spraying of 
ceramics, carbides, and materials other 
than conventional wires. This permits 
production of coatings that are even 
more wear-resistant because of 
rapidly solidified particles in the 
coatings. 

Wet-corrosion prevention by thermal-spray 
coating may be possible with some of the 
newer technologies such as higher velocity 
spraying with high-power plasmas. which 
yield> higher deposit efficiencies, higher 
spray rates, and improved coating 
densities. 

Higher performance thermal-barrier 
coat.i 11qs have been introduced in the hot 
sections of some new gas-turbine engines. 
The abradable ceramic coatings produce 
significantly higher performance by 
minimizing bypass flows in that section of 
the engine. 

Shifts in process used 

In many instances, economics and 
rpliability are forcing di~placempnt of 
one process by another. for example. 
aircraft-engine repair and restoration, 
long dominated by plasma spraying, is 
experiencing inroads by the simpler 
wire-arc process because it ensures 
complete melting of spray material and 
minimizes sub~trate heating. It also 
reduces capital and operating costs and 
makes possible the spraying of thicker 
coatings. 

New 111achines 

In the area of welding, a new variable 
polarity plasma machine has been 
intro~ur.ed for welding up to 
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13 mm (0.5 in.) thick aluminium in one 
pass. Its unique feat11re is autOlllat i c 
reversal of the polarity ~uring 
10 per ~ent of the weld cycle to clean the 
weld surface prior to welding, which 
results in exceptional weld cleanness. 

l11Provements in process control 

- Hore sophisticated automation and process 
controllers are becoming more widely 
accepted in thermal spraying. 

- Control systems on the horizon appear to 
meet the requirements for closed-loop 
control of all process parameters and up 
to 400 11111 (16 in.) of 1110tion, along with 
open architecture for a later addition of 
positions such as vision, standoff, 
surface-temperature, and tracking 
capabilities. Use of robotic systems has 
bec0tne standard to increase coating 
reproducibility and to isolate the 
operator from the thermal-spray 
environment. 

Tafa recently has introduced several 
innovations for improved thermal-spray processing, 
including the new Arc Jet electric gun system, 
which produces a concentrated spray stream having 
4g per cent higher velocity than standard 
arc-spray guns, a unique pencil-shape contour, and 
very tight focus (less than half the standard 
spray area). Also \ntroduced is their new 95HXC 
micromatrix-composite, high-chromium alloy 
arc-spray wire, which produces corrosion- and 
abrasion-resistant coatings having hardnesses 
approaching tungsten carbide that can operate in 
service environments to g30°C (1,700°f). 

In addition, Tafa and its parent firm, 
Hobart, Troy, Ohio, USA offer a robotic 
thermal-spra1 cell that provides simpler 
control. enhanced coating quality, consistency, 
and productivity, and lower cost operation of 
plasma, wire-arc, HVOf, or combustion-spray 
processes. 

Improvements also are being made in masking 
materials. For example, a halogen-free 
thermal-spray and grit-blast maskant has been 
developed by Tafa specifically for use on 
titanium. In addition, DeWal Industries Inc., 
Saunderstown, Rhode Island, USA, recently has 
launched a research and field-test programme to 
develop second-generation masking materials, with 
special emphasis on masking tapes for 
high-velocity oxyfuel (HVOF) processing. The 
challenge is to design and produce masking tapes 
that will resist particles impacting at pressures 
of 31 MPa (4,500 psi) and temperatures to 
2,760°( (5,000°F), and replace the costly metal 
masks and elastomer moulds now in use. 

According to SUNY Stony Brook, the use of 
process control is of great importance in thermal 
spraying, including statistical techniques that 
recognize the complex interplay among other 
thermal-spray parameters and provide clear 
approaches th~t will yield the best coating while 
using optimized parameters. 

Reproducibility also is es\ential if thermal 
spray is to be a high-performance engineering 
ter.hnology, and General Electric Co. has worked 
with vendors lo ensure that processes and 
materials yield the same quality coatings on 
gas-turbine parts from one spray booth to the next. 



Databases now are being applied in the 
engineering of thermal-sprayed coatings. A new 
COlllprehensive interactive and menu-driven PC-based 
program is capable of leading a user from an 
application problem to the standard and 
recoirmended process and materials, and even to the 
name and address of t~e material supplier. Such 
an approach to application engineering, together 
with enabling the user to add to and 1110dify the 
database, will lead to a significant expansion of 
the technology. 

New alloys designed speciflcally for thermal 
spraying include nickel-base alloys developed by 
Wall Colmor.oy Corp., Hadison Heights, 
Hichigan, USA, to replace cobalt-base alloys in 
demanding wear applications, such as valve facings 
and seats, in nuclear power-generating 
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facilities. Nickel-base alloys eliminate the 
problem of becoming radioactive (as with 
cobalt-base alloys). and can be successfully used 
in all but the most demanding galling applications. 

Advanced ceramic coatings also are being used 
to fight wear. For example, both CU11111ins 
Engine Co. Inc. (Columbus, Indiana, USA) and 
Caterpillar Inc. (Peoria, Illinois, USA) have 
conducted coating development and evaluation 
programmes sponsored by the Ceramic Technology for 
Advanced Heat Engines Project, which is funded by 
the Advanced Heat Engines Development Programme 
(U.S. Office of Transportation Systems) and 
managed through Oak Ridge National laboratory, 
Oak Ridge. Tennessee, USA. Improved wear 
performance at the pistonring/cylinder-liner 
interface in diesel engines would lower oil 
consumption (and reduce particulate emissions) and 
increase engine durability. However, improved 
duel-economy/emission tradeoffs needed in today's 
engines requires improvements to the combustion 
system that typically result in higher mechanical 
and thermal stresses on in-cylinder components, 
which places ~xtra burden on their coatings. 
Also, the improved engine performance obtained 
from modern engines without increasing 
displacement results in high~r cylinder 
temperatures. 

The Cummins tests show that oil degradation 
has a major effect on wear rates, and that this 
effect is greater for metallic coatings than 
ceramic or cermet coatings. for example, wear 
rates for electroplated chromium were 
approximatley 15 times higher in used oil than in 
fresh, whereas chromium-oxide coatings were 
subject to only a threefold incre~se dnd WC/Co 
materials showed less than a twofold increase. 
Another important factor in evaluating the wear 
properties of a piston-ring coating material is 
the amount of wear occurring on the cylinder-liner 
r.ounterface; for optimum engine durability, low 
wpar ratPs are required of both ring and linPrs. 
ThPrPfore, coatings suitable for abrasion 
rPsistance or cutting-tool applications are nnt 
nPr.Pssarily good candidates for piston rings. 

fhe corrosion protection afforded by 
thPrmal-spray coatings is used to advantagP in 
several applications. For example, thP US Navy 
has reduced maintenance downtime for the past 
10 years by thermal spraying steel topside 
shipboard components with aluminium to control 
marine corrosion. Recently, the navy has gone a 
stPp further by evaluating coatings consisting of 
metal-matrix composites (MMCs) on shipboard 
r.omponPnts subject not only to corrosion, hut also 
wPar (1>.g., chain blocks). MMC coatings sur.h as 

Duralcan (silicon carbide-reinforced aluminium 
from Alcan Wire and Cable, Toron~J. Ontario, 
Canada) are demonstrating LJrrosion resistance and 
wear resistance in these applications that are 
superior to available traditional coating 
systems. Other areas where the Duralcar coatings 
are being considered as replacements for aluminiU111 
coatings include US Marine Corps armament and 
offshore-platform c0tnponents for the oil industry. 

An entirely different property available with 
ceramic coatings is the capability of drawing up 
water. Nippon Steel, Akiyama Printing Machine 
Manufacturing Corp., and Tokyo Keseihin Co. Ltd., 
all of Japan, have jointly developed a ceramic 
roller in a continuous water-dampening system used 
in offset printing machines that lowers printing 
costs. The roller, which replaces a chromium
plated model, is plasma sprayed with a highly 
hydrophilic ceramic material, followed by a 
special surface treatment. 

The coating ensures that the water adheres 
uniformly to the roller surface, thus allowing it 
to supply a uniform film of water to the printing 
plate. 

The powders used in thermal spray also are 
important, and mechanofusion technology is being 
investigated by the Hosokawa Hicron Group, Sulllllit, 
New Jersey, as a way to improve powder 
performance. Characteristics of "good" powr!ers 
include: constituent purity, small particle 
sizes, commensurate particle-size distributions of 
the constituents, uniform constituent blending, 
and reliable feeding (good flowability). 

Research and development projects continue on 
a wide range of other coating processes 

Improvements also are continuing in the many 
other types of coatings besides thermal spray. 
For example, The Thermoclad Co., Erie, 
Pennsylvania, USA, has developed Duravin ES series 
of PVC (polyvinyl chloride) formulations 
specifically designed for electrostatic-spray 
coating of such parts as welded-wire fencing, 
expanded metal, springs, costings, and stampings. 
Previously available vinyl powders were suitable 
only for fluidized-bed coating, and eler.trostatic 
spraying of thin films has been largely dominated 
~Y epoxy and polyester products. 

Metal plating has taken a new twist with the 
introduction of a formulation that provides low 
friction together with high corrosion resistance 
on a wide range of ferrous and nonferrous 
substrates. Nimet Industries, South Bend, 
Indiana, USA, has developed NiCoTef coating, which 
consists of uniform dispersion of submicron-size 
particles of polytetrafluoroethylene 
(Ou f>ont Co.'s Teflon) throughout an 
aulor.atalytically applied matrix of a 
nirkPl-phosphoroVi alloy. ThP nonPlPr.lrolyt.ir. 
dPpo~ition process en~ures uniform r.oating of 
internal surfaces and complex parts that would 
otherwise be difficult to protect and lubricate, 
while lhP uniform dispersion of Teflon in the 
coating ensures that lubricity is maintained 
throughout the life of the coating. 

Boride coatings are known for their high 
hardness, low surface coefficient of friction, and 
corrosion resistanr.e to certain acids ~uch as HCI, 
Hz304, and HF. Therefore, according to 
Materials Development Corp., Medford, 
Massachusetts, US~ .• they are u~ed Jn i;quipment for 



compounding and handling cerainics, plastics, 
composites, and electronic materials. Recently, 
its Borofuse thermal-diffusion process has been 
used to coat nickel-base superalloys and 
metal-bonded carbides for oilfield valve 
components used in critical environments. 

Diamond-like films produced by such pro(esses 
as chetnical vapour deposition ((VO) will becOllle 
increasingly more popular because of their 
superior hardness. excellent lubricity, and strong 
bonding capacity. Unlike many other diamond-like 
coatings, Implant Science Corp.'s (Danvers, 
Connecticut, USA) Black Diamond is produced by a 
combination of plasma CVD and ion implantation. 
This results in a carbon coating and an intennixed 
near-surface region where carbon atoms become 
embedded in the atomic structure of the substrate, 
creating a~ extra-strong bond. 

The various fonns of vapour deposition are 
Pxpected to expand their capabilities. for 
example, Abar Ipsen Industries, feasterville, 
Pennsylvania, USA, reports that ion vapour 
deposition (IVD) of pure aluminum on high-strength 
aluminium-alloy parts is replacing anodizing, hard 
anodizing. and conversion coating treatments of 
such parts, which can be adversely affected by 
some of the alloying elements. 

Scientists at the Naval Research Laboratory 
(NRL), Washington, D.C .• report success in 
depositing high-quality coatings and thin films 
using two of the newer techniques - ion-beam
assisted deposition (IBAD) and pulsed-laser 
deposition (PLO). IBAD produces highly adherent, 
dur.tile films having low porosity and fine grain 
structure at deposition temperatures below those 
required for conventional CYD processes. Hardness 
and wear resistance of titanium-nitride films 
grown by IBAD can be controlled by the ratio of 
the ion-to-atom arrival rates. 

NRL's studies of PLO have involved the fast, 
economical deposition of thin films of complex 
materials such as high-temperature superconductors 
and ferro-electrics, as well as diamond-like films 
and films of metals and dielectrics. 
Superconductor films deposited by PLO do not 
require further processing, and have consistently 
shown transport properties superior to films 
produced by other techniques. 

Existing ion-plating systems for producing 
hard-surface wear films on parts such as cutting 
tools and gas-turbine blades can now be upgraded 
hy the addition of a steered-arc source from 
Vacuum Inc .. Boulder, Colorado, USA. Typical 
deposition rates for steered-arc cathodes are 
~ignifir.antly higher than for planar magnetron 
cathodes. However, a variable-field unbalanced 
magnetron has been introduced by Vacuum, which 
al~o has a high deposition rate. Specific 
applications for it include diamond-like films and 
reactive-film deposition of oxides and nitrides. 

Nippon Steel Corp., Tokyo, Japan, expects 
inr.reased use of dry coatings on ferrous materials 
to improve corrosion resistanr.e and/or 
appearanr.e. Therefore, it is investigating the 
pffpctiveness of three dry-coating processes - ion 
plating, plasma CVD, and sputtering - for coating 
three types of cold-rolled stainless steels in a 
new, continu~us-coating line. for the coating 
materials investigated lo date - Al~O,. Cr, 
SiO~, Ti(, and TiN - AlxO and Cr ~ho~ the 
hest corrosion resistance~ while all five show 
Pxcellent wear resistance. 
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Thennal treating 

HIP -kes he~dw~J in cer-ics ~ camposites 

Established but still-growing markets for hot 
isostatic pressing (HIP) include densifying of 
investment-cast parts for aircraft gas-turbine 
engines and consolidation of powder-metallurgy 
tool steels for rerolling into various cutting
tool fonns. Use of HIP to make net-shape ceramic 
parts also is on the rise, notes ABB Autoclave 
Systetr.; Inc., Columbus, Ohio, USA. For example, 
new applications reported for HIPed silicon 
nitride include ball bearings, textile-industry 
thread guides, and diesel-engine parts. Other 
HIPed ceramics are used for nozzles in 
tile-glazing operations and for valve and seal 
components of offshore oil/gas production 
equipment. 

HIP-bonding and densifying of clad composites 
is another relatively new growth market, points 
out Industrial Materials Technology Inc. (IHT), 
Andover, Massachusetts, USA. Typical applications 
include: 

Bonding wear-resistant faces on hot-mill 
rolls. Blends of hard particles in a 
tough, heat-resistant matrix have provided 
a tenfold increase in edger-roll life. 

Bonding wear- and corrosion-resistant 
coatings to the inside of the steel 
cylinders used in feeders for plastics 
injection-moulding and eKtrusion. 

Bonding tungsten-carbide wear surfaces to 
steel valve lifters for use in diesel 
truck engines. 

Bonding cobalt-base alloys and other 
materials to the inside surface of 
machine-gun barrels. The HIPed coatings 
are said to be fine grained, fully dense, 
and metallurgically bonded to the steel 
substrate. 

Bonding AISI 4340 alloy steel to the Ni-Cr 
alloy UNS N0771B. The application: 
dual-alloy rotors for high-speed pumps 
used in gas-turbine engines. Bon~ 
strength exceeds 275 MPa (40 x 10 psi). 

Bonding Ni-Cr alloy UNS N06600 tn ASTM A36 
steel to make contacts for coolant pumps 
in nuclear power plants. 

A future growth market, predicts IMT, is 
continuous-filament metal-matrix composite 
(MMCs). for example, HIP will be needed to hond 
the large panels, I-beams, a~d other composite 
components of the National Aero-Space Plane, and 
to fabricate superconducting wire cable consisting 
of as many as 20,000 Nb-Ti filaments in a copper 
matriK. In the latter application, eKplains !MT, 
HIP bonding prior to extrusion limits fibre damage 
and optimizes performance ch,racteristics. 
McDonnell Douglas Corp., St. Louis, Missouri, USA, 
has already used HIP to make landing-gear 
cylinders of silicon carbide-reinforced 
Ti-15-3 (Ti-15V-3Cr-3Al-3Sn). 

Integrated systellS solve therwal-treating 
probll!llS 

The vertically integrated, multiprocess 
thermal-treating systems heing developed by 
Vacuum Industries, a member company of Abar Ipsen 



Industries. Ndshua. llew Hampshire, USA. are 
designed to help fabricators cut the cost of 
making ceramic and metal parts. With a Rotavac 
furnace, for example, ceramic CO."llpanies can 
pertorm powder preparation and sintering/thermal 
processing in the sam~ unit. A rotating retort 
tumbles powder at temperatures to 2,300°C 
(4. 170°f). which helps maximize uniformity and 
minimize agglomeration. The furnace also features 
vacuum levels down to 10 Pa (0.075 torr) and 
positive pressures to 200 kPa (2 bar). Another 
example is Vacuum Industries' Injectavac system. 
It removes and condenses, in a single operation, 
the binders used in injection moulding ~f ~etals 
and ceramics. The subotmospheri1.-pressure method 
typically takes one third the time required by 
conventional multistep processes, while also 
providing good control of ca~bon levels, 
dimensions. and surface integrity. Applications 
lo date include tungsten carbide, and high-speed, 
•tainless. silicon, and medium-carbon nickel 
ste!'ls. 

lon-nilrided al1111ini1111 i! hard and 
wear-resislilnl 

The creation of hard, wear-resistant surfaces 
on aluminium alloys by ion nitriding is a 
p1·omising new technology, reveals '1un Steel 
Treating Inc .• South Lyon, Michigan, USA. Ry 
processing at temperatures below the critical. 
hardnesses in the 1,000 Vickers range can be 
obtained while minimizing distortion and size 
change. Potential applications include d:es and 
wear parts. Sun Steel also notes progress in 
"hard-surface" nitriding, where a film of 
extrahard material is added to the ion-nitrided 
surface to further enhance the part's wear 
resistance. The method is said to combine the 
surface hardness of vapour-deposited titanium
nitride coatings with the ductility and case depth 
advantages of ion nitriding. Benefits include 
improved die break-in, and weight and cost 
reductions. 

According to Abar Ipsen Industries, 
Feasterville. Pennsylvania, USA, natural gas may 
have advantages over electricity in fueling 
ion-nitriding furnaces. In a field test, a 
oas-fired ion nilrider attained a maximum 
temperature uniformity of nearly +2"C (+3.5°F) at 
6T~"l ( 1,250"f) and a vacuum of I.] Pa 
(0.01 torr). Heat-up time also was significantly 
red11ced, which 1.rilnslates into reduced energy and 
maintenance costs. 

Two-zone vacuUlll furnaces speed tool-steel 
quenching 

QuPnch time in vacuum heat treating of tool 
steels can be reduced by transferring the hot 
workload from the heating chamber to a sp1>cial 
q11enchinq 1one, hut still maintaining it under 
varu11m or a gas atmosphere, states Al I Trend 
Corp .. Fort. Lauderdale, Florida, USA. The 
compa~y's Tool TrPater single-chamber vacuum 
f11rnMP'. ronsist. of an insul;ited heating module 
ilnd ii SPparal.P qas-quenrhinq zone. Tn the 
"r.old-wall" quenrhing zone, the contribution of 
radiation to total cooling is magnified, which 
i111.reases total heal t.ransfcr. All Trend adds 
I.hat hot-zone temperature uniformity is improved 
b1>cause, wi t.hout a need to promote coo 1 i ng, 
insulation ciln be heeled up. Tool Treater 
f11rnaces rurrentl y are of ferPd with hearths of 
1r,o x :rnr, mm ((, x 17 in.) to 610 x 'Jl'i mm 
(711 x ·16 in.). l.i!rqer c;i1Ps - to 'Jl~, mm x l.'1 m 
( ~6 x 77 in.) are on thP drawing hoard. 
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Induction heating takes on conventional 
processes 

Dual-pulse indu~tion hardening (OPIH) will b~ 
commercialized within two years for both 
automotive and aerospace applications, predict its 
developers, ~llison Gas Turbine Oiv., General 
Motors Corp., Indianapolis, Indiana. USA, and 
Inductoheat Inc., Madison Heights, Michigan, USA. 
In the single-shot method, parts such as gears, 
pistons, and camshafts are contour hardened in 
less than a minute using a single workstation and 
power supply. Compared with conventional 
carburizing. OPIH is said to provide better 
mechanical properties and lower labour and energy 
costs. The solid-state power supply provides a 
frequency range (typi~ally. 50 to 2~~ kHz) capable 
of handling the requirements of both preheat and 
final-heat stages. A 500 kW unit is suitable for 
Tarts up to 405 mm (16 in.) in diameter. Host 
DPIH systems incorporate a video thermography 
system that records heat patterns for comparison 
to a master. 

The steel industry will take grealer 
advantage of high-power induction heating during 
the 1990s, forecasts Ajax Magnethermic Corp .. 
Warren, Ohio, USA. For example, induction heating 
will be used during direct hot rolling of thin 
slabs to equalize temperatures and keep edges from 
cooling. Induction will restore about 
110°C (200°f) to the steel bptween cast.pr and 
rolling mill, increasing productivity and 
quality. Progress also will be made in 
transverse-flux induction anne3ling by an 
Ajax-patented method that can readily accommodate 
different widths of steel sheet. In addition, the 
company expects continued growth in the use of 
induction for galvannealing and for heating steel 
prior to coating. 

Pollution concerns foster change in 11etal 
cleaners 

Stainless-steel producers and heat treaters 
are searching for environment-friendly pickling 
and descaling methods that minimize the use of 
mineral acids, particularly hydrofluoric acid. 
Kolene Corp., Detroit, Michigan, USA, reports that 
recent work indicates that proper moltpn 
oxidizing-salt preconditioning may enable the 
substitution of mild organic acids for final 
pickling. This is an extension of the 
preconditioning technology that has hePn used for 
years to reduce both the concentration and 
consumption of acid. 

Another problem with treating stainless 
steels in molten salts is the inlroductior1 of 
water-soluble hexavalent chromium into the bath. 
Conventional treatment involves lowering solution 
pH to about ] with acid, using sulphur dioxide or 
sulphite to reduce the hexavalent ion to trivalent 
chromium, and then adding caustic to raise 
solution pH and precipitate the chromium as a 
hydroxide. Kolen!' has dpveloped a c;implifiPd 
met.hod. lt.s 6-2-1 Reducing AgPnt can both rec111ce 
and predpi tat.P the heavy met;il without thP use uf 
either acid or caustic to alter pH levelc;. 

In solvent cleaning of metal parts, 
water-base materials are being substitulPd for 
chlorinated vapour-degreasing solvpnts t.o reduce 
emissions of volatile organic compounds (VO(s) and 
reduce or eliminate hazardous waste. Among the 
availahlp wat.Pr-hac;p solutions are Daraclean 
cleaners from DewPy & Almy Chemical Div., 
W.R. Grar.P f, r:o., (hirago, lllinoi~. IJSA. The 



sell-cleaning. recyclable materials are designed 
to unde~cut the soil. release it from the part. 
and then reject it. Light oils float while heavy 
soils sink. Contaminants are removed from the 
bath by skinwning and filtration. Typical 
applications are cleaning prior to painting, 
plating. or anodizing. 

Grace also has developed recyclable, 
synthPtir machining coolants that are said to be 
more environmentally sound than soluble oi•s. 
Compared with soluble oils, the Oaracool 
synthetics are more bioresistant and have 
viscoelastic proptrties that facilitate filtration 
without having the lubricant stripped from the 
fluid. They also contain no chlorine. sulphur, or 
phosphorus. 

HIP-quenching method cuts costs. saves time 

In some applications, hot isostatically 
pressed (HIPed) parts are subsequently heat 
treated. usually in 600 kPa (90 psi) argon gas. 
This extra step often can be eliminated by 
performinQ both densification and heat treating in 
the HIP furnace. says ABB Autoclave Systems Inc .• 
Columbus. Ohio, USA. The combination process, 
which is called HIP quenching, takes advantage of 
the HIP unit's high-pressure argon gas with its 
very high and uniform heat-transfer coefficient. 
Controlled cooling rates as fast as 500°C/min 
(900°F/min) are said to be possi~le by quenching 
at pressures to 200 MPa (29 x 10 psi). 
Reported advantages of HIP quenching inclu~e lower 
total cost. a shorter HIP cycle. and improved 
metallurgical properties due to more rapid and 
uniform cooling ot the workload. 

Jgj nj ~g 

Welding: ideal subject for expert-system 
treatment 

Current preprograrmied, automated welding 
systems use a set path and fixed parameters. They 
ar~ not flexible, and may not be cost effective 
for many applications, particularly small 
batches. Overcoming these limitations is the goal 
of next-generation ''intelligent" welding systems, 
such as those being developed at the American 
WPlding Institute, Knoxville, Tennessee, USA. AWI 
is working on programs that automate the entire 
process, from planning the welding procedure to 
real-time weld monitoring and quality control. 

Welding is an ideal application for 
computerized expert systems. says AWi. because it 
involves compliance with a complex and 
interrelated system of codes, specifications, 
tests, and inspections to ensure that welds will 
not tail in service. loday, this assurance is 
provided hy a large numher of engineers, 
designers, and welders. Prohlem-solving, 
ewpert-system software c~n hPlp reduce the need 
fnr these expensive human experts. 

One such system hPinq developed by AWi is a 
rnmputerized Welding Joh f'lanr-er that functions as 
the welding engineer's assistant. (onsisting of 
multiple, linked expert system<; and dil!i1ba'>es, it 
can select electrodes, desiqn joints. calculate 
preheats, perform structurai-i;1legrity and 
weld-material analyses, and d~velop ~elding 
procedures, among other tasks. Results are 
configured as a joh dPscription (wpldinq schedule) 
that is passed on to the Welding Job Controller 
(al•o ~n e~pert sy•tem) for robotic welding. The 
Joh controller monitors variou• proce•• 

parameters. such as voltage, wire feed, travel 
speed. gas flow. and temperature. In addition. 
deviations between the planned •·eld path and the 
actual seam location will be recorded and used in 
real time to adjust robot moti~~-

Farther down the road are combination• of 
expert systems and neural networks. The latte.-, 
points out AWi, excel at dealing with complex. 
poorly characterized problems where multiple 
sensor inputs must be evaluated concurrently - as 
in welding. Neural-network/sensor systems must be 
able to perform in the processing environment and 
provide data fast enough for intelligent controls 
to operate in real time. AWi and the Colorado 
School of Mines, Golden, for e~ample. are 
developing a neural-network-based seam tracker 
that analyses visual-sensor data obtained during 
robotic welding. The intelligent ~earn tracker can 
visually guide a welding robot operating in an 
environment wliere the clarity of the visual 
image is reduced by as much as 70 per cent. 
Seam tracking using conventional image-
processing techniques is computation-intensive, 
and ineffective when noise exceeds about 
20 per cent. 

Opti•ized welding of duplex stainless 2205 

Alloy 2205 (UNS S31801) has a composition of 
22 Cr, 3 Mo, 5 Ni, O. 15 N, bal Fe, and a duplex 
microstructure consisting of approximately 
50 per cent austenite and 50 per cent ferrite. 
Applications of the 5tainless steel are said to be 
increasing riue to its combination of strength. 
toughness, and resistance to hoth general 
corrosion and chloride stress-corro~ion crackino. 
In welded construction. however, care must be · 
taken to ensure that the matching weld metal and 
heat-affected zone {HAZ) also have a balanced 
austenite/ferrite ratio. Conventional consumables 
and welding procedures tend to produce structures 
that are largely ferritic. 

Chromium nitrides precipitate, which 
accelerates chloride-pitting attack or the HAZ. 
The solution, reports Welding Products Div., 
Thyssen Specialty Steels Inc., Carol Stream, 
Illinois, USA, is to use a filler metal 
overalloyed with nickel {an austenite-forming 
element), and a relatively slow welding bead 
cooling rate (high heat input) to ensure adequate 
time for austenite to form. The predominantly 
austenitic microstructures that result have a 
higher solubility for nitrogen, which reduces 
nitride formation and enhances corrosion 
resistance. The higher-nickel-content filler 
metal developed by Thyssen for joining Alloy 2205 
is called Thermanit 22/09. It has a composition 
of 0.02 C, 0.5 Si, 1.fi Mn, 21 Cr, .1.1 Mo. Q.1 Ni, 
0. 12 N, bal Fe. When proper procedures are used, 
deposited weld metal reportedly ~ill contain 10 to 
50 per cent ferrite. 

Paste brazing eKlended to cerainic-cerainic 
joints 

New brazing alloys in paste form have heen 
developed by Fusion Inc., Willoughby, Ohio, lJSA, 
for making strong and ductile r.eramic-to-r.eramic 
and ceramic-to-metal joints. No metal 1 ization of 
the ceramic is required. The flux-free alloys, 
which consist of atomized filler-metal powder in a 
neutral binder, are reconwnended for use in v~cuum 
or ~n argon atmosphere. Brazing temperatu1·e ranqe 
is 780 to 870°( (1,415 to 1,600°F). Two alloys 
are currently offered: 72Ag-2F.Cu-7Ti and 
50Cu-25 T i-25Zr. 



Adhesives grip tightly and conduct 
electricity 

Electrically conductive, pressure-sensitive 
adhesive tapes have been developed by Adhesives 
Research Inc., Glen Rock, Pennsylvania, USA, for 
static contrul, EHI/RFI shielding, inter
connections, component packaging, grounding 
devices, flexible circuits, and other electronic 
applications. The tapes reportedly offer 
multidimensional (x-, y-, and z-axis) or 
z-direction-only conductivity, resistance as low 
as 500 m.J?.and excellent adhesive properties. 
Products in the ARrlad 8000-series include 
double-coated conductive bonding tapes; 
conformable tapes consisting of copper foil or a 
semi-conductive closed-cell foam coated on one 
side with adhesive; and a flexible elastomeric 
film coated on one side with ad~esive. 

Silver-glass adhesives can be fired at 350•( 

Conventional silver-glass paste adhesives for 
die-attach applications in hermetic ceramic 
packaging consist of lead-borate glass powder and 
silver flakes suspended in a solvent. The glass 
component has a glass-transition temperature of 
about 330°( (595°f), which necessitates firing at 
a peak temperature above 400°( (750°f). These 
adhesives lire at too high a temperature to be 
used with today's large, submicron-geometry, 
temperature-sensitive die, reports Ablestik 
Laboratories, Rancho Dominguez, California, USA. 
To solve this problem, Ablestik has developed a 
silver-glass paste adhesive with a glass 
component based on the vanadate-tellurate system. 
Its lower glass-transition temperature 
enables 2he adhesive 20 be fired on large die 
(0.45 mm , 0.0007 in. ) at or below 350°( 
(660°f). The ~ew adhesive (Ablebond 2105) does 
not require predrying and can be dispensed by 
s land a rd die bonders. (Source: M'!'.~!1<;.e_d 
Materials and PrQce_~$~S. January 1991). 

Mar!_eLfQ_ren_sL.f.2.r ___ t_!_i_e_rma 1 spray coatings. 
po~den. an_i!_ eg_vJR!!!eri~ 

P~r:~_L _l\ppJii;A.U0!1Lf..!!J:_1hermal sprav 
cQat i ngs 

Applications for thermal spray and other 
coatings have been identified in 33 industrial 
sectors. Of the 33 industries, aircraft gas 
turbine applications account for 30-40 per cent of 
the total North American market. The remaining 
business is distributed over the other 
.12 industries. This analysis is summarized in the 
lollowinq table, which lists those industries 
rnrrent 1 y showing the most thermal spray ar.tivi ty 
and identifies further those where thPrP is 
polPntial for growth. 

The aircraft gas turbinp indll';try is tl1P 

most lucrativ~ market for thermal sprayinq 
because of the widespread USP of c1ati11qs 
from the fan to thp turbine sPr.tion. SomP 
nPw Pngines havP close to 5,500 parts that 
arP thermal spray roated. Growth to the 
yPar 2000 is proj~ctPd at 7-8 pPr cent ppr 
year on the strength of expanding 
applications, particularly for ceramic 
co.ili11qs for thprmal barrier r.oatings 
(IBCs) and for r.learance control, and on 
the b.isis of continuing ~trong demand for 
enqines into the next rlecade. General 
flectrir. (Gf) will remain thP 11umbP.r one 
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aircraft tu.·bofan engine 111anufacturer, and 
Pratt & Whitney (P&W) will remain nU111ber 
two relative to dollar value. GE also 
will rank nU111ber one, with P&W in second 
place, in the number of turbofan, 
turbojet, and turbopropfan engines built. 

Industrial/stationary gas turbine builders 
will use current aircraft gas turbine 
experience and adapt thermal spray 
coatings for repair and original equipment 
manufacturers (OEHs) applications 
providing additional growth potential for 
current materials. 

Steam turbine manufacturers pressured to 
improve component life are also poised for 
major use of thermal spray coatings. 

The automotive gasoline engine sector is 
currently characterized by several OEH 
applications for thermal spray coatings, 
namely: piston rings, synchrorings, 
shifter forks, and oxygen sensors. The 
future is very bright as development 
activity with dielectric coatings and 
thermal barrier coatings suggests enormous 
potential for materials, equipment, and 
systems. 

The application of thermal spray zirconia 
coatings to diesel engine combustion zone 
components is expected to produce a market 
for zirconia powder approaching one 
million pounds/year by the year 2000. The 
need for nickel-alloy bonded coatings and 
plasma systems will also provide new 
business. Projections are based on the 
assumption that half (300,000 engines) of 
the yearly production rate of 
600,000 engines in the year 2000 will be 
produced wilh thermal barrier coatings. 

The paper and pulp industries will expand 
their use of coatings for corrosion 
control on digesters and boilers. High 
velocity oxygen/fuel (HVOf) coatings are 
expected to periorm more reliably in 
corrosive environments, resulting in new 
and broad acceptance by mill operators. 

Defence- and aerospace-related industries 
will continue development of plasma 
spray forming, taking advantage of 
cost-effective net- and ~ear-net shape 
component fabrication, creating 
opportunities for vacuum plasma system 
(VPS) sales. 

The chemical processing industries are 
e~pected to use VPS refractory metal 
coatings for corrosion r.ontrol, thereby 
rrP.~ting demand for VPS systems and 
powdP.r~. ThP.r~al spray polymer coatings 
for r.orrosion r.ontrol of large structures 
and tank~ looks promising. opening 
up business opportunities for 
Pqu i pment, powder, and contract ~hop 
services. 

Medical and dental r.ompanies produr.ing 
prosthetic devir.es ar2 expected to 
increase their use of porous titania 
coatings and hydroxyapatite coatings to 
promote tissue growth. Demand for 
conmercially pure titanium powder and VPS 
systems will increase as a result of this 
activity. 



Transportation industries manufacturing 
automobile and bus and truck components, 
exclucing diesel and gasoline engines, are 
exploring new thermal spray applications. 
five applications have been identified: 
abradable/clearance control coatings for 
turbochargers; nonferrous coatings for 
moulding and finishing sheet metal 
contours; corrosion control coatings for 
external surfaces; dielectric coatings, 
such as plasma sprayed alumina, which is 
und~r development because of its high 
resistivity and cost-effective de~osition; 
and thermal spray coatings as replace~ents 
for bearing inserts, pump seals, and 
plungers. 

- Oil and gas exploration and related 
industries. while slow through most of the 
1980s, is once again stirring and e~pected 
to create new demands. Applications 
targeted for growth include wear-resistant 
coatings appli~d by the HVOf process, 
plasma spray coatings for corrosion 
control, and poiymer coatings for chemical 
resistance. 

Electric and electronic industries, 
including business equipment, are targeted 
for major growth on the strength of three 
applications: plasma sprayed alumina for 
dielectric coatings; solid oxide fuel 
cells, preferably spray formed 
yttria-stabilized zirconia components, 
which could spark a huge demand for 
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zirconia powder; and tribological coatings 
for magnetic recording heads. 

Part II, covering market profiles and 
forecasts for the thermal spray industry, thermal 
spray powders, and equip111ent plus business 
opportunities appear under the section "Harket i ng" 
on page 92. [Contributed by the Gorham Advanced 
Materials Institute. P.O. Box 250. Gorham, 
HE 04038, USA. Phone: (207) 892-5445. fax: 
(207) 892-221.) (Source: Materials and 
Processing Report, April 1991) 

* * * 

Surface specialists unite 

A new Institute of Surface Science & 
Technology (ISST) has developed from the Surface 
Analysis Group at Loughborough University of 
Technology. In the last ten years the group has 
undertaken industrial work and contract res~arch 
as part of the university's own connPrcial 
rompany, Loughborough Consultants. 

ISST has a comprehensive collection of 
surface analysis equipment, vah•ed at over 
£2 million and funded through income from projects 
carried out for industry. Areas of expertise 
range from advanced semiconductors, 
high-performance metals, polymers. adhesion. 
adsorption, glasses and paints to bui 1 ding 
materials. (Source: Engineering, October 1990) 

* * • 1111' ..... 

Thermal spray coating activity by industry !/ 

JnQ.v~!r-J_ _ ________________ _ 

Aircraft gas turbine 
Industrial gas turbine 
Steam turbine 
Oiesel engines 
Automotive engine~ 
Transportation 
Chemical processing 
Oil and gas exploration 
Paper and pulp 
Electric utility 
Textiles 
Electric/electronic 
Medi cal /d1>nta I 
Iron and steelmaking 
Business equipment 
Oef ence and aerospace 

Growth 
potential 

Current to year 
________________ Kt ivi_ly__ _________ 200JL 

I 
4 
4 
3 
5 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
3 
4 
4 
3 
4 
4 

l 
2 
3 
2 
l 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
5 
2 
5 
5 
2 
~ 

Note: Scale based on I equal to highest growth and 5 equal to modest growth. 

1/ For comparison purposes, current activity of 5 or growth potential of 5 is higher than any of the 
remaininq industries not listed here. 
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5. MRICETING 

The main elements of the existing thennal 
spray market consist of consumables, such as 
powder, wire, and rod; thermal spray guns and 
accessories; thermal spray systems; vacuum plasma 
systems; ancillary supplies; and contract coating 
services. 

Gorham's estimated North Alnerican 1990 market 
is between $610-675 million. The most lucrative 
market segment is in coating contract services. 
These account for some 55-60 per cent of the total 
market, followed by powder supply, which is 
estimated at 20-22 per cent of the market. The 
total thermal spray market is projected to reach 
$1.8-2.0 billion (in 1990 dollars) by the end of 
the decade on the strength of a growing and 
expanding powder business, a strong detnand for 
standard equipment systems and vacuum plasma 
systems, dnd a growing demand by original equi1>111ent 
manufacturers (OEH) for contract coating services. 

Iherma I_ ~PT~Y. _p~!f.en-'!@rkeL2!1>ill~ and 
fQr_:-ecast 

The estimated present and future powder 
con~umption is given in table 1 below. Tungsten 
(arbide powders are available in two types: neat 
(unblended) cobalt-cemented tungsten carbide 
powder and a blend of cobalt-cemented tungsten 
carbide plus 30-50 per ce~t fluxing alloy. The 
former is specified for aircraft gas turbine use 
and will grow along with gas turbine engine 
manufar.turP. further growth is expected as 
application~ expand into industrial gas turbines 
and for s~eel industry rolls. Tungsten carbide 
blends are used primarily in the oil and gas 
industriE~; growth is projected on the basis of 
new oil eA_,Joration activity. 

The major market for chrome-carbide powder is 
in the aircraft gas turbine industries. Expansion 
into industrial and steam turbines combined with 
continued use in aircraft gas turbines accounts 
for the projected consumption. 

TAIL! I. ESTIMNID CURllfNT AHO FU1Ull£ rowt>ER CONSUMl'llON IV TYPE 

(lbs/Year • I 000> 

Cot>Olr Cerncr.led lungsren C0tr,..,,,• 
Ct1rome Corbde 
Slabololed lt1cono0 
Hlgl\ P\Jnty Alumna 
AJumino/T~onn 

Cnromoa> 
Oll\cr Suocrall'lys 
MCrlALV's 
MolyDdenum !llenc11' 
Spec.al Compos.res 

CComptewJ< Abfoooble Powoo"l 
Fluang AJ,oys• 
Non-F llflOUS !'Joys 
lion. Nickel. and Coboll llloys 

Currenr 

O(Xk)W 

6!>-75 
525-<JOO 
1i5-200 
l!Jl}-175 
200-225 
125-1'.lO 
J:>S.·375 
17S.·30J 
400--iOCl 

•rc...,._ ... !OID>b,..'l""'Q_m_ 
'Ooi91""' rcMte.,...,,.. c~ °' lhOnCoc..tit c~ S-W:• •rc..,......_m"'_.,._ __ 
·Or1R'lt'r(llh:: .... ~f0pcJ'lloldltl'UM'd"tllln1ll~" ''"'' 

Vear 2CXX) 

ICXX>-1100 
175-20) 

:>300-2500 
675-700 
37!>-«Xl 
J.50-375 

No Proteell0n£ 
Ol»-<>25 
57~15 

800-350 

r.~rore ro No Gtowth 
Modt.rota Gtowth 

:irro-2200 

Yttria- and magnesia-stabilized zirconia 
powders are projected for high growth through the 
1990s on the strength of the following 
assumptions: continued gro~th in aircraft engine 
manufacture; the adoption of ceramic coatings by 
most aircraft turbine engine builders for high 
teinperature clearance control; the thennal b~rrier 
coating with zirconia of industrial gas turbine, 
burner cans, and components; the production of 
diesel engines with plasma sprayed thennal barrier 
coatings on components exposed to cOlllbustion. 
forecasts for the year 2000 could double if the 
automotive industry adopts thenna 1 barrier 
coatings and if solid OY.ide fuel cells are 
manufactured with plasma sprayed zirconia. 

High purity (99.8%+) alumina powder is likely 
to experience strong growth on the strength of 
demand for plasma sprayed dielectric coatings on 
electronic ~omponents across many industries. On 
the other hand, alumina/titania powders, used ror 
wear resisllnce, are projected at modest growth. 
Highest 91owth is expected for high purity chromia 
coatings on printing rolls. However, 
Environ111ental Protection Agency restrictions on 
hexavelent chrome emissions could affect th~ use 
or sprayed chromi~ powders. 

Moderate gro,,th is projected for the HCRAL Y 
alloys (H = nickel or cobalt, chromium, aluminium, 
yttrium) on the basis that present gas turbine 
applications ror corrosion-resistant coatings and 
for bonded thermal barrier coatinqs will 
continue. Special composite powders su'~ as 
nickel/graphite and silicon-aluminium/polyester 
are used as gas turhine compr~ssor abradable 
coatings. Growth is expected to exceed 1 per cent 
per year for the polyester and polyimide blends. 
Nickel/graphite is expected to decline, with clad 
bentonite coatings gaining acceptance. The use of 
abradable coatings for a~tomotive turbochargers 
could significantly increase the demand for 
polyester/polyimide/metal blends. 

pure or the nonferrous powders, co111111ercially 
titanium shows strong growth potential. 
Copper-nichel-indium will grow to meet the 
for gas turbine antifretting applications. 
remaining nonferro~s metals in powder form 

demand 
The 

show 
little growth. 

rlickel and iron alloys and compo'iites used ir 
a broad spertrum of industries for general repair 
and restoration are projected at 3_q per cent per 
year growth in the next decade. Nickel and coball 
alloys meeting gas turbine specifications arP 
projected at 7-8 per cent growth per year. Hajor 
growth seems likely for nickel alloy powders 
rnmbined with high velocity oxygen fuel (llVOF) 
~praying for boiler and digester wall 
corrosion-resistant coatings. 

I he~~ L "1..r u. erui..i 1!!11~1- 111ill e..t .J> !JI !.He _i111d 
r.o_r~i::il.S.t 

Thermal spray guns and systems are grouped 
into one or the following categories for purposes 
of this analysis and forecast: 

Vacuum plasma spray systems 
All other thermal spray systems 



Thermal spray guns and accessories 
Ancillary supplies 

Vacuum plasma spray (VPS) sales have averaged 
about S8-10 Llillion per yeJr for the past five to 
seven years. Strong growth is predicted on the 
market acceptance of VPS-f ormed nea:--net shape 
c0tnponents as a viable manufacturing process, in 
addition to the continued use of VPS HCRALY 
coatings for connercial and air-craft gas turbine 
corrosion applications. 

All other systems sales, including plasma, 
electric arc, and HVOF processes are expected tc 
grow at 15 per cent or 1110re per year to the 
year 2000 on the strength of several factors: 
current end-users are 15-20 per cent aut11111ated and 
could reach 85 per cent aut0tnated by the end of 
the decade. 

The market for thennal spray guns and 
accessories will experience several shifts in the 
next decade. Wire COlllbustion guns sales are 
expected to decline in favour of electric arc 
guns, and the sales of HVOF guns and processes 
will expand as coatings replace some established 
D-gun niches and soine established plasma 
applications in the gas turbine an~ other 
industries. Plasma. electric arc, and HVOF 
processes will form the basis of the future 
thermal spray business. 

Includinq these shifts forecasts show little 
change in unit gun sales per year for the next 
five years. Ha.1y new guns wi 11 be 111arketed as 
part of a system rather than as stand alone sales, 
and sales cf anr.illary supplies will reflect the 
growth of the thermal spray industry at large. 

!:Ju$ i r.~iLQPP,ctrt11nii_i_e~__in__lh~e_rNL _ll!'.jJ 
i !!d_l!.}_t D 

Busi ,fss opportunities are found in the 
followih~ emerging technologies: 

Single wire electric arc 

Thennal spray forming of near-net shape 
components 

Titanium -nd nickel aluminidl? powder 

Polymer powders and coatings 

Centre feed plasma tor .. hes 

Business opportunities also exist for 
suppliers of nickel ai iny powders for high 
temperature corros;on r"~istance, zinr-nickel 
alloy powders fnr prevention of iron and steel 
rorrosion, low-r.ost stabilized zirconia powders, 
anrl rertain r.omposites for abradable r.oatings. 
Ettuipment suppliers will see an incredsing demand 
for vacuum plasn.1 and st<1ndard plasma systems. 
fontributed by the Gorham Advanced Materials 
Institute. P.O. Bo~ 2<;0. Gorham, Haine 04038. USA. 
lel .: (2071 8Q2-5~~~. Fax: (207) 892-2210. 
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(Source: Hater1als and Processing Report. Hay 1991) 

Thermal-spray co11ting study l~vnc_hed by GAHI 

A mulHr.lient study of the glob;1l technology 
hase ;1nd North Amerir.an m<1rket prospPr.ls in 

thenna~-spray coatings is due to be launched this 
month by Gorham Advanced Materials Institute. 
Gorham, Haine. According to GAHi, the current 
North American market is estimated at $600 million 
lo $700 million. with annual qrowth over the next 
decade pegged at 6 to 8 per cent. Growth is being 
fueled by both an expansion of use in existing 
applications and a proliferation of new 
applications in traditional and emerging 111arkets. 

The final report of the seven-month study 
will be published in two parts: a global 
assessment of ther111al-spr~y coating processes, 
powder and wire cons1.1111ables, equipment, and 
C0111petitive technologies; anrl the North Alllerican 
market profile and forecast for lg90 to 2000. 
(Source: ~dvanced Haleria~~~J,'~_~e}. 
Harch lggo) 

• • • * * 

Spec1~VD announces selective tunqstenJ1~5$ 

Spectrutn CVD, Phoenix, Arizona, USA, has 
announced what it claims is the industry's first 
connercially available, production-worthy 
selective tungsten process for CVD of high quality 
tungsten onto interr.onnects in submicron 
integrated circuits. Spectrum reports that the 
selective process is ideally suited for critical 
applications such as via fills, silicon contact 
fills and cladding of aluininiU111 interconnects. In 
addition, it can save up to 75 per cent of the 
process costs of C0111petitive systems. (Source: 
Semiconductor International, June lggoi 

European powder coatings l!ljrket to surge_~~qz 

Sales of thennoset powder coatings in Europe 
will climb sharply as new technology allows them 
to spread beyond merely coaling inetal. Europ~an 
consumption of powder coatings in 1987 will reach 
84,670 tons, worth $37g million, and projects that 
by 1992, the European 111arket will reach 
128,850 tons, worth $612 million. The firm says 
technological advances are opening potentially 
vast markets in wood, glass. pldstics and 
composites, but c~utions that the powder coa~in~~ 
industry faces substantial market entry, as well 
as mergers and buy-outs. 

Epoxy-polyester mixtures accounted for 
41,550 tons in 1987, almost half Europe's powder 
coatings volume, and will reach 07,390 tons in 
1992. Yet the firm sees fastest growth in the 
polyester-TGIC group. including carboxylated 
polyester resins and triglicidyl-isocyanurate. It 
is forecasted that consumption of these will rise 
from 11, 190 tons in 1987 to 23,580 tons in 1Q92. 
Ouring the same period, epoxy powder coatings 
should reach 24,200 tons, and polyurethane and 
other coatings should rise to 13,670 tons. 

Sharp growth in the UK from :2.550 ton~ in 
1987 to 21,960 tons in 1992. French volume should 
rise from 10,420 tons in 1987 to 19,880 tons in 
1992. Italy and Germany have the large~t markets, 
21,820 and 20,910 tons respectively. Both should 
qrow slowly and rearh only 7Q,670 and 2Q,OOO tons 
re~pe.::tively. (E,.tracted from (hemic;al Harket_ing 
Repo~ter, 10 January 19891 

• tit ••• 



Hicroscopic glassy tilm provides high gas barrier 
lo film and bottle surtaces 

Packaqprs havl long sought a 
hiqh-qas-barrier, transparent, uncomplicated 
plastics material that is recyclable and 
economical. Technology for coating plastics with 
qlassy silicon dioKide prOlllises just that - clear. 
1110isture- and OKygen-rpsistant lllOnolayer films and 
blow-moulded bottles that can be hot-filled. 
microwaved. retorted, and easily reclaimed. 

Four companies are involved in applying 
silicon diowide (Si02: also known as silica) to 
pla .. tics: 

[~~l!lpac _CQ=-• {l_IC_i11g~pq_i:-t._TE '!fi}tt. 
VSA-hotsPd jC1int venture betwePn Airco 
[nating fprhnology and [astman Chemical 
Cn .• has a plasina-enhanced chetnical vapour 
dPposition tPECVO) process specially 
dPsiqned to coat polyethylene 
tPrephthalate (P[T) bottles. 

I I e• l'rc~duc; ~s, _a_~~rl!I Rosil. Ca Ii f orni a, 
USI\. venture of ICI Alnericas and Optical 
lnottinos lotbnratnries. uses elertror-beam 
dPpositinn tPchnnlogy to coat P£T and 
oriented polypropylene packaging finns. 

Toppiln Printing CQ., Tokyo. uses vacu11111 
deposition to produce glass-coated 
biaxially oriented P£T film. 

Toyo Ink, T9kyq,__.J!IJ1!1· .. also uses vacuutn 
deposition to produce Si02 coated films. 

Price, coating stability are essential 
elements 

Cost is an importotnt detenninant in the 
surcPss of Si02 rnottinqs. Producers will havp 
to market their p~oducis at prices below 
10 cents/6.'iOO rm'. compared with the current 
range of J& cents to 80 cents. One key to 
dPrrPotsing prires is increasing line speeds. A 
typical slate-of-the-art metallizing line runs at 
•1h0 to 550 m/min. while pilot Sio2 coating lines 
run only from 25 to co ,1/min. 

Another kPv to suuessful r()lllllPrc ial izat ion 
is protprting the Si02 roottinq. Some 
<;iO-.-roottPrl f i !ms lnsp up to he1l f of thPir 
har~ier in hanrllinq, hPrausP thP roottinq is so 
f r·aqi 1 e. 

0Pspilf' lhP'\P problems. si lircl coating oflero; 
d positivr rf'sponsP to onr of the major issues 
taring the packagin, market: copinq with 
environmental attacks and solid-waste problems. 
Sio2-coatPd films and hollies can he recycled in 
P•istinq I'll rPrle1im proqram"; hPcause Si02 
rnn!P11t is mintrvulP, purP-Pf T f"pryrl inq streams 
arP no! ro11ta111inaterl. 

SiOrroe1ted films will find most use in 
rPI ort pnurhro; ilnrl 1 i rid i nQ for shf' l f-stdh If', 
mirrowavPahlf' mP.11• .. Si07-roated hottlPs dnd 
rnntdinrrs can rl'plarr glass in some appli~ations, 
provirlinq rro11omi1al ~hippinq and le'is hr-rakdQP. 

Ulln•-thin coating provides better barrier 
pr-opf'rtirs 

l.1~ I dP.lf 11srs it 'i p 1 dSmd-Pnhe1nrPtf rlrpns it ion 
p•OfP'i~ In dpply vPry thin l;iyer-s of qlass (hPlow 
;',000 anqstrnfll~. or lrs•. than 0.? mirrnn) onto l'ff 
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bottles. Coatings are tradenained QLr. an acronym 
for quartz-like film. lastapac's process employs 
organosilicons as a non-toxic liquid process 
monomer. rather than silane gas. which ignites 
spontaneously. Because it is a cold-te11111erature 
process, it is non-destructive to plastics. 
Un 1 i ke sputtering. which is line of s i9ht, P[(VO 
is multidirectional, an advantage in coating 
thr-ee-dimensional objects. 

The process be9ins with the evacuatinn of a 
coatin9 chamber. A three-c0111pon~nt gas mixture 
(organosilicon 110n0111er, oxy9en. and heliU111) is led 
into ~·-e system. The primary raw mater-ial. 
or-oe1••osilicoo, is vapor-ized, --tered. and c0111hined 
with the other- process gases as it is bled into 
the coating chamber. Once the required pressure 
level and gas mixture are attained. the plasma is 
ignited with power coupling devices. The ignited 
plasina generates a chemical reaction that 
initiates a polymerlike gr-owth of quartz on the 
bottle. 

According to Eastapac. the technolo9y allows 
companies to produce containers in coin,iliance with 
food-packaging r-eCJUlations. It adds that enhanced 
bar-rier properties of QLl-treated PET e'tend 
packaging shelf life, which is of par-tirular 
interest to oxygen-sensitive food and beveraqe 
products such as ketchup, beer, fruit juires, and 
baby formulas. 

Another- opportunity exists for FECVD in PVC 
extr-usion blow .oulding. Because PV' has been 
especially subject to environmentalist attack. 
some extrusion-blow users of the material have 
consider-ed switching to PlT stretch blow moulding. 
which produces an inherent barrier throuqh 
or-ientation of the PlT 11alecules. However-, 
equipment investment cost is a deter-r-ent. <1d PFT 
loses SOiie of its barrier properties in extrusion 
blow 1110uldin9. QLF coating obviates the need for 
inachine invest111ent by enabling achievement of 
desir-ed PET barrier properties on bottles frUfll 
eKisting extr-usion-blow equipment. 

0Ky9en barrier testing was performed on thr-e• 
types of QLF-coated and uncoated PET c~ntainers -
a 32 oz. wideinouth jar. a 32 oz. ketchup bottle. 
and a 16 oz. beverage bottle. Qlf coatings were 
about 1,000 an9str0111s thick. In the tests. coate1 
bottles deinonstrated barrier protection up to 
10 tiines that of uncoated containers. Eastapdc 
rle1ims. Watf'r vapour transmission re1tes wrre 
impr-oved up to three times. 

One of tht> key suppliers of coating 
equipment. Leybold, which has its headquartrrs in 
Hanau, Germany, has further- developed technology 
to pr-oduce packaging films coated with silicon 
oxides for greater protection. These OKides have 
still higher barrier properties the1n SiO~ hut 
are just as clt>ar. Leybold supplies equipment 
with elt'ctr-on beam evaporator-s as coating sources 

Similar performanre is rlaimed for 
PlPctron-beam and vacut1111-deposition mrthods of 
applying Si02 to film. For its Transpak films, 
Flew Produr.t.s USPS the electron hee1m method, in 
which a focused stream of high-energy electr-ooo; 
heats material cont<tined in a crucible. The 
pr-ocess is similar to aluminiU111 deposition, bvt 
al lows for the higher mel ling temperatures and 
pr-essures requir-ed by the qlassy roating 111aterie1l 

Clear Tr-ansµak films are cle1imed to be 
invisihle to mirrow;ivr rnergy and pffrrtivr 



barriers to 110isture and oxygen. Targeted 
applications include microwaveable food packaging, 
overwraps. ll'f!dical packaging, ano such 
surgical-care items as IV and colostomy bags. 

Toppan Printi~9 and Toyo Ink, worked together 
to develop a vacuum deposition technology that 
produces glass-coated biaxially oriented PET 
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film. The finns have since separated and offer 
simil~r films under different names. The process 
heats and vaporizes Si02 onto the base material 
under vacuum; it is said to achieve thin, unifonn 
coatings without defects. (Extracted from ~.f!:!! 
Plastics International, June 1991) 
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6. P\llLICATIONS 

Coaling_j1_1sp~~ti9.- surfaces - exair11n1ng the diff.-rent areas 
to which these techniques can be applied. 

The National Association of Corrosion 
[ngineers (NACE), Houston, Texas, has published 
the NACE (9a!!n_g .J~~P~5=!o~·~ \.99I!9Qk I No. 51279) 
for recording complete and detailed infonnation 
fo, individual coating projects. Written lly NACE 
coat;ng inspector Arth~r Harshall, the book 
(152 pages, hardbound) is to be used as a 
pennanent record of an in~ividual coaling project 
and as a c0111plernent to the NACE coating inspection 
dail1 report sheet. 

The book has four sections. The qeneral 
project data section includes site safety 
infonnat•on, pre-inspection report;ng forms, 
rlient and site infonnation fonns, and a quality 
control checklist. The project records and 
report'> 'iection includes fonns for production 
records, 111<1terials, and equipment records; 
abrasive sieve test reporting, and warranty 
inspection. The inspector's daily log provides 
space for daily connents by the inspector. The 
reference data section includes reference 
materials for quick technical support. Tables on 
surface preparation inethods and standards, 
abrasive/profile c0111parisons, fonnulas, 
tP111perature conversion tables, dew point 
ternperatures in Fahrenheit degrees, and 24 pages 
tor notes are included. 

Haterials Research Society (HRS), Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania, USA, has published Qtle~ts i!' 
,,..teri~ls. vol. 209 in the HRS Syinposiurn 
Proceedings Series (ISBN: 1-55899-101-8). The 
book (hardbound or 111icrofiche, 921 pages), ed. 
P.O. Bristowe "L!lJ .. , contains 142 papers -:overing 
defects in !lletals, theory and simulation of 
defects, point and line defects, defects in 
serniconductors. interfaces and surfaces, and 
defects in oxide superconductors. Contributors 
describe investigations on point, line, and planar 
defects in metals, alloys, polymers, ceramics, 
amorphous metals, serniconductors, superconductors, 
composites, and intercalated fibres. Host of 
the research in the book is experimental, but 
a significant part focuses on theory and 
<;imulation. 

Surface rnodifita~ion technologies -
an e_ngi neer' s gu i_lje 

ldited by T .s. Sudarshan, 1qa9, 509 pages, 
illustrated. Harcel Dekker, Inc., 
210 Madison Ave., New York, NY IOOlb or 
Hutqa,.,.e 4, Postfach 1112, CH-4001 Basel. 
ISBN: 0-8241-ROOR-4. 

This quide: 

Provides rnany examples of practical 
dpplications - furnishing readers with 
helpful guidelines for resolving 
on-the-job prob:enrs. 

- Outline~ prinriples associated with 
individual processes plus physical 
properties as<>ociated with the~e 

Details the work of eight leading 
experts - supplying an in-depth assessment 
of surface modification technologies frOlll 
the viewpoints ~f th3se experienced and 
currently active in the field. 

Uses easy-to-understand language -
facilitating coanunication a111ang the 
nuinerous scientists and engineers 
involved in surface technology, 
including those working with 
micro-electronics and corrmunications, 
power plants, transportation and heavy 
duly 111<1chinery, and 111aterials for 
applications in medicine. 

Contents: Composite Coatings, 
Indira Rajagopal; Chemical Vapour Deposition, 
Deepak G. Bhat; Ion Bea.-Based Techniques for 
Surface Hodification, Hilary Solnick-legg and 
Keith O. Legg; Ion Bea111 Sputtering Techniques, 
John Keetn; Plas111a Techniques, Sidney Dressler; 
Surface Alloying Using lasers, P.A. Holian; 
Electron Beillll Coating, Siegfried Schiller, 
Ullrich Heisig and Peter Frach; Boriding and 
Diffusion Hetalizing, Ruth Chatterjee-Fischer. . . . . . 
Surface stability 

Edited by T.N. Rhys-Jones. 
ISBN 0 901462 61 6, Septetnber 1989. Order 
Code 448 294 p. 210 x 148 Bn. The Institute 
of Hetals, 1 Carlton House Terrace, 
London SWIY 508. Tel.: 071 839 4071, 
Telex 8814813, fax.: 071-839-2078 or The 
Institute of Hetals, North American 
Publications Center, Old Post Road, 
Brookfield, Vennont 05036, USA. 
Tel.: (802) 276 3162, Telex: 759615 
Brookfield UO, fax.: (802) 276 3837. 

This volume presents a practical overview of 
current methods of characterizing high-temperature 
materials. The problems encountered by 111<1terials 
used in the gas turbine section of the 1110dern aero 
engine and the range of materials used in land 
power generation equipment are discussed. Hethod! 
of surface protection and corrosion control are 
outlined and the importance of the need for 
extensive materials ev1luation before service use 
are highlighted with particular reference to the 
~election of suitable test rnethcds and the 
elucidation of degradation mechanisms. The 
r~lative rnerits of various test techniques used to 
evaluate the oxidation, corrosion, erosion, and 
wear characteristics of high temperature materials, 
and the techniques available for the chernical and 
strurt•1r;;1l analysis of materials and their degra
dation products, with reference to the behaviour 
of high temperature 111<1terials are also described. 

Ha~eri al c_o_'lf.n.u _ i_n_ lu.r:.f a.te r.tact..bd t_y J.~d 
cattly$h 

Academic Press, 1250 Sixth Ave., San Dieqo, 
California 92101, USA. 255 paqes, 1990, 
ISBN: 0-12-759940-1. 



Henry Wise and Jacques Oudar present the 
advances of the last 25 years on the complex 
processes occurring on solid surfaces during 
catalysis. corrosion. adhesion. field deposition, 
and related phen011ena. The physical and chemical 
properties of the surface in a reacting system are 
the inain topics of this book. The material 
includes soine of the basic principles of surface 
science and is usefu: to the student in materials 
science. solid-state chemistry, and catalysis as 
well as to the specialist engaged in research. 

Q:i~icallv 119dified surfaces in science and 
i ndy_stry 

Donald E. Leyden and Ward T. Collins. 
Proceedings of the Chemically Hodified 
Surfaces SymposiU111 held in Fort Collins. 
Colorado, USA. June 1987. 686 pages. 
Gordon and Brea:h, 1988. 

The proceedings of the Cheinically Hodified 
Surfacf's Symposi11111 are 1Jr'.Janized into four 
technical chapters: biomater~als, catalysis, 
surface characterization and surface 1110dification 
in electronics. Two additional chaplt>rs present a 
wide variety of papers from the general and poster 
sessions of the symposi11111. 

(!!gi_l'!r_~f\t_~t~riJJ .LJ_!>!:_~dvaMe!Lf ri ct i on_fil!!! 
~e_ar ~J!_c~t io~~ 

Edited by F.A. Smidt and P.J. Blau, 
ASH International. 262 pages. 1988. 

Description of wear characteristics of 
coatings. surf~ce lllOdifications and alloys. 

S11r:f il~e __ '!'Od i_f i c~t i Qn_ tei;h_nQ l_ogy_e11pJJ>.r~d i _n 
three.~v_oJ ume_J~"= i_es 

This r0111prehensive st>ries, edited by 
T.S. Sudarsham and D.G. Bhat, provides detailed 
inforMation on the many diverse technologies used 
for surf are modification. 

~1rface llOdification technologies. 

Phoenix. Arizona. 1988. 
127 paqes. illustrated, index, hardcover. 

This first volume is a comprehen~ive update 
and rpvipw of techniques being developed and 
applied in this fit>ld today. The procedures 
examined range from composite coatings by 
elertror.hpmical techniques to more advanced 
techniques such as ion implantation. electron 
beams, lasers, plasma, physical and chemical 
vapour deposition processes. 

Surface llOdification technologies II. 

(hiraqn, Illinois. l?R8. 
Apprn•. l56 paqes. illustrated, index, 
hantrover. 

Thi-; Prlit ion expands on the in format ion 
prr,rnted earlier and introduce' 'everal new 
tPrhnnlogie,. Attention i' al-:o given In 
proredures for the characterization of coatings 
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and surfaces. Specific topics include: 
conventional and plasina-assisted chetni:al vapour 
deposition, several ion and electron beam 
deposition techniques, laser surface 111<.dification 
techniques and electrocheiaical techniques for 
depositing COlllJIOSite coatings. 

Surface llOdification technologies Ill 

Neuchatel. Switzerland. 1989. 
Approx. 1,000 pages, illustrated. 
hardcover - I volut11e. 

T~.e latest in surface 1110dification techniques 
are explained in this third volUlfte of the series. 
Topics of discussion include: dia1110nd coatings, 
industrial electroplating. coatings for space 
applications, electrospark alloying, metallizing 
and electron beam applications. 

For the above three books, please cont~ct: 

THS, Attn.: Book Order Department, 
420 Connonwealth Drive, Warrendale, 
Pennsylvania 15086, USA. Tel.: 
(412) 776 9000. 

In Europe, contact: STH Distribution Ltd., 
Enterprise House, Ashford Road, Ashford, 
Hiddlesex, TW15 lXB, England. Tel.: 
(0784) 241636. 

In Japan, contact: Neutrino, Inc., 
Takah~shi Building, 1-44-3 Fuda, Chofu-Shi, 
Tokyo 182, Japan. Tel.: 0424 84 5550. 

In Australia, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, 
contact: 0.A. Book Pty., P.O. Box 163, 
HitchU111, Victoria 3132, Australia. Tel.: 
(03) 873 4411. 

Qep.11~H t!l!Lttt!!ruJJ9gi ~Lf o.r J U!ll_~!!«L.£9.lJ ~119~ -
d~~~JL~rul..il>Plli~JioM 

By Rointan F. Bunshah, ~l-

This book presents a unique collection of 
knowledge on depo;ition technologies. It breaks 
new ground in the extensive coverage for those 
processes used in high technology, covering the 
entire spectrum fro111 thin films to bulk coatings. 
The contents deal with various technQlogies for 
the deposition of films and coating, and the 
resulting microstructure, properties and 
applications. Written by leading researchers in 
the field, this book will be useful and needed by 
scientists, engineers and ~anagers workinq in 
industries associated with coatings for optiral. 
electrical, mechanical and decorative applications. 

Handbook of pla~111~_processi11g_ technolqgy -
f11!1dament~ls, etching, deposition, and surface 
i nter_ac ti ons 

fdited by S.H. Ro~~nagel and J .• J. (uomo, hoth 
of IBM Thoma~ J. Watson Research Centre, and 
W.O. Westwood, Rell-Northern Research. 

fhis book i~ a r.omprehen~ive o~erview of the 
ter.hnology of plasma-hased processing, written by 
an outstanding group of 29 contributor~. P:a~ma 
processing currently provides the most practical 



way to carry out many of the process steps 
involved in integrated circuitry. The advantages 
pr·ovided by plasmas. plasma fundamentals, and a 
broad range of plasma processes, relevant to the 
depa•ition and etch~nq of thin films for 
mirro-electronics and.other fields, are described 
in this handbook. 

• • * • * 

~chani sl!fs_ C>f_ react i llll gJ_ _Q.rganom~t~!li~ compoM_nds 
wiJh_s.!ff.~!;'..f?.s 

Edited by D.J. Cole-Hami 1 ton. University of 
St. Andrews. Scotland, UK and J.O. Williams, 
University of Manchester Institute of Science 
and Technology, UK. 

This unique text brings together the current 
data available on the mechanisms of industrially 
important organometallic compound surface 
reactions. Particular emphasis is placed upon the 
mechanisms of metallization, metalorganic vapour 
phase epitaxy (HOVPE) by thermal and photochemical 
routes. metalorganic molecular beam epitaxy, and 
metalorganic magnetron sputtering. Chapter topics 
include: photo-induced organometallic processes 
in semiconductor surface technology. reactions of 
Group V metal hydrides with surfaces; monitoring 
chemical reactions in metalorganic chemical vapour 
deposition (HOCVDl: anisotropic growth of GaAs in 
HOliPE: gas source moleculdr beam epitaxy; the 
mechanisms of the photochemical growth of cadmium 
mercury telluride. 

Ch~i~a!_v_~P.!!.r-~itio~_for microelectr~ 
11r i l]c_ ipJ es , __ t~!i~Q.l®J_ and fil1P ! i_c_ilio.ns 

By Arthur Sherman, Varian Associates Inc. 

This text present an extensive, comprehensive 
study of chemical vapour deposition (CVD). 
Understanding CVD requires knowledge of fluid 
mechanics, plasma physics, chemical thermodynamics 
and kinetirs, as well as homogeneous and 
heterogen~ous chemical reactions. This text 
presents these aspects of CVD in an integrated 
fa•hion, and also reviews films for use in 
inteqrated circuit technology. Because of the 
inordinate complexity of CVO. most studies of the 
~1~hjer.t have been empirir.al. 

• • • * • 

Proceedings of XV.InternatiQn~l Conlerence in 
Organic Coating$ Sci_ence and technology 

Technomic Publishino AG. Hi•sionsstrasse 44, 
Cll-'105~, Bdsel. Switzerland. 

ttow in it• fifteenth year, the International 
Conferenr.e in Orqanir Coatings Scienr.e and 
Ter.hnnlogy ha• her.nme well established as a major 
fnr11m for the pre•ent~tion of the latest coating• 
ter.hnology. 

Advance~ in Org~pic Coating$_ Science 
Technology - VoJume.13 contains the complete 
illu•lraled text• or 16 new reports presented at 
the July 1qsq international conference. 

The authors of the report• represent the 
leading international roatinqs r.ompanie• and 
re•earrh orqani1at ion• inr.ludinq AKZO, 
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E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co .. Bayer AG. 
Sandoz Ltd .• ICI. Kansai Paint Co .• American 
Cyanamid Co .. Hitachi (hemical Co. Ltd .. 
DSH Resins B.V., Nippon Paint Co. Ltd .• Dow 
Chemical Co. and BASF. 

Richly illustrated by over 400 figures and 
tables, the reports include infonna•'~n on recent 
developments in automotive coating;, advances in 
silicon a~d fluoropolymer coatings, test methods 
for accelerated ageing and durability. evaluation 
of water-based coatings, coatings for corrosion 
protection, and novel coatings based on a variety 
of polymeric systems. 

Volllllle 13 will provide those involved in 
coartings R&D with a valuable new c0tnpilation of 
information. 

PVD/CVO coatings 

New brochure highlights chemical vapou• 
deposition {CVO) and physical vapour deposition 
(PVD) coating capabilities and equipment from 
Hulti-Arc Scientific Coatings Div., And~l Corp .. 
Rockaway, New Jersey, USA. The company 
specializes in CVD and PVD titanium nitride (TiN) 
coatings. 

* • • • • 

Dymax Corp .• 51 Greenwoods Road, Torrington, 
Connecticut 06790, USA. 

General catalogue reviews rOlhpany's 
engineering adhesives and light curing syst~ms for 
a wide variety of end-use applications. Material 
selection charts list adhesives, sealants, coating 
materials and potting formulations. Text explores 
curing with pre-applied activators, exposure to 
long-wave ultraviolet light for on-demand bonding, 
and accessories such as UV curing lamps and 
systems. 

Hasler Bond Inc., 154 Hobart St .. Hackensack. 
tlew Jersey 0 760 I , USA . 

Four-page application/selector guide give-; 
data on high temperatu1e resistant adhesives/ 
sealants and coatings. Silicones. one- and 
two-component epoxies. ceramics, and hydrocarbon 
systems are listed with information on 
viscosities. cure schedules, gel times, operatinq 
temperatures, strength, and performance 
churdcteristir.s. Applications are noted for all 
grade-;, i 11c l ud i ng specialty i nsu 1 ati .,g or 
conductive type-;. 

Co~ting powders fo_r elec;troni_c;s 

ICI F'.berite ~oulding Materials, Concord 
Pike & Hurphy Road, Wilmington. 
Delaware 19897, USA. 

Serie• 70~0 and 7~00 electronic grade r.oatinq 
powders are said to exc-ed ewistinq performance 



needs for thermal shoe~. heat stability. and 
moisture resistance in passive component 
applications. This eight-page brochure discusses 
both series in terms of performance features. test 
resJlts. physical properties. chemistry, and 
handli11g. Hany applicaticns are noted. Standard 
and special colours. cured and electric values, 
laser-markable characteristics. and compatibility 
with coating equipment also are discussed. 

• * .... 

Editors: Ting C. Huang, Philip I. Cohen, 
David J. [aqlesham. 
Hateri~ls Research Society. 
Q800 HcKniaht Road. Pittsburah. 
rennsylvan;a 15237. USA. 199i, hardcover or 
microfiche, 48 papers, 369 pages. ISBN: 
l-S58~Q-100-X. Order Code: 208B. 

Highlights recent advances in X-ray, 
electron, and atom diffraction techniques as well 
as the vitality of studies of surfaces. absorption 
and phase transformat:ons, epitaxial. 
superlattices and strained layers, and thin films 
and buried interfaces. Topics: electron 
diffraction studies of surfaces; surface ordering 
and phase transition; diffraction studies of 
epitaxy: sensitivity of diffraction to lattice 
parameter; advarces in technique. 

Stellile Coatings Div., Oeloro Stellite Inc., 
a •ubsidiary of Thermudyne Industries Inc .• 
St. Louis. Hissouri. USA, offers a tour-page 
brodture ~overing the p I asma-spray 11rocess. 
applications. a list of powder chemical 
compositions, and a chart that cross-references 
Stellite grades with competitive grades. 

four-page brochure from Wear Hanagement 
Services Inc., Alquippa, Pennsylvania, USA, 
describes characteristics and applications of 
lribolite. a patented surface-engineering material 
designed to resist wear, scoring, qalli~g. and 
sei1in9. Prou•dures used in the application of 
the material by thermal •praying and by •patula 
are covered. 

Additive$ for water-based coatings 

[di tor O.P. Kar•a. 
lamhridge: Royal Society of Chemistry. 1990. 
Pp v plus 2o1. ISRN 0 85186 607 l. 

Advanced surfate c~tinos 

Innovation 128, 24 ruP du Quatre Septembre, 
75002 Pario;, France. 156 paqes. 1989. 

Thi• report provide• a comprehensive review 
or thermal spraying, chemical vapour deposition. 
physical vapour deposition, the Toyota diffusion 
proces•. and ion implantation. for each 
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technique, the report details the technology. 
compares the principal adv~ntage~ and 
disadvantages with those of oth~r coating 
techniques. and illustrates major applications. 
Technical and COll'lllercial limitations, such as 
problems relating to process control and quality 
assurance are exa11ined. 

• • * 

Phrsical Chemistry of Surfaces 

Fifth edition by ~rthur W. Adamson. 
John Wiley & Sons. Inc., 605 Third Avenue. 
New York. New York 10158, USA. 1990. 
777 pages. 

. . . . . 
l,,~i~r- an!!_nrticle-be~ chemi_g_!_pr_ci_(_ejULC!~ 
surf ace;: s yinpos i Ulll_hill 29 NovembfL.~ 
2 December 1988. Bo~~ssachusett1_,__J,l~A 

Edited by A. Wayne Johnson, Gary l. loper and 
T.W. Si9111on. Pittsburgh: Haterials 
Res. 1989, pages 649. Haterials Research 
Socie~y Symposium Proceedings; Vol. 129. 
620'.44 TA418 89-27866. ISSN: 0272-9172; 
ISBN: 1-55899-002-X 

Contents. abridged: s!l'lle recent results of 
fundamental studies of beam-induced surface 
processes. Thermal and photolytic decomposition 
of adsorbed cadmium and tellurium alkyls. 
Photochemical vapour deposition of aluminium thin 
films. laser-indused chemical vapour deposition 
of high purity aluminium. Selected area growth of 
GaAs by laser induced pyrolysis of adsorbed 
Ga-alkyls. Laser patterning of II-VI epitaxial 
thin films. Low temperature deposition of hard, 
amorphous diamond-like films by laser 
evaporation. UV enhancement of surface catalytic 
polymerization of ethylene. Laser-induced atomic 
chlorine etching of silicon. Laster induced 
chemical etchin'J of composite structure of ferrite 
and sendust. laser-induced reactive evaporation 
and condensation. Hass and energy analysis of 
ionic fragments fro~ photo-ablation of polyimide. 
High current density electron beam induced 
desorption. Indices. 

Note: Eighty-eight papers presented at a 
symposium "devotee! to a discussion of recent 
advances in the use of photon, flectron. and ion 
beams to induce or enhance chemical reactiors or 
surfaces". Ream-induced materials prore••inq and 
applications provide a focus. References 
included. For research-level collections . 

• * * 

"P~rticle$ on $urfates" ~QI. 

Editor K.L. Hittal. 
New 'l'ork/London, PlPnum Pn~ss. 19A4. 
ISBN 0 306 43030 4. 

This volume r.ontain• thf' pror.eedinqs of thf' 
Symposium on "Particles on surfar.es: detection, 
adhf'sion. and removal'" held undpr the a11spir.es of 
thf' Fine Particle Society in San Francisco, 
California, 28 july - 2 August 1986. 

The study of particles on surfaces is 
extremely important in many areas (ranging from 
micro-electronics to optics to biomedical). The 
particulate contamination on surfaces is 



undesirable from functional, yield, and 
reliability points of view. This symposi\Jlll was 
organised with the following cbjectiv£s in mind: 
to bring toqether active practitioners in this 
field, to provide a forum for discussion of the 
latest. research and development activities in this 
area. to provide opportunity for cross-pollination 
of ideas, and to highlight topics which needed 
intensified effort. 

This volume contains a total of 28 papers 
divided into four sections as follows: general 
papers; particle-substrate interaction an~ 
particle adhesion; particle detection, analysis, 
and charactP.rization; and particle removal. 

t:tetaJ E~ _and_ cer_aJ!!i.L ~.llillllgS: production. hi qh 
temperal!l!:f_properties and applications 

H.G. Hoc~inQ, V. Vasantasree and 
P.S. Sidkey: John Wiley & Sons. Inc., 
605 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10158, 
USA. 198g xv plus 670 pages. 
ISBN: 0-582-03305-5. 

A_~~~nsj~g~face l!l(!unt te_QIBglogy: an IF~ 
e~!J..rJj_v~ l>r_i~fing 

Edited by Stephen HcClelland. 
NY: Springer-Verlag, 1988. 218 pages. 
621 3815'1 TK7874. ISBN: 0-387-50090-1. 

Contents: Surface mount technology des!9n. 
Surface mount technology 111anufacture. Test.ng, 
rework, quality and reliability. Surface mount 
technology - the challenge to 111anageinent. 

Note: Surface mount technology (SHT) is a 
means of attaching electronic components to 
printed circuit boards. SHT allows for greater 
miniaturization and lower cost manufacturing. and 
has been heavily utilized in Japan. This work is 
~n overview of the current state of the technology 
and issues relating to its impi 1mentation. SHT 
encompasses not only technological processes but 
also managf'tllent and design processes. and 
utilization of computer-aided engineering. 
Chapters by many authors provide an international 
pPrspective on SHT technology lnd 111.1nagement. For 
electronics and manufacturing collections. 

••• ft • 

Surface mount te~h11ology; _ _prin.;_iplei_~nd prac;tic;_e 

Ray P. Prasad. 
NY; Van Nos Reinhold, 195q_ 
621. 1A1'74 TK7868 A8-25885. 
0-442-20527-'l. 

610 pages. 
ISBN; 

(ontPnts, abridged: lmphmenting surfacP 
mount technology. Surface mount components. 
Substrates for surface mounting. Surface mount 
land pattern design. Adhesive and its 
application. Hetallurgy of soldering and 
solderability. Soldering of surface mounted 
romponents. Quality control. repair, and 
teslinq. Index. 

Note: Recent advan(es in miniaturi1ation of 
el(tronic products arP largely a result of surface 
mount technology (SHT). The tewt presents basic 
prinriples and practire of SHT, r.oncentrating on 
rquipment features and selection criteria. 
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Organized into three sections, presents an 
over-view of SHT and implementation strategies. 
design considerations, and manufacturing 
procedures. Appendices include information on SHT 
standards and a glossary of terms. For electronic 
engineering and 111anufacturing collections. 

.... I'°; • 

s~r(i.t~_mo\I!'~ .t.film.o.J9..n;____"!llfrl~ ls.._ pr~~.f~ .. 
and equiptnent 

Carmen Capillo. 
NY: HcGraw, 1990. 347 paqes. 
621.381'531 TK7868 89-12699. ISBN: 
0-07-009781-X. 

Contents: 
mount desigr.. 
Testing SHAs. 

Surface mount components. Surface 
Assembly. Soldering and cleaning. 
Index. 

Note: Surface mount technology !SHT) allows 
for the highest electronic densities and 
perfor111ance levels, and has evolved lrOlll initial 
usage in the military and aero-space industries to 
all industries where electronics play a role. 
Describes the variety of challenges inherent in 
SHT, as well as the technologies developed to 
counter them. Will be important reading for all 
involved in electronic engineering, frOlll design 
through quality control. 

.. .. 
Surf ace a 11 or i nq br__i.Q!!...__ e 1 ec t ron .__ anlt._lill.f_~~2 

Edited by l.E Rehn, S.T. Picraux, a~d 
II. Wiedersich. ASH International, 
Hetals Park, Ohio 44073, USA. Tel.: 
(216) 338-5151. Faw.: (2i6) 338-4634. 

Focuses on the surface alloying of metals by 
these directed energy sources and the accompanying 
microstructural and property changes induced by 
exposure to them. The book is based on 
presentations by 17 in~ernationally-recognized 
experts in their fields at a 1985 ASH materials 
science seminar on this subject. The first 
chapter is an introduction and overview of the 
subject followed by three chapters that discuss 
how the input energy is dissipated, namely as heat 
and via atomic displacements, plus recent advances 
in understanding the recovery proce~s. 
specifically resolidification and defect 
annealing. Hicrostructural changes that occur 
subsequent to recovery are covered in the newt 
three chapters followed by three chapters that 
discuss the effects of these changes on materials 
proper ti es. The f i na 1 three chapters focus on the 
industrial applications of these surface alloying 
techniq~es, including the surface alloying of 
large and complew shapes. The editors suggest 
this book would be of value to researchers wishir.g 
to gain an overview of a new f ipld, as a general 
reference for those already wo~king in this area. 
and as a textbook for a gradua 0 lev_l materials 
sr:i enr.e course. 

.. ,, .. 
Paint a!'ld surf ate c;_oat i n_gs; theory anll 
prattic;e 

Fditor R. lambourne. 
Chichester; Ellis Horwood 1Q87. 
Pages 6Q6. ISBN: OAS112-6Q2-~. 
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c~..r~resistant coat~technologx 

lchiro Suzuki. 
NY: Dekker, 1989. 266 pages. 
620. 1'1223 TA418.74 89-33780 
ISBN: 0-8247-8150-0. 

Contents: Principles of corrosion protection 
by coatings. Cathodic control protection by 
~acrificial metal coatinos. Anodic control 
protection by noble metai coatings. EHF control 
protection by noble metal coatings. Hixed contrJl 
protection by conversion coatings. EHF control 
protect;on by organic coatings. Index. 

Note: E~phasis is on the protective 
qualities of coatings for many environments. In 
the past 20 years technology for corrosion
resistant coatings has advanced; present text 
draws upon much of the work already done in 
corrosive science. Environments in which water or 
moisture plays a part ore dealt with in 
particular. For students, engineers, and others 
interested in corrosion protection. 

* •••• 

tt~~dJ!9ciLQJ_1!i_irl_fLl1!1 ~it ion process~ 
l.f.chniques 

Editor K.K. Schuegraf. 
Park Ridge (USA), 1988. 413 pages, 
Z4.5 x 16 cm, bound, English. 

This book was written by 23 experts on 
coeling technologies. It therefore represents a 
sort of manual which first gives a general survey 
and then deals with various main groups in 
12 chapters. 

T_h~D11al spray: advances in coating technology: 
conferen~e~edings 

Edited by David L. Houck. 
Hetals Park: ASH, 1988. 426 pages. 
620 TS655 87-~73419. ISBN: 0-87170-320-3. 

Contents, abridged: Haterials processing and 
characterization. Equipment and process. Wear. 
Coating characterization and testing. 
Applications. Panel on finishing of coating~. 
Corrosion. Ceramic coatinqs. 

Hote: The proceeding~ of the first National 
Thermal Spray Conference oroanized by the Thermal 
Spray Division of ASH International. Reviewed 
prior to publication, papers address the variety 
of applications, materials and techniques in the 
field of thermal spray. Discusses applications 

ranging from aerospace turbine engine components 
to fann machinery, materials from metals to 
ceramics; and processes from arc. flame, and 
plasma spraying in air to hypervelocity spraying 
and robotic control. Material accessible to 
neophytes and experienced thermal sprayers. 

Surface lll()unt technology: principles and practice 

Ray P. Prasad. xx11 plus 610 pages. 
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 115 Fifth Avenue, 
New York. New York 10003. USA. 1<;89. 

SQJ_i~~d surfaces: a chemist's view of bonding 
in extended structures 

Roald Hoffman. x plus 142 pages. 
VCH Publishers, Distribution Center, 
303 N.W. 12th Avenue, Deerfield Beach, 
Florida 33442-1705, USA. 1989. 

~cil~51>'.....£!.!!!tU]~·i;;es on surface science: _il!.v_itec! 
~ctures and discussions 

Editor: F.W. de Wette. 
xii plus 501 pages. 
Springer-Verlag, New York, 175 
New York, New York 10010, USA. 

Protective coating advantages 

Fifth Avenue, 
1988. 

General Hagnaplate Corp., 1331 Route 1, 
Linden, New Jersey 07036, USA. 

The use of a protective coating that prevents 
most molten metals from adhering to its surface is 
explored in BrochJre 26. Discussion also notes 
other advantages such as preventing adhesion of all 
c0111110n soldering materials to soldering equipment 
and serving as a barrier for weld-splash adherence. 
Surface requirements, coating physical properties. 
performance at temperatures over l,500°F, and 
thicknesser, under 0.0003 in. are described. 

Catalysis at Surfaces 

By Ian H. Campbell. 
Chapman & Hall, 29 West 35th Street, 
New York. New York lOCOI. 1988. 250 pages. 
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1. PASI £V£NfS NE ruTURE ..:EHMGS 

International Conference on Surface 
[nqineerinq: Practice and Prospects 
(fechsearch, 183 Melbourne St., 
North Adelaide SA SOOb. Australia_ 
Fax: (08) 267-4031) 

First ASH Heat Treatment and Surtace 
Engineering Conference and 
Exhibition in Europe (ASH Europe. 
rue de I 'Orme. 1040 Brussels, 
Belgium) 

Surface and Colloid Science Course. 
College of Fngineering. University 
of Washingtcn. GG-13. '1725 10th 
Avenue N.[_, Seattle. WA. USA 

Diamond Films '91: 2nd European 
Conference on Diamond. Oiamondlike 
and Related Coatings (COMST. 
Ave. dP la Gare 52. P.O. Box 415. 
1001 Lausanne 1. Switzerland 
fax: 41-21-214-972) 

Surface Science - 12th European 
Conference (University of llppsala. 
Dept. of Physics. P.O. Box 530. 
S-75121 Uppsala, Sweden) 

Synth~sis, Processing and Hodel ling 
of Att•1anced Materials IASH European 
Office. ruP de l 'Orme. 
B-1040 Brussels. Belgium 
Fax: 12/2-734-67-02) 

lleat-Resistant Materials, 
ASH International. Materials Park 
Ohio 440 n-0007 , llSA 

Third National Association of 
Corrosion EnQineers (NA([) 
Sympos i u.~. NA([ Europe, 
P.O. Box 251. Guildford, 
Surrey UK 

fnvironmPntal (rarking a.1d lorali1ed 
forrosion nf OuplPx Stainl!'S<; 'ilPPls 
(Corrosion Group of the Haterials 
EnoPPring Division of thr Institute 
ol MPtals. l Carlton tlouse Terrace, 
London SWlY 508, UK 
Fax: 071-81'1-lSlfi) 

Reliability of Advanced Materials: 
Oesiqn & failure Analysis 
(ASH [urope (011ncil/Verein [leutsrhPr 
lnqenieurP) ASH IntPrnational, 
Haterial-. Pi\rk, Ohio, IJSA 
Faw: 71fi/11A-4fi1'1 

4th furopean (ooferenrP on 
Applitation<; of Surfacr and 
Interlace Analysis (Academy of 
SriPnr.e, Institute of Nurlear 
Rp<;ean h. :•r . ~". ll-'1110 I DebrecPn, 
llunQary. Fax: .lh-'}l-lhlfll) 

lhird ~iltionill Assoriation of 
Corro-.ion fnqinePr" (NACf: Sympn<;ium 
W\fF F1n-npP, P .0. Rox 7'il, 
f.u i l rH ord, SurrPy, IJK 

14-1~ November 
York. 
UK 

25-27 November 
Berlin. 
Germany 

3-4 December 
Li lie. 
France 

1992 

~ ~ebruory 

London, 
lJK 

IL-'" !'ebruary 
Hoscow. 
USSR 

Second International Conference on 
the Behaviour of Materials in 
Machining (The lost1tute of Hetals. 
1 Carlton Hou~e Terrace. 
London SWIY 508. faK: 071-839-1576 

6th International Congress for 
Surface Technology. SURTEC '91, 
(Deutsche Forschungsgesellschatt fu 
Oberflachenbehandlung. 
Aderstrasse 94. 4000 Ousseldorf I. 
Germany. F~x: ~211-37-04-59) 

COtHHAT '91 - 3rd International 
Buiiness Convention concerning 
New Materials (Adhesion & Asso~iPs. 
CONIHAT 91, 9 rue de l'Ancienne 
Hairie, F-92100 Boulogne. France. 
Fax: (33) 146038626) 

Heeling. Advanced Coating 
Technologies (Oepart .. ent of 
Materials Engineering, University 
of tlottingham, un;versity i'ark, 
Nottingham NG7 2RO, UK) 

Hetal lurgija 
Eve~t will focus on metallurQical 
and foundry engineering. ind~strial 
furnaces and thermal production 
techniques_ (NOWEA International 
Gmbll, Postrach 32 02 03, 
4000-Diisseldorf 30. Germ.3ny 
Fa~: 0211/4560-740) 

14-lfi February Surfaces '92, (Sponsored by Wester1 
Las Vegas. Floor Covering Associatiun) 
Nevdda. USA Fax: (714) 978-fiOfifi) 

24-25 February 
London 
UK 

Q Harrh 
rlorida 
llSA 

:10 March -
.1 Apri I 
MontPrPy, 
Cali forr.ia, 
IJSA 

The continuous casting mould and 
the prevention of surface defects. 
Sponsored and organized by the I ro1 
making and Steelmaking Committee o 
the Ironmaking and Steelmakinq 
Uivision of the Institute of Hetal 
(The Institute of Metals, I Carlto 
House Jerrilee, London SWlY SOB. 
Tel.: 071-83'1 4071 (direct linP 
071-976 111~); fax: 071-810 1r,7fi: 
Telex: H81'1813) 

Cour<;e on surface science. 
The University of Florida Center 
for Surface Science and Engineer
ing will present a short course 
entitlPC "Surface Science and Tech 
nnlq~1ral Applications". It will 
co~er principles and wide-ranqiny 
applications of -.urface science fo 
scientists. pnqineers, and R&O -.t~ 
from indu-.try. Complptp details 
shou I c1 he requested from 0. 0. Sh;i 
c~ntPr for Surface Science and 
[;1yineerinq, llniversi ty of Florido 
Gdinesv;lle. FLA 32611-202l; 
Tel.: 934 1?2-0877; fax: 90'1 1'12-r 

10th International Conference on 
Plasmil-Surface Interactions in 
(ontrol 1Pc1 fusion OPvirP<: 
(Sandia National 1 ilboratoriPs, 
1 i vermore, Ca Ii f orni ii !)45'i 1-0%'1. 
fax: (41'i) 7'1'1-3211) 



.ll narrli -
1 Apri 1 
Orlando, 
Florida. USA 

;'<l Apri 1 
London. llK 

1-16 Hay 
Buenos Aires. 
Argentina 

11-20 Hay 
Kiev, 
USSR 

28 Hay -
4 .Junp 
Alma Ata, 
USSR 

1-il June 
Espoo. 
Finland 

7-11 June 
Seatt I e, 
Washin<Jlon, 
llSI\ 

10-12 Junp 
Ann Arhor, 
Hid1iqan. 
IJSA 

10-11 June 
IJSSR 
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Qe•earch Symposium on [nterfaces 
(Areas of interest include 
compos i •.es. adhesive bonds, 
cratinQs, and liquid-to-solid 
interfaces) Texas Research 
Institute Austin. 415 Cryslal 
Creel. Dr .• Austin. Texas :'8746 USA 
fdx: (512) 263-35]0. 

Introduction to Technology Transfer 
and its Application in the Field of 
Corrosion (Materials Engineering 
Corrosion Group of the Institute of 
Metals, 1 Carlton Pouse Terrace, 
Lo1don SWlY 508, Ul!-. 
Fax: 071/839-3576) 

International Exhibition of Machine 
Too 1 s ( EHAQfl) (Argentinian 
Association of Manufacturers of 
Machine Tools, Accessories and 
Related Prod~~ts; the Araentine 
Chamber of Hachine Tools; 
Argentine Chamber of 
Manufacturers of Hea~urement 
Tools and Instruments.) 
Held every two years, the 
exhibition is open to both Latin 
American and foreign companies. 
(For more informat;on: Commercial 
Office, Argentine EPbassy, 
233 North Michiqan Ave .. Suite 1408, 
Chicago, Illinois 60601; Fax: 
] 12-565-4105.) 

Poroschkovaja Hetallurgija 
fvent will feature equipment and 
processes for powder metallurgy and 
ceramics. (NOWEA International GmbH, 
Postfach 12 02 03, 
11000-Dusseldorf 30, Germany. 
fax: 0211/4560-740) 

Tsvetmet - Nonferrous metals will be 
the focus of this show (NOWEA 
International 'jmbH, Postfach 
32 02 03, 4000-Dusseldorf 3C, 
Germany. Fax: 0211/4560-740) 

12th Scandinavian Corrosion 
Congress and EUROCORR '92 
(Hr. P. J. Tunturi, FINNCORR 
Fax: 358-06241162) 

International Chemical Recovery 
Conference (Canadian Pulp and Paper 
Association, 1155 rue Metcalfe, 
Montreal, Quehec, Canada H1B 4T6 
fav: (514) 866-1015) 

lilth Sympor.ium on Applied Surface 
Analysis (General Motors Research 
Lahoratories. 30500 Hound Road, 
Box 9055. Warren, Michigan 
ilA090-9055. Fax: (313) 986-0116) 

Zasrhita ot Korrozil 
Anti-corrosive treatments 
(tlOWEA International Gn1hH, 
Postfa[h 12-0l-01, 
11000-0Llsseldorf 10, Germany. 
Fax: ~211/11560-7110) 

18-25 June 
Moscow, 
USSR 

7-<1 October 
St. Louis. 
Hontc1na, USA 

'2-16 October 
The Hague, 
the 
Netherlands 

9-12 November 
Osaka, 
Japan 

17-20 November 
Kyoto, 
Japan 

9-19 Decemlier 
Bangalore, 
India 

Previous io;sves 

Issue rfo. 1 
!ssu~ '!'l. 2 
(ss•1P No. 1 
Issue No. 11 

Aluminium - Will provide infonnation 
on the 111anufacture an:i applications 
of aluminium and semi-finished 
aluminium products. 
(NOWEA International Ga:bH, 
Postfach 32-02-03, 
4000-Dusseldorf 30, Gennany. 
Fax: 0211/4560-740) 

Symposium on Hetal Surface 
Technology for Adhesive Bonding 
(Sponsored by ASTM, 1916 Race 
Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
19103-1187, USA) 

The Twelfth International Vacuum 
Congress and the Eighth Inter
national Conference on Solid 
Surfaces (Contact W. r. van der Weg, 
Oepartment of Physics, University 
of Utrecht, P.O. Box 80.000, 
3508 TA Utrecht, the Netherlands. 
Tel.: +31-30-533269: 
Fax: +31-30-543165) 

8th International Congress on Heat 
Treatment of Materials (Research 
Institute for Applied Science, 
119 Tanaka Ohi-cho. Sakyo-ku. 
kyoto 606, Japan) 

Heat and Surface 1992. 8th 
International Congress on Heat 
Treatment of Haterials. Sponsored 
by the International Federation for 
Heat Treatment and Surf ace 
Engineering (IFHT) and hosted by 
the Japan Society for Heat Treat
ment and the Research Institute for 
Applied Sciences on behalf of IFHT. 
(For further information, please 
contact: Congress Secretariat of 
Heat and Surface '92, Research 
Institute for Applied Science, 49 
Tanaka Ohi-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 
606, Japan (Tel.: +81 75 702 0043: 
rax: +81 75 701-1217)) 

East West Convention on Surface 
Engineering. 
l. Surface engineering by 

material removal 
2. Surface engineering by 

material addition 
]. Surface characterization. 

and instrument.ation 
4. Surface engineering by 

modification 
5. Semantir.s, design and 

reali7ation of textures 
(Or. Indira RJjagopal, 
IHCOSURF-92, ECSI. Indian 
Institute or Scienr.e. 
Bangalore 560 012, India. 
FAX: 91-812-34 16 81) 

Steel 
flew (erami r.'i 
fibre Optirs 
Powder Metallurgy 
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Issue No. 5 Composites Issue No. 14 Industrial Sensors 
Issue No. 6 Plast; cs Issue No. 15 Non-destructive Testing 
Issue No. 7 Aluminium Alloys Issue No. 16 Haterials Developments ;n Selected 
Issue No. 6 Materials Testing and Quality Countries 

Control Issue No. 17 Metal-matrix Composites 
Issue No. 9 Solar Cells Materials Issue No. 18 Plastics Recycling 
Issue No. 10 Space-related Haterials Issue No. 19120 Advanced Haterials Technology: 
Issue No. 11 High-temperature Superconductive CAD/CAH Application 

Material-; Issue No. 21 New Hoterials Technology 
Issue Ne. 12 Haterials for Cutting Tools and CIH 
Issue No. 13 Materials for Packaging, Storage Issue No. 22 Powder Metallurgy 

and Transportation Issue No. 23 High-temperature Ceramics 




